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ABSTRACT 

The work is a study of Thomas Hardy's novels and 

women . The focus centres upon five major Wessex novels and 

Hardy's treatment of female sexuality . 

An examination of early difficulties of style and 

characterisation is followed by textual analysis of the 

more complex structures and discourses developed by Hardy 

as, with increasing confidence and enhanced reputation the 

poetic voice successfully accommodates itself to a prose 

medium. Contemporary sexual ideologies - those to which 

Hardy was daily exposed through the vociferous medium of 

periodicals and journals - are drawn into the study . It is 

argued that Hardy was engaged with contemporary social 

issues, that the historical process enters into his fiction 

to shape both characterisation and event, and that 

contemporary dialogues upon the 'Woman Question' inform his 

characterisations . 

The argument is that Hardy was not a feminist as 

nineteenth century liberal feminism is understood . It is 

maintained that he developed a broader vision, which, 

augmented by both the eclecticism of his readings and his 

own keen perceptions, ranged beyond nineteenth century 

liberal feminist ideologies . 
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PREFACE 

Throughout this study I have used the fourteen-volume 

New Wessex Edition of Hardy's novels, published by 

Macmillan in 1974-6. The exceptions to this are the 

following editions: Far From the Madding Crowd (l1acmillan, 

London, 1949); The Return of the Natiye (Macmillan, 

London, 1943) ; and Jude the Obscure (Macmillan, London, 

1971) • 

References to these editions are given in parentheses 

in the text, and are abbreviated as follows: 
Desperate Remedies DR 
Under the Greenwood Tree UGT 
A Pair of Blue Eyes PBE 
Far From the l'-1adding Crowd FFMC 
The Return of the Native RN 
Two on a Tower TT 
The Woodlanders W 
Tess of the d'Urbervilles TD 
Jude the Obscure JO 

Florence Emily 
1840-1928 (Macmillan, 
1ifQ, and references 
parentheses. 

NOTE 

Hardy's 
London, 

to this 

The Life of Thomas Hardy 
1975), is abbreviated to 
text are also given in 

A study of female sexuality in Hardy's novels 
necessarily excludes other aspects of his treatment of 
relationships between the sexes. Whilst acknowledging that 
all textual interpretations have limitations, and that to 
reveal one aspect of a work often means ignoring or 
eclipsing others, it needs to be said that if, in shading 
over Hardy's treatment of male sexuality, the hero appears 
to be unduly backgrounded, or even rendered a relative 
being, this is purely accidental. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent studies on Victorian sexual ideologies, codes 

and practices have yet to provide a fully documented 

analysis of what F. Barry Smith claims in 

Sexuality in Britain is a badly neglected area of 

historical study [1] . Twentieth century notions of 

Victorian female sexual norms tend to concentrate upon the 

polarised stereotypes of Hadonna and \-lhore so fondly 

fostered by Victorians themselves . Yet this was a period 

of vast compass and change a 

industrialisation, urbanization, 

pe riod 

class 

of 

and 

rapid 

sex 

polarisation, spanning half a century or more . Just as it 

is important not to project current conceptions of class on 

to the classes of the nineteenth century, so it is equally 

important not to project notions of a single sexual 

ideology on to so complex and diverse a social 

infrastructure . The pendulum swung in the nineteenth 

century as in any other . The 1870s for example, Hhich saw 

the publication of Hardy's first novel, was a decade of 

deeper pessimism, doubt and anxiety than the buoyant 1850s . 

The later period, marked by economic decline and a mood of 
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uncertainty, turned its back upon the vivacious 'Girl of 

the Period' of the 1860s and felt the impact instead of the 

grave, sedate liberal feminist expending her maidenly (and 

in some cases matronly) energies in reconstructing woman's 

role and status in society . 

The Victorians themselves devised, or rather evolved, 

two entirely separate sexual ideologies for middle-class 

and working class .wmen. The social roles of 'olomen in 

these classes were almost diametrically opposed. For the 

affluent, society prescribed a life of leisured indolence; 

for the labouring classes, back-breaking toil . No single 

ideology could justify both social roles . Accordingly, 

bio-medical thought had to provide two distinct views of 

women, one appropriate to the upper middle-classes (to 

which all other upwardly mobile classes aspired), and one 

appropriate to poor, working class v'lomen . Affluent women 

were regarded as inherently too refined and \V'eak for 

anything but the most sedentary, trifling task, while the 

labouring poor were held to be vigorous and robust -

equipped for hard labour . The former "laS inherently frail 

and sickly (the cult of female hypochondria), and the 

latter sickening dirty, infected, a carrier of disease 

[2] . The double standard was not, therefore, restricted to 

an ideology promoting the well-kno'Tn separate spheres 

desideratum. It was extended to compound class separation 

Hithin a single sex - woman, in other Hords, Has divided 

against her own kind . 

To the modern reader of nineteenth century periodicals 
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and journals, it is evident that yet another 

tuentieth-century preconception about Victorian sexology 

requires revision . This is the notion that the unspeakable 

subject itself remained unspoken. It did not by men . 

From the most rudimentary of dialogues - the competitive 

interchange between commercial advertisers - which employed 

the delicate euphemistic language of the drawing room to 

enjoin women to purchase Dr XIS potent remedy 

(abortifacient) for female 'troubles'; to the medical 

journals' dialogues upon, say, the efficacy of leech 

application to female sex organs as a cure for amenorrhea, 

or, alternatively the problems arising froID use of the 

speculum (that usage could cause sexual arousal in the 

patient), public discussions upon issues of female 

sexuality were diverse, detailed, enthusiastically debated. 

Recent revisionist theories on Victorian sexology 

notvrithstanding, certain facts remain unsassailable . The 

silencing of \-lOmen upon the subject of sex is one . Placing 

as many obstacles imaginable in the path of \-lOmen seeking 

admittance to the medical profession, the male dominated 

establishment effectively elided the feminine voice from 

contemporary discussions on sex, as simultaneously that 

same establishment proceeded to anatomize each and every 

available aspect of female sexuality . There is also the 

inescapable fact of the middle-class woman's sexual 

incarceration. The middle-class male had available to him 

a means of sexual gratification which the female did not . 

The nineteenth-century brothel catered for a variety of 
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sexual tastes, and moreover, did so in a tacitly 

institutionalised form followir~ the Contagious Diseases 

Acts of 1864-69. Follmving the repeal of these Acts in 

1886, males frequenting these establishments did not 

necessarily curtail their activities. If Ronald Pearsall's 

'sin map' of London may be regarded as an index, business 

flourished [3] . Hith the possible exception of taverns, 

more geoGraphical space lias allocated to accor!lmodate this 

particular custom than any other - including religious 

Horship . For middle-class '-TOmen on the other hand, sexual 

ignorance and chastity deemed innocence - lias of the 

essence . A pure woman had not simply to be virgin, she had 

also to be \-lithout sexual knmlledge . Chastity and sexual 

ignorance was the fate of the middle-class wife obliged by 

laH to submit to her husband's desires, where her equally 

unfortunate sexually active sister - the prostitute was 

obliged by la\-l to submit to periodic municipal cleansings 

of her person that she too might secure a living . It vIas a 

morality, Fernando Henriques writes, 
'-lhieh fostered prurience and hypocrisy . From the 
stronghold of the chaste, monogamous family it 
enabled the individual to fulminate against all 
vicious living while clandestinely he sowed his 
wild oats . It encouraged wives to becoffie ninnies 
vlhile their husbands contracted venereal disease . 
It hounded 'fallen' Horllen to become \-lhores in the 
name of God . [4] 

The earnest efforts - notably of Harriet Taylor and 

John Stuart Mill to eradicate the separate spheres 

desideratum in which the sexual double standard was rooted, 

had to contend not only with a strong reactionary 
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opposition, but also with a virtually unassailable logic. 

This argued that sexually active, independent or assertive 

women would be threatened \\lith a loss of \."hat rn.en called 

solicitude, and which feminists might call patriarchal 

tyranny . 
Females from infancy to age are in a state of 
subjection, nor ought they to consider this a 
misfortune, on the contrary, it should convince 
them they are the objects of the fondest 
solicitude. [ 5] 

No longer lovingly indulged, no longer accorded the special 

privileges enjoyed by domestic pets, but threatened instead 

by the daunting prospect that she would be expected to 

prove her worth in a Horld that had for so long inculcated 

in her a sense of her innate inadequacy and inferiority 

the subjected wife lias by 110 means always convinced that 

elimination of the double-standard would necessarily 

constitute an improvement in her condition. For, as one 

contemporary observed: 
So long as ..• the marriage contract is what it is, 
the larger and more important section of the women 
of England must be legal nonentities . [6] 

And legal nonentities require protection solicitude . 

But, as this same observer perceived: 
That the effect of this is to limit the 
aspirations, to paralyze the energies, and to 
demoralize the characters of women, is not to be 
denied . They are born and educated, as it were, 
for total absorpt ion. [7] 

To what extent, in reality, the theories of the 

authoritative Dr Acton shaped a feminine consciousness - a 
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denial of the sexual self remains controversial. Dr 

Acton argued that to ascribe erotic passions to healthy 

\-lOmen 'vas to cast a vile aspersion upon them. He pointed 

out that whereas female sexual activity \-laS much in 

evidence in lunatic asylums a characteristic of the 

abnormal, the diseased and the insane - heal thy women vlere 

free from these drives [8]. Clearly if the Victorian wife, 

denied pre-marital sexual knmvledge and experience, entered 

the nuptial bed out of fear and obligation, she was further 

disadvantaged by medical prognostications as to her innate 

sexual anaesthesia . Her bride-night anxieties, already 

manifold, had also to accommodate the notion of sexual 

activity as debilitating to her health (another current 

theory [9]) . Her fond husband could only compound these 

fears and anxieties since ho.Tever skilled he might be in 

the arts of defloration, he must inevitably take his 

pleasure at her expense - tension and frigidity do not make 

for painless sexual intercourse . Thereafter, given the 

limited opportunities, both moral and logistical, of 

breaking this sexual pattern with an alternative partner, 

the Victorian wife would surely end as she began, fearful, 

repelled, frigid . Did Dr Acton diagnose or prognosticate a 

condition? Either way, according to Pearsall, he Has 

sufficiently influential to sway fellow medical 

practitioners into passing on his theories in surgeries 

throughout the country [10] although of the important 

medical journals only The Lancet saw fit to uphold his 

views . Acton writes that: 
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as a general rule, a modest woman seldom desires 
any sexual gratification for herself. She submits 
to her hu~ band, but only to please him, and but for 
the desire of maternity, would far rather be 
relieved of these attentions [11] . 

But 'as a general rule' the modest \wman vlould enter the 

surgery for reasons of pathological disorder, so hO\-I 

representative of the 'general rule' would she be? 

Hevertheless, given the inordinate power exercised by the 

medical practitioner over the lives of Victorian women, \-Ie 

too are obliged to hearken to his voice . It is not 

difficult to imagine how women fleeing to the surgery with 

symptoms of nausea, abdominal pains, insomnia, sickness, 

headaches and so forth, would invite normative 

generalisations from their doctors . In the interests of 

professional reputation a sagacious manner and ready remedy 

might \-Iell have been imperative. Hence the prescription of 

analgesics or suppressive drugs, together with some fond 

advice about taking bed-rest and purges in equal measure, 

\-Iould implicitly under\'lri te Acton'S prognostications . 

Possessing no remedy for the cause of the complaint, but 

having fostered hypochondria and invalidism in his patient, 

\-Ih1ch uould in turn confine her to the sick-bed as opposed 

to the matrimonial bed, the medical practitioner 

intentionally or otheNiise, confirmed in her the suspicion 

that relieved of her husband's attentions her health would 

improve, \-/hilst at the same time effectively relieving her 

by virtue of his prescriptions of those same 

attentions. 
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Acton's theories did not go unchallenged . The r.lost 

vociferous mecbers of the oppusitiol1 \lere the socialist 

university lecturer Karl Pearson and the theorist and 

medical practitioner G. R. Drysdale . Each insisted that 

sexual satisfaction in both sexes was essential for the 

physical and moral uell-being of the individual and society 

[ 12] . Pearson, calling for sexual equality and free sexual 

selection, reasoned that : 
the sex-relationship, both as to form and 
substance , ought to be a pure question of taste , a 
simple matter of agreement betvleen the man and the 
\wman . [ 13] 

It may plausibly be argued hOHever , that these theories 

would have been totally meaningless to repressed, sexually 

inhibi ted Victorian \dves denied all knowledge , or access 

to knoHledge of vlhat constituted their own' pure ..• taste' • 

It is not surprising then that Acton's theories flourished 

right up the the end of the century , (his '<lorks '<lere still 

published in the 1890s ) , and that subjected Victorian wives 

clung fiercely to the familiar sexless Hadonna role . 

The Hadonna imago - t-lhich under\</ent subtle shifts frow 

what George Eliot referred to as a 'doll-woman' , to 

Coventry Patmore's 'Angel in the House', to Ruskin's 

'stainless sceptre of womanhood' , to the 'ennobled' figure 

of liberal feminist ideologies (increasing in iron stature 

as the century proceeds) - had its origins in pre-Victorian 

social changes . Francoise Basch writes that the emergence 
:> 

of the Hadonna, a disembodied figure with symbolic 

references to the Virgin I1ary: 
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\-las perhaps the most obvious result of an 
historical and ideological change which began in 
England well before Victoria , with the gradual 
climb to pOOler of a middle-class imbued first with 
Calvinist Protestantism and, later, with 
Hethodism •.• the cultural expression of this image 
reaches its climax ••. in the mid-Victorian age . [14] 

The feminine ideal \"ras an essential factor in the 

evolutionary dynamic of the middle-classes . As with all 

ruling-class values, Basch \~rites, its effect permeated the 

vlhole of society: 'The artisan \'lilliam Lovett - although a 

militant trade-unionist and Chartist - paid homage to his 

vlife in her role as guardian anGel, and glorified 'woman's 

mission' in terms worthy of Mrs Ellis or Ruskin in 

Of Queens Gardens' [15] . 

Ruskin disposed of the 'rights' of vlomen (his own 

quotation marks) by allotting, or rather claiming that God 

had allotted, separate spheres to the tvlO sexes the 

woman's being of course the hearth, and man's any portion 

of the world which remains. In common with Coventry 

Patmore he offered Victorian \.fomankind gilded dreams of a 

veiled, grave and meek womanhood, whose pm"rer lay in 

vlielding influence behind the throne . Thus the cherished 

toy-wife, pampered, medicated, eulogised by the great poets 

her sceptre-bearing image concordant with the 

Hotherland's banner-waving imperialistic expansionism 

aChieved, by the 1870s, her ideological seniority . 

A t a more prosaic level she al so became a COIllL10di ty. 

The more conspicuously idle and ornamental, the better she 

served as a status symbol for her prosperous spouse . Her 
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sexual ignorance bespoke her moral innocence, invalidism 

implicitly testified to her ultra-refined sensibility, and 

her costly, decorative presence proclaimed her husband's 

worldly success . Ridicule and patronisation were effective 

Heapons against the occasional rebel, whose only course Has 

to conform or flee . Florence Nightingale, who demanded to 

know \-lhy women \-lere endO\.;ed with passion, intellect, moral 

sense, yet \lere allot ted a place in society \vhere none of 

these could be exercised, fled [16] . Intellectually gifted 

women took to the nom-de-plume and their less fortunate 

sisters to hysteria. Hysteria appeared, write Barabara 

Ehrenreich and Deidre English: 
not only as fits and faintins, but in every other 
form: hysterical loss of VOice, loss of appetite, 
hysterical coughing or sneezing, and, of course, 
hysterical screaming, laughing, and crying . The 
disease spread wildly, yet almost exclusively in a 
select clientele of urban middle and 
upper-middle-class ... women between the ages of 
fifteen and forty-five . 

Doctors became obsessed with this 'most 
confusing, mysterious and rebellious of diseases' . 
In some Hays it was the ideal disease for doctors: 
it \-Tas never fatal, and it required an almost 
endless amount of medical attention . But it Has 
not an ideal disease from the point of view of the 
husband and family of the afflicted loloman. Gentle 
invalidism had been one thing; violent fits \-wre 
quite another . So hysteria put doctors on the 
spot . It Has essential to their professional 
self-esteem either to find an organic basis for the 
disease, and cure it, or to expose it as a clever 
charade . 

There was plenty of evidence for the latter 
point of view . With mounting suspicion, the 
medical literature began to observe that hysterics 
never had fits when alone , and only \.hen there was 
something soft to fall on .•. The doctor's 
accusations had some truth to them: the hysterical 
fit, for many women, must have been the only 
acceptable outburst of rage, of despair, or 
Simply of energy - possible . [17] 
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Treatment of hysteria - prior to Sigmund Freud's dissection 

of the female nature by psychoanalysis - ranged from giving 

the patient cold baths, shaving her head, suffocating her 

until the fit passed, beating her about the face and body 

vIi th \.,Tet towels, and embarrassing her in front of family 

and friends . 'Ridicule to a Homan of sensitive mind, is a 

powerful \-leapon' , advised a certain Dr . F. C. Skey, 'but there 

is not an emotion equal to fear and threat of personal 

chastisement' [18] . But the ultimate 'cure' was effected 

by gynaecological dissection: 
It was the field of gynaecological surgery that 
provided the most brutally direct medical 
treatments of female 'personality disorders' •.• At 
least one of their treatments ~ effective: 
surgical removal of the clitoris as a cure for 
sexual arousal. •• Hore widely practised Has the 
surgical removal of the ovaries ovariotomy, or 
'female castration' . Thousands of these operations 
were performed from 1860 to 1890 .•• Patients ~lere 
often brought in by their husbands, who complained 
of their unruly behaviour . llhen returned to their 
husbands, 'castrated', they vlere 'tractable, 
orderly, industrious and cleanly', according to Dr . 
Battey . (Today ovariotomy, accompanying a 
hysterectomy, for example, is not knovTn to have 
these effects on the personality. One can only 
\londer Hhat, if any, personality changes Dr . 
Battey's patients really went through) . Hhatever 
the effects, some doctors claimed to have removed 
from fifteen hundred to two thousand ovaries; in 
Barker-Benfield's \'lOrds, they 'handed them around 
at medical society meetings on plates like 
trophies' . [ 19] 

Hi th hysteria, the cuI t of hypochondria vias carried to its 

logical conclusion: 
Society had assigned affluent women to a life of 
confinement and inactivity, and medicine had 
justified this assignment by describing "Tomen as 
innately sick . In the epidemic of hysteria, uomen 
~lere both accepting their inherent ' sickness' .5!.llii 
finding a way to rebel against an intolerable 
social role . [20] 
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This then was the 18703 socia-sexual clilaate of 

bioloeica1 class-vTarfare into which the young Thomas Hardy 

brazenly attempted a literary foray . It was entitled 

The Poor Han and the Lady and it failed . A core 

circumspect work followed in 1871, claimed a literary 

market , and with one eye on the proprieties and another 

upon developing a poetic prose style to codify in 

metacommentary the authentic iconoclastic 'voice', he 

successfully established a reputation within the decade . 

Hith each successive novel he drew increasingly closer to 

his original critique - his attack upon class and sex 

division in a society in which \lomen were subjected and 

exploited by men. The talented, physically fit heroine 

brought by male coercive devaluations of her person to a 

submissive, defeated, and in many cases an entombed demise, 

constitutes a major theme in Hardy's novels. 

From Elfride's struggle to nerve herself as an 

individual seeking to assert her talents and desires in a 

man's i'lOrld - mastering his games, submitting her ~wrk to 

his editorship - i.ho V1ishes to confront her lover candidly 

on matters of sex, through to Sue Bridehead's quest for 

liberation and a \-lorld in which she may live free from the 

strictures of a moral code preordained by men and alien to 

her consciousness, the Wessex heroine struggles arduously 

to survive in a world which unreasonably demands more of 

her than in Darwinian terms - mere habitat adaptation . 

As an intelligent, educated adult, she anticipates formill8 

her mm plan of living as do her male peers, but is denied 
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this rie;ht by society . Even where she is not formally 

denied this right she is effectively discouraged by her 

enforced subjection, from pursuing her own ends . The 

'opiate' of subjection, Hill said in his 1867 debates, 

'benumbs' the mind and conscience of many women. Hardy's 

heroines number among the many . Subjected to male 

authority, condescension , prejudice and exploitation, the 

Hessex heroine is brought from youthful vigour to, either , 

psychological entombment or an untimely death . It is not -

of course Hardy's intention to treat ~lith triumph but 

with struggle . And since his sympathies are with the 

oppressed classes struggling for equal rights and 

opportunities, the implicit criticism at the heart of his 

texts is directed against a society which seeks to suppress 

its dissidents and silence its radicals: the women who 

would rebel are psychologically maimed that they may not 

strike back at their oppressors . 

Humanity's ability to channel the energy and resources 

of the natural world is to Hardy the hallmark of hUl.lan 

achievement . Hankind obstructing the energy and potential 

of so creative a body in nature as its own womankind 

clearly defeats its own ends . vlhat might be termed the 

eugenical backlash in Hardy's denouements is that the 

intelligent and fit are in danger of being bred out . There 

is no regeneration of the genetically strong, healthy and 

intelligent \loman in Hardy . The subtly subversive effect 

of this upon the late Victorian reader would have been 

profound. The post-Darwinian age was deeply concerned \<lith 
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the perfectibility of the species the nation was as 

strong and powerful as its healthy breeding members. In 

terms of evolutionary struggle such sheer waste can only 

threaten the species as a whole for 'olhom individual 

variation llithin the group, and its preservation through 

regeneration, as every Victorian evolutionist vl0uld have 

known, is critical to species adaptation. Hardy's 

microcosmic Victorian world reveals therefore an alarming 

retardation . This in evolutionary terms predicates a fall 

from optimum survival chances . It is the case in Hardy 

after all, that his less conventional heroines are not only 

fertile but are also potentially fine human specimens 

classic models for the eugenicist, as their author, uith 

his close follm·ling of contemporary debates in this area, 

llOuld have been aHare [21] • In his, an~ his heroines' 

challenge to the status quo - which favours and fosters a 

more uniformly conventional feminine model (Henry Knight's 

virginal, sexually untried maiden; Gabriel Oak's meek and 

comely woman; Angel Clare's child-of-nature innocent; and 

Jude's ethereal, sexless Alma hater), the call is for a 

reassessment of socio-sexual codes . That is to say, Hardy 

is arguing against the perpetuation of the subjected type 

as an ideal to be promoted and nurtured (the object of 

fondest solicitude), which is virginal (unproductive), 

inutile (redundant) and subordinate (inferior): in other 

words a type progrruamed for obsolescence. 

Feminist critics have argued that to create the kind 

of painful denouement Hardy creates for his heroines is to 
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'punish' them . How this argument survives the \lessex 

novels seems problematical . For Hardy's \-lorld from first 

to last, is one in which the strong creative individual is 

seen to be crushed by a social system in which pO\-ler is to 

be retained at all costs by a privileged, reactionary few . 

It is not a \wrld in "'lhich non-conformism or rebellion will 

be tolerated . Consequently the oppressed classes - men of 

the Horking-classes and "'lomen of both the middle and 

working-classes include among their number such 

casualties as Stephen Smith whose low expectations of 

success obstruct his pursuit of the beloved, and Jude whose 

too easily defeated spirit is also characteristic of the 

culturally conditioned loVi achiever . Stephen is, at the 

last, deprived of love and fulfilment, and Jude of life 

itself. Other Hardy heroes of more indeterminate class 

Troy, 'VJildeve, Clym, Alec and Giles also suffer 

deprivation and/or death . If, and this seems highly 

improbable, it is Hardy's intention to 'punish' his 

characters, then this is meted out in relatively equal 

measures . Bore to the point is the fact of sheer waste . 

The sensual, adventurous , rebellious heroine can only be 

crushed (as her sister in life was 'castrated') under the 

conditions that prevail . She is - in Darwinian terms a 

being fully developed: 
through natural selection, or survival of the 
fittest .•• (to) compete with other beings, and thus 
increase (her) number . 

(But), pain or suffering of any kind, if long 
continued, causes depression and lessens the pm-Ter 
of action. [22] 
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It is narrow and supersubtle to speak in terms of punishing 

the heroine . It is society's self-inflicted punishment 

which is more to the pOint . The pain and suffering 

inflicted UPOli WOl..::m lessens the pOHer of action in society 

as a whole which would benefit considerably from a little 

uore of the inchoate self-delight and rebounding vigour 

characteristic of so many Hardy heroines . Or, as Darwin 

argued the case: if pain and suffering depresses and 

lessens the power of action, 'pleasurable sensations on the 

other hand may be long continued \'lithout any depressing 

effect; on the contrary, they stimulate the whole system 

to increased action' [23]. 

From 1873 and the publication of his third novel to 

1897 and his last, Hardy t-ras al ternately approved and 

ridiculed for creating heroines who did not conform to Mrs 

Grundy's book of rules . Critics levelled accusations of 

mysogynism at him for detailing imperfections in his \-lomen 

traits 

compounding 

Hardy 

the 

clearly regarded 

whole person . It is 

as realistic, as 

after all the 

doll-madonna stereotype that degrades by depersonalisation . 

Hardy created heroines as unlike the contemporary 

media-promoted stereotype as possible that each might be 

apprehended as lovable in her o\m right human and 

imperfect . This is fundamental to the equality of the 

sexes principle since the imperfect male's lovability is 

not contingent upon his angelic perfection. 

Latterly, charges against Hardy turned upon what Nrs 

Oliphant described as ola-esque filth [24] . The less 
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acerbic R. Y Tyrrell \.rriting in The FortniGhtly RevieH 

(1896), perceived that: 
Hr . Hardy has been creeping nearer and nearer the 
fruit which has been so profitable to the French 
novelists but which till quite recently his English 
fellow-craftsman has been forbidden to touch . 
The l"Ioodlanders , A Pair of Blue Eyes, and above all 
Tess , have sho\m t'k . Hardy's eminent skill in 
going as near French lubricite as a writer can 
venture t.rithout a\-iakening the non-conformist 
conscience in our strangely-constituted society, in 
fact in hoodvtinking the not very perspicacious 
Hr . Podsnap and f.1rs . Grundy . [25] 

Hardy endured t\-Jenty- three years of polemical 

sexological commentary from his critics . It was tantamount 

to over-exposure in an age of 'not very perspicacious' Ilr 

Pods naps and I1rs Grundys . He was unable to distance 

himself from critical attacks and never ceased to 

experience these with the utmost pain . Hhy? Because his 

feminine creations were sublimations of an alter-ego? 

Because they were the restored lost loved object, the lost 

young mother of infancy? [26J . He may only conjecture, 

but one thing is plain: Hardy's identification with his 

heroines, which Irving Howe perceives as his 'openness to 

the feminine principle' [27J, verges upon immersion so 

profound that public rejection of their acceptability 

becomes in turn Hardy's sense of his own unacceptability -

he too is alien and the pain is acute . Notice for example 

hmoJ the sentiment of his poem' In Tenebris II' [28J in 

which the speaker fears himself to be as one 'shaped awry', 

a misfit, coheres with a cancelled passage of the Life 

vThich speaks of, 
that absolute want of principle in a reviewer which 
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gives one a start of fear as to a possible crime he 
may commit against one's person, such as a stab or 
a shot in a dark lane for righteousness' sake. 
[ 29] 

These manifestations of incipient paranoia occurred at a 

time when Hardy \-1as mourning attacks upon Tess in the early 

1890s. 

Did he, one wonders, ever perceive his own experience 

as a fragmented individual alternately inflated and 

diminished, reassured and ridiculed by public acclaim and 

censure, to be analogous to the predicament of the 

oppressed Victorian woman? Certainly the intensity of his 

heroines' struggle to assert self and identity, while 

remaining permanently on the brink of male judgement, seems 

at times to be Hardy's own emotional pain as he enters this 

into the Life (see Chapter VI). 

In addition to this prolonged exposure to sexological 

polemics. Hardy vias also daily confronted with pedagogical 

diatribes upon women in the press . He was a regular reader 

of the major periodicals [30] - the right-\-ling, and in 

Hardy's words, 'influential' Saturday RevieH [31], the 

liberal Fortnightly RevieH, and the Hould be inoffensive 

Cornhill under editorship of Leslie Stephen which 

cautiously rejected The Return of the Native. This latter 

event seems to have been the consequence of publication 

difficulties encountered by Stephen and Hardy over the 

serialisation of Far From the l1adding Crowd which provoked 

complaints of impropriety despite Stephen's efforts at 
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circumspection. Of the remaining major periodicals the 

'gentle' Spectator (Stephen's adjective) .laS also regularly 

studied by Hardy . The word studied is used advisedly, for 

Hardy did not merely read, he took notes - copiously [32]. 

These autobiographical factors are important for the 

following reasons . Firstly , there is the fact of Hardy's 

keen, continuing interest in current affairs. lIedia 

researchers comment that: 
Readers may not only learn about public issues and 
other matters from the media, they also learn hO\'1 
much importance to attach to an issue or topic from 
the emphasis the media places upon it . 

The press may not be successful much of the time in 
telling people what to think but it is stunningly 
successful in telling people '''hat to think about . 
[ 33] 

Secondly, there is the fact that the Victorian press, while 

successfully telling people what to think about, tells its 

own prejudices . In the constricted space of its formatted 

columns it tells of a deep-seated hostility tmclards Homen. 

Barbed jibes and cold censure jostle vlith eulogies upon the 

Angel/Hadonna as if the male writer armed wi th the 

pen/phallus [34], a thrusting style and a columnist's 

pinning-down urgency sought literally to assault 

\>wmankind with the aid of the black and white letter and 

the killing Hord. 

The point to be made then is this . Hardy appears to 

have been totally resistant to the sexism that lay behind 

these dialogues. Possibly he was forearmed from the outset 

.lith what ultimately became his lifelong fidelity to 
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Fourier-ist notions of free womanhood, free love, free 

sexual association. For there is a noticeable lack of 

quotations on woman-related topics drawn from contemporary 

sources in the Hardy notebool<s . Yet clearly he \o1as closely 

in touch with current views and events, and there exists, 

anterior to each and every one of his female 

characterisations a contemporary feminine dilem~a. If it 

is not the struggle to break out of the stereotyped role 

prescribed for her by man and society, it is the attempt to 

flee the constraints of convention (but without Florence 

iJightingale's success), or a refutation of Victorian 

marriage codes, or a struggle to attain selfhood or 

liberation. Throughout Hardy's discourses (in contrast to 

those of Dicicens), hostile, degrading, ridiculing or 

patronising language is noticeably absent . Hith the 

exception of Grundyan overtones invoked (and subsequently 

abalienated) by Hardy to glaze the text of 

A Pair of Blue Eyes with a veneer of propriety (see Chapter 

II), the voice of censorship and disapproval is barely 

detectable in the Wessex novels, whereas it announces 

itself stridently in the press . This is not to say that 

Hardy did not pick up questions and idioms in current view 

or revie,,1 as, daily reading about the \o1orld he corporeally 

inhabited he daily wrote about another . There are, for 

example, floating images of property and theft in 

Far From the Madding Crowd which suggest he might well have 

picked up images from current feminist debates upon the 

Harried ~'loman' s Property Act (1870). There are also 
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possible linguistic/imagistic links bet'leen 

The Saturday Review's post-mortem on George Sand and 

The Return of the Native (see Chapters 111 and IV 

respecti vely) • 

E. M. Palmegiano writes that the interest in women was 

part of that favourite Victorian pastime, evaluating the 

effects of industrialisation: 
In magazine after magazine, every aspect of 

that phenomenon was microscopically detailed. It 
seemed logical in the course of this scrupulous 
investigation, to see hOi-[ the najority of the 
population, the female, had fared . Ho\oJ to 
understand a eroup so disparate? It seemed 
essential to discover some 'law of femininity' . 
Once society kneu Hhat \voman uas supposed to be, it 
could mru<e adjustments in her condition, could 
bring her back to her proper orbit . But the more 
that Hriters sought to delineate true Homanhood, 
the more confused they appeared . [35] 

Daily, \veekly, monthly , Hardy \vould then have been 

presented i'lith stimulating, exhausting and exhaustive 

commentaries upon the condition of women in Victorian 

society . Or rather they were promotional commentaries . 

One thing strikes the modern reader of these writings 

their authors appear to have been better equipped for 

pedagogy than pupilage . Inquiry couches itself in 

proselytism, and setting the Horld to rights in missionary 

zeal . It is clear from an overall reading of the papers 

that to teach rather than to question the rules of 

behaviour, sexual codes, even the sexual expectations laid 

dotm for i-wmen, motivated the majority of these authors -

as in Hardy's fiction it also motivates the pedagogical 

reviewer Henry Knight . 
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It is noteuorthy, Palmegiano writes: 
that the majority of known \-Jriters, as well as 
editors and publishers, were men, even among the 
personnel of those publications directed 
specifically to women ••• it appears that men ..• had a 
voice in shaping attitudes about the female . [36] 

Palmegiano makes the additional observation that research 

has uncovered almost no concern about the behavioural 

patterns of men in the particular male roles of husband, 

father, or son: 'Does this omission, the author wonders, 

indicate such confidence about vlhat constituted masculinity 

as to make discussion unnecessary or such insecurity as to 

make it terrifying?' [37] It is a moot point and one vlhich 

aptly expresses what we understand to be a typical 

Victorian dichotomy. 

Hardy was no collectivist . 'A law of femininity' 

would have sounded dangerously simplistic to him. If 

contemporary dialogues upon the \voman Question, their 

unremitting pedagogy, their thirst for constructing 

categories - for pinning \'loman down - find little parallel 

in his oVln fiction, this would be wholly intentional . He 

vlould have his women, his heroines, 'act as they 'VIi 1 1 ' he 

says in Candour in English Fiction [38]. This was of 

course subject to public permission and the public did not 

(at first) permit \-Jomen should not act as they \.il1. 

This \vould be foolhardy, anti-social, and unfeminine . 

Obedience to the common will 'VIas imperative - and the 

commroon will vIas male . But obedience and self-suppression 

in the Hardy heroine, as has already been stressed, leads 
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only to misery and destruction . By the time Hardy co~es to 

Tess this is openly his stand . The middle-class parson's 

son concedes at the last his own foolhardy, anti-social 

behaviour . It is his hypocritical double-standard which 

destabilises the love-bond and initiates 

destruction of lives . 

Hardy .las clearly no convert 

the tragic 

to periodical 

gospellings . Or to invert that statement, it is evident 

from close readings of nineteenth century periodical 

literatures, that there is no identifiable Hardy 'voice' 

there . From the liberal feminist voices of Hillicent 

Garrett FaVlcett and John Horley in The Fortnightly - very 

smooth, bland, and cool in their deliveries or the 

placatory tones of Leslie Stephen in The Cornhillj to the 

strident exhortations of Andrevl Lang in the He1-l Revim-l and 

Longmans Hagazine and [irs Lynn Linton's eruptions in 

The Saturday , there is not one that can be singled out as 

recognisably Hardyan . It might be argued that the voice of 

the liberal feminist is detectable in the locutions of his 

Sue Bridehead . But as is argued in Chapter VI, this is 

more apparent than real . 

Hardy's attitude to the liberal feminist, in so far as 

this may be determined from his private correspondence, may 

be outlined as follmls. There is evidence of his support 

of the suffragists [39], and yet more constructive support 

of the radical feminist Hona Caird [40] . But there are, in 

his dealings with the liberal feminist Hillicent Garrett 

Fawcett, signs of diffidence . He declined her request to 
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\vri te a short story 'showing hO\1 the trifling with the 

physical element in love leads to corruption' [41] . 

Tactfully he suggests that, 
to . do the thing \'le11 there should be no mincing of 
natters, and all details should be clear and 
directly given . This I fear the British public 
would not stand just now; though we are educating 
it by degrees [42] . 

Hardy's ideas about trifling \'dth the physical element in 

love are not I1illicent Fawcett's . His treatment of Alec 

d'Urberville's and Angel Clare's manner of trifling HUh 

the voluptuous Tess, is hardly likely to be followed up 

with a work Hhich - not 'mincing' matters - would satisfy 

Millicent Fawcett's prudent notions of a suitable book of 

instruction for 'boys and girls' [43]. Personal dealings 

apart, Hardy nowhere exhibits signs of sympathy for the 

'loman-as-nan's-conscience desideratum promoted by some 

liberal feminists who found common areas between Hill's 

free individual (and, because free, above 

r.1ediocre - even' noble'), and the Ruskinian deal. Nor did 

he share the liberal feminist's idealisation of marriage as 

a lay version of holy orders into Hhich \lOman entered out 

of a sense of vocation [44] . Nor would he have felt that 

the decorous, genteel , niddle-class suffragist augured well 

- in terms of psychological adaptation for liberation 

[45] . Non-alignment might best describe Hardy's attitude 

to the feminists - although the unequivocal support he gave 

to I·lona Caird points, if anywhere, to his leanings tmlards 

the radical socialist fringe . 
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By rights, if there was any contemporary 'voice' at 

all , .. ith \V'hom Hardy might have allied, it should have been 

Frederick Harrison's. Harrison wrote for The Fortniehtlv 

and also addressed the public face to face at Positivist 

meetings at Newton Hall (Life p220). Of all influential 

Victorians, Harrison was best known to Hardy . He owned his 

books, Hent to his meetings, familiarised himself \-lith his 

thought 'through loJhat appears to have been both extensive 

and careful reading of his vlOrks' [46], and, most important 

of all perhaps, became his longstanding friend . But while 

Hardy neither radically opposes nor supports Harrison's 

vie\-ls in the public arena, possibly from feelings of 

loyalty, he quietly, methodically works against then in the 

novels. Harrison, for example, railed against sex outside 

marriage, declaring a 'loose man' to be 'a foul 

oan .•. anti-social a beast'. 'It is not a subject', 

Harrison claimed, 'that decent men do discuss' [47] . The 

decent Hardy discusses it . From Sergeant Troy to Alec 

d'Urberville, loose men, less than foul and beastly, and 

certainly no lUore anti-social than the puritanical moral 

bullies, enter the Wessex novels . To Harrison's assertion 

that women are unfitted by the laws of nature to undertake 

work outside the hOL~e, Hardy anSHers vlith Tess . 'Let us 

teach them that this specious agitation (to work) must 

ultimately degrade them, sterilize them, unsex them', 

Harrison pleaded: 
The glory of Homan is to be tender, loving, pure, 
insplrlng in her horne; it is to raise the moral 
tone of every household, to refine every man llith 
whom, as wife, daughter, sister, or friend she has 
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intioate converse .•. the higher duties of love, 
beauty, patience, and compassion, can only be 
performed by by Homen, and by women only so long as 
it is recognised to be their true and essential 
field ••. Homen must choose to be ei ther 1;TOmen or 
abortive men .•• the Family is the real social 
unit .•• and in the Family woman is as completely 
supreme as is man in the State . [48] 

(How to achieve complete supremacy in the family with no 

legal existence?) Harrison's use of the upper-case 

elsewhere in this article is particularly revealing . 

Throughout his address, first delivered at Newton Hall, on 

September 5th 1891, and published in the Fortnightly in the 

following month, the stress is upon 'Home' and 'Family' 

throughout . But the point to be made is this . Hardy's 

Tess - degraded by labour certainly - is neither sterilized 

nor ul1sexed by \lork . Neither is she an abortive man . On 

the contrary, she is Harrison's tender, loving, pure, 

inspiring woman conspicuously located by Hardy outside the 

domestic sphere and at some considerable distance from the 

citadel/Home . 

In the final analysis it is apparent that despite 

total immersion in the vigorous and continuing debates upon 

\Vomen, Hardy's ideological platform, 1{hile addressing a 

contemporary auditor upon contemporary problems, is broadly 

compassed . His glance sweeps back through history to 

Sappho and classical Greece and for\'i"ard to the t\'i"entieth 

century through George Sand and the French socialist 

Fourier, to rest inquiringly but not approvingly upon his 

mm time and clime . 
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In conclusion there are one or two minor points to be 

made . The first relates to the problematical concept of a 

feminine consciousness . There is in Hardy a distinction 

implicitly made between 'female' and 'feminine' . He 

recognised the need for considering the life of the 

sensations notably feminine sensations - and this he 

t r eats with in the sense of a psychological or a cultural 

rather than a biological 'femininity' . His implicit 

distinction bettveen , female' and , feminine' (see 

intersexual imagery , Chapter IV) is similar to Robert J . 

Stoller's use of the terms in distinguishing sex and 

gender : 
Gender is a term that has psychological or cultural 
rather than biological connotations . If the proper 
terms for sex are 'male' and 'feuale' , the 
corresponding terms for gender are 'masculine' and 
'feminine' ; these latter may be quite independent 
of sex . [50] 

Secondly , and as a corollary to thiS, Hardy 

accentuates , by invocation of Greek allusions , the nascent 

sexual interdependency of his characters . Greek goddesses 

have this advantage for Hardy t'lho for aesthetic reasons 

needs to preserve the uniqueness and stature of his central 

character that , unlike the Christian i1adonna , theY are 

accorded mortal weaknesses and lusts . This tacitly 

dispenses t/ith the bourgeois stereotype . Noreover since 

there is , in Greek mythology , no concept of a single 

divinity or a single devil , the implicit polarisation 

bet'Teen good and evil is eliminated in Hardy's \Vorld . His 

characters, includil~ women , are accorded virtues and vices 
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in varying degrees both sexes partaking of a moral 

universe in which variability and transmutation predicate 

positive adaptation not to preordained roles but to 

immediate human concerns . 

Finally, it needs to be said that fictional characters 

cannot be considered reflections of reality any more than 

the fictional stereotypes promoted by the Victorian media 

represented 'real' persons . But, as Francoise Basch points 

out: 
It must always be borne in mind that the work of a 
novelist •.. is not only an individual creation 
ex-nihilo but comes from deep within the culture 
and ideology of a period; and the ideology is in 
part determined by the economic and social 
infrastructure. [51] 

So it is for Thomas Hardy . In addressing himself to, or 

describing a reality the reality of the subjective 

consciousness or creative vision in which personal bias, 

interest, genius, come into play, as does mere fantasy - he 

draws deeply from the culture and ideology of his period, 

but indubitably with a profound sense of his own separation 

from it. The intelligent, exiled consciousness acutely 

avlare of the alien in himself unacclimatized to the t-lorld 

in perspective, draws from it self-consciously and 

hyper-critically longing, we sense, to peel away the 

over-hardened attitudes of his time and clime to see into 

the heart of things - as he might have put it . 

'Hovel s', writes Valentine Cunningham, 
loose, baggy monsters, mixed media - have had more 
overt intercourse with society, vii th - to borrow 
the Harxist term - the economic and social base, 
than any other literary mode . And in Victorian 
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novels looser J bagGier, more monstrously 
spacious J and more nixed, as a rule, than novels 
before or since - the bonds of this relationship 
are that much more clffiDorously obvious . [52] 

In its closeness to social actualities, Cunningham 

continues, 'the Victorian novel urges upon us all ••• the 

importance of its contir~ency and of the particularity of 

its characters •.• One must boldly declare that (it) badly 

needs a lot more of uhat E. l1 . Forster unfairly contemned as 

pseudo-scholarship' [53] . 

Treatment of sexual relationships specifically 

female sexuality - within the limits more or less readable 

by Hrs Grundy, uhich this thesis proceeds to examine in the 

context of Hardy's major novels, demanded of the Victorian 

prose poet a complex sub-textual encoding of meaning . That 

Hardy felt the need poetically to explore an area otheMlise 

confined to the pedagogical literatures of the day and to 

the anatomized analyses of medical scientists, when all 

that was required of a successful novelist was, in teros of 

contingency, conventional treatment of love and marriage, 

testifies to a personal need in him to restore to human 

love relationships their fundamental sexual dynamic . 

Perhaps too, it testifies to a need to hand back to wooan 

the sexual nature that is her birthright the 

life-enhancing, self-delighting healthy appetite that he 

accords to so many of his heroines but Hhich the world they 

inhabitJ as was the case \-lith their sisters in life, cannot 

permit them to o\-w . 
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Chapter THO 

A Pair of Blue Eyes 

It is evident to readel~S of the ~ that t-/hile 

strugGling to observe the proprieties in the early days, 

Hardy felt r:::ore ambivalent than deferential to\1ards the 

socia/ sexual codes and conventions to which he was expected 

to conforD . One mid-Victorian convention held for example , 

that an:l discussion of feraale sexuality should properly be 

confined to the medical journals ,,,here it Hould be examined 

under the heading of disorders and malfunctions of the 

fer:lale organisI:J. . And although this kind of scientificism 

[ 1] ,·muld have been familiar enOUGh to Hardy "lho deplored 

the use of ,-[hat he called 'empirical panaceas I as solutions 

to social ills, and uho \'1a3 in turn accused of rendering 

his women too voluptuous for a public taste that equated 

voluptuousness u:lth mental and moral disorder; it r:ust 

nonetheless have presented something of a conundrum to the 

young poet Hhose early verse reveals no instinctive inpulse 

to make the sane equation . 

BardJ the 2.uto-didact , >:ho negotiated Fourier, John 

Stual't Eill and the Greel< Tcstaru.ent in the same eclect:..c 

breath so to speak, and uho turned to folk custom not 

bourgeois urban convention for his sexual guidelines, seems 



to have been singularly ill-equipped for novel and serial 

'.lritins uith their strict, puritanical codes . He was not, 

and Has never to become, a media uriter in the sense of 

desiring to cOl:1r:lunicate interpositionally . Yet 

paradoxically this \,]as precisely "\lhat uas required of 

periodical I'lriters - that is, a facility for speaking for, 

and on behalf of, the cOt:l41unity. Hardy had evidently 

deterwined that he vlould be able to Circumnavigate those 

proprieties that his editors were from time to time obliged 

to spell out to him . And despite the anarchic streak in 

his nature which would not admit of rule,(to the enrichment 

of his prose and verse as it transpired), he conformed 

remarkably Hell; particularly given the added burden of 

his havine to aceoI1'j~date a profound and continuinc sense of 

his o~m alienation his life-long sense of being an 

"outsider" . 

After an initial foray into t'lhat Hardy called a 

'socialist story' (Life p143) - The Poor Han and the Lady 

[2] - the inmediate tendency Has to avoid polemics . Giving 

vent to what he referred to as his revolutionary fervour, 

but 1{lhat Alexander l"1acmillan preferred to describe as 

'chastisement' that falls 'harmless from its very excess' 

(Life p58), gave Hay to the adoption of a more CirCUI!lSpect 

revisionist line. A 'passion for reforming the 

(class-divided sex-divided) uorld' (~p 61), Has duly 

moderated and a more disciplined, strategic approach became 

Hardy's nodus operandi . Sir.::ilal'l-, tO~iards that other 

equally controversial, intensely debated subject - se~=ual 
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relationships - circumspection and strategy would come 

before open opposition . This last disputatious area lIas 

for Hardy not only a less touchy area than that of 

class-warfare, but also one more immediately accessible to 

his deeper knowled~e, intuition and insiBht . For whatever 

those fUGitive youthful Dorset days had forbidden him, it 

\laS not an intimate contact with, or understandinG of, the 

opposite sex . 

HO\OJever, it lias now demanded of him that he address 

himself to a less permissive sexual ethic - a demand that 

he met adroitly, and \-lith no irrepc.rable loss to his 

personal integrity and vision . For by side-stepping 

certain of the more unacceptable (to Hardy) culturally 

circumscriptive conventions, he managed to contain his 

revolutionary zeal Hithout unduly cocpromisinc; those ideals 

\vhich fuelled it . There uas for example, the literary 

convention of marriage; the de rigueur line which stress~d 

marriage as the ultimate and most desirable ~oal . Kenneth 

Grahan \.'rites, 

But it 

The happ~ ending .•• can be considered a critical 
principle more by its tacit acceptance than by its 
open recommendation . [3J 

i-laS not tacitly accepted by Hardy . Paying 

lip-service in the earl:y years ~'laS the most he Hould 

concede; a lip-service that in fact bespoke its OlIn 

nominalism by replacing cor-viction Hith equivocation: the 

author's testimonial to his own scepticiso . Alternatively, 

there viaS the literary convention of holdine out 
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grm·rth-to-self-lmouledge or moral-consciousness as the 

ul tir:late line of procression. Behind this convention lay 

the the assu!'lption that the process of becor::ing, Ol~ being 

broueht to perfection, Has synonymous t-Jith becoming 

socialised according to prevailing woral code3 and social 

mores clearly not an assumption that Hardy !.Cade . Such 

conventions as these, or rather the ethical systems they 

exenplified and protloted, did not accord in any Hay tli th 

his reconstructionist theories . And if they could not be 

openly controverted, Hhich Hardy's early Hriting experience 

told him they could not, they could perhaps be disabled . 

Instead, for ()xanple, of l..':aking the prerequisite 

association bet,'leen love and marriage there Hould be no 

such linl~ . Love, including sexual passion, \'lOuld lead to 

no fulfilling union of the institutionalised kind. It 

\lOuld pemain a feature of human nature not a feature of a 

system . It ,]Quid avlait, not the bridal char:1ber, but the 

(as yet unforeseeable) day of liberation for men and women 

and their sexual equality . Sexual love, Hardy insisted, is 

e. physiological fact, a thinG in itself, and it cannot and 

should not be tailored to such illfitting social 

institutions as the Victorian Institution of l~trimony . 

llhere, for example, sexuality hovered on the fringes 

of the popular literatures of the day, where heroines miGht 

(analogically or ~ctonynically) flush, blush, glO,', pant, 

trenble and palpitate, and heroes night stalk, strut, 

transfix, or thrust or display erectile signals of 

stiffened bearinG and stahrart posture, ( accented 
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imagistically by the ubiquitous cane or umbrella) the 

perceptible nOll of all such gestural (sexual) indicators 

llOUld openly tend in a single direction . This uas not 

tmlards sexual consunmation for its oun erotic sake, but 

Llarriage . Passion - in other llords - Hould, and should, be 

clearly seen to be a means to an end and not an end in 

itself . 

To this ethic Hardy nade fevr concessions although, 

as he later \'lrote in Candour in Enclish Fiction there \lere 

in fact, only tHO courses open to him. Either he produced 

in his characters: 
the spurious effect of their beill[; in harreony Hith 
social forllls and ordinances ... (Or) by leaving 
them alone to act as they Hill, he eust bring dmm 
the thunders of respectability upon his head . 

He deplored what he described as, 
the false colouring best expressed by the 
regulation finish that "they narricd and \lere happy 
ever after" ... (vrhich meant) •.. arranging a 
denouement ••• indescribably unreal and meretricious, 
but dear to the Grundyist and subscriber . 

In representations of the world, the passions ought 
to be proportioned as in the world itself, life 
being a physiological fact . [4J 

But at the same time he was not slm-l to exploit the 

epistemology of the prose romancer and turn it to his oun 

advantage . He evidently perceived that, Hhile it mi.:;ht be 

the poet's instinctive response to language to tal{e it 

beyond its literal meaning, the Victorian lay reader of 

fiction might be safely relied upon to stay t<J'ithin the 

liLits of literal interpretation. Alternatively should the 
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reader explore further, then the proverbial nind-of-the 

beholder dictum would surely disarm hiD . 

One thing is clear to the modern reader engaged ilith 

Hardy's texts at this level . This is that both the 

orgasmic Bathsheba and Tess, for example, Here so rer;lote 

from the Victorian puritan consciousness enthusiastically 

attuned to the literal mode - the one erotically engulfed 

in the 'Ferns' episode, her 'blood beating •.• stinging as if 

aflame to the very hollo'l-lS of her feet', ' enlarged' and 

'sHamped' Hith er:'lOtion, liquidly streanin,s, Hith tears in 

her eyes [5]; the other nndulating on her sexual plateau 

in the 'Garden' sequence, beyond 'consciousness of tioe and 

space', in 'exaltatioL', 'tears in her eyes' [6J that 

neither heroine conveyed, in these instances, any kind of 

intelligible sexual state to the Victorian reader 

whatsoever . Critioal vilifioation was direoted solely at 

Hardy's literal presentation of the heroine's sexual 

oontact hm-rever innocuous - \1i th men . Beyond this, and 

the conditional aspect - that a ,'lOman's sexual i ty \12.S 

definition relative the autonomous erotic nature of 

Hardy's Bathsheba and Tess simply failed to signify . 

On the other hand, literary convention does seem to 

have sanctioned an evooation of feminine eroticisr.:J lIhere it 

could be seen to be overtly linked VIi th the aggrandisement 

of the hero . Yielding up nothing more coupro[;1ising than 

adulation, the heroine could pant and glml t-lith impunity in 

her role as an adr ... irinr; male supporter . Tbe greater her 

'feminine' response, the greater his 'masculine' ntature . 
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For example, narrating his prOHess Charles Reade style, as 

an inspiration to 'the younc ladies' who might be edified 

thereby, (Charles Reade intir:lates), the hero could quite 

accbptably induce in thee an excitement that to all intents 

and purposes bears as close a resemblance to sexual arousal 

as it mi..;ht be possible to evoke . That is to say, Hith the 

author nOH furnished vlith an opportunity of portraying his 

'young ladies' in highly suggestive teru:s, so in thrall 

they engage in quasi-sexual postures: that is 'hung 

panting and elovling on his words I as Reade chooses to 

describe it [7] . Horeover, that the ';,roung ladies' display 

responses that also beal~ a remarkably close resemblance to 

overheated pets panting at their Haster's heels, renders 

their physical state not only acceptable but properly 

subordinate . The author, it might facetiously be observed, 

has struck precisely the ri~ht note here! 

All in all, pantinc;, glouinc, palpitatine;, flushing, 

Homankind, linked to any form of feminine Heakness, Has 

regarded as entirely proper . Emotional instability, 

hysteria or physical exhaustion any ailing condition 

Hhich set the heroine alternately trer;,bling and glouing 

would be appropriate . All that was then required vas the 

intervention of the dashing hero uho tJould raise the 

hitherto sinking Cl'eature to her feet and provide her llith 

a steady shoulder upon v1hich she mieht lear. for support 

ther'eafter; thus confirming for all readers that Honanly 

passions remained, for all their ailing, debilitating 

effect, in Hant only of that potent remedy for all feminine 
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ills - a husband. 

Hardy, filled with judicious intent but with, 2S yet, 

little cognizance of urban, middle-class ethical 

priorities, fell bac~, in the first instance, upon 

characterising a noble , antiseptic, sexless model of 

\wmankind Hho Has not by nature hm.,rever, of sHooning 

inclina tion . On thG contrary Cytherea Graye reveals 

herself to be emotionally reSilient, independent of mind 

and body, and if anything her brother's 'steady shoulder' 

rather than vice-versa . She is something of a hybrid 

part archetypal Victorian heroine part Picaresque (possibly 

this last for reasons of adventure-story forD) - but is, in 

all, safely conventional . So far so good . Hardy's 

conformity is deconstrably in evidence . But there is just 

one very 311a11 Hardyan impertinence in Desperate Reri1edie3, 

'.lhich he has tucked unobtrusively but Hho11y unbidden into 

the text . This is ~lhel"e it is said of Cytherea's rival 

tho.t, 
She had been a girl of that !(ind \>/hich I:lothers 
praise as not foruard, by way of contrast, \o]hen 
disparac;ing those Harmer ones uith uhoLl loving is 
an end and not a means . (DR p 148) 

This tacit approval of lovinG as an end in itself (tLe l~ey 

\wrd is of course 'warner'), is too insiznificant, 

unrelated and understressed to be of any importance in its 

immediate context . But although it barely siGnifi6s here 

as the narrative slleeps on apace, it does of course signify 

in the Hider context of Hardy's comnitment to a sexual 

ethic uhich later denounces the rigorous 
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institutionalisation of bonding relationships and asserts 

the psychodynamism of erotic passion as an end it5elf . 

Eence tie eight conclude that this brief clir:lBer of nascent 

heterodoxy reveals to us an author who is consciously or 

unconsciously unreconciled to his guise of respectability, 

even in this his vel~y first novel. 

Cautious circumspection is, nevertheless, the modus 

operandi in Desperate Rep1edies . But to Hardy's utter 

consternation, he found that despite his earnest efforts he 

had not after all, struck the right note . The point of 

contention 'ViaS not that his aristocratic Hiss Aldclyffc had 

nurtured a sensual attachment for the heroine, seeking her 

in her bed at night and begging caresses and kisses from 

her throUGh the dark hours . This the Homen could do \vith 

iupunity . They Here after all respectable and sexles3, and 

there Has not in any case a single r:;ale in their proximity 

to give sexual defini tion to thei r fe1:1in1ne embraces . As 

merely the emotional release of r.'.aternal or filial Hells of 

feeling, such tender gestures vlere ",holly innocuous . " .• 0 

doubt Hard' was gratified that in this respect at least, 

his presentation of a deeply sensual feminine experience 

had passed over the heads of his vilifiers . tlhat did 

confound him was that he should be attacked for 'daring to 

suppose it possible that an unr1::'l'ried lady ovll1ing an estate 

could have an illegitimate child' (LiiQ p84) . That this 

should be the most perfidious of indiscretions lias 

stupefying indeed! 

It \'las becoming increasingly apparent to both Hardy 
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and his editors that the essentially subjective nature of 

all attenpts to define Hhat Has or Has not contentious 

material in the commercial sphere , defied all reasonable 

analysis . Even Leslie Stephen found the Grundyans perverse 

and exasperating in their unpredictability (~p99). 

Hardy no doubt found them more so . For Hhether from an 

unconscious resistance to prevailing codes and conventions, 

or \.hether fron sheer perplexity at the unintelligibility 

of the SaLle, he Has still not str'iking quite the right 

note , even by thtl time of \-1ri ting his fourth novel 

Far FrOM the t;'addino: Crowd . He Has aware by nOll, that the 

'fallen' maid of his draft version i-lOuld require 

considerable refashioning if she Has to enter the Victorian 

drauing room vlithout causing offence . But he appears to 

have been less able to determine the extent of the 

refashioning required . Transformed from tho 

cay-young-\ionan-about-tot-m of the draft version (after the 

manner of '!!,elia in his poem 'The Ruined 11aid' of 1866 

[8J) , Fannj Robin emerGes in Far Fron the liaddipr:; Cror,·:d as 

a salutary figure cruelly suffering for her 'sins' 

piteous, rejected, a destitute mother-to-be . But despite 

this revised characterisatio!1, and abashed by Hhat he 

called his 'excessive pruder~', Leslie Stephen nonetheless 

called for yet r:ore judiciousness: 'The seduction of Fanny 

Robin must be treated in a "gingerly fashion'" he insisted 

to the bemused author, who Hith hindsight rationalises this 

incident as an amusinr:; example of one of the hazards of 

serial liriting (Life pp98,99) . 
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But censorship was to become in reality far more 

har'rowing than amusing to Hard/ . He later called it 

paralysing . On the other hand, time and practice and a 

rapidly grolJing reputation encouraged him to develop 

auxilliary literary muscles an artful elaboration of 

symbols and literary structures, and a more complex and 

sugGestive use of harmonious and cone;ruous r.:1ctaphorical 

elements . This accommodation of the poetic voice, or 

rather its assir.1ilation to a prose medium, must alrJost 

certainly have alleviated some IJeaSUre of his psychological 

anguish and artistic frustration . 

was, 

Hardy's Has a development, David Lodge ~lrites, uhich 

directed tmvards a mode of Hri ting in which every 
scene, gesture and imar;e Hould function 
sinultaneously on several different levels: as a 
vivid and precise imitation of actuality, as a link 
in a chain of causation, as sycbolic action and as 
p~rt of a fornal pattern of parallels, contrasts 
and correspondences . [9] 

Nonetheless, uhile this literarjr rearmament Gay have 

partially compc-ncated for the cripplin~ effect of 

censorship upon Hardy's faculties, there are clear sisns of 

underlyinr.; strain in the early novels a ruptured 

coherency and stylistic a'Vllnvardness \-lhich noticeably 

affects both both his characterisation and his critique . 

This is most noticeable in A Pair of Blue E\es, which R. 

Kincaid is not alone in finding '2. r.1anifestly vaporous and 

contradictory text' [10] . 

It is important that these textual defects in 
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A Pair of Blua Eyes - specifically the incoherency effected 

b:;' the emergence of 

ponderously intrusive 

contradictory 'voices' 

proprietary consciousness 

and a 

be 

differentiated from the stylistic defects that occur in 

Desperate RerlJedies . Hhethcr arising fror2 sciolism, or from 

a disaffection tIith a fJoc!e none too appealing to a poet 

already committed to the literary medium of verse, the 

te~tual defects in the earl i er novel reflect no 

self-induced attellpt at circumspection , but rather an 

awkwardness in enga6ing "Jith subject matter an 

a\lkllal~dness ~/hich is , in fact , shortly resolved . To be 

despatched as Hardy had been ( follOldng the rejection of 

his first book The POOt' llan a:ld the Lady), to try his hand 

at a Uilkie Collins type novel - to the ,·rri ting of which, 

if his subsequent literary direction is indicative, he Has 

not in the slightest deGree predisposed \>1ould almost 

certainly have given rise to problems of composition . 

These difficulties can and should be , differentiated from 

those arising from the conflict he experienced over 

censorship, which led to a different set of stylistic 

problems altogether . As an analysis of these tHO early 

texts uill disclose , the manner of Hriting as if adrift in 

an uncharted area as in his first novel - results in 

sty listical flaus which are wholly unlike those that spr'ing 

from Hal'dy's sense that he must cover his trespassin~ 

tracks as and Hhen he feel s he has passed out of bounds . 

And it is this last self-imposed constraint which had the 

longer lasting detrimental - or paralysing effect upon 
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his cl"oative imagination ilThere runninG adt'ift in the neil 

taedium vfas soon remedied . It is also this factor uhich 

noticeably affects his characterisation, particularly of 

Elfrida Suancourt who is subjected to 

contradictions, arabi valent authorial 

equivocations as a result . 

a mass 

attitudes 

of 

and 

It requir'ed in fact a full seventeen years and the 

successful publication of at least eight novels, before 

Bardy felt sufficiently assured of his talent and 

reputation to put thG latter to the test by openly avO\:ing 

his allegiance to his unorthodox creation . Openly to 

pledge hinself to what he understood to be a truthful 

presentation of a 'pure Homan' - the Tess for uhol'1 lovinG 

is indeed an end and not a means - t'lhilst it finally 

emancipated Hardy fron the Sisyphean task of Lanipulating a 

text or a characterisation against its natural direction, 

llas nevertheless a conmitI:lent that he could not possibly 

have foreseen in the straitened days of the early 1870s . 

Before moving on to examine the effects of censorship 

constraint upon Hardy's stylistics in A Pair of Blue E\es, 

his uphill tasle i·lith Elfride , and Hhat Carl Heber calls his 

, inartistic prolixities' [11], a closer look at the 

different kind of cor:1posi tional fla\~ that arises in 

Desperate Remedies will put matters in perspective . 

Hardy's greatest difficulty in his first novel appears 

to have been uith the preliminaries . Totally absent is the 

poet's ability to summon innovative 'Hays and means of 

engaging Hith his subject. He is completely at sea . What 
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is required of him is that he shakes davIn to a nc.rrative 

style I:'IOst pleasing and acceptable to I'~udie' s devotees in 

search of a good story precipitously developed - a tale in 

Hhich thl; narrator must deputise, as does the balladist, 

for the public voice which has not a particularist point of 

vieH, but who speaks on behalf of the cormunity, broad, 

general, detached . This \·las not a sta!1ce Hardy found easy . 

The 'cofl1Llunity', urban and bourgeois, Has alien and remote 

to one uhose inner life, as Hardy put it, tJas a ' life 

t\·listed of three strands the professional life, the 

scholar's life, and the rustic life' (1.i.fQ p32) • . Boreover, 

precipitously developed detective stories Here not 

altogether the most natural of progressions to make from 

the classic literatures of his pupilage . Settling down to 

an adventurous racy pace was then problematical . The 

ability to move into his te}:t - to engac;e \"ith his subject 

in media res, in the self-imnersing manner of the poet of 

verse seems entirely to elude; and the result is an 

openinG chapter eu1barrassingly pit ted uith falls. 

Firat Hardy enumerates a chronology as if in lieu of a 

sense of time passing . But if the aim is to evoke a 

temporal dimension ther. unhappily the aim misfires: the 

impression is far too tabular . Si!!cultaneously, there 

appears a list of settings presumably in lieu of evocation 

of place: HocbridGe, Christl:linster, Bloomsbury, Cambridge, 

London, Dukery St, and Russell Square a mass of 

topographical data compressed into the introductory 

paragraphs on Pase One! Finally, ,·ledged aHk\"ardly betHeen 
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the proliferation of dates and place-names , a draruatis 

personae emerGes which is as barren within the text as the 

aforementioned tir.-etable i s lacklustre . Faceless , 

featureless , and without an: apparent role or function , the 

characters Cytherea Graye, Eduard Springrove , Ambrose 

Graye, HuntVlay and Bradleigh are trundled out on to the 

page , directory fashion - again all on Page One - defyinG 

description , defying even the inacination. And "hen the 

monent arrives for one or athol" of the~ to ~ive utterance , 

the most colourless of dialogues emerges - as drru~atically 

useless as all else . All attempts to establish a spatial , 

or a ter.lporal diraension - let alone a character typology 

utterly fail . Apart fror.l a bafflingly indeterminate focus , 

all that rer.Jains is an impressionistic sense of being in 

the company of a very unconfortable Eardy . 

Fortunately this BtlbTardnes;.:; in effecting an entry to 

his text does not disable Hardy once he gets into his 

stride , fro1.i ~Jhich point oUllards he displays al beit 

erratically - a narrative ease and iwaeinative vision 'Hhich 

augurs t·iell . By the time he has negotiated 

Under thc Greenuood Tree - far marc at home He sense , \>lith 

the painterl~ technique he employs here - to e~bark upon 

the Hritinl; of A Pair of Blue Even , most glaringly awkward 

stylistic flaHs ho.ve been ironed out . All that remains are 

1i terary impedimenta of the prolLc/ rr!oralistic kind - the 

bland [;e!!el"alisa tion , the eupty platitude, the 

superintendent 'voice' of circumspection and propriety . 

Hh~' should moral props of this kind be necessary? The 
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anSHer lies in Hardy's characterisation in this novel, of 

the first of a line of Hesse:: heroines uho is defined not 

in terns of nobility but ability . That is to say , Elfride 

S\JanCoul~t has not the irupeccable virtues of her predecessor 

Cytherea , nor of het~ successors Elizabeth Jane and Grace 

t~elbury . She is no paradi:;m of virtue, no model of uhat 

Ruskin spoke of as I the stainless sceptl~e of '·lOmanhood' . 

She is no noble stereotype . If "fe Imou her, syr.;,pathise 

HUh her, identify '-lith her , it is not because she is all 

canner of things to be desired or emulated, but because she 

is a ehallenr;ing, senSitive , open-hearted spirit . Ue care 

for her . 

Problems arise for Hardy because he too cares for her . 

This is not a proble!::! \fhich arises .;here his noble heroines 

are concern(;;d . He can be seen to ally himself with anyone 

of thelCl with impunity . But openly to express his 

allegiances Hhere Elfride is concerned, \lould be to invite 

cri tical censure, for .lhile she is captivating she is also 

hunan and flav!ed . Hore important she is sexy . She exists 

as a sexual beir1i3 in her oun right; an aspect of her 

nature which Hardy does not treat as relative . Nor does he 

treat \{ith it as a minor elaboration upon a major tl1elJe 

modulating into a 'proper' denouement: a happy marriaGe . 

Elfride's sexual na ture exists independentl~ of the 

institution Hhich should 'properly' define her HOIllanhood . 

The distinction and demarcatiol1 betueen l:!aid (virgin) and 

matron (mothed so fondly fostered by the Victorian seeking 

to assinilate feminine sexuality to I:1arriage and 
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I:10thCl"hood, is not fostered by Hardy . :::t is not Elfride' s 

virgin maidenhood \1hich inforos hel" i-lOmanhood, but her 

sexual a-vrareness; she possesses in other words what 

t-loman-as-fJaid and tvoL1an-a.s-raother ideally did not possess: 

an erotic nature . l-:oreover, Hardy does not channel this, 

either thena ticall~r, or wore insinuatingly - linGuistically 

- tm-Tards the ag.;randisecent of Stephen or Knight . Uei ther 

hero enlarges in stature under Elfride's p2.ssionate saze . 

It is she who sets the sexual temperature - not her lovers . 

Stephen, He are told, is not man enough for her and Knight 

is not all he might be . There is always the sense 

therefore, that Elfride is not only positively sexually 

instigative Hhere her lovers are less so, but that it is 

she Hho sets the sexual pace . This is subtly subversive 

since male control of the fenalc depends to SODe extent 

upon his activatinG' and thereby regulating, the Homan's 

sexual response - thus maintaining his supremacy (as in the 

Beade extract) . As it stands, Elfride activates and 

regulates her mm sexual responses long before Knight 

enters her life; as Hardy illustrates bi presenting his 

heroine as sufficiently knoVlledgeable on the subject of 

both her owr., and Knight's sexual nature, to be :'n a 

position to evaluate the latter's adequacy: 
'I almost wish you uere of a grosser nature, Harry; 
in truth I do! Or rather, I Hish I could have the 
advantages such a nature in JOU l-lould afford me, 
and yet have you as you are' . 

'ilhc.. t c:~dvantages vlould they be?' 
'Less anxiety, and Dare security . Ordinary men 

are not so delicate in their tastes as you; and 
\-lhere the lover or husband is not fastidious, and 
refined, and of a deep nature thines seem to So 
better, I fancy - as far as I have been able to 
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observe the world . ' (PBE pp324/5) 

As the POOl' girl flounders thr'ouGh these words to her 

chilling lover - the tonal alteration in her language apt.ly 

reflecting what we imaGine to be his coldl::,' appraising 

stare SO candour is replaced, first by caution, then by 

fear . For not a little sexual experience informs her 

judgement or so she appears to feel as step by step she 

caoouflages her original meaning . Eagerly speaking first 

of a 'grosser nature' (sexually paSSionate in Victorian 

parlance), then of 'not so delicate tastes', her argument 

~radually loses impetus . By the thle' fastidious' and 

'delicate' have been hastily covered by 'refined' the 

volte-face from open criticism to approval-seeking is 

virtually concluded . 'Deep natured' conpounds the 

retrenchment . lJonetheless she has said it - she has given 

Knight her considered opinion of his insipid sexuality; 

and he is coldly aHare of the fact . Cutting right across 

her argument, he replies: 
Yes I suppose it is right . Shallmvl1ess has 
advantage, that you can't be drmmed there . 
p325) 

this 
( PBE 

KniGht certainly maintains his control and supremacy , 

but not by erotic means . He does not instinctively bond 

Elfride to him by sexually excitine her - holding her in 

rapture or b;' manifestations of sexual tenderness . If 

she cleaves to him at all it is out of fear of his 

disapproval and loss of love . 
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~!ardy' s heroine then, ¥lith her inclination to assess 

her lover's sexual acceptabil i tr rather than 

(conventionally) his wealth or social status, together Hith 

her instinctive urge to challence hinl' intellectually, 

presents her author Hith problems he has not as yet had to 

face with her strictly conventional conpeers - Cytherea 

Graye and Fancy Da:' . In dancer of becoL1in.:; alarmingly 

umwmanly (the gentle sex did not mm to Imo\-lledge of, let 

alone utter knmdedGe of, sexual natters), Elfride is also 

potentially far too self-assertive, independent and 

dominant to be r!lorall~r edif:, in[; to the Youne British Person 

and her Grundyan guardian . Hardy therefore, by virtue in 

the ~ain of permit tin.:; authorial censure and ~.ithdraHal of 

sympathy to colour his characterisatio:l, enforces upon his 

heroine a core straitened role. Self-assertiveness becomes 

by a shift in the ,Iloral reGister - either duplicity or 

filial disobedience, as in those instances where she 

deliberately llitholds information fron her father and 

Knight . thE. sarlO token independence become::: 

\lilfullness, and a sexually passionate nature - in that it 

is nOH to be linl-::ed to t!1e vexed problem of those 

not-untried lips becomes far ~ore a question of 

fickleheartedness and inconstancy than sexual 

responsiveness, Harl7lheartedness, ingenuousness . Elfride is 

thereby rendered, not a great Rocantic figure of Hertherian 

proportions likely to lead the nation's young to 

destruction, (as critics anxiously predicted of Tc.,;..,) , but, 

to all intents and purposes, a salutary model of Heak and 
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vTaYVlard \lOmanhood: a caution to her sisters in life . 

This then is nardy's method in A Pair of Blue Eyes . 

With all the circumspection he can Duster he applies 

himself to the task of sitting in moral judgement upon his 

heroine . But that he musters it aHkuardly is significant -

and almost certainly to his credit . Conviction and poetic 

inspiration do not underpin his moralising discourses . The 

tonal alteration they effect within the text introduces a 

dissonant note . Co~~si~~onallr the [rode is tactical -

designed to appeal to the ear of the contemporary auditor 

to VIhom the Grund:{an tone Houle have been reassuringly 

familiar . Iro doubt the Victorian habituated to prose texts 

thick with censorious overtones, found A Pair of Blue E]~~ 

a relatively fluent read . But since Hardy himself deplored 

the use of the noralistic aside: 
The besetting sin of lwdern literature is its 
insincerity . Half its utterances are qualified, 
even contradicted, by an aside, and this 
particularly in mopals and religion ... ( Life p215) 

it Hould seem th2t in naking use of it here , he is 

introducine; a dissonant note quite deliberately to nudse 

the reader into a conscious (or otherwise) awareness of 

opposinG discourses. That is to say, the sub-textual 

structure of the work is strictly dialectical in for~ a 

series of voices or discourses set in antithesis against 

the narrative proper . 

A brief comparison cf the tHO texts 

Desperate RenGd{es and A Pail' of Blu8 C"e;J - uill reveal 

both the absence of this internal dialogue in the earlier 
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novel uhere Hard~l does not feel it to be incumbent upon 

himself to censure his heroine, and its existence in the 

later vlork uhere a dialectical structure is fcl t to be 

irJperative . Taking first the 'voice' of propriety as it 

emerges in the earlier novel, it is apparent that Hardy 

does not feel the need to censure Cytherea at all. And in 

being thus unfettered from the irl,:some task of having to 

invoke a ponderous overseer, so the frequency or incidence 

of moralistic generalisations are kept to a minimum . They 

barely intrude, <ind \-1here they do, they carry no overtones 

of severity . 

The first noticeable intrusion occurs approximately 

ha1f.lay throueh the boole . Here the heroine - C:. therea -

has occasion to call on her rival on behalf of ,. -
l.t.l.SS 

Aldclyffe's 'Ladies Associatioa' . Tie interview ~ocs 

::mlootl1ly - Cytherea delicately probing 11iss Hinton for 

confirLation of the latter's formal ene;ageraent to Edual'dj 

Cytherea's ovm lover . Gaining little ground by obliquc 

promptings ho~:ever , the heroine alters her approach 

midcourse and adopts a more imperative manner . Hardy 

comments upon this tactical change: 
~Jomen are persistentl:,! imitative . lIo sooner did a 
thOUGht flash throU[~h Cytherea's rlind that the :H:: .. n 
,'laS a lover than she became a iiiss Aldclyffe in a 
mild forL . 

'I iwagine he's a lover,' she said . (DRp 150) 

Nore inSightful than bdtringent, this reference to 

role-playing tells us something of the deep influence Hiss 

Aldclyffe has had upon the heroine uhich is not intended by 
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Hardy to reflect pejorativelJ upon the latter . The 

triteness of the Generalisation hmT8ver, does tend to lead 

from author:'al sympathy towards a 'superior' 

uOl~ldlY-Hise stance . And this is not controverted by what 

folIous as Hardy shifts his attention to lliss Hinton, 

towards whom the coralistic aside had possibl: been 

flotling . First Hiss Hinton confirms the accuracy of 

Cytherea's rhetorical observation by smiling 'a smile of 

experience in that line', and it is then that the chiding 

'voice' falls: 
Feu HODEn, if taxed t-lith having an adcirel", are so 
free from vanity as to deny the iDpeach~ent, even 
if it is utterly untrue . ~hen it does happen to be 
true, they look pityingly aHay froll! the person \-1ho 
is so benightod as to have got no further than 
suspectinG it . (DR p150) 

The magisterial tone here uhich catches at the forraal 

interrogative langua~e of the bench, is possibly Hardy at 

his most POMPOUS in Desperate TIemedies . There is certainly 

nothing nore acerbic . If' anything the tendenc. is to 

become blander, more beniGn; as this comment upon \wman' s 

defence of Homan in the face of calur.:nious slur'S from 

cossiper Crickett, tends to convey: 
Hor.:en ,rho are bad enough to divide against 
themselves under a man's partiality are good enoueh 
to instantly unite in a common cause against hiz 
attack . (DRp268) 

Here the langu2.ge and tone scarcel:,- sUEmests rer.:onstration . 

Colloquialisms such as 'bad' 2.nd 'eood', 'divide' and 

'conmon cause' are not in any "day 102.ded t·lith stricture as 

are those more lofty fiGures of speech of the earlier 
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passage . 'Taxed', 'deny', 'impeachl~ent', 'utterly untrue' 

and 'suspecting', have been quite deliberately ;selected for 

their legalistic, authoritarian overtones. Having shifted 

then from the magisterial inquisitor to the affable 

bystander, Hapd: continues in this vein . Commenting upon 

the androgyne in his hero , Eduard, Hho finds 'echoes of 

himaclf ••• soLlctime.., (in) t.en, sometimes .vomen .• ' Hard~" L.ot 

of the 'separate sph~re3' school) explains: 
For in spite of a fashion which pervades the whole 
co~munitJ at the present day the habit of 
exclaimine that \IOman is not undeveloped nan, but 
diverse, the fact remains that after all, Homen are 
HankinG, and that in :Jar,y of the sentincnts of life 
the difference of sex is but a difference of 
deGree . (DRp206) 

This is an intriguingly Jungian perception of the innate 

bisexuali ty of hU1Jan na ture . But there al'e no siens 

\·Jhatsoever of the earlier cavill':"ng overtones . In fact it 

is doubtful ,.hether such an observation comes \lithin the 

category of intrusive moralistic discourse at all. For far 

from being ~ere vapid ceneralisation, (women-are-thus), or 

al terna tively openly pedagogical, (Homen-should-be-thus) , 

the tone here is conteillplative - unusually so for a racy, 

detective tale - and the subject natter thought-provoking . 

Hmvever, if He ma:r recard this as the representative 

'voice' in Desperate Remedies the representative 

moralistic 'voice' that is - then it \.2.rrants our attention 

in so far as it establishes the point that ~2.rdy does not 

feel it to be incumbent upon himself to glaze this 

particular text \>lith unmistakeably censorious overtone::- . 
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In fact so assured does he appear to be of his toe-ing the 

line quite nicely , that he a~iP.ladverts upon the ppactice of 

putting doun Homen >Jithout displayinG the least anxiety az 

to \'1hether this 1~.aJ , 01' nay not , infpinGe upon his moral 

dut.}' as an edifying , e}:elJplary author: that is to say , the 

exemplary author Hho sho\>1s a proper regard for keeping 

HOLlan in her place and that place subordinate . 

In the folloHinc animadversion there is no hint of 

pomposi ty , nOl' indeed a1.y reliance upon the ballasted 

rhetoric or high-soundinG phrase that is 2. chal~acteristic 

feature of Victorian discourses upon "wmen, uithin and 

beyond the novel . On the contrary , the narl~ative posture 

is neichbourly and the vernaculal' ambience inforr .. al . 

Eoreover, there is cer·tainly no air of turning aside froB 

the envisioned to the readep's Horld, or any 1001: askance 

Hhich incurs a loss of authorial or readerly identification 

vrith the former . Hardy i'lrites: 
Of all the ingenious and cruel satires that from 
the beGinning till nOi" have been stuck like knives 
into 1.lomankind, surely there is not one so 
lacerating tc tten., and to us 1..rho leve therl , as the 
trite old fact , that the most wretched of can can, 
in the tu'inkling of an eye , find a wife ready to be 
~ore uretched still for the sake of his company . 
(DRp332/ 3) 

All in all there is nothing excessively aHkward, 

pretentious or contradictory about any of those 

observations . They can be trite , as in the second of our 

e;:anples, and they can border upon trivialisation . But in 

contrast to the self-consciousl; censorious tone in 

A Pair of Blue E'"cs and the unremitting focus placed upon 
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the heroine in this context, they nei ther vii t tingly nor 

um-littingly anathcmatise their subject as is the case in 

Hardy's later novel . 

As the first of a line of unconventional l'lessex 

heroines, Clfride suffers the brunt of Hardy's 

anxiety / al .. bi valence . Uith the 'voice 1 of propriety fading 

into obscurity as his literary reputation escalates, i-le can 

only infer that it is invoked ,.".ith greater zest in this 

instance to coun te rrnand Hha t Hardy feels rdgh t be 

interpreted as too much authorial syrJpathy for a tlaYHard 

heroine . 

If for reasons of triteness alone his moralistic 

seneralisations seem prosrarJmed to self-destruct, 

unfortunately it is for that same reason of triteness that 

the modern reader is inclined to disregal'd their content 

and Simply read on reGistering probably, a cet'tain 

disaffection in the event . This is unfortu.1ate bece.use the 

insinuative voice is not, in the immediate mooent, 

disabled . It carries too Buch weibht . And if, as seems 

not improbable, Hardy is relying upon the triteness of the 

generalisation to pror:pt a readerly quizzing of his text, 

then his reliance is misplaced . lJe nay be beguiled, 

irritated or simply indifferent to the superintendent 

'voice' but having no precedents set, it is unlikely He 

twuld, \lithout instruction, stop in our tracks and examine 

it . In that case it would be cone apparent that the 'voice' 

betokens, in f'act, a proprietary consciousness superimposed 

over the text - but Hith uhich the author declines an 
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alliance . 

Let us no\'! proceed to examine Hardyls treatment of 

Elfride in order to deterl.::ine the e;{tent of the 

facti tiousness of the censorious 'voice' and tile ver'aci ty 

of the al terna ti ve textual evidence se t against it. It is 

icportant too , not to lose sight of the fact that as they 

enter the te;rt most moralistic asides in 

A Pair of Blue E'les - i'1hich locate the speaker someuhere 

anong the Grundyans - also have the effect of displacing 

Hardy f!'om his visionary 'lOrld . The necessity of enforcing 

a moral consciousness apparently induces a disorientation 

lIhich he finds difficult to resolve . Tbis results in his 

mooentary loss of identification with his central character 

1'1110 suffers a \lithdra1;Jal of authorial sympathy in the 

event . 

Follouins directly upon a deeply distt.rbing 

confrofltation bet\leen Elfride and Stephen, in erhich she has 

someHhat clumsily revealed that she had had an carlier 

admirel~ and that her present lover is nml seated upon his 

grave; and in \-lhioh he had revealed that he is not the 

blue-blood Parson S,-rancourt has assunl6d him to be, but a 

local stonemason's son, Hardy writes: 
Oppressed, in spite of themselves, by a foresight 
of impending complications, Elfride and Stephen 
returned do\'m the hil::' har.d in hand . At the dool' 
they paused Histfully , !ilee children late at 
school . 

And then: 
HOI:'len accept. their destiny more readily than 

nOH resigned herself to the men . Elfride had 
overHhelming idea of her lover's antecedents; 
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Stephen had not forGotten the trifling Grievance 
that Elfride had lmorm earlier admiration than his 
OHn (PBE p110). 

At first siGht, He gather the ir:pression that Elfride's 

acceptance of Stephen's Horl;:ing class bactground has more 

to do with her passivity than \lith her integl'ity . After 

all if Stephen is s truc;gling to Carle to terms vIi th his 

small diSillusion, should not Elfride be oore actively 

engaged Hith her Greater one - if only to argue it out in 

her nind from all vantac;e points . This would ensure that 

some arc;umentation has been prepared in anticipation of a 

confrontation with her father . It Hould also strel16then 

her position - her resistance to her father's Hill Hhich is 

more likely to be sllayed by reasoned argument than by the 

resignation to Hhich the speaker refers . But not so . If 

we are to trust the captiou3 'voice' then vie oust accept 

Elfride's unquestioning acceptance of her destiny, as we 

!:lust also accept that for unrevealed reasons the author has 

closed his mind to her native Hit and intelligence . The 

temptation simply to rely on this verdict and read on, 

seems to have been alrlost contrived by the na ture of the 

impasse that has been created here . At the sane time there 

is no relief from the misgivines here engendered, as to the 

fact of Elfride's deeper nature, Hhich doubts, in lingerine 

unresolved, may even give rise later to critical attacks 

upon Hardy for creating an incoherent, contradictory 

characterisation . For surely we have been led to believe 

that Elfrida is not this shalloH? lIoreover, if He consider 
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further, surely her lad;: of class prejudice should be to 

her credit? That it should be inplied that it sprinGs 

solely fl~01:l an indiscriruinR ti ve SenGE;, a blanket acceptance 

of all possible fates, trivialises it beyond measure . The 

question to consider then is whether it is true of Elfrida 

that she accepts her destiny core readily than m",n . The 

answer can only be in the negative . The truth of the 

matter is that she alters her course, not once but tuice 

Hhere Stephen is concerned, (the brolcen elopement and the 

broken date to meet in the church) , and finally rejects 

altogether the fate of beconing his Hife . And she is 

patently not resigned to Knic;ht's sexual fastidiousness . 

Furtherr.l0re, uh:'le guil t and fear do - en passant - arre3t 

her, she does not accept his rejection of her at the last, 

but pursues him hotly to London ,,;here, on the brink of a 

reconciliation she is restrained by the interception of her 

father \.,rho snatches her back to EndelstoH . 

Contrary to the simplistic generalisation (Grundyan in 

implication in that it presupposes a formulated 'fe8inine' 

response), if any character readily accepts his destiny it 

is Stephen. His discovery that Elfride has becone engae;ed 

to Knight in his absence, spurs no hot pursuit of her, no 

impassioned attempts at a reconciliation, but instead, a 

somewhat passive - thoUGh not unemotional l'etreat fron 

the locality . And Vlhere it is not Stephen it is Knight; 

Knight the pathetic victim of his own self-ordained fate, 

llhose celibate's anxieties and, l-18 infer, atrophied sexual 

potency, has bred in hin a predilection for what he calls 
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'untried' lips (metonYTl1icall:;;, viecsins) . This predilection 

so moulds his destiny that he is incapable of claiming the 

passionate Elfride and thus altering his fixed course; an 

al teration of direction I-Ihich r,light \Jell alleviate his 

sexual anxieties into the bare;ain - his lover being both 

tender-hearted and sexually responsive . 

If then this categorical observation (above) upon the 

nature of Homen in general and upon Elfride in particular 

is er,ptied of veracity and meaning, hOi'l can it be in an:; 

limy useful? \Jhat is its function bere? A probcble anm-Ier 

is that, fil~stly, it fulfils the function of soundine 

authoritative, masculine-superior Hise and knm·ling 

presunably for the benefit of those Victorian readers 

rl8quiring this kind of judicious omniscient star1ce . 

Secondly, it permits Hardy just enough distance from his 

heroine to enable all sympathies to flO~'l in Stephen's 

direction who shortly has to face banishnent froM Elfrida's 

life by her class-conscious father . It is therefore an 

essential prop in terms of both textual structure and 

publication politics . But that it does not cohere \,;'ith the 

remaining scen2.do - that it is opposed or contradicted 

the more substantial thematic evider:ce which strips it of 

meaning; that it draHs attention to itself by 2.lt€;l'ing the 

direction of the narrative, says a Good deal more about 

Hardy than about his heroine: he may be paying lip-service 

to his role of public advocate , but he does not intend 

Hinning the case . 

This contradiction betHeen the noralistic 1 voice I and 
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I~ardy' 3 characterisation of his heroine elsewhere in 

A Pair of Blue EiGS, occurs uith enouGh frequency 

throuchout the !'lovel to persuade us of an intentional, 

purposeful conflict . That is to say, it seeL'S reasonable 

to suppose that Hardy does not intend his mor'alistic asides 

to carry credibili t:T, but lLcrely a tol{en gesture of 

disapproval . 

But let us take another example: 
Uoman's ruling passion to fascinate and influence 
those core pOrlerful than she - though 0pt::raht in 
Elfride, Has decidedly purposeless . She had uanted 
her friend Kni[,t.t' S Good opinion fror.. the first: 
how ouch more th£w that eleDer.tary ingredient of 
friendship she nOH desired, her fears Hould hardl:" 
allo\1 her to think . In orieinally \1i311ing to 
ple&sc the hi6hc.st class of Gan she had ever 
intimately knoHr., there Has no disloyalty to 
Stephen . She could not and feH HOrlen can -
re.s.lize the possible vastness of an issue 1-1hioh h2.s 
only an insi~nificant begetting. (PBEp218,19) 

Problems arise here as earlier . It is not Hardy's focus 

upon Elfride Hhich posit~ 2. co~tradiction, but as 

previously , the prefatory cmd SUIDL1ary glance aside at 'all 

\'lOrren' . If we exacine Hardy's point carefully we discover 

that it is, in fact, devoid of truthfulness . For if 

l'1onan' s/Elfride' s , ruling passion ( is) decidedly 

purposeless' Hhy does there ir.:JJ1ediately arrive on tl:,e scene 

a smitten KniGht racing back to Endelstol1 before the 

z.llotted tine? This thematically refutes the 

generalisation , I-1hich has no bearing upon, (except to 

trivialise), Elfride's deSire for 'much more than that 

elementary inGredie~t of friendship' , or her desire to 

'please tl1c highest class of li"an she had ever intimately 
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k:10HIl' • 

Delete the Generalisation and there is no 

contradiction . Elfride v!ants 1 desires, and fears, 

(al though not yet broken Hith Stephen), and not one of 

those feelings fails to dra\1 a response j.n Knight, Ylho, as 

has been already noticed, is racing bacl: to her 

preL1aturely . Reinstate the genbrallsation and there are 

ir I'lediate difficulties . Zven superficially the inference 

that Elfride (supposedly oiming a 'ruling passion to 

fascinate and influence') is vain and coquettish a 

Homan-of-the-vlOrld - op(;t11.,: conflicts Hith uLat vre knovl of 

her, quite apart from the fact that it is impugned by what 

follOllS: Hardy's evocation of her trer:mlous, fearful 

heart . 

Sir.:dlar problems arise over the speaker's final 

observation . Textual and the[!atic evidence ShOH that it is 

not Elfride who could not '1'ealize the possible vastness of 

an issue .1hich only an insignificant begetting', but 

Knight . It is the hero ~vho lac1:s perspicacity, Hho narrm.s 

Elfride's world; as by Deans of 'instinctive acts so 

l:!inute' he has forcibly narro\-ied his ovm . 
Perhaps his lifelol1£; conntraint tmlards Homen, 
"rhich he had attributed to accident, Han not chance 
after all, but the natural result of instinctive 
acts so minute as to be indiscepnible even by 
himself . (PDE p3~5) 

Upon the insignificantl~ becotten issue of their first 

encounter as revieHer and rcvieHcd, Hhich becomes the less 

insignificant issue of their early intirlacy, it is KniC;!1t, 
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not Elfride, uho inposes limitations . Hot broadness of 

vision but purblindnes3 Hhich is exacerbated by his 

fastidious sense of his mm corpOl~eali ty, his nincins 

sexuality - infor!l1s KniGht's understanding of the 110rld, 

hUl'lan nature, himself, Elfride . 

Fror" the outset he engages obsessively in Lis 

relationship Hith her . Hardy e;:plicates this ima.::;inatively 

by paralleling the 'eal~rinG' quest \lith the Quest of the 

lover in pursuit of the beloved . It happens thus. Knight 

begins by ridiculing her perfectly natural likinG for 

bodil] adornment, then patronising it, then feverishly 

huntinG dOHn exactly the right pair of earrings, then 

racing back to EndelstoH to press them on her, then havinc 

had tho::} spurned and 'feeling less her master than 

heretofore' (PBEp221), pressins; them on her again: 'let me 

dres:;) JOU in them' (PBE p300) . Finally, \]ith his Gifts 

accepted he pl~esses himself, enotionally, upon her: 

'Elfride, "l-l11en shall He be [!larr'ied?' (PBEp302) • The 

pattern of Knieht's court3hip is neatly and suggestively 

paralleled by his obsession with the artifacts which adorn 

hep those fated earrings \Ihich she admits to liking but 

OlJitS to hold in safe-keepine . (Ur:like her genuine 

satisfaction '(lith her native endowments - her luxuriant 

hair for exanple - \]hioh Knight discredits, but \111ich she 

deeply oherishes) . 

Kni~ht!s need alternately to ridicule, patronise, 

dominate, 'dress', and at the last, to belittle Elfride is 

pE;rticularly revealing: 'Hm~ can you be so fond of finepy? 
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I believe you are corrupting ne into a taste for it' he 

accuses (PBEp303) . This accusation appropriately mirrors 

his ego-caniacal obsession tlith her to 

gUil t-ridden, child-like dependency; the 1"ole so necessary 

to the assertion of his male supremacy . His obsession vIi t11 

the trifling and small; the miniature aptefacts which Hill 

afford him the opportunity of touching her pCl~son, is 

equally instructive . For his sensual gestures in 

love-malring terms the roaDing caress, or even the Harm 

clasping of hands - are llholly confined to fussy, fiddling 

activities . These are also accompanied by a contraction of 

his world to an area the size of a pinhead the minute 

perforations in Elfride's lobes . This contracted focus, as 

\"e shall shortly discover, aptly coheres uith Hardy's 

characterisation of Knight elsewhere in the novel . 

Ta1>:e for exaople Hardy's expository treatment of 

Knight's leave- taking of Elfride - his dismissive, almost 

casual farewell - which takes into consideration none of 

the possible consequences that such an action miGht 

trigger . This provides an apt, if sad, logical, or rather 

psychological, conclusion to an affair which has been 

conducted by Knight in unreluit ting condescension . From his 

self-erected platforn of superiority he Can only look down . 

And lool{ dmm on Elfride he does . Hhen she threatens his 

dominant pOSition as she does so often by exhibiting a 

largeness of heart, a breadth of vision and an exuberant 

sexuality uhich unnerves him - shakes his self-important 

loage of himself as beine: the more cOr.1mandinG, the more 
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stable of the tHO SO he is driven to reduce her; to 

undermine and trivialise her, in order that he might be 

able to accoL'lnlodate her to his OvID contracted ,wrld . 

Hardy, pointing prefiguratively tmmrds Knight's final, 

dismissive retreat froe Elfride's life, reflects that: 
It is a melancholy thought that men Hila at first 
,rill not allaH the verdict of perfection they 
pronounce upon theil~ s"l-Ieethearts or Hives tc be 
disturbed by God's Otm testiIJony to the contrary, 
,-,ill , once suspecting their purity , morally hang 
theL. UpOf. evidence they l10uld be ashan,ed to adoi t 
in judging a dog . [PB~p358] 

Uncharacteristically, Hardy incorporates into this specimen 

of generalised commentary, no inherent contradictions . 

That is to say, it is not thchatically contradicted, nor is 

it iupugned by a conflictinG characterisation. For sure 

enough Knight does dismiss Elfride just as if she were 

indeed, a dog! 'Remain' (PBEp360), 'You \;rill not follow 

me' (PBEp359) , arc the orders uttered and recalled . 

Hhereupon, leaving the stricken [,i rl, racked \,Ji th 

'convulsive sobs (~·'hich) took all the nerve out of her 

utterance' , Knight 
vii thdreu his eyes from the scene, s\vept his hand 
across them, as if to brush allay the sigi"lt, 
breathed a lmJ uroall, and- >-rent on . (PBE p 359) 

As Knight's disraissive \'lOrds and blotting-out cestures 

indicate, and as Eardy's spatial allocationo er..lphasise -

Elfride 'in the midst of it up against the sJ~yl 

(PBEp360), Knight passing on into an interior world, 'GoinG 

indoors' (PBEp359) and thence to 'chambers' (PBEp36 0) 

there is no perspective on Knight's horizon that he does 
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not constrict to a s~all . The world, hu~anitJ' Elfride are 

reduced to specl{s this man, Hho cones close to 

perceiving this for himself as, to Stephen, he ruminates: 
All I knmI .•. is a roa .... ::, of generalities . I 'plod 
along, <ind occasionally lift lJy e/os and s1:iL the 
Hel terinG surface of manl~ind lyinG bet'-leen IT.e aad 
the horizon as a crOH miGht; no m01'8 . ( PDE p162 ) 

This is also the man, ue recall , Hho had initially so 

reduced Elfl"ide as to 'make her Heep nost bitterly at her 

oun insignificance' (P:JE p2 1Pt) ; who has purposefully 

'impregnated [her] with sentiments of her mIn smallness to 

an unconfortable degree of distinctness' ( P['E p206)j and 

Hho himself to 'be ,lith the scalI in his 

dea th' (PDEp2 1W) • 

Elfride , by contrast, her attempts at 

self-beguilement night struggle to divet't attention aHay 

from conflictful issues, but she does not centally , or 

emotionally, constrict het" tTorld . On the contrary , in her 

efforts to conceal her past from Kr.icht, she reveals an 

intense atlareness of the enornity of the most insiGnificant 

of besot ten issues . If anything she is too at'lare! 

Has Hardy invoked the 'voice' of propriety so 

antithetically to his inner vision that h~ instinctively 

needs to abjure or 'for3et' it later? For subsequently it 

occurs that haunted by her past, and terrified by the 

prospect of its possible repercussions upon her 

relationship with Kni~ht, Elfride is presented as not at 

all the vapid creatv.re of Grundyan prescriptions, but as 

sineularly thoughtful and prescient: 
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These 

I tJould [jladly have told you; for I kne\l and knoil 
I had done \lrone . But I dared not; I loved you 
too Vlell! You have been everything in tl,e Horld to 
L1e and you are not.J'. Hill you not forgive rue? 
( PBEP358) 

are not the \wrds of a iio::an uho lacles perspicacity, 

foresight, a sense of responsibilit~' and her oun 

culpability . Hardy foreetful ( intentionally or 

othcr~1ise ) of the earlier Grundyan stance - confirms as 

L:uch as he continues: 
The reluctance to tell, arose from Elfride's 
simplicity in thinkinc; herself so much more 
culpable than she really was .•. (PPEp358) 

In her reduced state of dependency upon Knight the 

compliance and docility he has induced - Elfride's earlier 

independence and defiance seems to herself, by contrast, 

desperately outrageous . The issue of her indiscretion, 

\vhich had earlier t grieved her' (PEEp21 ') , has nO\1 grotm 

out of all proportion to its insignificant begetting, and 

has become fully realised in all its implications. 

Thel'e does not seem to be much doubt, in the final 

analysis, that of Hardy's two central characters, it is 

Zlfride who owns a facility for enlareed €fuotion, deep 

perceptions, ranging vision; for projecting the self into 

the possible vastness of any possible issue. There is, \ve 

must conclude, no reconciliation betueen the iJOrldly-uise 

conmentator's observation, 21:d the characterisation and 

events uhich precede and follm-T it . 

This conflict at the heart of E2rdY'J text, Hhile it 
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reveals a strong authorial attachment to a reified being -

a delightfully ir..senuous and bri~ht, but highly 

unconventional young woman, ( 2 stronGer attachraent than it 

,(-lOuld be circumspect to vaunt ), does , as is evident , Llake 

taxing der ands upon the reader faced "dth the problem of 

deciphering Hardy's inconsistencies and contradictions . As 

it stands, he provides no adequ2.tely differentiated 

syntactical arranGement marl(ing off the discourses in 

o}lposition . Tot12.l dissonance does not , in itself , provide 

an adequate directive . Further narrative devices 

schema tically vlorked , llOUld offer the reader SOI!1e kind of 

Guideline as to hO\: to read Hardy correctly in this 

context, although thei r presence l:'light llell betray 

authorial intentions more openly than would be circutlspect . 

There are no clc2.r or adequate directives . Prefatory 

phrases such as ' to an observer Blfride seemed thus ..• ' , or 

'those 'iho kneu her miGht have said . .. ' , would almost 

cer tainly differentiate the narrative discourses or 

concretise their function . But Hardy offers no such schena 

- or rather , no such readily accessible sche~a . As we have 

observed, the larGer units of thematic and character 

construction rtJ.a~ , on thE: one hand invalidate the smallel' 

units of pocket-woral observation, ( more often the case 

thc!~. not), or , as in [niGht's castine Elfride aside as if 

she \vere a dog - compound thOfll . This inconsistency does of 

course further th0 argument that there is a topical 

differentiati.ng factor of sex-discrimination involved-

that, for instance , at the structural level of 
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contradictory discourses, Hardy is declaring his intention 

to stand by his speal:er's cavilline; at man, but refuses to 

stand by that same spealcer's cavilling at Homan, (an 

oppositional stance, which directly conflicts with media 

'voices' generally, which dictate only to wonen) . If this 

is the case, and in the event of a core emphatic and 

coherent \lorking, it Hould be possible to arcue th&t Eardy 

is, very deviously, denying himself the pight and privilege 

of standinG in l::ale judgement upon tloman. And vrhepeas ilC 

suspect that this .i§. his impulse, and that quite plausibly 

he does not Hish to ally himself 'lith the pedaGogical 

attitudes to Homen that saturate the literatures of tIle 

day, he remains too elusive in this role (at any rate at a 

casual reading), for any concrete textual evidence to 

accrue in his favour in this respect . For Hhereas the 

heavy didacticisn or sheer inanity of the Grundyc:U 

discourse reay :Jarl: it off fro~ tb.e remaindep of the 

naprati ve \vhere it is controverted, thus supporting the 

anti-pedaGogical point of vie,,; where the discourses are 

less well differentiated probleDs begin to arise . This is 

a rape ocurrence, but 'lhere it does occur, there is a 

disconcerting chameleon effect u11ioh frustrates the 

reader I sat teo.pt to distinguish bet"reen the discourses and 

thus arrive at some understanding of Hardy's method and 

ultimate, (if subterranean), aims . 

Such an effect generated by the un-differentiated 

discourses, or rather, non-segresated discourses, occurs in 

the vaul t scene . Here, Hardy is so intent upon distancil1[; 
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himself fron Elfride in the early staees of this chapter, 

prior' to the vaul t encounter Hhere she Hill be obliged to 

face 1101" tuo lovers and be shaLled, that he al10\-73 the 

Grundyan speaker to enter the narration far too 

unobtrusively . The characteristic dissonance that tIe car. 

rely tipon as distinctive, as the noralisinr; speakep 

intrusively eaters the text, is absent . And where there 

are implicit contradictions, they have become so abstrt:se 

in the confusion, that they cannot cleanly be traced . The 

chapter opens in neutral tones . 'Love', Hardy I-lritcs, 

'freque :l.tly dies of time alone - Duch more frequentlJT of 

displacenent I (PBi: ;-J27 9) . And then the authorial shift 

beGins to take place . But, in contradistinction to the 

customary platitudinouo r..oralisine; 'voice', the locutions 

here are neither intrusive nor stflisUcally awkuard, nor 

even thick Hith censure. . To set the thing in !notior., a key 

word 'displacecent' is introduced . And then unobtrusively, 

Hardy shifts the central character - Elfride from her 

axis; to replace her at the very last, \'lith the al. .. orphous 

everywonan of the Grundyan discourses . It happens thus: 
Uith Elfride Suancourt a pO\1erful reason Hhy the 
displacement should be successful was that the 
new-cower was a Greater rean than the first . B- the 
side of the instructive and piquant snubbings she 
received from Knibht, Stephen's general 
agreeableness seemed \-latery; by the side of 
KniGht's spare love-making, Stephen's continual 
outflovT seemed lackadaisical . She had begun to 
sigh for somebody further on in laar .. hood. Stephen 
viaS hardly enough of a taan. (PBE p279) 

Syntactical displacement of Elfrida's proper noun status, 

and the reiteration of her third person, pronoun status, 
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very subtly effects an atrophy of her felt presence, which, 

if He make some excisions in Hardy's text, lool~s lilw this: 
Elfride SHancourt ... H,e neF-coner ..• a greater 
man •. she .•. Knight , StEIhen . • • 
Kr..ieht ••• Stephen • .. shc. ... Stephen .•. a mall . 

SeeninGly poised or cauGht betl-leen her tv/a lovers here, 

Elfride (b:" l!:eans of pronoun substitution) is gradually 

distanced fran them from the close-up focus that is 

placed on Knight and Stephen, uho have mannerisms as Hell 

as Christian nan:...;s . !leamlhile a shift of a sliGhtly 

different kind is taking place . Ac;ain this is effected 

syntactically. Elfrida is not only phased into the 

background; she is also phased into Knight's background . 

From the reiteration of 'dlsplacemcht ... displacement' to 

the reiteration of 'by the side of ••• by the side of', we 

register just the smallest sensation of drift . His heroine 

now edged offstar;e, Hardy sets about discussing her 

'proneness to inconstancy', her , plastic and ready 

sympathies', \lith an unflinchine objectivity "\,hich is not 

so much chastisinG as aloof . It is at this stage that it 

becomes apparent that Hardy can disparar;e his heroine 

vrithout adopting the \lOrldlY-Hise stu-liCE: albeit not 

cateEorically nor Hith conviction, but ar::bivalently, \lith 

the ever-ready gentle qualifier to hand: the 'Perhaps' and 

the 'Partly' . 

It tfOuld be to misrepresent iiardy to sum~est that each 

and every neGative criticism directed at Elfride, is 

painstakingly controverted by more conprchensivc textual 
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evidence . This \>lOuld place him rather more squarely in the 

Rustin camp advocatine; a model of 'Stainless .•. 1iomanhood' 

than he ~>lQuld find appropl~iate . It is certainly not his 

intention to present woman with so exalted a concept of 

herself that she must inevitably fall short of thc ideal . 

Hardy is Horkinc tOVlards a different end . His Elfride is 

human and flaVled but also lovable and l,rorthy in her mm 

riGht . Sh~ is , in other Hords , to be approved , not for 

Hhat she ought to be , but for vrhat she is . The only 

judgement her author seeks to controvert is that of the 

pedagogue 'lho insists upon prescribing otherllise . 

However there still remains th(;;) task of separatine the 

'voices' ; \'1hich in this particular episode leading up to 

the vault confrontation, is an onerous task indeed . If He 

need to map it out, Hal~dy' sprocedure , if it can be so 

termed, Goes thus . As has been noticed, there is firstly 

the 'displacement' of the heroine . This is folloued b~,r 

Bnbivalent cO!:1rnentary, (Elfride' s proneness to inconstancy 

btC . ), and then there occurs an unobtrusive glide into 

Horldly-t-,isdon , Hhich in its ease of modulation takes the 

r'cader GOIneHhat unm,ares: 
Stephen's failure to make his hold on her heart a 
permanent one \las his too timid habit of 
dispraising himsel f to her - a peculiarity uhich , 
exercised tovrards sensible r.len, stirs a kindly 
chord of B t tachment that a mat'ked assertiveness 
iwuld leave untouched, but inevitably leads the 
~~ost sensible HODan in the ilOrld to undervalue hin 
who practises it . ( PBE p279) 

Because Hardy leads out tOimrds 'the r;~ost sensible ~lOma!. in 

the Horld' frOM an earlier r.:ore equivocal stance , "le are 
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beGuiled . And before He knOll t'lhere t.'e are, vm are right 

back \li til the norc:list: 
Directl,)' domineering ceases in the man, snubbing 
begins in the llonan; the trite but no less 
unfortunate fact being that the gentler creature 
rarely has the capacity to appreciate treatuent 
fro[J her natural complcIJent. ( PBE p279) 

Fortunately there are verbal prompts here \-1h1ch should by 

nou, be registering their muffled cues. The 'creature' uho 

'rarely has the capacity' for thiS, that, or the other, has 

that familiar enfeebled air about her \lhioh Hardy's choice 

of the word 'trite' a.3sists us in recallinG . Thus alerted, 

it then beCOI'leS evident that Hardy has lost siGht of 

Blfride altogether, uho tlaS never - in the first place 

subject to domineering Hith Stephen, and Vlho has not, to 

our knowledge, wittinGly snubbed hie not even in the 

event of his beine but a learner at the gar:.e of chess l-1here 

she had displayed above averace skills . Hence i-lhen He meet 

td th the folloHing reference to Elfride: 
To such girls poverty may not be, as to the more 
worldly wasses of humanity, a sin in itself; but 
it is a sin because graceful and dainty manners 
seldom exist in such an atLlosphere . Few Homen of 
old fau.iIy can be thorouehly taUGht that a fine 
soul Lay \·lGar a smock-frock, and an admi t tedl~~ 
COn1LJon ::nc.n in one is but a Horm in their eyes (prE 
p279) , 

\le realise that we have corne a long \·/aY from the Elfride He 

knet-l and that Hardy appears to have lost. 'Such girls' are 

not Elfride - the Girl Hhose rejoinder to Stephen's misery 

at his IOtlly oriGins had been: 
tpo; don't take trouble to say oore •.. It has 
becone a noroal thing that millionaires corJIJ(Jllce by 
L;oing up to London \iith their tools at their back, 
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and half-a-crmvn in their pockets . That sort of 
origin is gettinG so respected , ' she continued 
cheerfully , 'that it is acqu1r1ng some of the odour 
of llorraan o.ncestr~· . ' (PEE p 106) 

Elfride cannot be accused of snobbery . Her opposition 

to her class-divisive father is plainly outlined by Hardy . 

Even hor iopatient dism:'ssal of Jethuay as 'not good 

enough, even if I had loved hiC" ( PBE p109) , is delivered 

more in the way of non-specific value judgement than class 

specific disparaeement . In fact , in enploying the sa.,e 

expression later , but with reference to herself , her 

meaninc is, by contrast , quito plain: 'If I had only l~no\m 

you had beo!1 coning' she tells Knight, '\-lhat a nunnery I 

i-Jould have lived in to have been good enouc;h for you!' ( PBE 

344) . An 2ppropriate match is clearly the inference 

here . 

Elfride is perfectly a\fal'e that J6thHay comes fran.. a 

respectable, well-to-do back3round, although she is equally 

aNare that her father lIho is solely concerned Hit.h 

pedigree and not altogether satisfied \-lith Kniutt's social 

status at that - would certainly not accept the former into 

thE::: Sliancourt family . 

The issue of class in the J eth~lay colloquy , is 

actual l y introduced, not by Elfrid~ , but by Stephen, who , 

for obviou:.:, reasons, reacts over-anxiously to an· hint of 

the ,subject . Elfride's class attitudes are, in the final 

analysis , best determined, not so ouch by her opposition to 

her father's views or those she expresses supportively to 
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Stephen, but by her cL~stomary behaviour and actions . It is 

her lack of concern for her min blue-blood, her disregard 

for appearances as she rides hatless on horseback through 

the surrcunding neiGhbourhood and tmms vrhere she stops en 

route to talk casually 'to old cen and women' (PEE p136), 

and her amicable relationship uith sexton Cannister (PDE 

p110), \1hic11 furnishes the most reliable testilJony . All of 

this coheres perfcctly with the nature of her relationship 

Hith parlour-raaid Unity, Hhich is [1ore sisterl~ than 

superior (PEE p88,151) . Elfride evidently does not strike 

Unity as the kind of \Vor:lan to vThom the 'co[:[1on man ... is but 

a IIOrl,)' . To Knight's questioning of Lord Luxelliar!'s 

affection for Elfride - 'lIas he very fond of her?' (PEE 

p402) - Unity replies: 
Twas her na ture to ~;in people more \1hen they knew 
her well . (PDE p402) 

lihile this is a Hardyan backhander at Knight, Hho, in not 

having been Hon to ~lfride as has her husband and 'people' 

genorally, is necessarily pIeced in a cateGory of persons 

uho never came to know her deeply; it also inplies that 

her capaci t:' for Hinning people to her \vas not bounded by 

class . Uni ty speaks not only on Lord Lm:ellian' s behalf 

bu t upon her otm and 'people's cenerally . 

Houever, to conclude an analysis of the contradictory 

'voices' in t.le vaul t scene on so posi ti ve a note, Day be 

misleading . The arr;ument has led cMay from a discussion of 

inconclusive to conclusive findinGs . That the Gl~undyan 

assertion has once more been controverted Has not t~e 
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original point under discussion . It Has not Hardy ' s 

successful refutation of the 'accusation ' Hhich concerned 

us, but his unsuccessful manner of havinr:; too rr.any ' voices ' 

speaking at once . The textual ly intee;rated ' voice ' Nhich 

notices 'Stephen ' s failUre to make his hol d on her heart a 

permanent one' , in that it tends to lead out tm-lards the 

unsympathetic observation upon Elfrida in the same breath , 

coraes dangerously close to participntinc; in the proprietary 

consciousness \-1hich elsev;here in the novel remains 

non-allied to Hardy ' s mm . It could be argued that the 

prescient author has , in this instance , failed to retain 

his grip upon the narrative . This seems to confirm that He 

cannot speak in terl.1S of a consciously Horked schema in 

A Pair of Blue Eye~ . Or , alternatively, it could be the 

case that the dialectical structure of opposing 'voices ' 

elsewhere in the text has been sufficiently Hell worked , as 

far as Hardy is concerned, to per::Jit of a little slack at 

this poi nt . Ei ther '.lay , and despite the fact that the 

'vaul t' passage is a\ ... lmard to negotiate , it is doubtful 

t<lhether , overall , it disables Hhat Hardy has 2.lready 

eetablished an authorial non-alliance Hi th the Grund~ran 

speaker . In a separate conte:~t entirely , Roland Barthen 

describes t!1is dualistic node of narration as incorporating 

' a pl~oprietary consciousness which retains the l1a.::;tery of 

Hhat it states uithout participating in it ' [ 12] . This is 

evidentl~' ( consciously or othervrise ), Hardy ' s raethodo l oe;y -

successfully ~astered or not , as the case Day be . 

There al~e tuo other instances of opposing discourses 
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in A Pair of Blue Eves, which require clarification before 

concluding this analysis . The first ~ay be dealt \-lith 

briefl::. . Of 
Hhen 
L~ore 

HUh 

Elfride's self-concealment we are told: 
uomen are secret they are secret indeed; and 
often than not they only bec;in to be secret 

the advent of a second lover . (PDE p281) 

The contradiction that this assertion posits does r.ot 

need much decipherinG ' Firstly, 

precedents set in this novel, to establish the Hitholdinr; 

of information, or the practice of secrecy, as nornative; 

and not, as thc above observation inplies, the pract!u~ of 

inconstant \!Omen r;enerally , or El fride in particular . 

Parson Si·lancourt \1003 and \-leds Elfride' s stepmother, in 

secret . Stephen is secretive as to his true social 

origins; secretive iiith Knight in London as to the nature 

of Elfride' s comnitment to him, and \\Then he confronts 

Knight in the vaul t, his bare aclmot-lledgernent of Elfr'ide 

leads his rival falsely to asoun,e, as he says, that the 

couple ar's Flere acquaintances . Stephen does not argue the 

point. Knight too, is not exempted from Hardy's list . In 

fact, his deliberate attempt to deceive his trusted friend, 

is the r:ost treacherous of deceptions overall. Lulling his 

rival into 2. sense of false securit~', KniLhL detcrnines to 

reach Endelstovl that he might claim Elfride - the Noman Le 

has jLst been vociferously disclaiming - before St(;phen has 

time to do the Sat1e (PEE pp382-7) . That un~::10\.;n to hiL, 

Stephen has changed his plans, and is simultal1cously ma1:ing 

a dash for the ten o'cloc!: train froCl Paddincton, is a 
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rouGh justice that Ha.rdy, \lith his predilection for 

eha.:; t.ening conver'cing courses, cannot resist . 

Secondly, Hardy provides alternative thcnatic evidence 

to shm1 that Elfride is prone to secrecy, as is her father, 

right from the scart . There is the rainor concealment of 

the sermon ",ri ting, the less Plinor one of her elopement, 

and of course the major issue of her secret love . These 

concealments are in evidence long before KniGht's arrival 

on the scene and are by no Deans contingent upon his 

'advent' . Consl;quently the imputation that '\10Uen' and by 

inference, Elfride, have an innate tendency to deceive 

lovers a.n observation deemed suffiCiently noteworthy to 

justify its being handed on as if it vrere a universal truth 

says more about the sexual prejudices of the worldy-wise 

speaker than about the heroine . 

Yet aeain Hardy's alternative evidence is convincin[, . 

And in the above instance, none too esotel'ic - as is the 

case in the sequence Hhich nOH folIous, which treats "Ii th 

the issue of Elfrida's 'vanity' . l'Ie are invited to 

consider that: 
Perhaps to a wocan it 
thipJ~ of losing hel' 
reputatiGil . (PBE p299) 

is almost 
beauty a~ 

ao 
of 

dreadful 
losing 

to 
her 

This is a reference to Elfrida's reaction to Knight's 

baiting, uhere he has arGued that, 
a luxuriant head of hair exhaust(s) itself and 
eet(s) thin as the years go on from eishteen to 
eit';L t-and-tHenty . (PBEp298) 

Elfride, sliGhted and <llarmed, becomes increasingly 
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agitated as KniGht deviously "dds that he is quite certain 

statistical evidence would bear out his (so-called) facts -

that lu:;,:uriantl~l-tressed ... romen approaching sexual r.laturity 

c.re likely to be afflicted uith alopecia . All our 

sympathies are with the cruell; baited girl . That is, 

until the narrative sheers off in a different direction and 

UlOl'alistically insinuates that she is not so I:1uch sinned 

against as sinninG: that 'to a Homan it is almost as 

dreadful to think of losinG her beauty as of losing her 

reputation' . This is an unpleasant turn, for were the 

reader to trust this assertion this tfould necessitate 

distrusting both judger:1ent and Hardy's 

characterisation . Surely candid self-apP11aisal is not to 

be read as vanity? As earlier , the authorial attempt to 

render Elfrida unlovely - in this instance vain - in order 

then to censure that vanity, is to manipulate 

characterisation acainst its natural direction . We have 

long since been mTare that the heroine has a heal thy, 

bounding a\'Tareness of her youth and beauty . But she is by 

no means the peacock that is here iL-;plied . She has nothing 

in COIllr!lon with the coquette uho displays allure and 

enticement but is empty of genuine feeling for her admirer . 

And as the rolloHing spontaneous outburst suggests, (or 

Hould have suggested, had not a contradiction arisen), she 

still strikes Hardy as Dorc; ingenuous than vaiL Elfride 

cries out to Knight: 
it is dreadful to hear you talk so . 
dreadful na e the lleakness rna) 
candidly mm that I au terrifi8d to 
may ever get thin . (PBE p299) 
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In actuality, there is as much, if not nore, vanity 

apparent in KniGht's presentation of himself - the upright, 

steely, masculine stance signalling power and potency, 

Hhere psycho-sexually h", is a starvelinG - than there is in 

a sinGle toss of the ~Tell-adorned Suancourt head [13] . 

Hm/ever, if there is more sophistr~' than truth in the 

generalisation that Elfride's horror at the thought of 

losin[; her hair 'l,lOuld be difficul t for men to understand' 

(PEE p299) the suggestion is that Homen are too 

unconscionably vain fot~ any man l s understanding - it would 

no doubt be true of Knight . Hardy has in fact prepared for 

this contine;enc~r . KniGht Hould fail 'co understand 

Elfride's shocked response for several reasons most of 

all because he , himself, is balding! (PBE p203) Hence a 

spontaneous (undignified) adr.1:'ssion of anxiety on such a 

subject \-lOuld be almost inconceivabl.e to ~his proud fJan . 

r:oreover, that the ,",oman he loves expresses such an 

aversion fOf' thinning hair , reflects very poorly upon him, 

so his immediate defensive reaction is to scorn he 1" 

feclings . This , in turn , permits him to misunderstand 

thCf- . And of course he barely cor:prehends - repressed soul 

th2.t he is - Elfride's lack of inhibition, her ability to 

express her enotions so candidly . Such a ShOH of emotional 

concern over any issue , let alone ovel' so unnentionable a 

subject as one's own feminine endouments, ,[ould be , to the 

puritanical Knight, as unseenly as it Hould be unsettling . 

Hithout a doubt KniGht ,vould fied Elfl'ida's 

'smouldering uneasiness' (PDE p299) difficult to understand 
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- not only for the peasons here outlined . KniGht also 

lacks insight . Had he o\-med a less conventional 

perspective, he lIould have sensed, not only em 

unsubordinated spirit in Elfride unaffected by guile, but 

also a heal thy preoccupation with personal adorr,lllent \,hich 

is but the outHard expression of an innate eroominc; 

instinct . This perfectly natural instinct takes woman, 

\-lith her assistant, to the looking-glass, and man, Hith his 

barber, likewise . There is, in other Hords, nothine; 

riOrally rt:prehensible about Elfride! s preoccupation Hith 

her luxuriant loc}:s . She mms a perfectly natural desire 

to enhance her display ,,:hic11 uill in turn serve to attr2.ct 

and sienal, sexual interest . 

AlthouGh Knight might find the notion preposterous, 

his own cultivation of, 
a curl; beard, and crisp moustache: the latter 
running into the beard on each side of the [.outh, 
and ... hidinG the real expression of that or~an 

under a chronic aspect of impassivity (PB::p159), 

springs from a similar desire to enhance displaYi as does 

his adoption of certain other Grooning enhancers, uhich 

H2.rdy takes some pains to brine to the reader!s attention . 

There is the urbane Cosf;1opolitan for example, Hho sports a 

'stOllt ualking-3tick' , a fashionable !brmm-holland 

~un-hat' , not to mention a battered (llell-travelled) 

leather case on his first fOr'ay out from the city to ti!8 

Cornish wilds (PS: p1D3) . 

Both lovers then, are concerned personal 

presentation in their different ways . If Elfride is at all 
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representative of hel' time and cliLIe (if not of her urban, 

bourgeois peers, r..an~' of HhorLl Here sportine; hair-pieces 

during this period), she will make a good deal of her hair 

displuJing it to its fullest advantage and drat-ling as 

much attention to its luxuriance as possible . 

It goes Hithout saying that Knight ,muld scarcely 

recocnise his oun proud posture, and the cultivation of a 

hirsute persona, as vanity . But Elfrida's preoccupations 

are an altogether different matter of course . Her innocent 

deliGht in draHing attention to her lIoman's body, cay not 

go unchecked Knight clearly feels . Self-delieht may 

de.:;cneratc into a fesinine voluptuousness \-,hicl:, to a man 

of his disposition Hould be deeply thl~eatenine . He has, 

after all, developed a taste for 'untried' lips and all 

that that implies . t~re Elfride in reality as vain as 

Kni3ht \{Ould have her be, she wou:'..d pose no threat. She 

Hould be er.:::pty of deep feeline; for hin and her 8estures 

Hould be r1B:mered rather than iL1bued tii til those subtle sex 

Signals \1hich he evidently finds too unsettling to handle . 

On the other hand, he does COICles quite close to 

discerninG the true nature and fUrlction of what he calls, 

variously, 'vanity', '1:JOrJanly artifice', and 'shm-ring off' 

(PEE p203) . In his observations of Elfride'z testine out 

of her attractions on Endelstow Tower, he notes: 
An innocont vanity is of course the oriGin of these 
displays . 'Lool-: at r:!.e,' say these youthful 
beSinners in HOIaanly artifice, vIi thout reflecting 
"hether or not it tuay be to their advantage to ShO,-1 
so very reuch of then:sel ves . (PEE p203) 
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Su~pendin3 a deeply entrenched Dora.l consciousness is 

hOHaver, beyond r~niBh t . His perception of Elfrida's 

lool{-at-loe sexual display , is in::.tantly deloocated, to a 

sinc;le, danGerously over-simplified explanation: vanity . 

In circur.,scribins his m-H! perceptions and renderinG th(;:D 

thus in ~;holly moral terLs, KniGht enacts the exemplary 

Victorian . So high is his moral seriousness that it 

effectively colours the world which his sen&6-perceptions 

initially register for him quite accurately . Conoequently 

sexuc 1 recepti vi ty in El fride is marl-ced dOlm as vanity . In 

Going unrecoGnised, unacknouledged, her se::uality remains 

unapPlooved as well as unproven, and (thanl:fltll Knight 

uould say), unconfronted . 

If Hardy faced a dilemma in his presentation of an 

unconventional heroine Hhom he vlOuld have preferred to let 

alone to act as she ~!ill [11~], but who, instead, has to be 

constantly conitored in the interests of propriety, with 

Knight he faces relatively fmv problems . 50th characters 

tal:e life from the inside - the l~ernGI of the author's 

consciousness [15] - but H~rdy is less driven to straighten 

his characterisation of Knight at tho Dore self-conscious 

level of uri ting Vlhere 2. concern for the proprieties is 

superinducec . This is not to say that the hero does not 

oake demands upon his author . For jU.3t as Elfrida springs 

to life as more Hinning in her \:aYHardness than Hardy can 

safelr ~ermit, so Knight veers slightly off course . It is 

not th~t he discloses a nasculine-superior condescension to 

Homen, or that he ree;ards himself as a cut above his peer.::. . 
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These trait~ eiGht have been antipathctical to Eardy but 

they certainly 'lOuld not have offended agcinst the 

proprieties . It is rather the unfolding of his puerilit~T 

uhich becomes probler;atica.l. To the reader born and bred 

to value and uphold the cult ir::aee of British manhood as 

virile and Chivalrous, (and this, much vaunted in the nedia 

[ 16] ), the discovery of adolescent sexual fears lurl~in.s 

behind the I:1orally upright authoritarian figure Hho has no 

odour of sexuality about him Hhatsoever , would have been , 

to such a reader , implausible if not offensive . Nor does 

it help natters that Hardy has reversed the Western 

literary chivalric trc.dition in A Pair of Dlue Eves to ~ave 

~TOlaan play knight gallant to the hero in a scene tlhich al so 

goes some Hay to discredit the latter's intell1cence about 

the Horld c..round til:! . Added to \[h1ch sathering 

heterodoxies, Elfride openly questions her lover on matters 

of se:~ in a potentially critical manner . Consequently , to 

check the ostensibly Dature hero ' s incipient puerility 

his fuulish taunting and baiting of an ir.JLlature c;irl and his 

adolescent. need to am:;randise hirJself by putting her dmm -

Hardy takes pa~ns to hi~hl iGht his hero's larger stature as 

and Hhen he deeIJs it necessary . Clearly he does not have 

to invoke the Gt'undyan COnLlentator where Knight is 

concerned , \-1hose tiCht l~espectability and air of orthodo~~:r 

is [:lore overtly persuasive than the fearfu:i. (unmanly) 

psyche it conceals . But it is nonetheless evident that 

proLloting Knight becomes consciously tactical at times . 

This is felt to be the case because it is exclusively by 
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means of Elfride's discreditation that he is brought into 

favour; that is, he gains status by default. HhE;pe Hardy 

is at i1is most uncomfortable havinG just negotiated such 

stylistic a\-lk\lal'dnesses as the abrupt shift in discourse 

and the authorial intrusion, Knight is nudGed into a rwre 

favourable liCht altlost as thouCh summoned in the \vake of 

the Grundyan commentator \'I'ho staI'!ds in judGement upon the 

heroine. • This does not, as '-li th Elfride, derJand 

counter-intuitive moves on Hardy's part, but rather 

reinforcing moves - Knight simply occupies the space that 

Elfride has vacated. 

It occurs for example, that as Elfride tUrns awa~r, 

conscience-stricken, from her earlier lover Stephen, to her 

second lover, Knight, so this is matched by Hardy's own 

turning mfay frop.! her in the same r:10llentj a turning a\lay 

at a time when, in a sense, she needs his support uost . To 

abandon Elfrida nOH, seems at first sight, harsh tt~eatmcnt 

on Hardy's part; she is after all, vulnerable and in 

anguish. On the other hand she has just jilted Stephen 

Hithout offering hio the least explanation for' her action, 

so possibly Hardy senses that if she has to be checked at 

all, the post-jilt mcr.:ent is timely . Perhaps too, he has 

pledsed himself rather too openly in the preceding 

sequences . Syrupathetically p<:-nctrating the heart of the 

distressed Girl, he has stressed her 'natural honest;', LeI' 

, tOUGue so fratll: ... and 2. nind so straightforuard', and 

"That he calls that 'intense fear t-ihich accompanies intense 

love in youne Hornen' (PBE p281) . So nOli is the [:lament for 
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a more dispassionate st,mce which \i:'ll in turn, provide an 

opportuuity for presenting Knieht as a Horthy r'ival to 

Stephen . 

KniGht in fact, by the very nature of his rCl.!ti. t1,;:de, 

also fulfils the function of introducing hiSh ;:101'al tone at 

a very delicate point in the text where Hardy's sympathetic 

treatment of a younG Girl's acquisition of three lovers in 

short succession, (if He include Jeth\-lay), is fast leading 

hin into treachcl~oUS Haters . The foreerounded KniGht can 

therefore be relied upon to carry the action forHard and on 

into safer, more circumspect channels . HOHever, before 

pror1otin[; the hero, Hardy has first to complete the 

loosenine of Elfride's hold on himself . The procedure is 

by nOH, familiar; al tllOuC;h in this ins tance Hardy almost 

seems to need to preface his Hithdratml of sympa thy Hith an 

apology: 
It is difficult to frru;:c rules uhich shall apply to 
both sexeG, and Elfride, an undeveloped girl, must, 
perhaps, hardly be laden uith" the moral 
responsibilities \,"hich at tach to a man in lilce 
circuIDstances . (PEE p289) 

As the convoluted syntactical 31'ranscment here suggests, 

toe;ether vlith the bac!nmrd thrust of the l~odifier 

'perhaps', stylistic features which combine to eive 

irregular evolution to the sentim(;;nt, Hardy is very 

uncomfortable vlith his own tendentiousness . Ee is 

apparently aware that of all characters 

A Pair of Blue Eves it is Elfride who is most laden with 

l .. oral responsibility - just as her peers in life ,-lOuld be 
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under like circuwstances. The only rules fr2.IJed or 

unfrar:led that pertained to i!1constancy ia Homen, Here these 

Hhich unloaded gUil t and responsibili t~' on to them. . 

Ho,lever, in so far as a contradictor~T element invariably 

attends such authorial shifts in direct relation to the 

iETIlinent arrival of the \]orldlY-Hise censor, this is 

stylistically consistbnt . Hardy proceed", . HOH in the 

persuasive tones of the Platonist he declares: 
But if honesty is a virtue in it.:;elf, Elfr-ide, 
havi118 none of it now, secDcd, beine; for beine, 
scarcely good enoue;h for Knil3ht. (PEE p239) 

'If' and 'seeLied' here, clearly save Hardy from becoming 

the strict fiord censor that a small excision or tuo \lould 

endor~e . Uonetheless Elfride is nml sufficiently ilell 

baclq~;l'ounded and I:night noves into the ascendant. Hitherto 

a little acid and lecturing, he nOll displays 

solici tousness, tenderness, and more - a distinct ti:ort:l 

superiority over Elfride and Stt..phcn . 

The process of 'approving' Knight can be determined by 

a brief examina tion of a before and after cOIflDent of 

Hardy's; the earlier of Hhich reads thus: 
As Knieht meditatively addressed his juniors thus, 
unconscious of the deception practised, for 
different reasons, by the severed hearts at his 
side, and of the scenes that had in earlier days 
united them, eacll one felt that hI.; and she did not 
Gain by cantl~ast Hith their L1using mentor . (PDE 
p288) 

And later: 
.as obtuseness to the cause of her indisposi tio!";, 
by evidencing his entire freedom from the suspicion 
of anything behind the scenes, showed hO~'J incapable 
Kni~ht was of deception himself, rather than Bny 
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inherent dulne3s in hin regardine; hUlilan nature . 
(PEE p292) 

l!ith obtuseness rather unconvincil1[;lJ assir.1ilated to 2.n 

unsuspicious nature, together Hith the apoloGetic manner of 

delivery, the author reserves his cOr.1r:litment. Or! the other 

hand, sorlElHhat sophistic2.11y, the 'unconscious' Knight is 

recast as unsuspicious-and-therefore-innocent r:ni~ht. And 

of course there are no 'severed hearts' at his side in the 

later event, to deflect readerly syrJpathy auay tOt:e.rds 

Elfride and Stephen . Ir. actuality Knight I s incapacity for 

deception is \'>7holly relative . As has already been noticed 

(above), he has a capacity for the most treacherous of 

deceptions ; not simply self-concealment but deliberate 

nisrepresentation of his intentions . 

That there is this elen:ent of contradiction set'ves as 

a reminder that Hardy is not at this point, fully eneaeed 

either \iith his te::t or his oharaoter. He elevates KniGht 

but is by no means comuitted to doing so . Knight has 

aoquired honest; entirely by default as it Here . 

Nonetheless, a little softened to Knight the reader lliUSt 

inevitably be . To be excluded from a COID1JOnly shared 

secret is, in this context, to be indemnified acainst 

aversion . And al though Knie;h t is no t a~·Iare of his 

exclusion, Hal'dy makes the reader a,lara On his account; 

and while this implicates us in the conspiraoy, so it also 

draHS us tovrards the proud nan so hur.1iliated. 

This lack of engagement on Hardy's part is later 
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partially resolved; 2.1 though it ne'rer becomes a total 

comoitment to Kaight. As the hero's self-destructive pride 

uhich leads hin unl:rlOHingly inLo self-delusion 

culDinates in his rejection of Elfride and feelinss of los~ 

and desolation, so Hardy drai-ls closer to his he1'o and 

encaees ',1ith him r:.orG sympathetically in his moments of 

deepest pain . ThrouGh aubivalence then, Hardy proceeds to 

a deeper involvement uith Knight - but it is an erratic 

effortful course . As KniSh t proposes r.:al~ria.ge, so Hardy 

enhances his moral statur~ . It is clearly critical in 

terms of plausibility - that the high-principled man \Jho is 

to reject Elfride on r,l01~c:l crounds is presented as morally 

above reproach 2.t this stage in the novel. Hardy proceeds 

accordingly . Elfride' s dist.ncin.::; has of course all~eadJr 

been effected in the interlude which focussed upon her 

alleGed vanity; where Kni~ht's cruel taunts unexpectedly 

meet with insinu2 tions as to woman I s deep fe.scina tion \1i th 

her looks and beauty . There then occurs the earring 

fastening sequence, vlith Knight ju::;t as fascinated i-lith his 

lover's bodily adornments as sh(;; . And as the momt'at for 

KniGht! s proposal of [;arri2{",;e loo!Gs, so Hardy adopts a less 

negative attitude tOVlards his hero . 

Elfr'ide, aroused by Knight's suegestion that it should 

be he lIho fastens the earrings in her lobes, expresses 

misgivings as to the rectitude of this little intimacy . 

Knigh t hOl/ever, seizes the t:".oment: 
'Then I will! I he rejOined, Hith that singular 
earnestness about a snaIl na t tel~ .•• Hhich is only 
found in deep natures Hho have been ~Jh(.,lly unused 
to toyinC HUh ivomankind . (prE p301) 
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Promptly, authorial equivocation gives l:laY to a fuller 

engagcLlent Hith the hero, as, Hith one last shot in 

Elfpide's direction, Hhich brinGs dovm the , blasting 

reproaches' of 11rs J ethuay in mid-discourse, Hardy reminds 

both the reader a.nd hililself that the heroine's ' fickleness' 

is nmJ 'pointed ... as an enormity' ( PDE p302) . Saluting 

Knight uithout der:ur, Hardy nou declares: 
r~night uas as honourable a nan as Has ever loved 
and deluded by .. Torr an . It may be said that his 
blindness in love proved the point , for shrevldness 
in love usually goes \Jith r::ean.:ess in General . 
Once th" pas.:.:.ion l'lat.t{;red him , insi6 ht began to be 
blurred . (PDE p302 ) 

This i3 EardY'3 most full-blooded defence of Knight . 

Although, as pride crumbles under feelings of deep 

hUlidliation, so to this 'man •.. now absolutely in pain I ( PT,E 

{:329) he extends, for the duration, a sympathetic hand . 

Hm-rever , Hardy cannot ( or .. lill not) eenerate more 

syrJpathy than imnediate circumstances der.:and, and as the 

underside of raH ego-centri city begins to surface through 

the noble, pl'oud , exterior , so authorial cot;!rJiseration is 

replaced by a bitter irony .,hich , ue sense, has long lain 

dorr"ant . In his reaction to Elfride's confession, Knight 

is ego-defensive in the extrer!lG . It nOH becomes plain that 

it is not so Duch Elfride's pest which finall~ hu~iliates 

hill, but the fact of his having been deceived by a younC 

Girl over UhOr.1 he had been convinced he had exerted 

absolute pOVler and control. Nothing hits Knight so hard ao 

this assault upon his ego . Hardy illustrates this expertly 

in one of the last conversations between Stephen and Knight 
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each consuoed i-Ii th an eco-defensi vo need to claim 

Elfrida's death as directly caused by hieself . Conflated, 

the rivals' dialogue reads thus: 
'Can it be that I have 1~illed her?' / 'You he_ve 
killed her more than I?' 

'I \lish the I;loSt abject confession ... could .•. Lake 
cu.:ends to ... y darline' / 'Your darling! ..• Any DelI. can 
say that , I suppose: any man can. I knoH this, 
she was ~ darling before she \laS yours j and after 
too . If anybody has a riIGht to call her his oun, 
it is I' . (PBE p396) 

The identity of the spealwrs is imlna terial . Doth reveal an 

alarminG monomania for conquest . This is all the llore 

disconcerting for its sudden upsurge at the untmlard monent 

of the gentle Elfride's death . ConterJplating the tylO 

rivals from his nO\1 reLlote stance of bitter irony, Hardy 

leaves the se:~ual jousting that inforns the bragadoceio to 

speak for itself . 

Stylistical prolixi ties, authorial ar .. bi valence, and 

contradictory accounts notHithstanding, Hardy does succeed 

in A Pair of BlUE: Eyes in breakinlj neH ground Hithout 

jeopardisinc; his reputation in any Ha~ . Firstly, uithout 

offending against the proprieties he quietly, but 

c!:ph8.tically , reverses the Western literary chivalric 

tradition in his depiction of a heroine of some courage and 

nerve uho comes to the rescue of an imperilled (fallen) 

hero . It is a subtle move in fact, \Thich paves the Hay for 

an even greater heroine who will later put her life at risk 

in order to stand by the r~an she has rescued not from 

physical death but mora.l and psycholoGical degradation -
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the Tess Vlho forces the 'fallen' Angel Clare to confront 

his OI'In hypocrisy and sexual double-standard . Secondl', 

Hardy also succeeds in 11. Pair of Blue L,es, in creatine in 

Elfride a vlODan not or.lj' of courabe and nerve, but of 

singular sexual assertiveness, \"h08e demand is for 

recognition of her self as a person in her mm right: 
At.: I such a - r.;ere characterless toy - as to have 
no attract tion in mc;, &pat't froD - freshness? 
Haven't I brains? You said I Has clever and 
ingenious in my thou...,hts, tina isn't that 
an)thinc;? Have I not some beauty? I think I have 
a little - and I knOH I have - Y8S I do! You have 
praised Qy voice, and my rlanner, and ray 
accomplishr,lents . Yet all these towcther arc so 
IT,uch rubbish because I - accidentally scm a r::.an 
before you! (PLE p344) 

Kni0:1t is quicl~ of course to subvert Elfl'ide' s meanine by 

his custor.lary method of re-stating tl:t. crounds of her 

argur.16nt . 
o core Elfl~ide . n Accidentally sc.u a 1..I&n" is very 
cool. You loved him remember . (PEE p3 l PI) 

The intrepid Elfride has the eround cut m·Tay from under hel' 

yet aeain . 

But Hardy will not endorse this denial of her Harth 

c.nd self . Returning the t'HO heroes b2ct to Endelstm-l at 

the last, each intent upon clailtling Elfride as his mm 

prize, he purposefully denies her to then . i;either is 

civen the right or privileGe to clain the wom2.n vlhom they 

still, unashamedly patronise . Nor tlill Hardy u;ive either 

the satisfaction of claitaing her death as their trophy . 

Elfride dies bearing another man's love and another man's 

life ic her body. There Hill be no revendication for 



either hero . Eael: has forfeited all ri::;hts as claiIa~1t in 

.such a case . 

That HiJ.rdy draws Elfride right out of KniGht's sphere 

to die offstage, provides a fitting conclusion to a 

characterisation uhic11 hc:s demanded diverse alternating 

shifts and displace~ents of her person . Excludin[; her from 

Knight's urban, uiddle-class world of male-doDination is 

Hardy's \"ay of vindicating his heroine, ~.rho dies the VlO!!lan 

she claimed the ric;ht in life, to be . She is loved and 

lovable in her own right, as Unity testifies . Her 

accomplishments and beauty, her ineenious thouChts and so 

forth, are not only iHlprinted upon the hearts of those Hho 

knoH her deeply , but are also no longer subject to 

cffaeenent at the hand:3 of tir1e or cha118e . Heither man nor 

circurJstanee can render her perflonal qualities 'so I:luch 

rubbish' , nor can either reduce her to a 'mere 

characterless toy' . 

The bitter irony of the denouewcnt, \"rith Knight's 

journeyine by train to the same destination as his dead 

beloved (adjacently located in her coffin), yet fuoving in 

an altogether different direction - that is not towards 

burline: b.cr but 'bGddir..s;' her - aesthetically provides the 

most per-fect of finishes to the parallel voyages and their 

significances, that take place throughout the novel . Not 

only does Hardy's nJ.rrative abound in restless authorial 

shifts , but so too does the plot . Elfride's conflictful 

crmlth to womanhood is mapped out in a series of hazardous 

journeys, each of Hhich finds her accoL1panied by one or 
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other of her lover:J . 

jcurneying alone is safe! 

One thine is plain, Elfri~e 

None of her solitary, wild, 

equestrian exploi ts endancel~s her . But everyone of her 

vo!'ages, ascents, or tl"aversin.c;s \-lith Kni.;;ht, (and to a 

lesser extent ,-lith Stephen), puts her at risk . tIoreover', 

on each of these journeys, there is a divere;ence of inner 

courses . Elfride Lentally or er.lOtionally vOYa[;es in one 

direction - tOvlards an exploration and understanding of the 

,;orid and KniGLt in quite the opposite . In cooruon Hith 

[Jeny Hc..rdy heroes, KniSh t \'lOuld malce a v]orld to suit his 

own requir'ements . 

The Cliff scene is of course pivotal in this context . 

And not only at the obvious level of risk . Undedying 

this, there is the incipient tension of hearts diverginG 

imlardly one froe the other . ~lfride sets out to watch for 

Stephen; but r:night tracks her dOlm and in joining her on 

her cliff walk ina~vertenti' sets her off course . She has 

set out in a fairly depressed no ad - in accord, Hardy tells 

us, ~lith the overcast skies above (PEE p230) - but l'lith 

Knight's arrival on the scene, a deeper turbulence sets in, 

although he, by contrast, l~er:1ains in sanguine mood . The 

pattern of converGent/diverGent courses takes shape . The 

couple scale the heiGhts - Elfride searching the horizon to 

her left, Knigbt lookinc; out to Cam Deak on the riGht (PEE 

p233) . Even at the clima:.c of the scene, uhen the re GClh,: c; 

Knight rushes to embrace his rescuer in a surge of relief 

and Gratitude, she is still preoccupied \lith broader 

hOl~izons . Her eyes are sHeeping the coastline fer sight of 
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Stephen's steanboat (P3E p2!l6) . Earlier, trCiversing the 

touer parapet she had becn similarly frau.;ht Hith distress 

and conflict . She had felt slighted by Knight's 

pereLptory , superior nanner for some days . So n01:1, but 

'uithout reflectillG in the leE-st upon vThat she Has doinG' 

(PBE p191) she embarks upon a perilous Halk, as has been 

her Hont in earlier days . She I:lOunts the parapet . But 

instead of commanding Knight's admiration, as she had 

unconsciously desired, she receives a schoolmasterly 

reprir:::and and I unnerved, trips, loses her balance and 

falls . 

Here, as in the Cliff ascent, Elfride's needs are not 

wet, but frustrated by Knight . In the To\':er scene he 

frustrates then perversely; in the Cliff scene, out of 

carelessness . He, on the other hand, is the beneficiar~T on 

both occasions . He is saved fro::: certain death on tllc 

Cliff, and, at a far more mundane level, man~ges to gather 

from the TOvJer incident a useful anount of behavioural data 

for his researches . rloreover, he is offered in each 

instance, a bona-fide opportunity for a close, physical 

embrace with the younc Girl. 

Hardy is, in other tJOrds, maintaining throuchout the 

text, a strone undercurrent of se:mal exploitation - even 

parasi ticisL . As Elfrida shrinks and ~lastes Knight thrives 

and groHs: 
It Has very odd to hinself to look at his theories 
on the subject of love, and readinG thEoLl 110\-1 by the 
full light of experience, to see hou I'mch r.:ore his 
sentences lcieant than he had fel t them to Lican 'Hhen 
they wera written . People often discover the real 
force of a trite old raaxiru onl,}' ~;hen it is thrus t 
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upon thel~ by a chance adventure; but :~niGht had 
never before knmJn the case of a man who learnt the 
full compass of his mm epigraLs by such means . 
(PBE p216) 

As Elfride passes from emotional conflict to 

oppressive fear, deep humiliation and pain at Knight's 

instigation, so this is matched by the repression of her 

sexual energies to Guilt and shane . This 'rite of passage' 

finds its corrblative 

journey in the sea-trip fran London to the Uest Cour-try 

Hhich locates, ~ret again, the lovers travelling to the saDe 

destination but with hearts divergent \Tithin . As the 

'staunch vessel' ploughs its uay through 

'floundering •.• rushinG •.• dili! and rllodninr;' , antasonistic 

currents' (P:3E pp314,315), so tile young girl, lOI1[;ing to 

thrmJ off the burden of her secret past, atteopts a 

confrontation with her lover . But he is clearly not rrakinz 

the sarae ' jot..rney' at all. In thE;; face of her 

tremulousness he is hearty: 'a certain happy pride in his 

tone' (PBE p315) ; to her fal terinGness he responds \li th 

self-assurance (PDE p316); to her unease he is confident 

(P3E p317); and as she is chilled by the ninute both 

physically and emotionally - 'chilled ..• lil~e a frost' - so 

he, by direct contrast, is 'warmed ••. all over' (PBE p316) . 

Yet ar;ain thE; 'journey' ~lfr'ide Vlishes to nake - this time 

tOVlards a closet' sexual ir..tiL1acy and understanding viith her 

lover - is obstructed . But she is intrepid . Like the 

staunch little vessel that bears her, she rushes on: 
You are severe on Homen, are you not? (PDE p317) 
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To her attmlpt to Boften hiD , ~niGht blandly responds with: 
t!o, I thiru{ not . I had a right to p~ease my taste, 
and that Has for untried 1i[5. Oth~l'" nen than 
those of ny sort acquire the taste as they get 
older - bL,t don't find an Elfdde - (PEE p317) 

Stricken by his assUIJptiol1s - needing to c~rb his train of 

thou-:;ht before presupposition hardens to conviction - she 

cries out ,-lith a revealing projection of her inner fears 011 

to the outer Horld: 'Hhat horrid sound is that He hear 

"Then He pi teh forward? I. But Knight, ilapervious, 'pitches' 

on regardless: 
Only the sereH - don't find C.n Elfride as I did . 
To thiru{ that I ... (PBE p317) 

Blandly over'ridinG her feclinc;s, KniGht has just proved 

Elfride right: he is severe indeed . 

The cOll£;ruent metaphors Hardy introduces in this 

sequence are richly sUGgestive . Ue can hardly mistake his 

meanil1L . FroD chilly unease, to a turbulence staunchly 

contained, Elfrida, now drained of all her youthful, 

buoyant enerGies, has become impree;nated uith Knight 's mm 

sexual fears and inhibitions . Riveted by the 'horrid 

sound' of his steely \lOrds expressing only distaste for all 

but untried lips, and Hith his Hords falling 'upon her li1:e 

a Height' (PEE p318), she drifts into a 'dim and . , moam.ng , 

restless, sleep; later to a\laken in terror at her o'l-m 

nightmares, to hear her lover calmly assurin,;:; her thet 'the 

clouds have completely cleared off llhilst you have been 

sleeping' (PEE r319) . But unb:.ovm to the obtuse Knight 

they have aillassed in Elfrida's heart . 
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Er._ba!"king upon courtship - a testinc time for the 

your-s, impulsive girl had becun Hith Stephen and 

liGhthearted excursions 2.cross tho cliffs . These forays 

had culn1nated in her rash flivht to London. That had been 

a time for a playful t~sting of her imnature se}~uality, 

'I:111ch later led to her Greater need to develop nerve - the 

nerve \Jh1ch had so failed her liit'l Stephen. Her first 

fliGht from the nest had brought her down to earth i-lith a 

buup . It had been a precipitate flight . Hardy elucidates 

this Hell in his treatr.:cnt of the 'journG:,' ffiotil. He 

tells us, by Hay of a prefatory leader, that it had long 

since been Elfride's Girlish practice to set out on small 

journeys from "1hich she "JOuld return iiith little treasures 

she had found (PBE l.J1!~2). But tllere are no prizes to be 

had Or! the journeJ to London lofi th Stephen. Hardy takes 

pains to shO\V' , by metaphorically shaping ;:afdde' s 

prefigurativb journey on horseback to meet Stephen as a 

juur-nay \,rithout direction, that she is by no means ready to 

be launched into the adul t Horld . Emotionall!' 21_d sexually 

she lacks direction - she is pa tentl~, unread.)'. AddresdnG 

himself to the most appropriate of syobolic actions the 

young gir'l' s ruanner of riding - Hardy contrives that all 

prose r-hythms cluster around the notion of her horse; the 

motion of turn and turn about . This aptly mirrors 

Elfride's strife-of-thou.;ht and vacillation betHeel1 the 

emotional staten of anxiety and expectation \-1h1ch nOH 

el1[;ulf heX'; tlhile at the same tiLle the 

acceleratinG/decelerating equestrian pace bears as close a 
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rhythnic rezemblance to the advance/ retreat sexual states 

of an uncertainfeLinine respor:se to the overtures of the 

oPPosite sex , as micht be conjured under thE:: circur!lstances . 

Unable to locate her true destination - onHard or back -

Elfride rides a distractGd ~ental roundabout: 

unready for Stephen. 

pa tently 

This premature journey - E:!.fride's fipst major attempt 

at finding direction , alone , Ull2.ided, and Hith only t' e 

ardent pressurisines of her lover to guide her I':lir;ht 

plausibly be seen as the prologue to all other journeys 

that take place in her short career . By the tiue the day 

comes for embad~i ng upon her sea- trip lVith Knigh t , 

expectation and anxiety have intensified to become , not 

closely related states which in turn propE:.l and retard hap 

directiou , but inseparable, unsegregated states . T1.o 

rhythmic patterns and tensions of the earlier sequence -

the gentle , rocking L1otion of the ar.eno.ble pony have 

become more complex , more dissonant: the 

heavins , plungine; motion of the sea-Going vessel . 

Simultaneousl' , a contrapuntal effect - introduced by the 

lovers ' OPPOSing moods is sustained by Hardy , 

the ten3ion . Knight's 1:100d is genial , 

Elfrida's nerve-wracked . ThE: cOGplacent mind and the 

questing, share no common ;:;round . But the 'Vlorld - as far 

as Hardy is concerned - is not in accord i'lith Kni~ht . It 

is not tlith sanguine indifference that the staunch vessel's 

cre'll successfully naviGates antaeonistic curl~ent3, but uith 

the applied energy , nerve and intuition that are, 
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analo~icall , Elfride's mIn gifts. She hOt-lever, has to 

nanoeuvre alone and unaided upon a journey, the speoa and 

direotion of Hhich she can no longer control . lloreover, 

there can be no voluntary turninr; be.ck on this vOYCiGe . To 

complete the sequence, Hardy reintroduces r:rs Jetht-la:, I'rho, 

as the personification of Guilt and punislment, (dralJine 

herself inc~{Orabl;y into a shadouy association \lith XniGht), 

is fact closil1[; in on Elfride . On the London trip she had 

made her appearance at the last terminus; nOH she appears 

Eid-course - some tiQe before diseubarkation . 

The il:iplications are clear . There is to be no voyage 

to self-discovery for r::lfride, no Horking to\lards sexual 

understanding, no drawing closer to Kni6ht and no candid 

confror .. tations vlith hi1. He is incapable of cffering hel' 

direction despite his years and experience of the vlOrld . 

He has no intention of encouraging her to be the kind of 

person she wants to be feels herself to be an 

emotionally resilient, self-disciplined but 

responsive \loman . If to Hardy she is an inviGoratinG 

personality, to ¥.:ni~ht she is threater.ing . It is not 

vigour or nerve or sezual responsiveness that he seeks or 

needs in Elfride . I-Ie Light love, but canr.ot C1al~e love to 

such a woman . He badl) needs to feel the larger of the two 

at \lhatever cost . 

Elfride's last journey bpinss no prizes for an~rone of 

coursE. . On the contrary, it brings forfeiL for Stephen 

and =~niGht . This seeus a hc.rsb sentence upon the younser 

man i-lhose onl,,- failine has been to misplace his loyal tie;::, -
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pledginE:; too much trust, respect and confidence in [night. 

Stephen has placed his affections too indiscrioinatelYi 

and possibly as a "f:night' in the making (as hiG close 

identification Hith the older man seClliS to threaten), he 

ha& to be repudiated by the author at the last . There are 

clearly heavy penalties to be paid for allyinG Hith this 

upri~ht, ~stablishDlent figure so closely affiliated to the 

Grundyan Horld and Stephen has to pay . Nonetheless 

fbrdy's perfunctory treatment of the younger hero sounds a 

jarring note in Hhat appears - in the final analysis - to 

be a more coherently \wrked text than has, in SOrle cases, 

been credited . Alternatel~l displacing and i~einstating his 

heroine as he Grapples "itt; the proprieties on the one hand 

and an unconventional characterisation on the other, Hardy 

has also l~apped out a coherent series of increasinsly 

fruitless voyages for Elfride , to illustrate that bleak 

journey to Honanhood that leads nouhere - except that is, 

to marriase and an un tilJely entombment . 

One of Hardy's greatest achievements in this novel is 

that he never permits hir1self to lose siGht of his central 

character long enouGh to alloH the Grundyan Knicht the 

supremacy he demands for hir.lself, and ",hich propriety also 

dCrlands of hir2 . Neither the 11er'o nor the super'induced 

proprietary consciousness so liLnits Hardy that he cannot 

find Hays and means of steerins betHoen both and back to 

Elfride's strUGgle to 'come into being' - as D. H Laurence 

expresses it [17] . ' This', vlri tes Laurence, 
is the tragedy of fkrdy ... the tragedy of those uho, 
core or less pioneers, have died in the 
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\-lilderness . • • Renain quite vrithin convention, and 
you are bood, safe, and hapt)y in the lone run, 
thou~h you never have the vivid pane of sympathy on 
your side: or, on the other hand, be passionate, 
individual, \-lilful, you .lill find the security of 
convention a ualled prison, you Hill t;scape, and 
~'ou ifill die, either fran your 0\111 lack of strength 
to bear the isolation and thG exposure, or b:' 
direct revenge fro!'l the comclUni ty, or from both . 
[ 1 C] 

It is not surprisinG that Hardy nourished a lifelong 

fondness for A Pair of Blue Cocs under the circuMstances of 

its troublesome genesis 2nd final successful delivery . Be 

badly ~;anted it kept in print; pc:.rtl,y, ue might 

conjecture, in order to keep his heroine 'alivl;' . Here 

Elfride Elodelled on Brmla as opposed to borroHinG from her, 

Hardy's desire to kcep the book in print miGht appear a 

little perverse (she is Qfter all, untimely buried) . By 

the name token, his 11indsight comlUent upon Er!:.rJa as model 

vlOuld also seen to be sornevl"ha t pe rverse - ,-jere it no t 

thoroughly suspect as camouflaGl~ . But vlith kin-related 

unions to the fore, (Elfride's husband-to-be is her 

step~ IJother' s cousin, s.nd she is herself kin to Luxellian) j 

certain physiognomical discrepancies such as Em~c's grey 

eyes, corn-eold hair [19J, which contrasts Hith Elfrida's 

blue e~es and 'pales';:, brmll1' hair (PBE p205); together 

Hith Hard;'s iuplicit theI!1e of the lost beloved - the lost 

prize to be buried and nournedj there appears to be a very 

good case for arcuing in favour of Tryphena as the more 

vivid model - the Eoma associations intenloven. 

A Pair Qf Blue Eyes Hell received. Hardy, 
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gratified uith its success which surpasssed all his 

expectations (L1::'<.. p95), ~'laS further reHarded by acclaim 

froG Coventry Patoore and Ter:nyson - lJhich he evidently 

deepl: "alued since he enters both appraisals into the L:Lfe 

verbath .. (p 1011,5 and p137 respectivell) . Secretly, he ruust 

also have relished the Saturday neyieuls critical 

evaluz.tion . Hapbouriq; L1isgivings as to the fact that 

Hardy had designed 'a node of life led by the heroine and 

het' lovers vlith a kind of defiance of conventionality' 

[20], it is evident that for once the detective eye of the 

SaturdCl" Heview has failed to loea te the true textual 

source and evidence of Hardy ' s defiance of conventio •. . 

There .Ia::; then, no hostile cri ticisIU and no opprobrium. On 

the contrary, tl e novel Has an il1li! .. ediate success and 

continued to be 'surprisincly popular up to about the end 

of the century' [22] . 
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NOTES 

1 . 'SCiel~l.ifj_c:! sr.~' is a term ap lied to L.tudit.;s of the 
social sciences . Lyell (1830) I De liorgan (1853) and Black 
(1883) all referred to men of science as 'sc!t.;ntifics'; 
and [lorle - ( 18C6) uri tes 'The \1hole of our lmm!ledge ,;111 
be impressed with ... tho character of positivity or 
scientificalnes~' . See 
A '.Jsrw [;n"'l'li$11 Di ctiunar', on His y Qrioc:l P1'5 ;1Cioles Edited 
by J. A. Ll1l.1.1·ra~7, ( LonCion , 1914) V111, Part 2 . p223 . 
The Llorc populal' scientifics included amons th",ir number: 
phrl.nologists, physiognomists, and eU3enicists. 

2. Accordinc to H&rdy, this first r..ovel Has: 'A sHeeping 
satire of the squirearchy and nobilitJ-, the vulgarity of 
the niddle-class, modern ChriGtiani t:' I CLut~ch restora tier., 
and political and domestic l':!orals in General' (~p61) . 

Further reading on The Poor l:an and the L,,\d'r . C&Pl 
Ueber Hard" of Vesse;~; Evelyn Hardy, Thoea::; H2,rd r; ~; 

R. Rutland, ThomeS Hardv : A Stud',' of his Uri tinr.;s 
and Their B2ck~rounds 

3 . Kenneth Crahc.u.n Enf"lish Criticism of the 11ovel. 1865-1900 
(London, 1965) p 33 

~" Quoted by narold Orel (editor) in 
1-:?-rd 'r ' s Personal Uritino:s (I~Q.nsas, 19C 6) pp 128,130 . 

See also G. \-! . Sherran's retelli::g of the Hardy 
anecdote concernine his story 'The Distracted Preacber' 
(1879) . This provides an apt illustration of the 'de 
r::'.::;ueur' in English literary periodicals . Sherman Hrite~ 
thut Hardy's is 'an audacious tale of rum-smuggling 
Cherbourc to Heyrr:outh - involving a mild-r'.annercd landlady I 
a Hesl",}' "n L1inister, and a Sl!lue;gler, Jim, of Hhich he sa:":::; 
in 2. footnote that TIthe ending of the story, i'lith the 
marriaGe of Lizzy and the Einister, 'las clmost de riGueur 
in o.n El".glish r:agazine at the time of Hri tine" . But he 
restored the original version in 1-111ich Lizz~r I much to her 
credit, II s tucl: Hith Ji[;" and after their ::arrias£ they 
emiereted to \1iscon8in . ' G. U.SLer .. lan 
The P.-ssinisn of Tho as :=ard" (I;e., J "rsey and Lo. d...,l1, 1976) 
p60 

5 . F2r From the l:addinp; Croue: p162 

6 . T,,;5,J of tilt; d' Urbervilles p218 

7 . Charles Reade Love fit: Little Loye Le Lone 
Glasgo,"" 1890) p:'O 

London and 

8. Tho., as H2.rdy, 'The Ruined ;;aid' , TI'0 V::O.riorur. 
Mj,ticn of The Complete Poems of Tllol'\?-3 Ikrdv Edited by 
Janes Gibsoa (London,1979) p128 

9. David Lodge, 'Introduction' to The Hocd1anders pl0 . See 
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also sections on Pardy in David Lod.:;e's 
The !':odes of !lodern Hritinc: ( London, 1977) 

10 . r:. . Kincaid, 'Coherency iI: "A Pair of Dlue Eyes ll ', 

Critiqal Approaches to the Fiction of ThoEBS PardY Edited 
b:" Dale Kramer (Loncion, 1979) p 202 

11 . See 'Note on the Text', A Pair of Blue Eves p420 

12 . Roland Barthes, 'To \Trite: An Intransitive Verb', The 
Structuralist Controversy edited by R. l1acksey and E. Donato 
(BaltilJore , 1972) p140 

13 . Hal~dy has alrcady pointed to a certain vanity in Knight, 
iIhose cultivation of an imposin8 manner, and preservation 
of this facade at all costs, is inplicit in the paragraph 
begir~ning 'r:uight certainl • ..• ' and ending' .•. of their 
frankness' (PBE P 187). 

14 . Harold Orel op . cit . , pp128, 130 

15 . As a rider to this , it is \lOrth noting that in 
appraising both his te::ts and his critics, Hardy cOr.1I!1ented 
more than once upon the fact of there beirg more in a 
literary text than the author consciously .Juts there . 

16 . The cuI t of virility: 'Strel18th, in all its for,,:s, is 
Life and Hanhood' according to Fi t~ jaJcs Stephen - I to be 
less strong is to be less of a L~al, I . 

Libert , EQual it:. Fraternit', edi ted by R J . ~Trli' ~ 

(Cambridue, 1967) p199 [Fir,t published in 1373, a~ an 
anSHer to Hill's On Libertv ] 

17 . D H. LUI-Jrence Laurence on P?rd" "'y,d P?,intinp' . ' A Study 
of T~.or1a& ITc~rdv' and 'Introductiyll to these paintincrs' 
(London, 1973) ;22 Edited by J V. Davies 

18 . ibid . , p23 

19 . See also Peter Co:~on' s forthcoming article I Hard:"' s use 
of the hair DotH" in Ii Thomw Hardy ADnueI 1 (1982) Cdited 
by Horman Pa.;e . 

20 . n . G.cox Thol.?,S !l;;trd'. :T118 Cl~itical HE:rita~e (London, 
1970) p15 

21 . Co::: ibid . , xvii 
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Chapter 111 

far Fron the LE.ddint:" Croml 

If there are signs in A Pair of Blue ~~\e3 of a I bnd 

of defiance of conventionality', Ivhich, t03ether Hith 

oblique authorial clues might lead us to a more 

discriminatinG peadinr; of this early IIal'dy text, in 

F6.r Fron the IIaddinr CrOlrd the authorial directives are by 

no tn€C:l1S so caladroit 01'" abctruse . They issue in ~he first 

instance f1'0[11 Hardy':;, allus:)_on to Thomas Gray, Hhose ! Elecy 

\;pitten in a C01..l.ntry Churchyard' lent bim his titL~: 
F",l' fr'om the f:1addinr; crowd t S ignoble strife, 
Theip sober l:is11es ncvep learn' d to stl'ay; 
Alone the cool sequester'd vale of life 
They kept the noiseless tenor of th~ir waJ. [1J 

Embedded in Hardy IS ti tle, vlhich rcfeps not to Gray IS 

!cool sequester'd l,j"ale' , but to his Ol.Jn T:essex 

weltanschallunr:, there is an implicit irony . For liardy I G 

mic?'ocos,~~ic \wrld holds out no frecdoL": fron t ignoble 

strife' for the reader's delectatior .. 

Hi th characteristic understateIlJent Em"dy sketched out 

his Dovel to Leslie Stephen as a pastoral story about 'a 

young lloman-farmel', a shepl;.erd, and a sert.,cant of cavalry' 

(Life p95). But as G. U. Shenuan notes, 
Far FraT the :··~addinc: Croud ... thl;;; best knmm and 
leclst understood of Hardy's I;e:::;scx novels ... is only 
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superficially a ?nstopal .,ouance . [2] 

And al though, as Hal'dy says by \fay of e:ctenua tion in the 

LtfA, 'he viaS aHare of the pecuniary value of a reputation 

for a specialit~r' (1i.f.§. (102), he did not have any 

intention - as Sherwan arGuGs, 
of restrictii13 his literary horizon to the 
sheepfolds of Uessex, \l[,On he had already uidened 
it to the thorou..:;hfarcs of London . [3] 

Hardy's use of the Pastoral genre 83 a vehicle throuLh 

which to channel far less innocuous subject ~atter than the 

risin0 fortunes of a Good shepherd, the amours of a younc;, 

unconventional "lOman farner, and the profligate exploits of 

a cavalry seq:;eant, is sufficiently purpos€ful and 

::'neenious to "larrant a cor:prehensi ve anal J sis of a text 

which has been passed down to us shrouded by Victorian 

critical interpretations . For far too Ions we have relied, 

as did Hard?'s contemporaries, upon an escape-Horld urban 

consciousness which reflects sentiucntally upon a rustic 

world the reality of which could rapidly disenchaut . 

LookinG to Eard~ to provide us uith pastoral eleGies, 

idyll::" or even to coustruct for us OJ. 12.nd~.,cape Hhich 

'assur..es a kind of r:othel'-qualit~ I [4], reveals more in 

fact about the reader thaL the writer of thc l;essex novels 

for Hhor.. the natural llorld is nmlhere so idealised. Indeed 

Hardy's diverse landscapes zcem at tines ~o bE: toe deeply 

infusc~ ~lith an L~ile coasciousness to ~e psycholOGically 

nourishine . FI'Olfl the uastelands that Give sar.c'cuo.ry to 
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Gaunt, spectral visitant5 in Tt,;ss, to the 'LiLlbo' of Esdon 

[~], and the dark interiority of The l!cQdJ.anders i'llleJ~e the 

vis1 tor seekine admission loses h1101sel f findinG the place 

[6J, a rootless, deracinated, consciounnesb pervades 

unhoused of secure haven or refuGe . The peaceful and 

secure cO!.:lI:luni t/ is noticeably absent and the natural \wrld 

to Hard:;r I played out as a Beauty •.. but not as a nystery' 

(Life p1C5) - is by no means an automatic source of peace 

nnd cor.fort to those ~Jho inhabit it . 

Escape worlds fill a deep psychological need, but it 

is iLportant that He emerge froL1 them \lith fresh or 

refreshed perspectives. And no doubt L~ry a Victorian did 

so emerGE) fron Hardy's envisaged 'Uessm: ••• the escape lwrld 

so dear to industrial EnGland's iron time of doubts and 

fears' [7] . But uhile there Has deLi.sIlt at Hardy's vivid 

l~enderinG of vel'dant pastures, there uas also frustration . 

His characters Hould continually 'break out' - a~ the 

Victorian critic n II . Eutton expressed it - from Hhat should 

have been their 'heavy bovine charact8r' [8] . 'Illiterate 

clods I [9J, accordiec to anothel' critic t should have been 

iaore in evidence . l'ardy's rustics clearly did not 

epitomise the veritable Hodge of urban, bourgeois 

luusinings . 

The animated response Far Frop. tL6 lladdinr Croud 

cenerated, vIaS, in the main, tingod tdth an an:xiety that so 

frequently bordered upon the inquisitorial it Has evident 

Harely had touched a feu rat-! nerves . For as hotly 2.S the 

dissenting voices dec:!.aililed against tJhat \laS felt to be his 
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textual incollsistenc~ and inappr'opriate characterisation, 

so reflexively there was a falling bacl:: upon the 

psychological pursat:'ve of investinc in dreal.ls of a lost 

stable iJorld - the Albion of the r'eader's longinr,s: a 

Horld of 'Boeotians' oecone 'Atheniclns' [10J, livin:; out 

their 'idylli\..! ..• l"1)stic life' [11 J, in an 'immobile rurc:.l 

e:dstence' [ 12] • The great merit of the book, the French 

critic Leon Boucher clai~ed in his article entitled 

(typicall:) 'Le Roman pastoral en AnGle terre , , lies in its 

pejuvenation of 'Ie Gent~e antique at souvcnt ennuyeu:: de 1a 

p2storal' [13] . 

Sensins the dissonance underlying tr.eir 'Pastoral 

id~'ll', Victorians reacted not by askin.c the reason ;·rh~r, 

but by displacing Hardy's Hesse." '~Torld al toeether b] 

insisting upon it~ Gxteriority, or its 'otherneos'; its 

quaintness , its ru~tic hut.our, its ids llie quality . Tho..3C 

~lere epithets w~ich, ~h6ther conscioualy or unconsciously 

2pplied, set the ' .. res:.,ex Horld ine:~orably apart from that cf 

the Victorian r.:iddlc-class l'eader . Anc ~·:hile Hat'dy IS 

reputation rested sec~rdlJ upon this or rather his 

, l~eputation for a speciality' the success of 

Far Fror: the Haddinl\ Cr'oFd Has partly due to tlJ.c. fact that 

:::uch r-.c:..der'l:r emphases hq,d removed the novel's subject 

lJo.ttcr from the draHing roor; to a Horld in HhicL rustics 

and Ll~l(;onvel"'!tional .,oID::..n-farr::ers \lere safely distanced . 

Th<=! GUat'dian fOI' exawple (24 . Fcb . 1['75), lauded the 

bool: 8.S' in truth a pUl'ely puS toral id~ 11' [14]; 1 ikeuise 

The Times (25 . Jar.. 1875), 1'01' Nhom: 
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1':r' Hardy .•. tr ansforrJs , Hi th sidl f'ul touch, the 
natter-of-f'&ct pros2.ic details of evepyday life 
into an idyl or c pastoral poeL .•. TLis idyllic or 
rOl.~antic element is never viol",., or forced •.• Ilr 
Hardy has his subjec.t \'lell in hand . [ 15] 

AnG fret: The Saturday R~:;yicH (9 . Jar .. 1875), there car:1e 

complir:.ents to [:r Hardy upon his st'::'ll 'linGering in the 

ple&sant bY~'1<lYs of paGtoral and. a.:;ricultur&l life' [16] . 

At the saDe time critics did voice :.lisgivings i-lhich 

e:':pr'essed Dare mystification thr.n frl1stl'ation . lienry Jar:.es 

\-las one, Hho found Hordy's characterisation of his heroine 

not at all uhat it should have been . She is 

'inconsequential , vlilful c:nd mettlesoln0', cor:plains Jawes, 

'and we cannot say that we either understand or like her' 

( Tho Natioo 24 .DLC . 1F74 . [ 17]) . The Obbcrver (1 3. Jan . 

1£75) liked her eve~ less: 
The first ir:tervicH betHeen Tro:' 2nd 3athsheba 
represents the latter in so odious a light, if 
women in whatever ra~: of society , are supposed to 
retain any trace of Eodesty and reserve , that lro 
confes!; He do not care one strmr about her 
aftervlards , and are onl~r oJorr'Y that Gc,briel Oak viaS 

r.ot sufficiently L:anl:r to refuse to hc:,ve any thinG 
' .. ore to say to such an incot'riC;ible hussy . [18] 

Unacceptable too, \las Oa!:' s riSing 'SOID8Uh&t too Luch above 

the class he lives aLongst' , and the fact that his love \.as 

! r'ather too hitjh-toned for the general pitch of the 1101'1.:' 

[ 19] • 

All in all opinion \-las divided, confused, c:.nd 

the rlorG so for the fact that Geol'..;e Eliot. 

had errolleousl been du 1.::l bed author of 

F<::.r FroL the l:addinr- Croud by early enthusiasts . This 
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provol:ed many an enbarrassec reviEmer to le~n heavily upon 

iLal:inc comparative an2.1~'s~s of Hardy/Eliot stylistics as if 

in extenuation of his or her Dun critioal assumptions . 

Pardy's imitation , and in sane cases his bestine of Eliot's 

style provided thc basis for a visorous debate in which the 

subj~ct satter of his novel took second - or last - pIa e . 

But thc:.t for L<tu~ critics aardy's characters did not 

'fi t', d:!.d not ul'f,e any revicHer to consider 11hother or not 

a oategor'y rJ.istake li1iGht have been Lade in a .... 318nin8 

Hard:r's novel to the Pastoral genre . The Obseey"r critic 

uithout detectinb t'.c incon.sruit~·, actuall~T speaks in the 

present tense about 'Homen in '\~hatever' rank 0:.' society' ana 

then continues in th~ ~awe breath to criticise Hardy's 

'1ncorl'i::;ible huss~r' f01' causinc offo.lce . ':et it does not 

appear to occur to the uriter that in ar£uinr; thus, the 

d:!.scussion fl8.S led m-iay frorl !'las toral topics 0.1 together, to 

contclJporary predicaLcnts and !'lodern ethics approached fl'OL 

a .;tr ictly cont€lJporary, riddle-class poi nt-of-vi<::iv . 

1;0 revie,'ler then, duel t anhljrticall .. : e:' ther upon 

Hardy I s text or the 11 terary IObic or t'w prevailing 

cr:!. tical point-of-vicil . r:ot one discussed t· c problem of 

incon;:;ruity, c::cept at tho level of pure sty1istics . Yet 

eac~ in turn had detected inherent inconsistencies: tte 

improbab~:ities' of chal'acterisation, 

(The Athenaeu'.i . 5 .Dec . 1374 . [20]); Eardy's r.ot 'quite 

trus~lorthy' presentation, (T~c Spectator . 19 . Dec . 1874 . 

[21] ); thnt it lJaS doubt.ful uhether q':r Hardy's pictur'es 

Day be trusted', (ibid. , [22J); thc.t 'the only tLings l'le 
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believe in are the shoep and the dOGs', (Denry J~:I~S in 

The U2t i on . 24 . D~c . 1874 . [23]); that B~thsheba was 'a 

ciJar&ctor not to be ad~.1il~ed, a::; (l1r Har-dy) ~lOuld seem to 

intiI.late', (UestL.-r..oLf ::lyyi.oll . Jan . 1875 . [24J); thc::t 

'our confidence in the truthfulness of uany of the id1r llic 

inc:'dents of rustic life' is uncertain, 

(The Saturdc " Revit:ll . 9 . Jan. 1875 . [25J); and that 'P0 

are led to question the truthfulness' of sucl: scenes as 

these (ibid.) . And.oo on and so forth in that veir •. 

Upon Hardy's !Pastoral idyll', in the final analysis, 

there \Vas impOS8d p,.rado:dcally a rccoCnisably 

Victor'iar. :::tandarci of .. :orali ty . And if the critic could 

not cape one ~trai-l fop Bdthsheba, it Has because she did 

not fit the Hriter's idea, not of rustic '·lou:an-f::..rmeI's, but 

of conventional Victorian uomad.kind; as tho critical 

referer.ce to Hardy's treatment of the firs\:. int'3Pviui; 

beLl/eon Troy and D",thshebc, leads us on to discovd . 

Hardy, th8 accusation Boes, represents the heroine in so 

'odious a liGht' that she not only offends aeainst all 

Lodesty and l'eSeI'VO, but alienates the revil.-I:er into the 

baq;ain . So lJhat is it that so ofrend~ LGainst decorum in 

this intepvielJ? The episode ma:{ be paraplll~ased thus . T:lO 

heroine is t'lall:111C hone alone through the Hoods, in tile 

dar!.:: . She passes on tbe nat'rOH path, so closely to another 

uho turns out to be both strauser and L,ale - t:1.at upon 

contact Hith bin person she feels, throu,gb his clothes, the 

heat of his Dan's bod;; (FFl:C pHl6) . SiLultancously she 

discovers that her SOUll ha...J becoe€. entanGled in his 
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soldierly apparel: his spl'r . ;)isentar..gling herself then 

invol ves her in a conside!"a.:Jle aLount of touchinc a4d 

h2ndlinC of his person (and vice-versa) notabl~ his spur; 

c::.nc not a little unseenly over , for the 

In thE; neantir.:(;; her unaverted 

eyes havE; tal:en in the youtilful physique of the 'yol~n3 and 

sliu' 801diel' (FFI~C p1e7) . This together vito his 

flirtatious flatteries have embarrassed her not nOHGVer 

to shun, btl t to knOH r::ore of, him. I t is for' this reason 

that, as the protracted course of Ler delivepy frc:, 

'captivity' (FFI:C p188) is concl~ded, instead of Halting 

hor~c de;:nurcly in a diGnified assertion of iior~ar'::'J ;?ride c::nd 

reserve, she l~uns . She arrives home flu8hed and 'panting' 

(FFi.lC r190); sets about quizz:Lng her maid 2.S to the 

possible identity of th,,-, r:ysterious stranger; and finally 

ascends to her bedchar::ber - not to kneel in penitential 

pl~i:iy8r, but to relish sueet, retrospective frissons of 

deliGht inBtead! 

So 'odious' & repres6ntation as this, liould have been 

all the Elore offensive for the absence of any rnoro.li3in..:; 

overtones within the text . The author does not defer to 

his reader's sense of propriety at any point - there is no 

cautionil!S or censurine of the heroinE.. uhatsoevE-r' . 

It is e~sy to see how the Victorian, deeply sensitive 

to appearances, behaviour and decoruL, lIould have foune! 

this episode offensivoJ; that is if a readedy 

identification with H~rdy's characters and situation had 

been provoked - .. ,hioh clearly it had . Paradoxically the 
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attempt to distance the novel's subject catter has not, in 

this instance, succeeded. HOvlever in the Llain, emphasis 

upon the 'Pastoral' did provide an escape-route as well as 

an escc::.pe-1;lOrld for the Victorian reader . And the eL1phasis 

stuck . Even twentJ years later, in th~ 1890s, the 

insistence, (;;choing do"Tn froLl tllO decades past, 'lIaS thc.t 

HE,rdy' 3 3cnr-c vlas the Pustoral and he should rer;;ain 

faithful to it. Locating his sphere by neat 

sleieht-of-hand, the cr1 tic tells the reader that, in his 

representation of Tess, I ill" Hardy parades his heroine lil~e 

a horse dealm" [26] an ec.uir:e turn of phrase "111ich 

desiE,l1ates Hardy's 'pt'Opel" sphere in a single stroke . 

Proceeding to a closer e;~aLlination of Tess, the Hri tel~ also 

asserts: 
Lr Hard] .•. indeed .•• is too 2pt to affect a 
preciosit, of phrase Fhich has a somewhat 
incongruous effect in a tale of rustic life; be i:3 
too fond .•• of making expepinents in a for!'! of 
larlGuaGe vlhich he does not seCll Cle2.1"1y to 
understand, and in a style for- \1hio11 he Has 
assuredly not born . It is a pity, for LIr Hardy had 
a ver:r ~ood style once, and one r;oreover 
6xcellently suited to the subjects h~ knew and was 
then content to deal \l1th . [27] 

The pevieHer is not in a position to knoH perhaps, 

that the subjects Harcy Ime~1 and Has content to deal Hitll, 

iler-e not linked to shepherdesses and sheep . Nor Hou1d 

there have been, given the persistent, porsuasive focus 

upon l;ardy's pastoral thei:1e, any full cOGnizance that. in 

this conte::t I the most outstandinr; thine; about Hard;;,r's 

novels is the constancy Hith Hhieh he returned to his 

sntir-c of London society begun in 
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Th(~ Poor t:an c.nd th(; Lad'" [28J . Nineteenth-century 

prOI).1t.:am:p diJ .'lot favom" H<,rdy in tl~is lisht; despite thE:; 

fact that by th(:; 18903, \;eSn8X hel~oines Here l1arryinc 

Middle-class doctors, mayors, and the sons of clerics . 

~!ith hindsiGht it seems e~ctraol'dinary that :tardy's subject 

matter should still have beer!. parCelled off as topically 

suita~le only to the barnyard - Hhen both the auti'lor and 

his characters tIere indisput.ablJ entr'enchcd in the modern 

world . But the fin-de-~i~cle critic for Wh~ll 'realise' in 

the novel Has the 'Jaenon of the epoch' [29]; and HIlo 

harboured considerably I.ore enthu.Jiasrn for the pustoral 

ronancej did not conceal a deep re::.entuent tLat lIardy uas 

not off(;ril1$ his readers a Good deal more of the latter . 

Ironically it was his literary excursion from the 

'b::...rnycn·d I into the cultural echelons of the bOU1~~eo':'sio 

ullicL fuollec the outr2.ge . His iconoclasc ~nu critical 

~ttacks upon Victorian middle-class SOCiety Here the !lOr'C 

resented for his not hav ine been to tile li:auner born - as it 

That he had n,1t in the first instance inhabi ted 

(;i ther the 'b::...rnyal'd ' of his te~:ts, or tht peo.sant' s 

cottage of his purported origins in life , was not 

information the critic wished to hear . The greater the 

distance set betlieen Thomas Hardy 2nd the 'drawing-room' 

the better . 

The laypel~son' s ir:..Cl08 of Eardy a.J a Victorian 

~ctanorphosed Hode~ sti:l persists today . This scarcely 

tal=es into account the fact that he enjoyed an unusually 

cui tured childhood - the nUBic, the dance , the VirGil; the 
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company and instruction of one French governes::, (LJfe p25), 

ane: of course the yet 1"1ore instructive corn!la ' ,~r of I:rs Julia 

i~arti;l . Politicis3d a::. an early ace (Life p21), and in 

adolescence a suitable candidate for Co hi.::;her education in 

architecture , this SOI1 of the property-holdi!'lG BockharJpton 

Hardys had neither peasant nOl' even (in the harxist sense 

of tLc: H01'd) proletarian origins . :Sut to borrm; ~:ichael 

Alexander's apposite phrase , 'This Tolpuddle curmudgeon is 

not of eoupse, Thomas Hapdy, but the 1r,.a;"8 haG stl.cl:' [30] . 

The elEstioity afforded by the much lauded Tp~storal' 

had clear advantac1es in that it could render' thematic 

material less overt:!..:r cffen:Jive than 2. clearl" identifiable 

VictoT'iall middle-cla.:;.s setting, uith its palpable 

ir.£wdiacy, uauld have alloHed . :3a.thshcba as l'loman- farI'lCl' 

tu~ned bailiff's wife, ua~, after all , acceptable in a way 

that Te.::l~ - candidate for teacher-traininG turned parson's 

daUGhter-in-law could never b€; . If Tess uas 'dangerous 

to the: !Joral fibre of younc re::ders' [31] , this ~JaS not 

only because she Has I fallen-VToI,w . .l' /kept-uonan, but also 

because r>he vlaS the beloved of t'.10 ,·rell-born L:iddle-class 

Enr;lishmcn: a parson's son and a , l'efor'lUcd I 

seducer/preacher . To the r.;odel'rl reeder, ::mch an 

interpretation of Alec in purticular, seet,S eccentric to 

sa: the least . But it does go some uay to illustrating the 

intracto.bility of the socio/se:~ual prsjudices that Eardy 

had to contend _lith . SUr1L1arisinc Hardy'o Tess plot, the 

cri tic \:ri tes: 
A t length th(;;y Larr~r, and then he confesses to ~el' 

tha t once upon a tL.1€ he cOL-mit ted adul tel'~' 01' 
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fornicatio.:l . She for.:.,ives hil:, and 
nm;; i1': rwsponse to her' masnz.nimi t:' he 
her, tell~ her s tory of shame . [ 32] 

fealinf, that 
Hill for.;i ve 

Fornication for r~3.r. on tht one hand - shaLle for Homan on 

the other . A fairy tale 'oncc-upon-a-tiwe' pretty 

colouratiol1 upor. Angel's indiscretion but an 

eschatological eLphas:!.::; lipan Tess':', . And if Angel is thus 

e::culp&ted, so too is Alec, Hho en .. ere;es rath~r better frolil 

the (same) revieHer's pen, than from Hardy's: 
(Tuss) Goes into a church and 30es in the pulpit 
preaching the man ~Jho in the first instaL1ce seduced 
her . He sees hep, seeks h6P out and tries to 
convel~t hel~; but in fact [;'11e converts him to 
infidcliti and he quits preachinc, falls into a 
cursing and sHearing and seduces her a&;ain . [33] 

:!:di00yn..:ratic: as such ar: interpretation of Hal~d~r' s 

TenG must seem, it at least alerts us to tile necessity for 

bot:. e. closer readinG and !Jore c()[ prehensive evaluative 

analysis of his tm.ts . '1fodern criticisr,', R G. Cox Ilrites, 
is ilad:ed bJ "'.. u trong sense that ::c.rdy' s Horl~ is 
very mixed in quality and that its positive r,'epits 
require cUl~eful disentangling: as vet the process 
can hardly be said to be complete . [34] 

Far FroT1 the Ikdd i !.1>': Crovd is no excet,tion . It is one of 

the nost challenging dialectical li terar~' teJ:ts to be found 

ar.,onc.: the eGPly UE;s:.:;ex novels, and there is Lucll 'c&refl.tl 

disoiltanclinc;' yet to be undertal:en . 

Critical focus, havi!:c; r'osted princ.:.rilr upon HardY':J 

Pa",tol'&l thane , has tended to stre.,s his evocation of a 

passj.nc, aGrarian-baned culture -;:.. stres..; Hhich has in 

turn invited cl'itical analysis to devolve upon tr.e source 
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of order and stabilE~' in the novel , of t/hieh Gabl~iel Oal~ 

has been l'egarded:::s the aL6n t . SUCl1 8. focus) in that it 

has been concerned 'lith .:pplauding and thence LJerpetuat:'n[ 

thE; Lorel status quo of the Victorian ovcr'T:Iorld of the 

novel , has inevitabl,i tmforced a cO.ltinuance of tll..,; 

Victorian critical emphasis upon decoruo: 
1:hen the (ci[,httJen) nin6t1e0 are reached, soce 
radical chaI1£;e i.licht have been e~~pected in the 
lc.oral aspects of novel-theCir:· . :Sut in spite of 
Uil de's dictuu , 'There is no such thine as a ~oral 
or iL:Loral boo!~ . Booke are eiU~er '.lell vll'itten, o:~ 

badly written . That is all , ' lete Victorian 
critics of the novel were remarkabl~ unLffected by 
the ideas of Aesthetici.:5r , and the 
mot'al-utilitarian .s:~rain in English thouGht still 
predominated . [35] 

Hare recently houeTler , Hi th the n:ove away frm.l Genre 

criticis~ towar~s structural/ textual criticism, fccus has 

$hifted fror .• preoccupa tiona \ii th thl: P&stOl"el idyll tOHards 

deerer notably se::ual 

l~elation::;hips and issues of clol:::s . It is, then, in 

fupthcro.nce of tl:is criticisIil th<:..t tbe folloHin: te:;ctual 

analysis pl'oceeds .. to focus upon the 'r'eal Hopld' in 

Far' From the lladdin" C::-oHd; Hardy's 'hard prosaic reality! 

(FF::C p4GS ) ; his rept'esentation of a 'Lodern' Victuri&r! 

(,;0 .sciousness cnd! r:10dern' concerns, such as, for exa.nple , 

the rise of ca.pitslisn , the Victorian institut~on of 

r.:arria::.;e , and socio/ se:;ual attitudes to HOr.;.2.l1 . 

Tak~nG a ba.ckward ~lance at the critic who accused 

nardy of placing his he1'oin6 in an 'odious light' in her 

first interviml \rith Troy , it. has to i..>e 5aid that by 

co~~parison , modern criticisn he.; alread
u

' unravelled a sood 
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l.lany of Hardy's p08i tivc literc:ry Lied ts in this sequence 

[36] . To the modern reader Hal~d;d s ruprese .. tation of 

13<:.thsheba is f<:.r froE. 'od':'ou..,' . Poetically sULGes~iv~, 

artistically delinE.;ative, and psycholce;icC;.lly realistic, 

are the phrases which spring r.!Orc readil~ to mind. The 

sez:uz~l implications of the scene c.re, to the modern ~.ind, 

conveyed Hi th L.l1questionable poetic s!cill. I Ie ton~T).!lically 

the soft, feLinine folds of the Honan's drapery pierced 

through by the r.;an's sharp projectinc organ suegcst (ana 

prefiGure) not only the act of lovemal:inSi but as rnatet'ial 

representations of in~er, intangible deSires, the! a130 

evoke the erotic sei~Ul"'e "hioh is nOH takil1t::; a hold IApon 

Hardy's tirO younG lover~. 

Robert C. Sch,,'ei1: interprets Hard~' in similar vein: 
:n rendel~ing Tr'oy's attractiveness to iJathsheba, 
Hardy relied primal"ily on a more oblique and 
evocative drui.latizing of situations arId Hith 
considerably mOI'e per",uasive art. This iJOr& der:se 
&nd sUI3Ge::;tive mode, involving a close interaction 
of settin ... ., incident, and dialocue, first appear's 
in Chapter :~:~:;:v, tIhere the Lectinc; of Teo and 
Jathsheb& in th~ fir plantation is developed in 
such a ie/ay Hhich er:;..phasizes the r:lecting as a se::ua:: 
encounter . [37J 

It mic;ht also be added that the specific nature 

settings Hardy appoints for Dc:.thsheba's erot~c encounters 

'lith Tl~OY, ( in co r:t 1"",,,, t to the l:lork enviroru;:.02r:.ts and. 

interior scttir.e;s that al~e frequently chosen for the 1.10re 

inti!..late Ineotin..;s th",t, occur betileen Bathsheba and the 

Faruers 30ldHood and OJ:), (;.lso siGnify expositionally at 

the level of tecperaJent: Bathsheba's in particular . 2e1' 

~/outhful desire is for nothirlL r.lOre natural (nature-li~' ) 
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than to express her vibrant sexualit. . On the thrc3hold of 

sexual l:laturity , hel' ir:lpulse is to e:~plore "-.nc expct'ioent 

freely - cl fruedom Hhich is of course denied her - notably 

by Oak the e::er ... pl;;ll~ of Victorian Loral rectitucie . The 

e~bryonic Eve in B&thsheba ' s nature , derives froc no 

sin-::"aden r.den~c arche type , but a.) H::' til the er"br:'onic 

':lelia in FaLes Robin , ( \lhoTil Ha:rdy Has obliGed to recas':. in 

Lore conventional mould [38] ) , she is endm·red uith hn 

aut110rially approved, life-enhancinG sexualitJ . !n 

essence , Bathsheba has a close affinity with Eve 

Grecnsle0ves ,·:110 features in Hardy's poerll 'Voice~ fron 

Thine;s Grm-ling in a Churcllyc:..l~d t . '!hi3 is the '!lUrC-UOi..an' 

so beloved of the author' , V!hCJ Hould £;1 ve herself up to 

Hellenistic.; jOJ and voluptuousness; to be 
Xi ~.:.,o.;;.:! b.r tiC!'! from r"any a clime , 
Beneat:1 sun , sters , in blaze , in breeze , 
As nOli by e1m-lHort:l.s and by bees . .. [39] 

E'nconpassed about by vibl'ant , nature imaGes, she is in her 

genesis, as Tom Paulin so eloquently describes lIardy's Eve, 

'eternally virGin and proniscuous' - her Hopld, 
of daz:;li E:. li..;l, t fr8sh breeze.:; anc.: life giving 
i/ar'!:J.th .•. becot ...... ( s) the e:~pressioll of her free 
sexual':'L~- and i,l;r innocent tru .... t . As ever she is 
eternally virwin and promiscuoL . ..J . [40] 

This is the Eathsh8ba of Hardy's opening pa5G~:.:;es; 

the ' fair product of na Lure I (FFI1C p5) , l'lho tal:es up her 

loo:dn[ class to pepceive for herself that i12.r'L creature 

ClClml \V"itb the soft heat of h~l' so;: th~t hGl~ 2.uthor also 

pe::rceives . A feminine Sensuousness prompts both the 
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parting of lips Q!ld a roseate tm~escent C;lou . A da,·minc is 

c2.eaf'1~7 takil1£; place and not only in thL. r .. orninL skies . 

Hardy is here pe(lCtl'atin~ his heroine's innel'L,o:>t beine;; 

hi::. insif,ht or visior" contrasting str'one1y Hith the 

clandestinely Hatchful Oak's mot'e superficial sichti 1(;, to 

\·;hom B", thsheb8.' S Hilole perforce an(..e is ::nerely vain. 

The d .. .:.ijudction betueen 'outer' ano 'inner' reality is 

imaeinativel~r emphasised by Hardy's clcthod of setting in 

ju::t2.positior. the e::ternal, material Horld of objects and 

the internal, essential Horld of feel inc and sensa tiol, . 

Hith€r-to, B:ithsheba as perceived by both OaL and Hardy, had 

been set tIed 'on the SUWl"1it of the load' of her domestic 

paraphernz.lia (FFgC rJ~) a r,lOtionless, monoch11 omatic, 

fi£ure set a~id a confi~uretion of household possessions 

and comatOGe cats . T;10 scene is el~pty of colour ane'. 

feeline; . 'The only sound in the stillness Has the hopping 

of the canary up and doml the perches of its prison' (FFl;C 

p4) . But appearances 2.re deceptive . Concoaled beh:~nd and 

vrithir: the artefactual, there is licht, colour and energy; 

and ::.s Bathsheba i:::; 'moved' so Hardy is also Govec1 to evoke 

her inner heat and life . The yOL!Dg ~.Jor:an '~akes up :101" 

lookin~ class and instantaneously the "orld is transfor~~d . 

So~t.thing of her inner luxuriance fires hel' 2.uthor's 

imagina tion per'hapo, tor life and colour nOH infuse his 

narr'ative . An all ?(;l~v<:dinc; radianco illunines Bathsheba 

with a 'scarlet Clow', a 'soft lustre', a 'peculiar vernal 

cl1a1'l~' (FF:IC p5) i and 2.~ this cloHinc and creenine takes 

place, so too, pure pri!,lary colours - reds and creens 
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mJbla20n the inanioatc objects whicl sur pound her in this 

transforr,:ed, pclychrom~tic, irra.diated ~lOrld (FFt:C p5) . 

Ga~inc. at hel~ oun in.aoc Hhich also tal~c:::, life from her' 

aninate beinE" Bathsheba smiles as the r.1irror reflects becl' 

to her- the Lotion c:.r.d shape of her parted lips clearly 

she is Hhat shE: feels and seems uhat she is, and perceiving 

herself thu~ she bl~shes: 
She blushed at herself anG 
blush, blushed the uor~ . 

seeing 
(l?Fl"IC p5) 

her l'cflection 

The slml i.s all p('l'vasivei and the picture is, Hc.rd:r says, 

'a delicate one' . In recognition it see~s, of th~ 

indelicacy of the 'delicate', Hardy, 3ft-er a little 

=-,real..:ol e, (, Hha t ..• iihether .•. nobody tum-IS' ), shifts his 

perpective and situates l1iLsclf a little closer to Oak 

uhose orthodox perspective will colour the scene '4 little 

di.:'ferently . 'Uoman's prE:scriptive infirmity' and 00:.1:'5 

'cynical inference' of \lODan'S vanity nOH tailors cht. 

narrative to a core circu~spect fit . But the ~irror does 

not lie and neither will Hard~ . 3athsheba is indeed a 

'fair product of nature' ana artifice, or vanity, have no 

plc.ce here: 
There \.J'2.S no necessity \,hatevel' for hep looking in 
the gla3s . She did !lot adjust het~ hat, or pat her 
hair, or pull a diQple into shape, or do one thinG 
to cienify that any !:ouch intention ilad been her 
r!lotive in takinG up the elass . She simply obsel'ved 
herself as <J. fair product of r;<..ture in the fel:1inine 
i-:ind . . • (FFLC p:) . 

Appearances de not COklcern !"]2.thshebz . It is what she 

feels, aLd that her class reflects back to her the shape 
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and colour of i"hat 8he feels, that concerns and delichts 

her. 

0<11, I S participation in this scene is vital . Just a0 

Henry [nieht's moral rectitude injected a tone of propriety 

into the text of A Pair of Blue Eves for the benefit of 

readers disco!.1fited by creeping signs of authorial 

heterodo}:y - 30 Oak ",nacts u siLilar role . He is the very 

personification of tho censor a~ he observes this 

'bed-roOL' scene from a Loral vant2.f3:8 point, properly 

sepcrated from the ::mbject of his interest by a 

metaphorical boundary (hedge) . In the mander of the censor 

too, he 9 rforr:s his espial H"ith an inquisitorial eye an' 

then announces with hieh ~ral seriousness: 
'She has her fault~ ... ' 

t ••• ~ ..... d the Greatest of they: i~ ... t 

I ••• Vanity . ' (FFI;C p7) 

In contradistinotion to KniGht however , uhon Hardy 

neither consistently discredits nor consistently rppruves, 

but uho se~L1S per::.anently to be on thE! brink of judGcr:!cnt, 

Oak is net anathenatiscd at ar.~' point, but is instead 

discreetly removed fro~,", :;:al'dy's sphere fl"Om tbe outset . 

His perspective is clear1:l differentiated froL that of the 

author, 1-1110 is shoptly to clapify his vieH of Eat~3heba's 

m-rapeness of 'the desirability of ~er exiscencc.,' (FF::C 

p19) • Her' subjection to Oc.le r S ..,crutiny of this 

Har'dy tells us , rwoduces in l.or a 

I self-coI.sciousness' wh':'ch is not vani t ... , but 'HQuld have 
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bet;;l •... ii' a little 1.l0ro pronounced' [L1~ italics] (fF:IC 

p20) • 

In the openir.g 3equence under discussion, 

in~ic:;:.te", that Oak's judGement is purely subj~ctive; nnd 

21 thoueh this 1;lOUld seeril to the modern reader to be already 

discernible in ':;0 far as his rJoralising, censoriou:J l~olc 

conflicts iiith the c:.ut!1or's om1 aest;,etic preoccupations, 

it is sicnificant that He.rd:, feels thl,.; need openly to 

nssel't this. Bathshoba's to 'frafue' and 

reconstruct fecline; 2S forill, in a r::anner analac:;ous to the 

artist's en~ager...ent uith self-portraiture, is 2.ftel' all, a 

~erspcctive that only Hardy - as artist - would hold in 

this context . Y~t he insists none-the-less, upon op~nly 

dissociating himself from Oat, by re::;erving for hili a 

'cynic~l inference' ,~ich 'uas irreEistib18 .•. • ~ he 

reGarded the scene, ::;enerou.J thou:..,h he fain \lCt~ld have 

been' (FFliC p5) . But it is Oat's role as spy wtich 

concrctises the differentiation; for ttis is clearly not a 

role Hardy either chooses for hiillself, or needs to choose 

for hiDself, since his insiGht into Bat-hsheba's nature 

aSSUrles a prior knmdedge and intimate understandinc; that 

his hero obviousl~T does r.ot oun . It is therefore this 

espial role I-1hioh nost distances Oc.k from IIc:.rdy - und fro!:" 

thc very first chapt~r . Hence any interpretation of 

Bordy' s chal~acterisatiot! of B~thsheba hdS, of necessi t~" to 

take this factor into 2ccount . 

Establishing then, frml the outset, a set of c1ear11 

defined perspectives ";bich Hill prove cruc:"a:!. to a close 
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interpretation of his text, il~rdy achieves several ends . 

Firstly, Oal;: int!"oduces a Loral ~er'specti vc that Vlill 

perr. .. i t cer·ta.ir. redder~ to the hero's 

Joint-Gf-vieVi , access to a text \rhich treats 

(Lljldiciou""ly) lolith Hor an' ~ free delight in her mm 

.,exuality. by Leal~8 of his unobtrusive 

abalienation of Oak-the-Sl;\)icbnsor, Eardy makes room for an 

'alternative ' · Oak to dater'ialice G figure far mor0 

cOluplex than the hOlJespun tlHorthy" of 1'6ceived 

inter=,retatior.s. And 1'il1c1ly, by mc&ns of that sarJ€; 

interpolated disclaifJer uhich pointed to the subjective 

r;ature of Oak's perceptions, :!ard:' retains for himself, not 

oaly an independent persp(;ctive, but also the 'odium' that 

r.tisht otherHise be ascribed solely to Bathsheba 1rere he to 

have ",llied hiLself opt:n1:r uith Oak . One aspect of 

contecporary criticisr; ~tt'i!.:es us plainly in this context; 

Hhich is th&.t Hhile Bc..thsheba (LUG her successc('~) were 

sub~cct to criticisL in their OlW riGht, Hardy's vil:'fiers 

cane dOiln f2.r rrore heavily upon hi .. ~, as their creator . 

This factor is an inportant aspect of his treatment of 

women in the novels . The early strUGGle to set Elfridc 

apart from thu proprietary consciousness Hhich seeks to 

circuLscribe her, but with wh~ch the author establishes a 

non-alliance, becomes a full~ realised aIllbi tion cf total 

comnitr.;ent in Tess, uh1ch subsequzntl~' dreH a far heavier 

load of censure dOi-:n upon the author's :1E)8.d than upon that 

of his heroine . If she wa~ culpable this was because she 

had been author:'ally 'Lisr(';;presel~ted'; i.f she vias to le",G 
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th 8 na tion' s youth as tray ttis uas because lkrdy in 

'distorting' the facts - had desisned it so [41J . It mi0ht 

be ciaL£d thereforE.., th.."t he "er.t SOr.1e uay to pre-er..;>ting 

a response in his Victorian reader uhich inztinctivellr 

veel'''ed touards stanGing in l:cavy judt:erJcnt upon vlornan and 

laying the blame autoft12.tically at her door . This 

pre-euption considerably affected the reception of Tess, 

\·;hose heroine vIaS intended to disturb rather than shock: 

the lat.tel' response effectivd] closing !'lore minds than it 

o e:13 . As the critical e~tract cited above il:ustratcs, 

(apropos Tess-as-l'lan' s-do~mfall), Victorian idE.olovical 

resistance to th8 anti-pe(aJ;0Gue in Hardy Hho Hould not lay 

the blame at Tess's door, could be alarlJinGly intl1 ansigent . 

IJonetheles~ Ilardy IUU::.;t have been gratified th<..t th(;; 

question of blaJ.lc Hc:..S itself que::;tiom .. ble . Having 

controverted the Edenic vicH of the voluptuous •. oman as 

necessar'ily the cause of l'lan's dOl-mfc:..ll, rlardY'E> 'evidence' 

had to be sifted . It then ar ereed ',:,hat the only uay to 

disredit Tess was either to attack her creator for a faulty 

production, or to restate Hardy altosether to prove 

fallaciously a culpability in Tes~ whict coulG not be 

proved ~) fair ~e~ns . Either way the reader was forced to 

confront the issue of suil t ar:.d punis:llli(mt and not ~iruply 

rely upon the assuLption th&t th~ presence of a 'fallen' 

Hor:!an in the novel sp<.::l t sin . 

Od~ I.; role is then critical in this co lte~. t . He is 

vital to Hardy's presentation of nathsheb~ as culpable in 

the horo's eyes but unconvicted in his oun . HU~1lCln and. 
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f'la1,rGc: at:. the heroine is to her author, nnE! is not the 

2.u cnt of disorder in rar ;:;'roT. the ;~hddirc'" Cro"o1d . 

As ruoral \latchdoc, Hith r.ot cynical 

p:"econceptions Hhcre \;008n are concer!'!ed, Oc:.k has (for our 

purposc.s) ~lready c.rl'ived on the seem.: . But there 10 also 

th,e los..., censorious Oak of the openins p<:.cssace::; Hho is a 

w: .. n of 'ciot} vieus I; his 3ta!'!ding 'in the sce.lc of public 

opinion' as 'a Llan \.,)hose i-,oY'al colour HaG a kind of 

pei/pcr'-and-salt mixture' sUGGesting a ~~ore benign fi,3ure 

(Fr'I:C :11) . This com,lementary Vi\,:;,\l of Oal: constitute"" no 

disjunction or contradiction in characterisation but posits 

rather a variant read::'l:g of the hero . i Publi(! opinion' or 

'Hhat-is-sc.id' is intentionally set br Hardy, &3ainst 

'private' oboet'va.tior. or 'Hhat-is-done'; and this beem.os, 

Gi.S far as Oal{' s chClrac~erisa tiOD is concel'ned, ar, iLport.:nt 

part of the author' 3 scller.1a in F<.r FrOin the IiaddiJ; Croue. 

It tnauGur&.tes an oppo.':>i tiCl! - barely detectGi.ble but felt 

by the readGr nonetht.J.ess - to/hich pronpts precisely tbose 

doubts expressed by the Victorian crit!c, whose sen~e was 

of l:avinc; been 'led to question the truthfulne..:c.' of 

Hardy's evidence as n . 
. . eV1L)T Cld1'..i t ted the 

point [ll2]. 

No lonGel~ requiring the use of a schcLlatically i'Torl-~ed 

proprit:tapJ conscious.1ess set a:::;ainst textual intern2.l 

evidence as in A Pair of 31u(; _e8, Hardy with only 

occasional recoupse to the intrusive !lor-rator Hilo 'tell::-' 

as opposed to 'ShOHS' rel ie:; c~:tensi vel~T in 

Far FrOl~ the Ladd; nr, CpoVd upon clo.':>ely detai::"E.Jd evidence: 
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di&lo;::;UG, sy",bolic actiol1, beh2.viour, events taking place 

iG ti_e &~ opposed to discursively suc~ariseJ; &nd of 

cour'se th0 interuc",:iir.c of tiles.:: nar'rative devices into the 

poetic underp~ttern of th~ novel to reinforce th~ir 

discrete or plural significance, as the case limy be;; . ?he 

tOl1denc in ~jl0der criticis~ h~& baen ~o regard Eardy'~ 

authopial intel~ventions t..s purel;' tactical and e):trinsic to 

central concern~ . Ttey are u.acc_p~ ble in o.e sense fop 

the self-conscious str~teoy that infop83 the discou~sc; 

and in anothep SOl se they rOl.lain 1..< .ccnvincin.; in that t:1G 

fuller testL"o.y ppovided b J dl"aJ:lati.c action and so forth , 

actually coheres hlOl'G consistently ilith those dee')('r 

authol'ial. oor.cern.:3 Gi-bedded in the i:lub-text or 

r:letaooI1uentary . I TellinL I , IIard: is cautioLl3 and 

circumspect, I~hoilins', he is at his ~ore pe"ceptive and 

observant. Ar.d at th(; sub-textual level, safeGuarded from 

i~propriety by u fine netviork of codified poetic 

structures, Hardy lS instil~tively the visionary poet of 

aztute psycholoeical insi~tt . 

Rele~,sinc throu::.;!: action nat ters th~ t hE; pre 'ers the 

reader to judge alone , Hardy rese"lts his hero frorJ sever<::l 

v.::..nt&..;e points - none of Hhioh are readily identifiable a::.. 

tho author's Ol L. Thus He are invited to consider thc:t: 
O<:.lI: Has ".1. intensely huoanc t:al . •.• A shadoll in his 
life had ail-Jays been that .1is floc:~ ended in Qut ton 
- that a day came ar..d found every shepherd an 
arra •• t traitor to his defencele::;s shee . (FFi:C 
pll1 ) 

But turnin.::; to tIle dr~rlaUsed evidence , it r:ie;ht also be 
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the case that this unusually se .. sitivc husbu.c.er of LIed 

merchandise, Uh030 lacl~ of forethoue;ht results ir, his 

floel:' s zu.;'fcrin.:; a far eore harrO\ling .slau.::;h tel" than Hould 

be met with by the profes5ional slau&Lterer's knife, is not 

so L1UCh hu!!;an~ 2.S sentilller..tal . Feeding a dC2.d lanb to an 

already 111- tCLlpered sheepdo...:;, Tl1hio11 2,i VGS it 'additional 

enerGY ar:d spirits' (FF:rC p42) - tte lcind of bloodlu;;t 2. 

t:tcpherc: see .. s to pr,::;vent at all costs - and then leavinG 

the dog on the hillside overnisht I-1hile seeking out the 

'luxury of abed' (F?llC p39)j d08S not appear to be 

improvident, but, as lIardy vividly draLatises it, p2.tently 

careless hu.;;bandry . Yet Oal: is the man . ilis now 

over-excited and unpoliced dOG, drives thl; panic-stricken 

flock to an untmlard death over a precipice, and is th~n 

shot: 'tre.eically 5hot at tuel ve a' clocl~ the Sa!~8 c.~ay' 

([-,FIle p39) . 

As in Hardy's earlier novel A Pair of Blue Evea, ~he 

reader i8 invited to i7e1gh up the evic.ence in order to 

complete the dialectical precess th~ author h08 already 

instiGated . IrotHithstanCing our symp<. thy for Oat~ IS 

pE..thetic pliGht, therE. is an ulcoufo"tablc ser~se that 

'lmr.:.ane' dOGS not, in fact , adjectivally suit, 2.3 Eapd~; 

deep:~' sensitive to nan's exploito.tion and ab43G of d .. .:r.b 

anL,als, Lust have elso fel t. 

Earlier' in the novel, adoptinG an indeterL,ina t\:;, 

philosophical stance, Hard::,. dralls the readop';J 2.t tention -

(:;: alterin:; hii3 narrative to accor!Jl.lodate a c.:olloquial 

address to the reader') - to the follmJinc: 
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In [laking (.ven horizont:tl &I1G cle&r inspections \Ie 
colour and [(,auld accer'ding te the Hant:::: witLin us 
uhatever our eyes bring in. (FFi~C p1G) 

Ttis is a reference to Oak's 'void ,\Ti thin' v/hioh I affords 

hi~ thG widest S80pe fo~ his fancy'; but guided a little 

b:' Eal~dyl s use of the ,A'csent continuous tense and his 

stn:.te:::;ic conjoininG the reader to his sentir.,ent , it SCUlS 

plausible to suppose th~t it is as much to the reader bent 

upon colouring his or her Horld, as tmlar'ds Oak, thLt tLis 

caLitionary observation is di!"'8ctcd . For Oak's ~ubj'(;.tive 

r,;ouldinC of his l'IOrld is not so vcr:' different fl'om t!'Je 

l~eaderly habit of lishtinz upon Lhe flu te-p::'a:lins shephE;i~d 

of n~rdy's pastoral tale, in order to reinforce the sense 

that the ru~tic world the idyll ia in truth the 

'reality! lIard). present::>. But if He 2llOHed our !('yes to 

brine in' the uell docLu!Emted infcrmCltion provided; He 

Hould 'see! that the shepher'd is not in fact a featul~e of 

t11& natural landscape at a:!.. 1 , but is enclosed 1rJithin 2. dal~k 

but shaped like an Arl: Hith 811 the inplic2tions of 

nature-8s-tlweat th2.t the Al~l: denotes 

o~:ts Busic issue~ forth in ~uffled, constrained cadences 

divested of its natural clarity and perfection: 
not floatinG unhindered into the open air ... .'r.uffled 
in SOLe vIaY ... al to:..,~ther too curtailt:d in pOHer 
to S pr'ead hiGh or Hid\;;; . ( FFl ~C p 1 0) 

Is 0<:.1:: (J.ike [u".(jcl Clal'e) al30 a little inexpert in his 

instruLcntation? For surely ~ucical sounds that are 

I nO'.illcl'e to be found in os. ture I C2.n only be unnatural? 
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(FFi:C p10) Takinc Hardy's pnrodic st:; le in this sequence 

into account, this less than rhapsodic note would be 

0ntirelJ appropriate - as it is clearly ~ppropriate to his 

thcLC ... tic concern, not uith Pustoral idylls, but prosaic 

realitJ" O~~IS executive skills apart, it is the case th~t 

nei thel' Elan nor Illl1sic, as I:ardy presents them both, 

pertain, bel on,:: , or have any correspondence, to 'nc .. tt;.re' . 

Irwtead of sittinG 'under' th&tched hurdles as they did in 

old th:eG' (FFr~C p23) , th0 .:;liepherd inhabits a motier.l 

mobile workshop in which he will shortly ~eco~e suffocated 

- as his fluty e1,lissions are nOH I suffoca ted' - or as Hardy 

sa~'s: I r,luffled f • 

As befits this less lyrical ~ore prod&ic fis~re of a 

Victorian \!orking lhan, monetarJ Latter'S 'C010Ul~ and mould' 

his \/orld :'n an i!:Jportant Hay " Lu.ter revived b:" Pathsheba 

in the sDoke-filled hut, his half consciOU8 thought5 t~rll 

spontaneously upon the hard, prosaiC reality of cost! 
I AI'", the hu t!' :-.urmurEJd Gabriel. ' I :;ave ten 
pounds fOl~ that hut. (FFilC p23) 

As thE; nUl:el'ical fi;;urc is intended to indica tu, ~!1i::; is no 

sDall investr:'cntj it is in fact cost eQuivaleut to a 

labourinG nan's "a1:,es fOl' five loonthsj and its olomor ~s 

keenly ",Hare of tho fact. 

TIustic shepherd or a:::.pirin::; capitalist, this lior'e 

r.mterialistic, a.".1bitioUG Oak, is also the I~an \{hoso 

'sustained efforts of industr~ and chr'onic Good s;)irit..,' 

(FF::C p11), have enabled him to obtai:! a financ~",l loan 

(F~:C p20); to lease a sheep far~ of some hundred acres, 
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und to invest his borrovled capi tc:,l in t\m hundred S!1C,"i ' 

Ur,fortu~lately cost-cL:.ttin2: in the sense of omittil:[; to tw~e 

out insurance cover and investing in cht::ap gocdz, is not 

ol\rays conpat1ble \-lith succesnful capitalistic enterprise; 

as Oak Goon learn::> to his COdl.. . The economist in his 

nature might urge hie Lentally to value his possessions, 

but he strikes poor in purchasing a 

'urong-h2aded' s:1eepdoG , and no barcuin at all in investing 

in tHO hundred uninsured shee ' . But al.lbition, opportunis.J, 

and th\:,; possibility of ercibratinG to Califoraia (FFLC p462) 

the Victorian 81'"i';1'ant' s drec:..lll venue for making a I fast 

buck' - sufficientl;, Loti va te Oa!: to\:a1'ds his 60201 of 

prosperit·; and his econorai(; st",.:,U.:3 .."t:',.dily irJproves . 

If, on thu other han, .. , opportuniSI.l and the ethics of 

capitalistic ~nterprisG seCL to be SOll~lh&t at odds with 

the rural laissez-faire I;;conor,l'" in 

Par Ft'y.~ thB ['"ddiw' C;:"oFd, Hardy does not pt:rlilit a felt 

c~ash to reterialise . Balanced a~ainst Oak's private 

hoardi:'!£; and aCQu:'si ti VC1.ess is his Hilllngne::Js to 

contribute his stills and labour to thE. Oor.:1,lOn cause - ~nd 

what could have tilted tLe scale of sy!JPc.t!l' %,ainst Oal~ i,:, 

sl~='lfully counterHcightcd . Depending lar ui;;;ly u,on trust, a 

[,ood deal of give tond tal:e, Good.rill and 18.r..,(;0",0, r .. ut..1al 

co-operation is the \latchuord in Ueatherbury: 
If you serve Le Hell, so shall I sepvc you, 

Bat.Lshebu tells ,1cr mL:r, in am.iphonal veir:: (FFI1C p 93) . 

And serve her uell, in this ~espect, O~: does . 
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i;oncthdeGs, a~ Hard~' also cLlpha::>is(;..;. (but his cr'Hies do 

not) , tl1Cl'e is the fact that 1.)el1ind thE. scene::.. Oak is 

dOGGGd:y stockinG-up. It is sisnific::::.nt for e::ar..ple that 

deep ~.nd EndurinG uiwequitcd love !!otHithstandil1G, it is 

not Oak but Bathsheba for \:hom profit-r .. atine palls Hh~L t:le 

heart is stricken: 
She kept the fara Going, raked in 
uithout keenly car'il1G about ther:1, 
money on ventures because she had done 
days. (fFMC p388) 

her profits 
",nd ex;?ended 
30 in bYGone 

Efficiency remains uniLpGired (an inportant point), but th8 

heart has gone out of thinGs for Bathsheba . The love-lor'n 

Oal~, b:' contrast, is at the very sane !:OI!Cnt strut tin~ 

about, 
comin:; it qui to the daHQ . Ee P..Oi! t·rec::.rs shinine; 
boots Hi tl1 hardly 2. hoh ... n f era, ti'iO or threo titles 
a-~leel-:, and a tall hat u-St...nuays, and ! c::. hardl~r 

:~noHs the n&r.,e of 2. SI'!1oc~.;:-frocl:. Hhen I see people 
strut enou~h to be cut up into bantam coc}~s, :;: 
st<...l1d dormanl:. l1ith Honder and says no r.:orel (FFliC 
p390) • 

App~arances ar6 evidentlJ 81: iLportant to this 

sel!'-roade man, I-1ho has iuprovec upon his c&dier' display of 

one useles::, but impresGive-lookinG, silver' clock, nOH to 

sport a top-hat and ne'.~ nhininC Joots; but Hhc, in the 

seclusion of his hom3, pare;;:; his OHn potatoes, mends 11i3 

olm s tockin[';s 2nd :....a):o;:; hi:::: 0\/11 bed. Pc..l~sir.lony or mere 

habit !.lay uotivate Oak priv",-tely to conserve his incoIDI.:; 

llhilst publicly aS8uLin.::; an affluent 2.ir, bLlt his close 

budcetint;; behind thE.: scem:s does at the sam0 time hint 

an avaricious stpca.= in his nature, llhich lIould h.::.ve ::'een 
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L;OrE. ;::;,pparcnt to Pc:.r'dy, (i....nd poz~ibly to felloH Victorianz 

<llso Ubr'G th€~r lool~inc in this direction) , than to the 

Loder'!: reader . For custor. dict<lted ever. tho 

10"0:-:"l1eof.10 household .::,ave dome::;tic e~ .. plo~THi';L_t to the yet 

r:lOi~b needy poor - as dces for exatlple , !I2.rdy IS imp8cun:i.ous 

Giles Hinter'borne to his faithfl!l retainer, Robert erecdle . 

It seeillS faidy evident that , endm'led Hith thrift and 

c.. sternl~r resolute lle<:..pt , Oak has all the :;:a::in':;3 of a 

sharp-ll:..tted business-man . And this is precisely hm'l H2.rdy 

pl'Gsents hi;; in his pri: .. : . His eye fir'Lll~ :hed on the 

moneY-IDG:!'ket , he st.rib;s an e:~tr<J.ordinapil~r good barGain 

Hi th BoldHoocl: 
It il2.3 ever:tu2.11y knmm that Gabriel , thouGh paw [.. 
fixed \-laGe by Bathsheba indepsndent of the 
fluctuations of agricultural profits, had r..adc an 
engagement Hi th BoldHood bjr 1lhich Oak \,;'as to 
receive c:. share 0:' the receipts 2. S:.12.l!. share 
certainl/, yet it \las ~:Oi1ey of 2, hieher' quali t r 

than Dere Hac.;;"" 2 no cape ble 0:' ·.-.Y2.n.Jion in a \·my 
that \,;ages 'Her'3 wt . (Fr'~lC ;>390) 

The impassioned Boldwood has ~uitc overlo~~ed the ~act that 

C:!jric\.:l tUt'al losses should also have been taken into 

consideration ; that 02.l=' s sbc,re of the receipts takes CUl~e 

on:!.y of the profits - and this at a tice, 93 far as Hardy's 

t'cadel's :;'i-"e concernE:d, Hherl the horao l~arl'~et Has being 

severely threaten',d b~7 'vlheat irJports , and tiw fir::;t ::>ibns 

of th~ econoLJic deprE;Ssio!1 of the 1370s setting in . 

Ozk's insti..:;ation of theSE; proceedin;::,s , his shrevJd 

CtcCOUl1tallc~T, and his eventual tal~e-over of DoldHOOG':;, 

E;ntir'c bolding ~ is not in any ua~T incot1pa tib::'e uith a 

"talent" He should alrc2.d:r have encountered . There is, for 
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e~ : aL:;ple , the cool , CalCLllc.ting Oak l1ho recleans the value of 

Bathsheba's rick3 before deterliJininc; to protect thE.L froLl 

stor:~-dar.:age : 
Seven hundred ""'nd fifty pounds in the divine...,,, !'r r:j 
that rJoney can Hear - that of necessal'Y food for 
::..an and bea:::.t . ( fFliC p2(6 ) 

And '\lith tuo uheat-l'icks covered .•. 
Tuo hundred pounds l,ere secUl'ed .•. He mountcc th<..: 
third pile of Heal th and beGan opet'atir...; . ( Fr:iC 
p290) 

So clo~tJly linked to !lis neccantile rJentality is Oak's 

sense of tis oun canLood - his sexuality - that in the very 

Lement of costinG his lover's rick3 he also evaluates her 

Horth as a HOrJan : 
Should the risk be run of deteriorating this bulk 
of corn to los& than half its va l ue , because of the 
instability of a Homan? 'flever , if I can !)revent 
it!' said Gabriel . 

Such lias the ar[,u~ .. e.lt that Gal':: set outrTardly 
himself is 2. b8fore hiw . But r.,an, even to 

paliw[sest , bowinG an ostlSnsible Hritinc; , and 
.::.nother beneath the lines . It is pO,3sible thc.t 
thcl'e Has 
utilitarian 
the Horan I 

this Golden le~end underlying tb~ 

one: , :;: 1.':"11 help to !"Jj la~ t effort 
have loved so dearly . ' ( FFi:C pp286-7) 

then.; thE.; 'solden ' the 

'utilitarian' , the I idyll' and 'pl .... oG"'ic real:.ty' - is here 

openly juxtaposed . lIe al'C ;:Jresented on the one hand Hi th 

chivalric love , hieh-bindcd rJotives and honour , and on the 

other ~lith a cost-accountancy assessr;ent of the rur21 

economy , and a typically Vic corian a5seSSf,l<3::t of HOr. :::..n . :Jy 

Doce curiOUS , but illustrative , Lale lOGic , Oa~ equates a 

potentially unstable econor.lY uith HOLld.l'E, instability: 
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'Should the rial: be run ..• b3CBl1Se of ~lOI:1ar:'.3 instability?! . 

Yet t.he tht'ca t to Be thshebe;' S Hbea t- ricks, c13 :Iardy ,.1a1:e", 

patently obvious, arise:;; her husband's 

irresponsibility a~d mismana~eLsnt since he is at this 

Louent drirlkin[, :lcr labour-force insensible . 

The associative links Oak instinctively t;,al:e:J betuE:Jcn 

capital and "Leart..,", bet\l(:.en profits and love, bet ... -een 

Hoean and propert:r , ore pf.rticularly significarlt . For it 

is this which locates him squarely - not in Arcadia - but 

in the ' codern ' worl~ . 

Th(; 'Golden le[;cnd' or ' id~rll' is by no !::lcm:s as 

potent in chi::; episode \>Thicl". treats ,-,ith u;an and ,WI-an in 

C:irect confrontation \lith t:",turc, as is :I2rdy's renderins 

of hard prosaic reality - should our' 'eyes brin:; it in' . 

Anee ::a!"d;' intend[j th<..t they shou::'d . Be has, ~fter all, 

dispensed '1ith the 'shepherd I :'one since, \-1ho is fir',st 

r'eplaced b:y t118 bailiff, then the share-r.oldcl' c:nd fin&ll~r 

the. farm-Lam .. cer turned proper'ty-ouner . The progr6ssion, 

uhei'C Oalc: is cotlcerned, is aHay froT. rustic innocence and 

sylvan idylls and tOl!ar'ds a distinctly boul'Geois ["aterial 

existence . Hardy has rl.uthorised this fror:l the book's Vel'Y 

where Oat I v capitalist's cO.lsciousness is 

percei ved as thE;; very inde:~ of his 'ani..ms I: 
Love, beine; an extreI,lCly e~,a.ctins usurCl' (a sense 
of exorbitant profit, cpiritu2.11y, by &'11 e~ .. chanGe 
of hCCll'ts, being at the botton of pure passions, as 
that of e::orbitant profit, bodily or ruater'ially, is 
at the bottoc of those of Imler atnosphere), every 
mor~ing Oak's feelings uere as sensitive ac the 
l.oneY-Larket in calculations upon his chances . 
(PFllC p25) 
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And .shortly af'tel', 
l' 11 t:al~e her r'!J ilife, or upon my soul I shall be 
Good for- notbir.c! (FFLC p27) 

02.1~1 S proposal is cfJb~rrassil1g1y pre: ature, Br!d the 

iupetuou::.. Bathsheb", delio~ltt,.;d at the prospect of acquirinc 

a sucethcart, is t<.kcn cor,lplete2~r b~" surpl~is8 at the 

prospect of 2. 'snuG little farm' end 2 husbend vrho would, 
alHo.j's be thel~e •• • i:Lcnever ::: looked up, thOl"'E: he'd 
bl:: . (FFi:C pp33,34) 

But the hrase i'1h1d1 roverberates thi~ou...;hout t, is 

:!.!:~tcrvLn" is Bathsheb8.' s 'I hdtc to be thouGht of as Iilen's 

!}r'operty I (FFi;C p32) a phrese which Hardy anchors 

poetically to those actions adc. icaec;.;, ,,11ich signif"' as 

iJetc:.phors of pS3 cholo[;ica1 retr<::at, iLpelldint; flight, aLd 

That ns.rriBCc poses a tLreat \I':lich 2.3 ~Tet 

3dthsheba intuits but can barely Grasp, is anticipated on 

he!~ behalf by Hard~' uho nUll stpesses thE: predatory nature 

of hep suitor's approachos his encroachLent upon her 

, tcpri toP/' • This bCCOr.lCS not Shlply Oak' s 2.tte~pt to 

close in upon the natel'ial space Jathsheba nOH inhc.bits 

i.i3 I cl'ecpin,; round tile holly bl~sh to l~each her sic.a I (F7LC 

p]ll) , unG his postural thrustine; so 
that he seclilt::d to be coroling, by the ~orce of his 
Hord~, straiGht tllrouGll the bush u1d into her arLS 
(FFHC p35), 

- but <.L vep:y seizcre of her rep80n as he sn&tches her hand, 
prettil e::tended upon her bosom to stil2- ~lcr 

loud-b0atin:~ Leu-t. Directly he seized it she put 
it behind her , so tr.at it .... lipped thrOUGh his 
finger:::, lil-:e an cel. (PF::C ]:31) 
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Oal~' s fOr'uat'd thrustinG Gesture.s and attewpt to sei •• e the 

Land (th",t ~ie;nifie8 t.11(;; hand-in-r~arri2.,...;t;) closed over the 

Honan':J heart , is couut\;;;red b:' Jathsheba' ~ unr:istel=eable 

Gesture of lii thdrC:Vial . At Vih':'ch point, pl~edlctably , O~.l-: is 

tl:oU3hts turr. upon the dc:sirz.ble prop(.('ty th2.t he docs Olm: 

'I have a nice, snuG lit tIe fan .•. A Lan hau adVanced r.J", 

Ulone:' ..• I (FFI~C p32) . This stateL.enc of Lean.; Hhlch is 

evidently a stateruent of intent, proLpts Oak to take tile 

cue frat;} his mm \!Ords and irJlwdi(;.tely to &dvu!1ce t.iIJself: 

'l;e Hent fouard nnd stretc:1ed out his arm &....,&in' (FFllC 

p32) • 

The pattern of Lalc advance and fellicle retreat :'5 

cle ~l"'; but f:al"dy's is LO lyrical renderinG of a court.,hip 

dance . There eoerces, fro!''! ids invocation of n:e taphor's 

sic;n1fyinf, r.1en2.C9 and possible captivity, textually locaJ,;.ec 

&nd undisguised aS30ciations bet~lG8n 02.k' s acquisi tior: of 

jt:Ofle tary , £ldvance' S ond prope!'ty, and his proposal of 

marriaLe . B&thsheb&, .:;ensin;::, the oppre.:;::;or, retreE.ts and 

tal~es refuee behind '" holly bush - literally to place c.n 

obstruction betueen herdelf ar.d the nalt advancinc upon ter . 

Syr bolicaL.~ !:lUEgescivc, het' recoil also C!1acts ~er need 

5P", tiall:! to separate h01's-elf fl'oL'. Oak - or in other 1IJOrds, 

to re Judi2.to the r1arpi~~c.. t.ie that nOH i.lp{mds . And if her 

suitor interprets her actions as cestures of enticukent, 

her ~utho1' does not . 'Advi:.LI.ce' and' thre&t' being the 

semantic stresses he .... !ould forcsround, 1krdy h&:'., dC3cribed 

Batllsi1(;.:ba's rEJtreat thus: 
B2.thshcba had ovcrtal:en him at Co. point beside Hhich 
stood a 10\. stl,ntec. holly bush, nOH laden '.Jith red 
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is 

berries . SeeinG his advance take the for'". of an 
<:.ttitt:dG threatenin~ 2. pGssible enclosure, if not 
compresaion, cf ~~r ,arson, she edGed off round the 
bush . (F~~l1C p?2) 

Jathsheba's sense of oppression, her i~~ulsc to flee, 

palpably felt Hal'dy's at tcnti ven"iJS to, and 

identification Hith1 his heroine's a..:itdtion, being Hell 

autographed by t:le vizour of his easer', gra.')h1c, nar1'£1 ti ve 

<inct dense detailing of natural object8, Hhich come together 

cvocativelJ in the J..L8.Lc of the stunted, Hoody e;11oHtil of 

the boll/ b:"l~h . Oak, l'eg;:ll~din.G the 'l'ed berri~s ... that 

~3eeLec} in his after l:'fe to be 3. cypher 3ignifyint; a 

proposal of ral'riase' (FFiiC p33), ha., his tilouf:,bts firr .• ly 

centred upon the 'fruit' of his proposal . But ryathshcba, 

v:ith her inner focus upon the stunted .;rm:th that r.:atriL10ny 

to her - threatens, evidentl~ assiuilates not the fruit 

outcrop but the l02d-bearin3, truncated shrub to her 

cOi~ciou~ness, "S 3hc produces a 'terrible wooden story' in 

her mm defence (FFnC rJ'!) . It is <'.S if the very prospect 

of &r. attenuated life hLis already corru~ated her thouChts 

to render her utterances, in turn, Hooden, stifled and 

contracted 2.S the 'Y2..lm' she nm. also eontract3 'to an 

inoff.::::nsive s:.:allnes..:;' <..180 er~phasise3 (FFl:C p3 Il) . 

Bathsheba's later exp~rience is that marriaGe does 

.::-tifle E:nd cOl~press her e::ister:ce. It effectively 

dispossesses her of her enti tler.1E.nt a.ld control of Ler 

nullifieD her le,->&l existence, arid rendCl"S her 

~an's property into the barcain . 



But the odds are stacked hec:.vily a:..lainst her fror:: the 

ouLse:' . Hu~dy ~lOuld ewp:l£..sise her disadva! tased status in 

the r.w.n-fJ1<..c!e uorlc1 she inhabits, Hhich prorJotes a r..an of 

Oa1-:' s dogged con:'ormisu, in that he is per[,itted ab;..olut<

frc'3dom to determine his O'.1n fate, (",nti that of dUiZb 

2ll1ir. .. als; ".rlhich does not provoke reproaches from any 

SOUl'ce) ; but vrhich crushes a I'TOmar. of her 

intellicence, cmd ir:.itiative . Underpinninc; his ther..c.tic 

concern the hard, pr'osaic reality o~ 

F2.!, From the i'lp.ddin"" Cro"rd' s modern 't'iOt'ld 7 tllere is, for 

H61~d:.·, the inescapable fact of cale dominance and privile~e 

botll pi;;idly r.:aintainud . The privile..;es accorded to Or,k, 

for e~~arJplc, are not at eny point, extendud to Bathsheba . 

Capi tal is made freely available to th€ inc;.:perienced nau 

investor, uithout qualification, supervision, ot' 

restrictio ... Yet despite the fact, that, ~s Uardy shows, 

Bathsheba is capable of r.anaging 2. profitable concern even 

under the duress of mc.ri tal breakdo"lfI" and Troy's 

squandering of her resource~, there is no posnibility of 

her recouping her 105:.:;es as a l,~arried t.,rom2.n ,-Those husba.1d 

has sole cOdtrol over her estates. Ikving c.lready 

contended \11 th scx discrimin~ ting pressures to tlhich Oak is 

not, of course, subjected, 3athsheba then h~s to f~ce the 

'le£2.1 effects of h€.r lIat'riace ... upon her posi tior.' : het' 

tenure as J aI.1CS Everclene' s successor, Hhich is 

threa tened ~y Troy's lesal mmership of her enti tler:!cnt, 

and his desertion and j",opc.rdising of her Good nilLle (FF:IC 

p383) . For she had earlier won the confidence of 
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E'lordeno's tl'ustees entirely in hel' am: !"ic;ht, He 2.ro told . 

Her uncle's testiLony before his death, to har 
cleverr..e:ss ••• hcp vir;orous marshallins of 
nur"erous flocks and herds \ll1ioh oaLe suddenly 
her hands before ne~otiatiom:; \lap", concluded, 
'\lon confidence in her poY/ers . (FFI1C P 383) 

the 
into 

had 

Al thoue~l, 
thCi~e had originally been shOHn by the a':;011t to the 
~~tdte .JOLt distrust of BathshebCl as Jal.~~S 

Everdene's SUCCGZ::'Ol', 01. tl".e score of hel' sex, her 
~'outh, and her beauty . (['FUG p382) 

So clearly as 8in£;10 'ilOman Bathsheba is oonst2.ntli in 

tte position of havinr; to provo torself' and SUO[uit herself 

to the critical asscssl:Jent of tht- 0PiJ0..;i to sex - i..S 02.k is 

not; and as married uor.,c.tn she is even r:;orG disadvo.utased . 

She ha;,;; not even thG leGal Pi.:;ht to obtain capital in her 

OHn name that she rhiSl1t attct::pt to recover the losses 

incurred by her errar:.t husba~1d . So one ua~r Of' tte other 

her fortunes are j&opardised op as she had earlie!' 

f'orecast in a different context, but ui tt1 prophetic wiodot. 

nonetheless, she tlould inevitably 'be had' some da.)' (FrllC 

p32) • 

Alternatively - le...;al and sm~u2.l discr::'Lination apart 

if Eath~heba v!Ould s tru~cle to r::aint2.in her :!.r.depl naencu 

and )rove h€;l' talents, Oal~ on t~10 othep ham!, tlould 

struGule to constrr.in 11,-,_' . And it io thi:::; l(.cs obtrusive? 

:.Jore insidious fon: of coeroio1:, that H2.1~dy treats ;,ost 

ooopr(;hOr1Si vely i1": Far From the ~.addinr; CrOl!a . Iro"licall~r, 

Bc:..'chsheba' s rej~cti_on of OaL' s marriat,e proposal fo' 

reasons of the unsuitability of both Institution aad 
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lover,is expressed to Oat: at O~e point as 2.1"'isin[; fro" her 

mTn unsuitability - ;:;he is, she tells him, too injepc~dent: 

'I uar.t somebody to ta lEi L!e' (?:i?l~C p35) . Anu uhlle \iE. 

infer th;;:t she is in truth pleading for c: r~orc vii'ile 

suitor , the fact Lat she should reject Oalc or:. the grounds 

that he is an nnsuituble I tar.lCl' , Hhen in r'eality he has thE; 

potier to brealc hel' spidt entirel~T , is a bittel~ irony 

indeed. 

In the first insta:1cc, the pressure upon BatIlSl1ebc. to 

be Lar-ried and all that that siBnifies in teres of the 

dispossession of her identit.y and entit:'..eIJGnts - come;;; froll 

Oak . And in the second , the st~alil1G of hel' privacy - the 

space in ~hich she evaluatob and tests her sensory 

e::pericnce of the \rorld - <:130 coned fr'o;:, Oak: tis espials 

featuring crucially in her f&tej as uill nhol~tly bece,.1(; 

apparent . For 101"'0 terril P~icllolo8ica1 effects apc.rt, it is 

her loss of judccL'lent, .. "1"ve-Hill ana uelf-·dctel~r .. im .. ::'iou, 

induced by r.:eGll1S of Oak's espials &ilG. his subsequent 

11u; .iliation of her t!l<.,t leads to her tcagic IJismatcil uiU. 

Troy , uith uhom she aibht otherHisG have engaGed in 

priv"te , li,shthcarted cexual exploration, h2..d ShE; i~enainE;d 

in full comnand of all her faculties. 

To E&thsheba, 
a i"ratci1cd i'lOr..tUl LAwt l1o.ve very Ll1ch circmnsp(.ctioIJ 
to retain onl~T a little credit (FFiIC plI18), 

c:nd ::.t is Oalf \-lho has driven :1er in to thi3 cornel' . His is 

the ~ryinG ey~ which dOCbed1~ ~CLrs into the private peraon 

that is b",tbsheba, tlhose flisLt frol,} socio.1 restrc::.int aI1d 
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ri.:;id conventioD Uloses her to te8t and appraisc her sensual 

desires in solitary activity &3 ~n the 0.1 frdsco 

'bcdro,-,r.' viGnette . 

tJ • Hillis Hiller draUf; attentio.1 to U:e role of th8 

3P:" as thief - the Hc'cclwr , he says, 'secretl~' ::;teal[s] the 

other':J freedom 1 by sp~ring [4~J . :t is an insidious t1H-,l't 

C'.nc1 c;., acquisi ti vo of pOllor 8S ar!y cO!:1tracting of propert~T 

n:ay be ; possibly Llor", so lr! that it seeks to claim by 

coercion what ~ay not be claiM~d by cons0nt . 

0s.1:':::. points of espial are vapiou,s j fror,1 behind 

hedGe& and '::hrou£::h the crevices of shE.ds ~nd field-huts -

und less clandest1r.",l ,,- but just as penetratinGly , fro~. 

behind the bland, L.l1<:tssllcing countenance t:J&t is his oun 

Fron these concealed vantaGe pcint~, Oak 

:'1 t tor;.pts to prh,e Ba 'chshcba froill hel; pr'i vacy and to drcr,; 

her out into thE. open, wher~ her unconventioa~l behaviour 

\:111 of neceG;;;i t ., becor.e restricted and censored . Dy thus 

Gl1croaching upon her private B.-ace , Oat renders it publ:'c, 

thus deprivinG Bathsheba of her freedom to act as shE. \lill . 

At first he 3iopl1' l'Jatches GS thE;; : oun;; Girl , thinl(ing 

Lerself alo •• \:: , takes out hero 1001~in~-::las3 a ld appraise..., 

herself as a 'fair product of Nature t • He Custs his 

jud[}Jment publicly ; b'J t it is his voiced o.)inions and his 

l&.ter hULiliation of :8c:...thshebd follollinc; such espials wllich 

effec~s the thott that is to deprive her of self-hood and 

liberty . Follot.Jing hard upon the cl frtsco 'bed roo::" 

scene , :-,pies upon Bathsheba a[;ain, but this time 

intentionally - as 'Hilton's Satan fil'st saH Paradise,' 
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(Fln:c p15); th2.t is, over1oo1:inC the scene as from a 

birds-aye-vie;: from above . Little appe8.rs to be ~ained 

frou this espial in the itrJ.,ediatc mor1ent; but it SOOI1 

t;~2.nJpires, a3 eavesdropping upon Bc.thsl:eba' s ccnveroa tion 

uitL her cOLp2.nion O, ... k learr,s thwt she 11<..:) lost her hat, 

that thi3 l'lay prove to be a ,,,cans of udining an expedient 

introductic. .. . Seizir~s the LlOrlCnt u:!. tt a1ae1'i ty , OcJ~ 

deterr.:ines to find t:lE: hat that he:: L!i.;ht restore it to itD 

hiCh11 desi rab1 e mme %" . 

It might be noted at this point, that Hardy has, with 

due attcntio~ to ':: ,, 1.l.;olio detail, situated Oak in the 

appropriate position of r~trievine ~nd restoring to its 

OHnet' , that precise article of lTOiJ<:..n's clothins that :..ost 

denot~8 Gocorum her hat! Subtly sho.pinS the 

t na turc t / f societl' oPpodi tion in tilis episodE:, he ther: 

i'e-situc:.tes 0a:(-2G-~py bet~Jeen the four' I1Rl1:., of his ten 

;>ound hut, peepl1olir:z ~hroubh a crevice (FFr;C p17) idth 

"vident curio::d ty at the spectuc1e of Bc.ttshebCl eneauine :'n 

yC'c c:;nother of her unorthodox acti'rities - that of ridinc 

hor horse in outlandish abandon , bClre..bacl:, astride like a 

man , or alternatively spread-aagled over its back . The 

gymnastic sem:uousness of thd unsuspectinG HOllan ft'eely 

l'idinc;, set ir~ drar",aLc opoosition to th8 crouchin::;, 

incar'cerated, Oa1:, clutching to his person tho article of 

decoruh he will shortly restore to the object of his 

interest, cowpounds the opposition Hardy ha~ already 

established in the carlicl~ SCE;l~E;: the' fa.!. l' pl~oduct of 

i'ature' is yet again to be scrutinised , assessed, and 
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HOHeV61' , policine the Homan's space does not fully 

",ffect a stealing of her liberty all tile Hhil", the. thdt 

rChlains undivulsed . ~lis then occurs 

r'cturr. thE:; bat a ld at the same tiLle reveL.linG uhdt he ha" 

seen . He lies in Halt behind a diminutive hedge , and then, 

confronting the surpris~d cirl - his ! face risinc like tile 

r.,oon be:1ind the hedge' (FF::C 19) - he ::irst fastens his 

stare so pC!1ctratingl~r upon her person, 'as if ... irritating 

its pinl~ surface by actual touch' (f-FLIC [.20 ) ; ther. 

blu.;,l~ing at his OriD. ir.pc!"tinence , announces: !: found a 

hat' (FFlIC 1..120 ). And i::' he is ignorant of his unconscious 

reotive to e1:pose aild 5112.[,,0 3athshcb:l , his author is r,ot . 

Dral.latically positioned in tho n,lnacr of a sisnpost \lith 

onE; hane: proffering the al~ticle of decoru!. to the irlOI11an uho 

e;leefu':'l:, tell~ him I it fle",' mra~p last nicht' (FFI~C p20), 

~ret ui th both e~'e3 cc:st in the direction of the plantatioL 

- scene of the unorthodo~= cidinc - Od.k, '\1::'i;1: ar. aspect 

e}:cesLi v;;; 1:> knoiving Hi tt recard to sor"e cat ter in his mind! 

(FFliC p21 ) , divulGes his siGhtinG quite intentionally . 

n.ereupol. the mobile v:TLnast is irililobiliscd on the spot . 

Pro hetically , it see ... s, Oak! 3 \wrds ! :'ix' hep in a 

stl·ai.:.;L t~"ed posture: 
,USelV.l.nc; bringing every mu&cle 0:' hel' lilicau:.nts 
c:.nd _'r8.LO to a 5ta!!d..,til: . (FF;;C p21 ) 

T1:c theft is conpoundcc.: . Or as Hard:- :~o~e::; in the event of 

Oak'd rccosnition of Bathsheba t s Shc;....8; 

A perception caused hiLl to \li thdrm.; his O\v 1 e es 
:'r'oru hers as suddenly as if be had beE.n cauGht in a 
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theft. (FFi"C p21) 

Hard; I~~:en his point witt ~een poctic SU6bestiveness. 

The ..:;irl H110 had so deli[;hteu 2.uL:.or alld .self in (.er 

eadier' tU::lescent blusllin::;e, and ilho h.:;.s cLbc.rl<ed upon 'eLis 

intervie\J displaying a \,holl~r unsGlfccnscioud charL: 
There ,:8.8 a briGht &ir and nanner abOl .. t her nm;, by 
which she seehle~ to ic)ly that the desirabil_tJ of 
her e::istenee could not be que::; tioned; anc tl.is 
rattel~ saucy assuLption failed in beine offensive, 
beC~U3e F .eholder felt it to be, upon th~ whele, 
trtlE' • • • (FFllC p 19) 

::.;:, nOVI incited to a bl u~hing sharrJe by Oak . 
Rocollection of the strange antics she had indul~ed 
in 1.'hen passiq; throu.:;h th~ trees \'7",S succeeded in 
t~e girl b~ E r~tt1cd palpitation, and tnat by & 
Lot :'ao(. . :;:t uas tlrde to see r Hawu. redden Hho 
Has not ",i ven to reddeninG us a r'uIe; not a po:'nt 
in the mil!muic but Has of the deupest l~o::.c-colour . 

Froe the I~aiden' 8 :nush, ti1rou.:;h all varie ~ics of 
the Provence dOlH. to tee Ct~im3o!'! Tuscc:..ny, the 
countenance of Oak's acquaintance quicldy 
Graduated . (J!T:1C p21) 

Discreet in he. i,wivate abandon to sensuous deliGht, she is 

nOH, in some unplca.::.c.:.n'c H2.Y, c"posl;)d, indocorourl, sh&.\;;;c . 

And Hardy, in creatin[, a C010Ul' linl: here, bet~leE.Il the 

blushes of shaLe (Crir .. son Tu .... ca. J ) una E&thsheba'., eaPlier' 

'scarlet glm-r' ( PF:1C p5) iJ21:es it quite clear that it is 

sexual that Ouk has induced; the subtle 

progres:sion/ ingression of 'P!'ur •.. throu.:;ll .•• dmm • .. ' ui vin; 

additional thrust to th8 su~gestion of a physical, 

i.ntcpiorised "v.JOur"dl! pe"1dtr'atGd and exposed quite duainst 

tho your..£: Girl's Hill . 

In justice to his hero:'ne's sense of deep injustice, 
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ll::u'dy Ie ts it be 1:no\1n tila t Oak IS 

Hunt of tact had deeply offended her not by 
seeing ~·!hat he could not help, but b~ lettinG ~'1er 

k110\'l that he had ::;ee:'1 it . POl" as uithout laH th",re 
is no sin, witLout eyes th~re is no indccOl'UlUj ['l1d 
she appe2.red to feel Gabriel'::; espial had made her 
,:Jl1 indecorous HOma!1 \:i t.hout 11el' 01'In conni vallce . 
(PFi1C pp22,22) 

Despi to her' later defiant cry to O<.lj: t~lat she ,!il: not 

allo\1 cll} r .... m to criticisE:: her' private conduct (FF1:C p155), 

Bathsheba is uneasil J aHara th2t ~hc ha~ been deprived of 

'placid dicnity' by contrast Gvir..ccs not only 

ur..questior~able pO'V1cr, but also tnt: mal"';3 co;:lplacen~ 

auareHCS3 of oHning the caLC (pr-riC 1)155) . 

Privacy violc.ted, priv2.te conduct r&dc a public 

and free cor.::, tr'1ined; 

self-consciousness nm'T takes the place of that iiinning 

'bi'iGht air'! anlt. dE.l1l.er of sclf-dcli ..... l1i., :Dathsheba hc:.d once 

m..rnL:G . The \/OI,an has becoI."e captive to tl.c nad's censure, 

and her deter12ination to 1'01..ain free - liberated fl'om that 

psycholocicai conditiol! of npproval-st.EJ!-;:ir.[, that subjects 

Homan to man - has bee.!1 efficaciously disabl~C: . ShaLe ha~ 

iljured the consciousnes~ . =t has rendeped I ethshcba 

vulncP<...ble to an b.nxicty-ridden pr(;;oecupat::'cn uith 

reputation . Intecrit: an<.l privc:..te conscience have been 

Hrenohcd l~ound to a totGl l'eliance upor. social approvel, 

and th~ distraucht girl is cocpelled to turn increasingly 

to depend upon Oak to ttJst oue the mea~Ut'e of hel' standinc 

Hithir. the conlTIunity of \111ich he is the spokesnan . 
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Ex,osinc: her bruised conscitnce to his reJroachful eye she 

is like the child causht out in a secret joy fopbidden in 

an 3.dul t tlol."ld. She provol:es repeated confrollta~ions 11ith 

the fiGure of authority ir. order to tebt cut the degree of 

risk: involved. And sadly Oak's Cel15Ure is \{ho11y 

inhihi tine; Guil t and i'ca.r infoPLl :3athsheba' s actions at 

tho l'1f c, vlhere onc~ her in:::.tinct had been I to ualk as a 

queen' in full posscs:.>ion of all her pO'Her::. (FPi ~C 103) . 

Oal:' s preyinG u.>on Bathsheba's cuilt in order to 

strc.ightcl1 her to COnfOl'Il_it~ to render her thE:: 

I thouuh tful. .. meck, and cor d~' \lOmarl' (F:?HC p 153) so 

cstecu:;d by himself - is 180S nobl·::! to t:18 modern Lind thtn 

to that of Hardy's contm.porc.ry fo1' uhon cuil t and shune 

yere acceptable pdychologlcal states throuch which wonan 

should pass or.. the road to virtt..", . For the VictOl~ian, t:1E: 

induction of such states Has an effective means of 

controllinc and subordinatinr; \lOrna!l in the interest5 of a 

society in Hhich [' .. ale suprenacy uas, at <::.11 costs, to be 

Llaintained . 

If Gabriel Oak in his rustic Guise 3.:d :::.<:nner of 

~haruint; the heroine (-vLieh in itself nay have enc~eared 11in 

to the !;:ale critic), \18S apprehended bv ,,' thG conteLporury 

re&dcr as the noble, Horthy redeemer of Hilfu:', \.a~'H2.rd, 

uor:ankinC:, Bathsheba He.~, on the other hand, p~rplexill[, . 

Hardy fully intends the note of uncertainty to lingor -

E;ndeavouring, by subtle 8ubte:~tual r.,eC:!l..., to el1Sllr'e thc.t 

ther::.. iTill be nc ccnplacent &CCeptd!1Ce of Batbsheb"" IS 

! rcf'or:,.atiol1' ; no S&l(:;L!ine acceptan(';e of her deL.iso . His 
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refu~al to endorse O~;IS moral status, t~O is patently 

bcni~n as shepherd but b) no means 30 beni::.,n as 

peti t-bourgeois, and to censor 3atlwheba as p&ssionate, 

sensual, vlilful '-lOman, uas evidentl~i intu::' t:;'vel ' [,pa::..ped by 

the Victorian f'eader', dctlpite tlle sHay of &pproval for 

02.1~' S Dethods of subj1.~G'"'tior. . Charses a..;ainst the ::luthor 

of inconGruity and inQPpropriatc characto;.;risation in their 

ver:, :,oa-spccifici ty, 3u:-;Ge::. t a t'E1co.;ni tion of SOrle 

indefinable discordance at the heart of f~ardy' G text . This 

in the present conte:J~t sUGGests itself ir the incongruity 

inl:el~ent in the cor,cept of marriage as a fitting end, and 

r.,ar'riage as threatening the interee ts of E. supposedly 

unstable Homan - a tl:reat ul:ich Eard~r' s floating inBles of 

compression, enclosUl~e arid theft, have helped to shape in 

thc reader's consciousness . Eost indicative of thic 

unconscious recognition of authorial dissent, is the; 

cri tic' :::: as:3eSSI"ent of Bathsh€;t . Po' hussy' she r:lay have 

secLed in her :::e:~ually lu:mriant maidenhood, but as 

dozerted \rife , desolated uidoH and finally the dutiful Lrs 

G~oriel O~, she cannot lOSically be 30 termed . The 

Victorian reader has apparently retained th0 'uaiden' for 

further 'punishment' (critical attack), ~~t haa rejected 

the 'r.atpon' . There is then a.1 uncoL!fortablc sense that 

the ::lUthor has been holding back - that he has not in truth 

rei-larded his reader Hi th an authorised version of reforu(;;d 

Hm"anhood . His ree;l'ct <:~t the:: subduing of his hel~oine has 

apparently IJade i tsclf fel t, but for tht.;; reasons already 

outlined - the critical focus upon genre, decorun, and 
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prc.occupatio!!s Hit:. Hhat the 2.uthor ourl'ht to be doing Hhen 

not en~aG€'d i:. dj.d&ctic ruorcilisil1[; [Llll] thE. text1..!2.1 

source and Evidence of authorial sympathy for the heroine 

hm: renained, tor Hued:-' speer , too obscure to indict . 

Even for the modern reE-der there is the problcIJ of 

deteri,.ining hOl; ::uch \wight .hould be Given to Hardy' '" Lost 

persuasive piece of discursive rhetoric in the novel's 

Cllal seque!.cC:3 : his hOrJiletic discoul~se upon the 

uell-tf'icd friendship beb-IecL Oak al.d B&thsheba . Hardy 

Hrites: 
They spoke very lit tlo of their 1..utu2.1 reelines ; 
pretty phrases <1t:d lIaru ex:pressions beinE; probaoly 
unnecessary LetHcen such tried friends . Theirs Has 
that substantial affectio,'l "7hich arises ( if any 
arise:::: Lt <:11) U:18rl tr!c tilO \-1ho <"1"(;; thpCl1l1 tor;ethcr 
oe[;in first by kn-:'Hint; the:, rouGher sides of each 
othep f [;, char2.ctcr , and not the;: best till fUl'ther 
Oil , the romance ..;rm-1in,2; u, in the int.erstices of a 
~<"d" of hard pl"'osaic l"'calit:' . This good-fellom:,hir:. 

caLaraderic usuall: occurring tLrou...;h 
similarity of pursuits, l~ ~nfortunately seldom 
superadded to love bE'tlleen the sexes, because men 
and Homen associate , not in their labours, bLct in 
thei r pleasure 1.1ere1y . ilher>e hO\'e~'er, happy 
circm:wtaLce perillitt. its developL'(.nt , t:le 
COI1pounded feding proves :. ts If to be the- onl] 
love >Thich i.3 strone as death that love vrhich 
IJany 'vaters canno t quench, lIor the floods dt·oun, 
hc::::ide which the passion usually called b; the name 
is evanes~ent as stca:'l . (FFilC PI> 468,9) 

Persuasive as this ho~:'letic piece uay be, there seems 

to be <:.. 2;00<:: case for .;rGuiT'..c aGainst ,mthorial conviction 

here . The Serl:101.isinc; tone and al\jUr.lenta ti 'Ie ler::;th of the 

tract, which are both unchal~acteristic of tl1e 1conocla,. tic 

Hardy for "ihor; insti tutionalised bOLldinG 1s. perennially of 

Questionable v~lue , surely b8tr~ys to the ~odern reader 

nothinG flOr'G than the author's earnest efforts to e:;,;tablish 
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L judicioUL denoueL1er~t. PG~~ibly too the invoc&tion of 

.such eup~uistic phrase:) i:.:;." 'the love Hhich Lan] ~'::-iters 

cannot quench , nor the floods dl'oHn', v~hich are Glm'ine1J 

LutYJical of Hardy , uisht alert u~ to a sense that the 

at-.thor is not creE.'tively \:;D;;aCed Hith his t('xt at this 

j\H1cturEO . But in the final o.nal!"sis it is b,)' Hei[;iling t:1is 

homily agai!1st Hardy's narrative sti"t.ctures and discOU1"S0S 

elsGHherc in the novel , that th8 caasure of its declared 

(;O~,!.ilitnent or othcr"\.;i::..e is blost d",tcPL..il.c.d . 

Equivocation is , for' m.<:., ... ple , not to be found ::'n 

Eardy's lesL selfcon~ciously kalh~rGd discourses of poetic 

narrc:..tion , I.'ht:re descendin...; fpor .. till. 'pulpit' he re-ene;ar~es 

\lith hiE characters and the:'r colloquies Hithou:, fO-cti tiOl!S 

cuphuisr s, and iiit!1CUt recourse to thE; discursive mode . 

There ~eer4S to be ro dm .• b':, t~lat IIard~r':3 true poetic ~cd.iur 

is the dr~tiatic Dode . He even classifies ~is verse 

Cl~e eat(;!dly ) 2.8 'dr-2.L8.tlC Lcnol02:ucs ', 'dra;...",':ic 8.l1E:cdotes' 

<...nd in ' larse degree dra.c.atic or p--r'son2..tive' [115J . l\nd 

that hi~ irJLediate poctic il.J.pl:lse tend:;. touards drcr:.2...,ic 

dialoJue and symbolic action, is evident from hi..s early 

dr-arL . The earliest versioL thE.. shearing suppE.r 

chapter, for e:~ali1ple , tates the form of dramatic dia-:..ogue 

<me action 8.1most entirel" . Descript':' Ie enLuncGr ent and 

illustrative cor.uentar:r of a nore overtly or.:niscient nature 

are both entered in the form of extended marcinc:..lia and 

poet:.c LU.lorldation . T:.e lactcr u::.y then be P8S2.1'ded as less 

the spont;:meous outcro) of the poetic it.l8[;ination than Lhe 

drar .. atic monologue or aneCQct0 of first cre9.tive stirrin:::;s . 
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'dl'aBatic' level, t:lcre aN! indications th;::.t his deepest 

icpulsc is to identify with, and GOlillcquently to mourn, his 

heroine's 103s of "pirit and vieour .. e.n L.pulse llhich, for 

obvious l'ea...;ons, :~ust be containeC: ir, cetacoLr:.entary . Por 

e~~ample, the lexicol:: of I pain' ( I .'luffer I, f ~orturins 

stine', 'c,"~onizin,-,', 'aGGrieved Bhd uOL~nded', ~J~64) that 

inforLS Hardy's narration DS he describea Juthshcba's 

decline, both shapes, and ::LoS shaped by , tbis impulse; 

althuush to all intents and purpose3 the picture is one of 

2. lOl.d:, ~-1idmv about to lose her trusty fr::"end and 

transactor of her business (FFI:C pl(65) . DB.thsheba':;, 

prcdicar..cnt hcpe, Hould seem to deLand ep::.thbts, Lot of 

physicz.l p;;:.in, but of frustration, despair and sorro'V! (FF;:C 

p46 1!) . Dut cle<!l~ly the deeper p3ycho-~Gxual ~'lOundinr; of 

his hero:'ne lingers on in H2.1~dy' s creative 1LaCination to 

surfaoe in his text cost tellinc1J . And it is his profound 

seuse of the \yornan! S Hound Vlhich i.l0ve,;., hie to enter into 

llis cO:1cludinG drat .. atic dialoGue, the follm!ins unbidden 

oonment . Da thsheba , he HPi tt.lS, 'never 1 aUGh(;d readil,)" r.ar: I 

(FFl:C pLI76) . This is a lar:.ent Hhich in fact e~:presses ::.. 

creatcr loss than cicht at first sight be gathered . 

3athsl1eb2.! s incapacity for lauGhter Sio 1.if10", z. 1...ore 

profound deprivation than the subdu~d spirit it ~~re 

portend::; - c.:.s the follmTiL,3 analysi::: will disclose . 

Hardy relics :1eavily - ::'n terL::: of so:..iotics ~pon 

thE; natural object metaphor to provide him HUh <:. lan~l.<aGe 

of ~~xualitJ which is Lot of th& :.:"a3 tidious, fev w , 
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! li::.i0s-and-lace' sCl.la~ltic ca teGor~ . In keepin£,: ~·.'i th his 

~or~lly decenerate but rather a fair product of nature -

accordincly it is upon far..iliar , ever..!"day 'n::l. tural' object:.:; 

that he relics in order to evoke her healthy sexesl nature . 

for its metaphorical value , D woman's mouth provides a 

,erfectly appropriate , and more iLportant , a legitLJiscd or 

licensed, erotic syx"bol . ::enCG the mobility c.nd 

e::prcBsiveness of Bathsheb2.' s mouth is for LLrdy , '.:h(.. vt.:ry 

reci~tEr of her "ani~an - her psycho-sexual constitution, 

her sl.iri'cual Vi":;OU1~ , her' inner luxuric:mce . As the index 

of a feLi1'1ine se:mal nature , this oral syr...bol captures 

IIard}'s poctic iL.2.ciin ... tion indubitably . PlacinG his focus 

upon shape , COlOU1~ , and (lobility , lipshlOLlths m .. tonymicdly 

si.:;nif~ as !abiL. •. ; and by ffiE.;c.ns of sonar.tic repetition, 

th6Y semaFbore the pei"'ii.leter , circumference , uar;:;in and 

bordcl~ of fer:Jinine sexual rhytlllJS the 1moJ'erine ar.d 

hei[,., tenin£:; of receptivity and the c~'c1ical nature of 

f,;;;L:al.J sexuality . He learn tl.en sor-lc'chir:,:; of Bath~hcba' s 

intenze sexual receptivity throuuh Hardy ' ::; tendency to 

apply E:.nlar0ed, :::ven cO!Jmic ~scriptions to 1:er lips in this 

contc .. t: 
"Len Bc:-..thsheJe.. iJas 
earthly sort hur 
refined euotioL, 
(FF::C p155) 

Or if not assrandised 

sHayed by an 6motion of au 
lOHer lip trecbled: when by _ 

her uppcp Or' :1G8.vemrard 0,'." . 

11c:f.lis phcric2.l allusior., tLcn 

perhaps by Gothic, where 'exact arch' and 'pointe~ corners' 

conj~re u disti.nctl~" larGer-than-life imav~ . 
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Somcthil1J in the exact ~ll~ch of her uppal' unbr'ol~€:n 

t'Oi! of teet: .. , [nd in thE- ~~eenly pointed copners of 
lkP red mouth t-lilcn, Hit. parted lip::., she So::.JO'vlhat 
defia~tly turned up her face to aruua a ~oint with 
2. tall man, sL:c..;z,ested there Has potelltialit~T enou...;h 
in that litn..; slip of hU.u2!lity for ularr. .. inG 
exploits of sex, und darine enol~sll to Cal'i~Y them 
out . (FFlIC p102) 

St~Tlistic and poet::.c um:.....,c of the oral sycbol in 

oeuvre [.enerally is 1'8r.H?rkabl~r co~sistent . 

::lizabeth Jane for cxarlple, one of his Lost 3exually tepid 

hel'oines is effectiv'.:;ly :Ji thout 'lips' (they are rnontioned, 

I think, once 1) • Tess'::2 renmmed Lobile, peoni IDOL. th, on 

th", other hand, is sUC6e~tive of a flmlel'inG se;:ual natut'C 

uhich imE.2:isticall:; recalls texturally (tis~ue) and 

tonall; (Lrimson) - Hardy's reference to gossau0P tissue in 

connection 'lith her defloration it! thG 'Cha.se' episode . 

Th:.s is sclf-eviden::'l~ symbol has been 

~estLctically structured to soce p~rposc . [~l tt-.rnativcly 

Eustacia' ::; ::>Cili)able, and see~. ingly fixed s ta te of Lex\.,al 

tension is appr'opriatel~r r,let u:' th by II<::.rdy' ::; highl:" 

elaborate reference to tLe 'c U.l-pccta or o.:,ee' i;oL~lding of 

he!' liIS . [46J 

Bath:::heba's ob::..utescence - her incapacit} for lauchter 

- is then indicativt. of a lost viGour, capacity for joy <:l.d 

sensation, and indeed sE;xucl verve - L 10.3S l:hicb rIa! be 

exauinin[; H2rdy's uoSe of, and reliance 

upon, oral s: r~bolisn throu..,Lout the novel . Ttl'a close and 

detailed focus that he places upon thG mobility al~ 

tx:prc.3.;)ivenes~ of his heroine's lips in th0 e&rl.r ~tages of 
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the novel, vrhich in co;;t cases denotes 30,-e forLl of 3c:"ual 

rEsponse, is tlithC::ra\·m by P.ardy in ths seco!.d half of the 

novel whare attchtiot to Dath8heba'8 repressed state and 

carital conflict exacts ju..,t such ct Hithdr'aHal on her 

Guthor';;. !jar-t. ApDri3~d as we are of H~rdy's fascination 

i'ii th thi::. particular fCLininc feature, and Hhat ~ppcars to 

be, in this context, his relish in poetic 'play' upon the 

c,c.!ae, it way plausibly be ar Gued that such a Hi thdraual 

conveys, Lot only 8athsheb~ls lo~s of vitality, but a 

certain loss for Hardy too: a p~r30nal felt loss of his 

l:eroine' eo palpable sexual prcsc:nc..6 . 

RccallL:g episode5 ... lready discussed - tte al fpesco 

'bcdroon' scene where the parting-of-lips is closely 

associated llith f:arcl~" s presentation of a young \,~omnn on 

the brinl: of sexual i~c.c.urit~,; 01'" the proI)osal scen0 '1h~re 

<.: stifled yaun appr'oxir.ates the suppres3ion of another of 

E2.thsh;Jb2' S .1atural instincts in O,·l" ("'I 
~~ v 

becores evident that Baroy's use of this particular natural 

object ~ctaphor is poetically utilised and aesthetically 

structured to SObe purpose - (~nci no doubt to SOLle a1..thc.:rial 

satisfactior.. 

Clearly Gal'dy 1"eli8S heavily upon SCLiotics in his 

exposi tiOl: of Bold::ood's la8ci'vious fc...rltasiss a;:, he 

COl1teLplltes the criLson, Globular nocturnally 

;:;louillC sU8l;;esti vely dOlm (t hi[~ froT'" ::J<:..thsheba! s valentine 

send8r, J:loldHood ruu~es: 

He~ nouth - were the lips red or pale, 
crea.:3ed? b::.d cU.rved i ts~lf to 
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e~;pl~essiv, .... :'he cornCl~S had r;,oved Hi tli all tiJ{;.ip 
natural tri:;;, llou .. mes",: ~.·.'hat had be~n the 
e~pres5ion? (FFl!C p113) 

The l~e2.lit~ is, hO"ICvcr, chasteninG - or 'ilOulcl be, uere 

Bolduood le3s obsessed with his fantadi63 . For upon their 

tSventual meeting, ,;,;athsheba's sexu&l distaste for l:er 

benizhtec sui tOl~ is aptly conve~'l;d by c.. physical 

compression of her Louth: 
all the cotiott she r.!ade lIas 

1 ips T,;11ic1: llad r)rev iously 
(FFllC p145) 

that of closing her 
been a little parted . 

But it is, prcdictab:'J, Oc].:'s proxi:::ity to Bc.thsheba 

that most readily procptJ Jc.rdy to senantic play upon the 

partins ~nd contracting of fecinine lips . The presence of 

p~rticularly repres~ivc ef_ect ~pon the yOUl~ ~irl . Hence , 

c..pr)ro )riatel~, enouch :i2.rd:;: ensure .... tLat her lips i:il1 not 

Love freely for lliu, b~c t Ilill be compressed and constrc.ined 

under the hero IS policinC e~ e . She Gr'eets him vnriou31~' -

'without parting her lips to any incoDvenient extent', 

(FF:rc p15); 'co~pressinG her lips to 2. de:~ure inpo.ssiv1ty' 

(i'F:~C p25); cmd contracting her D;outh 'to c.n inoffensive 

sr allness' 134) . Thc0c ic.Jases acuuLlulatc and 

lo:icall~' culr"inate in 'the close compression of hel~ tHO 

red lips' (FFllC p 156) c..S sexual guilt and shaIi~e tal:e the 

place of an innocent delie,;ht in hor oun dosirabi1it~ . In 

due cOi1Sequence of this nOH I close cor. pression', Bathshebr. 

will experience no fr~el) expressed sex~al joy in the 
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erotic ccizure that enGulfs her LS Troy dips 'his mouth 

dmm:lard upon her mH~' and kis:::es her for the very first 

tiLe . Inst~ad she is overHhE..l!:."od by a comr....inCline of 

2exu£1 ecstasy and s8~ual shlli~e: she feel~ 'l~:c one who 

has sinnc.d a ,""reat Siii' (FFl;C p212) . That the vibrant Girl 

should experience her first l:iss 1.,ith such Guilt-ridden 

an::;uish, is c... painful rew.inder of tl:e de::;ree tc Hl:ich she 

h2.S becoI,lc subol'dinated to 2. puritan~Lcal nori'.l ethic (uite 

aGo-ins t her true na tur'6 . 1\.nd ll&rd:r, Hho can noi ther oPenly 

condecn such 2. subordin2.tion nor the 2.,c;ent of its 

e~forceI:lent, ;.;teer:.- his n",l'pative m;r~:Hardly throu.:;ll a 

T"Or'uSS of equivocr..tions, I:;vE:utually, upon completion of 

tL:':.3 ! purGe I, to le<::..d out tentatively tm'Jcr'ds a be-ntle 

af~irL2~ion of Bathsheb&'s innocence whose love, he writes, 
Has entire as a child'.:, ,_z:cl thouGh uarn as SU1ilrJ~r 

it lias as fre::;h as cprin, . (FFl1C ?220) 

DwYing establishud fpm) the ver~r first chapter a 

textu::cll: encoded or<:.l ""~·l:iltolism ool:erently :struotured -

auti:lOricl focus resting in the first instance upon pc-.rtinc; 

lips tind in the last upon lips contracted - Ecrdy '1...:1011 

restricts his use of oral symbolism in tr.eI~&tic concl:Jl~t 

uith Bath3heba's repression . Fror.l the L10l.)ent of L'roy's 

k1s..., <.nd Bathsheba's stunned aHareneS8 of her sense of 

'sin', the mobilit~ ~nd expressiveness of her ~outh no 

lonGer fe3.tures in Hardy':) discourses . The incidence of 

seMantic repetition is cut riGht b~ck frmu the nw:erous 

references to ~athsheba's i:1outh and lip.., in the first h&lf 

of tbt. rlovel prior to her rJBl~rid.t.':e Hi til Troy (PO 5,15, 23, 
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25,102,145,1!}7, 155, 156, 161 , -i6~ , 176, 188), to 

thereafter r.'el'd" three! Cpp 351, ~53, J[1.15) As the natur8.l 

object - no lancer in focus 'die~' in the author's 

ima~ination, so too J<..thsheb::.. is to sane e::tenc felt to 

suffer a loss of life . I~ so f8r 2.3 her lips latterly lose 

their colour and lustre - 'there she sat, hel' Louth blue 

Clnd dry' (FFi'C p4115), ~lhich is as close to a loss-of-life 

image as [liJht be -,woked in this coo.text - so the SE;nse is 

of a Hasting, a dyinS . The drift tends in one direction 

only: 'entor:bment' or 'buri.2.1' . 

Jut Hardy cannot afford his unconventional heroine the 

stature that a tl'Clc;ic denouement HOl..ld lene her . IJith 

ser'ial readers claLourinc fop 'Pastoral idylls I and happ} 

-:;ndin2,s, Bathsheba must be conjured bacl{ to liZ'e . She is 

therefore 'revived I and (2 'proper' endirJ.6 enforced . Poetic 

visicn is, ue sen.se , thus Hrencl1ed ::'rolil i t~ tr"C.t.l 

ot'ient8tion Ilhioh Has :OH81'CS a full v.l.l:dicatior. of tl!~ 

crushed heroine >1ho de~erves a l.or~ drawc..tic exit frat:: the 

oppre&~ive ~ale docinated world she inhabits . Her 

consiGtlI'lent to HifedorJ. m .. r:rs Ghbriel Oak is uUl'€;:Hal'dinsly 

anti-cli:.!actic . 

Deeply er:Jbedded them , in the novel's literary 

::.truc'cures, flardy sustairlS a consistent, carinG concel'n ~Ol' 

his h(;roi .6 . Oak' ~ activity of espial unobtrusivelj link::, 

with denial th~ prohibition placed upon Bathshebh's 

freeC:or.a, self-expression , Clne; Cl'o\:th to self l:no\lledGe 

Hhich ul ti[.(:~tely leade to the total enclosUl~e of hel' space 

that Oak's Heddil1G rin,::; .... ::.e:nir'i03 . This (;.lclosure pal'takes 
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of a of th!"cat and theft Hhich the author 

pc.insta!:inz1y eliei t.., . Into tho matr'i~ of thc-3c ir..ages of 

enC108l1rC , threat , <lEd dcpriv3.tion , jk.thshcbc:' s atrophied 

1i:::\;: - patterned by Hardy in the 1.'!etonymic detailinG of her 

r"outh and lips , is interHoven . T!lC poetic pr'ecision Hi tL 

'1:hio[; he outlines thE; Hom:..n I s decline frOl11 clouin: ViGOU1~ 

and freedor.:. of e::pres3i OD. to enerv a t':'on al.d ob;.uu tesccnce 1 

cirrors bis mIn deep ecpathy and concern \,ith her 

deprivation: her' trullcated, fer,linine exist€lno,.:; . 

In addition to this 3i':inific2.nt and skilfully Hoven 

poetiC un~erpattern, nL~dy also incorporates into the 

floa tins ir:lages that surround his hG1'oine , [ .. Eo taphor., \"hich 

~ppropric.toly parallel - in that their comnon referrent is 

phallic the erotic or8.l sYL~bolizr.:. constructed for 

B~th:shcbs.. . Refe!~e!1ce has earlict' been nade to the il1lplici t 

lint ths.t exists bet\,;Teen Troy's sexuality and his spur . 

But in fact Hardy Il:a::ir:1is~s the r,etaphorical poter..tial of 

the Heapon with yet nore poetic skill than trds one exal':!ple 

indicaJ~es . He also Sll[Egests , for in8tan:...~ , ,.n ir,~plicit 

lipJ~ betvleen Troy's ritudised r-.ethod of peI1e:ratiOl. HUh 

th~ sHord - SU8Gesti vely linl~ed to hJ..s sexu2.1 ' offensive' 

:.lotivatcd b:' n desire fo1' conqt.:8st - .lnd the ! \lOundin::' of 

his upide lJhicl~ is both l1Cl~ defloratio11 and the injury to 

her sE.:lf-csteer., dna peputation later :'nflictod by her 

husband . But it is :::::.rd~T' s expert structurinG of th€0e 

Hcapom':' :::etaphors thr-cughout the novel, i;hlch renders t;lehl 

[.i.S indices - 0:lr;:.bolically appropriate ; as "Ie ~a~e led on 

to discover . 
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Ec..cL "ltd ever'y !..:alc sui tor is furnished \lith 2. killil".[; 

\leu on or a cuttinG tool - "tid each \;<d~oins Bathsheba to 

1 is mm c:cticn in ll<:"'lldline the. SeLle . Hcr.c(. she; in 

inevitably dI'mIn into the. lTeb of r.~ale ....-iolunce Ot' sexual 

dOl.inatioil that COLstitutes darker llorld of 

Far F.~Qr' the rr~rldin[" Cr'ot'L . A Homan's place in the uorld, 

perceives it , is no r;.E.ans that secure , 

buttressed dOl:w.in 30 earnestly LytboloGised by ttc flore 

optL:.listic Victoriail . It is r'ather pitted uith tl'2.P"" <..nd 

fal:'s . 

Si..:;nifyinG on diverse bllt homoloGous levels , Har'dy's 

Heaponry sYrJbolisn in this 'Pastopal l tale mieht be 

outlined as follm.~ . 7roy's weapon in the first instano6 

is his spur, Hhich in isolation serves tIell enou.:.;h to 

indicate :113 nettlod of' cO~ltrollinG the creature he Hould 

dOl.linate and subdue . And altiH)uG~l, in her firat interv.icM 

with Troy , Bathsheba cen hardly be aW2I'e of his latent 

c2.11ou.:; streak, I-IaI'd}' s emphasis upon tl:lz entrapLent of the 

Homan and her forcible attachr,1611t to tile nan, Gestures 

tmlards Troy's incipient brutality . Lifted out of the 

ir.l~~~dio.te context 2nd enter\x! into the natroi): of I threat' 

cYLbols, th~ spur th~n sisnifies at a different level . It 

enter::. into the sal,Ie c~tcwory of syr..bols thJt includes 

Troy's 3:'lord and DolcHood'e sun, Hhich as Hcapons used in 

the- offensive metonyr.ically sign1f:,' the phalll<~ as orean of 

conquE:st . FoIIOvlin.3 Glosel./ upon t:-..c episode of thE: 

enDnarinc; spur there occurs Tro:-' 8 SHol'd displc.-y . This 

exhibi tion of the lar:..;er tlOapoll, as it Here , dr! ves the 
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!.etaphor hone . On tIle offensive he d1splay~ Hell, 

e:~cepcising perfect ti!rlin: arld sl::Hful 1':;' i:ual ised 

penotrCitiO!1 - but, that he uields his \\Teapor. in 1..,110HY, 

brasgE.docio st~'lE.' Hould scarcely see: to aUC;1...r Hell in 

love-::nakinc; terms. PosturinG dancir.g rnoveuents elm': raised 

aru gestures closely ~330ciated with ~ triuvphal bearing, 

SllC[;6St that Tr'oy L!a~r hell be be r.orc of a sexual br£0:..,art 

than tender lover. Should he in reality perfor~ so 

shc\-lily, and subsequcr.tly fail to enga...;e pri v<~tcly HUh the. 

he<..rt of the Ilonan, there Li~:1~ ,:el2. eventuate lore 

disillusion than tender cor.mur.1Ul • 

Troy is finally de.,troyed by a blast froLl Bold\iood's 

shotsun . This in turn aptly mirrors the ol~er Ia~'s 

atte~pt to take posses~ioL of Bathsheba by & Doral coercion 

Hhich erupts eLlO tionall~T unlike Oalc' 5 doe:;ed 

pedestriar.is! - in volca:lic bursts frOl.l this nentally 

unbalanced cclibat8 who, 
had no nore Gkill tllUl ~ batterins raIl . 
p393) 

(FF:rc 

And th2t Troy is in fact destroyed by Doldlfood's ~un, 

confirm~ the S1...spicion pro~pt~d by E&rdy's sYLbolic 

representation of the bloa~eart, toceth(:;r \ ..... i til tr.c 8utL0rial 

cor,mcnt that, 
the 11roud c;irl. .. had al Hays lookr;d do;m on hir.! even 
llhilst it lla~ to love hir.. .. (FF::C p408) 

th<.<t Tro:< dous Lot, after all, cOr!L.ar.d the ul t11lat0 

'\{ec:.pc. .' • 

Oal<: on the other hand \field", a less EJ....;t.;ressi ve tool 
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but c. HoundinG HeapOl1 no less - 2.S II2i:'d:' drar.,atisc:s vividly 

ip. the 'Sheari~' scene . Just as Ti"oy had displ8.yed his 

skills Hi th the s~'10rd, so Oak LOH displa:~s his skill Nith 

thc shearing blace . AGc.in Bathshcbc: is conjoined to tile 

action to partici;!Dte in and beCOl.J8 intiLidated b" the 

Lc.!1'S Lanipulation of his cuttine; blade . The sexual 

overtones in this sceLe are as evocative as any to be found 

Stradelint; the net'vous 

slle-creatur", 2.tout to be shorn, Oak beGins by lonping off 

I the tresce:J about its head ... Lis ruistre3s Gui(~tly locl:ing 

on' (FFl1C p168) . 
, She blushes at the incul t,' IJurmured JathshE::ba, 
tratchinG the pink flush vhieh apose and overspread 
the nec~~ and shoulder..; .•. 0', flush l:hich was 
E;lNiab::'e, for ::'ts del.:..~~~~, by ::ar.y queens of 
coterieG, and lIould have bc{;)n credi L.LLi"" for i t3 
promptnesz, to any Honan in the Horld . (F'7ic,C p168) 

t:ith no prior knm'lledGe that the subject of this pi""ce 

13 in fact a cue, the rcadet> r1ight conjure a variety of 

LlOGinative scenes frorll this evocation, but it seC!.lS 

doubtful thc:..t a sheep shearinG Hould be one of tlWL . Thus 

with characteri~tic literary still, Hardy liGhts upon d. 

suitable subject, and turns it to his Oi·l.1 er.d::, - subtly 

sh&ping the reader'S readinB as, upon Oal:' s sexual 

possossion of tLe heroin~], his Oi111 i Ja,:inc::tion turns . 

Bathsheba's very real fear 13 that thE; soft flesh Hill 

be Hounded by tho blade she is LOU 'cloi tically reGardin,-,' . 

But Oak" G 

81:11 ["ul shears, \·:hich 
sathtr' up a piece of 
did so . (FF:IC :)168) 
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:lot yet! The :1cro, blissful in :3o.tLsh(;ba's pro:dL!it:, 

continues to perrOl'l;} ui th <.n e~:pcrtiso that draus his 

lover's fullest adLiration: 
Full of this dim and teLperate bliss, Le tJent on to 
fling the ewE:. OVCP u,on her othel' side, coverint; 
her head \Ii 'ch his l:nE:;c, c;raducl:'y runninG t.he 
shcaps lil1G after 1 ine round her deulap, 'c' .ence 
about her flnrJ·: c.nd back, and finishinG over tDI2 
t<:..il . 

'1itll done, and done quickly!' said Bathshct" .. 
(FF~ C p169) 

Tll(; irnplica tions of this scene, Oak's 'bliss' , 

Bathoheba 13 responses, Gnd nost ir.lportant ~Ic;.rdj':'" ir'.<:eCl':r, 

arc - as the author dralJ~ the analogy - evocativelJ' sex,,2.l. 

As t~1e w"n bartls the tenCier flesh to vicIl ~Ji th the virgin 

c.;i r'l beside hie. a"1ai tir-r; cor;lpletion of t:1C tad:, JO Hc:rd:r 

~lrites: 

The clean, slcel~ cre:atul"c c..f'C.3(;; ••• r.":-;·l perfectly 
l:!.~~e 1'.pbrodi te rising fran. the f'OB~.l should have 
oeen seen to be realized - 100kii1g ;:.:'&rtled and shy 
at tl.l. :'O.;5S of its garI.1Cnt ... 1.GVCr' before 
exposed . •. l.hi te as snou, .... 1C: Ul th()ut flaH or 
b1e:Jish e;:: the :,inutest l~inc;. . (FF'llC p169) 

As tht.! defloration :'m8.[,E!Js be.,:;il1 to surface i:: the text, so 

!:ardy concludes the arluloc;y by pointin:: to the L,ark of 

id(~r.ti ty nol'! about to be branded: 
':: . :',' L: c'rly starJped upon the shor .. ::.k!.r ••• 
(FFI'C p169) 

emU. 'Aphrodit;;: ... h.aps, IJ2.nting' <.:riley . It is apparent fron 

the invocat::on of im2.,3es ilard:, a1::;0 erJploys in Tcs~' s 

seduction, that this 'GhcarinG' scene is Illost assuredly 

o.lludinr; to creatures othsr than sheep . 

ir:l2..;inative renderinl: of the lost g<:..rnent t.ere descr'ibed 
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'neV8r beforE:. m:po3ec! .•• uhi te as snol]' .. t i thout f l at-r 01:" 

ble~:i3h' , G.r.d TGs:::,'::: I beautiful fet.inine tissue, sensi ti 'Ie 

as Gc::.,saL.cr , anc practically tlnnlr as snm! a::, yet.! (TD 

p90), there stands onl~T the t'edefinition of' the :'er:..ininc 

subject . 

But the c:lima~, of the shearing scene is yet to Carie 

r::'1"dy' s ~YI~bolic pl'efiGuration of a 'consur.:nation' uhicll 

Hill , in realit , brine B""t:lsheba to Oal: already 'vlOunded' 

80 to speak . DoldVlood entoc,s the scene and cll"at"rs :Jathsheb ... 

mlay; \Thereupon, feelin!; betrayed and i;1tensC:..l~' chq:rined, 

Oc.k 10:Jes intGt~est in his task , c.nd, 
In endeavourir..;3 to continue his shearinG "t the 
same time that he Hatched Bold~'iood IS L12.rmel" , hE: 
snip ed the sheep in thE.. [,;roin . The anir.:al 
plunc,ed; Batr.shcb~. instantly cazed tom .. rds it, .::.nd 
SalT the blood . 

10 , Gabriel!' ::;he G::wlairled , iIi tb severe 
rer!or:strance , 'YOl~ ~;l1o are so stl'ict w~. '.:.h tL..-.l other 
r .. en - ::Jee tJ~~at you are doin~ yourself!' (r::r:c p171) 

:n terms of literary aesthetic8 this episode provides 

a perfect cliuBX . Firstly there is tl.e inevit..:ble f~ct. of 

Oal:'s c:ompul sior. to i-latcil: he ~L...Jt spy! A~ld in sl-'Jitl[; , he 

~,ounds in this C&08 the she-creature in his care - but 

the analo~y is clear . Then there is th~ question of his 

dedicatioL and skill . Tender ana heedful as he is under 

Bathsheba's patient opprovinc eye, out of it , he Hounds thE.: 

helplc['s crc8.ture beneath hi!.. . This is ;;. r·utilatins act 

that aliens hir,l ''litll Trv .. in fact - ,.;-ith !'poy's lunging ... t 

BathshcbE.. and adroj tlj lancing, not d shorr! sroin, but t. 

loci: of hGr trer;ses, bu t ui thout draHil1C blood . 

then ".nfe1" from Hardy's poetic sequence here , that Oak's 
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r:aicii.1G of ::Jaths!!cba - his cuttin~ her down to 

inflicts a i-round as hurtful as an: inflic';.od by Troy . Al.d 

finally , since it is til\:) I Hounded ' '-1o:.lan Oa1: eventu~lly 

claitlS - she at present subject to :li::: constc:..r:t chafincs -

the fact thut tep ::;esture of turninr; aHay provokes him to 

Hound arid dr<?u blood, c-onfin:1S the picture \';6 have fot'n.Gd 

of an Oak intent upon na~tery, control and rlale dom;:'natio: . • 

Thl1arted, he vill drav blood . 

Presuulbly the Victorian revieH8r' ,·,ould regard Ou:.: in 

this scene (1oS the ..,tl'Ol1.[; lJc.:n distructed in his llork by the 

vaGal'i8~ of a Homan . And superficially, Hc.rdy'.8 bla!,d, 

objective stacce with Oak docs not work aseinst thi~ . It 

is critical to the success of the novel th2.t thu 

'respectable' Oel:, in hie; 'Pastoral' settinc, should carl'Y 

both the unconventional heroine and her unconventional 

author into ths )1espectable Victorian drauins rOOL! . Hardy 

provides several scenes ':hich are specifically desiGned to 

'display' OW{ in on hO,lOUy'ablc lisbt, aUG. clearly tLc 

intention is that the hero s:lOuld c;roH out of th(;;se 

episodes thE. larger ,,!c:..n . 1-I2.rd~r' s lack of deep e!lba~cl .. €:nt 

Hith the vie;ilant Oa1: does lwwever, shape his r:ar'r&tive to 

render these episodes ,~ore anecdotal than drfu..aticall~· 

cr.c:.rGcd; Clne: thE.. rcsul t is a less than cOr.J.pellin~ portr<::.it 

of a hero . or tellinCly perhaps - Oak's 'bi~ 

scene', 'Troubles in the Fold', ic ./hioh he ple.ys Kni.;t t 

Gallant to the be~eGchinG uaiden in distress, is narr2ted 

by Hardy T,dth a noticc~ble dearth of heroic ir..a";(;8 . An 

obviOUG contrast iJould be Elfride's Cliff-top rescue uhere 
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the rescuer en:;2 . .:.;es it: her tasl: sufferin!j bo th terror cnd 

panic as she SUL-DOnS courage and pi"cscnC6 of n:ind .- 0 cor::e 

to the c:.id of her endangered companiou . This ccmbination 

of eLotional distress and n,H've-stccled ('.ction is one of 

the h3.11Larks of heroiSl . Emlcver in Oak r S caSEl there is 

r:ore rcc::. rd for' the proprieties th::.n there is private 

anguish - any sense of his im,er .:u:xiety, suffering, Or' 

pain, is kept to a r.iniL'ur • He cntet"s the scene proud a~1ci 

proper', havin,:; e::actud his price: Bathshebc:' oS hur~iliation . 

f~E.re aa cl&e\~here, Hapdj' presents hir: as a uell-;:eanine but 

a coolly calculatins keeper of ovine llel:'&l'e und r..en's 

IJorals . And the threat to life becon~s, by transference, 

not a threat to Oak, but to Bathsheba . :a i::: her Hounded 

floc~( anG her \rounded feelines that Hardy aliGns as Oak 

plunges his I holle1" pipE::, 'l-fi th a 8h,_1") p1"iclrer inside! 

(FFiIC p159) into the belly of the suffering eHe . TLe Horlan 

[lcamlhile, ,;reep..:: Hith pain, frustrc:t:'on and hUlililiation as 

th8 Lan perfOr'LS his task usefully but totally devoid of 

heroic lustre . lIer.::: as earlier - in the scene of the rick 

fires Hhere Bathsheba! s ecenory is &[;ain safec;uarded b~T 

Oa!:' s interventio~l - there is the sense that Hardy avoids 

tense drar .• a and stops short of presenting Oak L. si tuG. tions 

of real danger . And there is ali-lays this catch - th2..t the 

',:round is al\lays Bathsheba' s . T1'~r as he r..ir;ht to make thc 

nan a ;na tch fOl' the ,\·ior.,&n , ::&rdy onlJr succeeds in accruing 

for his hero a list of creditable deeds uhioh quantify 

rather than gualify his wortL and heroic status . The 

centre of carine feelinG and intense e~otion is 
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quintesser.Liall~T Ec:..chshcbn' s, and OClk, for all his accrued 

cl~edits, rer.1ains invar'iably on the periphery of heroisn . 

Thus it is Ulat u)on the psycholocical maiminG of his 

heroine Hard~" s .sYllpathies turn . Lost at the la~t is the 

young cirl of the oi>(;;ning chapter~, vibr2.r.t;" cxul taI!l. in 

her youth, sex , health, Jcauty, and enercy . Ho IOIl[;er 

freely ridinz out, or resourcefully participating in the 

life of her estc.te, but ir.ste2.d, joyle~sly ;::x2.roininc 

farmir..:;, [.latters out of sheer necessity in the confined 

interior s nce that is no'1 her 'territopy', !3athsh€ba's 

fearless s~irit is entirely spent . 'Properly' deA::ndent, 

she is even oeuildered by the prospect of 'havirl. to reI 

OL her min ~eSOupces a0~in ' ; ana 'pro~~rly' enervated she 

feels 'she could never' a[,ain acquire ener-sy suffichmt to 

Co to r.:arket, bc..rtcr and 0e11' (FFIIC pp459-46!';.) . Oak':;, 

effort.,; to r10uld her to become the' t!1cuGhtful. .. meeI: and 

conely iioman' (FFI1C p153) hc.ve, 'lith the.; a';"d of Troy &nd to 

c.. le,,,,,sel' ext",nt Jolduood, 1'esu1 ted in a v ... ry 'tan,ed' 

heroin0 ind"cd . 

~t ~s not surprisinG that H~rdi should be preoccupied 

\lith m2.rl~i2....;e &.1d se:~ in the ec:..rl~T Scv<lntie." for l,e \,.:15, 

of course, in life, affian",ed . \Jhat is .surprisinG in viet.; 

of his rJersoual circur..:::;tanccs, :i.e t:lnt he should be l~rGcd 

to iL:plicit criticisn and dissent E.y il1[; cnly nominc:..l 

tribt:. tc :0 th<.;: Ii ter&l~y tradition of efrorinC uorJan the 
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L:OtlCVCr, 

contrary to current orthcdoxi8~ .... :' the ;)1'" ?obGrt GittinGs' 

::iad couco..H'ninG H&rdy' t:: mm rt!at'ri3.ve - that it Has his oun 

do!":'estic unh<..ppiness uhieh prompted th"" ~:ritine of 

Jude the Obs(;ure - :Lt is rather the case th2.t Hardy held 

anti-:"al"riage vim'1s fron the start - probu.b:"y from his 

20l~rier readinG day", of the 18603 . Understandably his la.';"t 

novel declaiLls HUh :'conoclastic verve after tuenty long 

years of constt'aint at the behest of oust.;!: . And b" tr.e 

SaLE! to:cen the ar..ti-r,l&rri&,Sc th('Lc.. in the early nove13 is 

fuutcd - treated with cautio~ . But on tho v~lole Batt3hcba's 

pl"OsrE;Ssive not:.or.s and pc..3~io.lately held principles - that 

she ~!ill not be SOLO L&11'S ~')ropert:7; tt..at :311e Hould have 

tho Hedding but not the IJal1 (FFr:C p34); thc:t she uill 

resist being ooerced into Lc.rriage f01" reputation's sake 

(FFi:C p153) differ frOB Sue Dridehead' s fOl' reauons of 

C:1aracter , circU!ustrrl1cc , Clduca tion , and to sorJe extent for 

l'e2S0ne of Hardy ' s L10re judicious aPPl"oach in thE;; earlier 

novel , rather than for ideolOGical reasons: ideolocically 

the tHO heroines arc si5ters under tbE. skir .. 

Tber<.. i:3 no doubt that lIard~T &ticles b: his ovm dictur.l 

in Far From the :~u.ddir:r Crowd uhich is ':;0 ca tell <.Jot \·1hf. ~ 

the \Topld is thinl~in[; no uatter 1.lh&t it may be sayine (l.l7] . 

;?op sacrosanct 2.S the inst:. tution of ::arri:3.66 may have been 

to the.. Victorian of the 1C70f.- , "" ur'oundGucll of dissent HE.lJ 

Go[:'h(;ri:11:: force b&neath tha:' scer .. ir.gly L.nru!'fled cliratc of 

.3tability ar.d certitude th.:..t tL.) hi~tor iar.. 

describes: 
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The increasin2' secularisH of Er.slish ti10ueht r...i0ht 
huve been expected to cOlnpcl a mope c1'i tical 
2.ttitude to the fanil ... th<..ll in foct we filed . 
Scxu&l ethic had attr2cted to itself 80 zreat ~ 
bod~r of rom:;,ntic scntir...0nt: it ua~ closely 
associated , :;,nd .3ven identified , Hith virtue in 
seneral , uith the elevated, th!o; praiSCHorthy , the 
respectable life , th:;.t the faintest note of 
dissidence micht attract a disproportionate volur;,e 
of su:::..picion ,-ud censupc . [liS] 

Jut i: 'Enc;lis}} t~oucht' Has not disposed to critic",l 

analysis OP inclined to upset ths st~tus-quo , this is not 

to sa~T that i t ~ms not thinl:ing a Good de <...1 about these 

natter::. behind the scenes . Or so the irrepres~ible I~s 

Lynn Linton suspects , llho is (;v:'dcnt.ly deter:'lill(;d to 

cmmtcl' arti-l.O:l'riawc rUlrlOUPS ?b ini t"i 0: 
:f ... indienation abounds even in a suppre~Jed and 
sL,Quldeling state, He should have heard somettir.,s 
of it. .. a Gcncr~l condeI,matior. of narriage has not 
~'et :,\:.come conmon anOIl[; It::dies . FOil EnG::' ish 
novelists, for exar...ple, bctroj' even a latent 
disposition to preach the doctrines of George 
Sands: even the stroncest-1..!inded conterJplate some 
change uhich shall render l1an end ~l::"fe L:O!'<;! equal, 
rather th&n any revolt <l ..... ainst society . [llS] 

Cru::'lling m~t3 vrith steBL1-haL.r::cl's is Ill's Lynn Linton! s 

especidl skill . But if ~he has quelled th!o; 'l'evolt', the 

, ir!di..:;na tion •.• suppressed' smoulders on. :Jardy has located 

it. .He has :)icl-::ed U,;) the 81"ounds\1ell \Thich u::"ll, by the 

18903 be cone a nmr Hc.ve carryinG in its 112.k<:. sor..e of those 

fevI novelists to tIllor] !Irs Lyrm Linton c<...y be referrine : 

notably r:er'cdi th and Gissinc . 

;'OI:".e,l Hri ting history uould no doubt focus upon tile 

1870s as <: period of intenSE; f-:::Linist refOl~List activity 

[50J - & tiLU , if not of Ipevo!t' then certainly of 
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ideoloGical reconstruction . This H2.S r'e:.flected in the 

libel'sl feF.inict's iLpressive burst of activity during this 

period: tile for~.8.tion of Homen's Societies, self-h~lp 

~l'OUpS, Foundations, journal s, 8.nd so forth . 

also reflections of reconstruction in the legislature, 

\-111ioh brOll,3ht the nation's ycutb to order under Forster's 

Educe tion Act ( 1070), ",nd thE; voter to the poll under th~ 

protection of the Ballot Act (1872) . 30th Act~ were to 

::;.ffect the status of ~lOCep., directly or indirectly; the 

P:duce.tion Act for l'easons tbat are apparent, and not lea",t 

for its tacit recognition of the equality of opportunity 

principle; &nd the Ballot Aet for reasons less apparent . 

B~r Gopriv:L:g, t:w anti-Ri.::,htist of th", chiv",lrous arsm .. ent 

thu t the vote should be Hi thcld fl~Oil \1Or.:an in hel~ 01.111 

intel'est, since i-JOuld be especiall~T lic..lble to 

intiuidation at hU3tin~s and polls, a vel~J' peal, practical, 

obstc..cle re!:lOved uh::'ch in turn undet'lliined the 

oppooition's re3iotunc~ to wonan's parLicipution in the 

soiled-and-soilil1c political arena uenel~all~' . Of iL!1ort 

and consequence too, \,&.!:> th1:: passinB of the i!arrictl 'iIoLan' s 

Pro ertl Let (1870), which granted a married woman the 

riGht to po~sess hel' m-rn earnings - a l'isht her unl:1arricd 

sister alreEd~ posses~ed. It took approxiLately fifteen 

j eat's fer Parlial.1ent to reaer, this nor'edtous decision. The 

Jill - introduced in 1855 - t.ras given a second readinG t~]O 

yeat~s later, and then hunu fj.1'6 fop another decade befor'e 

its final resolution in 1870 . Such ..,ingel'ly procedure is 

of course insiGnificant in cooparison with the half-century 
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it tool: Par':;':!.ar~cnt to secure tht..i fl"unch:!.::;;e for HarJOr.: frow 

John Stu~rt ;:ill's 1867 proposGd m.lend .. umt to the 

TIeprescntatior! of the People Bill, to the 191 e 

en:':ranciliser..:ent of \IOLen over' thil"ty . Houovcr such a 

:n"otracted passaGe is a SiGn of: the times - or as the 

S;.:turC:~ .. ::CY"eH discloses, a .sien of the ti::u\;;,;;;' rrcjudices: 
The only p0rsons on "Those bGhalf it (tl .. e ~larried 
Uonan's Property Act) can seriot.sl.r ~E: pl'etended 
that a change in tl1B lai>' is r!ecesst: t':' a.'c thE; Hive::. 
of v;orl:inJ-nen i[Ji.oderatel~7 ",ddicted to beer; and 
:.. t iolould be monstrous to alter a st:l te of lau which 
is generally beneficial for the sal~c of a portion 
of one class of the conmunit.l .•. Thert is absolutely 
•• 0 evidence of the desiraL.:en,-,,,,,~ of the ch,-n~e as 
regards the middle and uPDcr classen, and it reall!' 
iz ~Oi1l3 r'ather too far to !Jropcse to L.al{e SHee ing 
innov&tion for tile supposed beneri t of tl!G Im-1cr 
010..:1.., . lIe arc SOLletl.r;les threatened \olith the comir.c 
of ~ t::'l.e uhen the poor \:il:' divide aruon,:; tiler... the 
proptrty of the rich . But until that time doc~ 
come the r':'c11 Lay sllrel~' be alloH;3d to Co.ujv., theil' 
property in their O,Ill 1'ia~ . [51 ] 

Oi', a", Hc::.rd~· presents the case, as Sereeant Troy enjoys his 

(Fife's) property in :~is ova. 1ia~'! Huvin.: purchased his 

dischare;e from the Arr.1J Hi th Be:. thshebu IS hard-ear' lied ~.!onie~ 

(FFI:C p304) , Troy then ,rocceds to 0<,mb:!.e thB rent aHay at 

!'&oe-meetings: 
'And you mean, Fr'anl:,! s<'..id Bathsheba sad2.y her 
'Joice HaG painfully lot'Tored from the f'dne&s and 
vivaci t! of tile previous sur . .r .• at' - 'that you have 
lost core tll£.!1 t:!. hundred pounds in a 1:ont'. b~T this 
dl'cadful hcrse-l~acinc? 0 FrarJ: it is cl'h .. l! It is 
foolish of you to take <may lLi~r rr.:oncy so . He shall 
r.avc to leave tbc farr,l; that Hill be tiL end of 
:..t! (FFLC p30::;) 

:; ;H&re then sur'ely, is r evidence of tl!e desirablene:::.s of 

the C~1(:.,ngC as reGards the r:iddle-classes'? Al'ld Hardy's 

Troy is by no ueans unrepresentative - if l~llicent Garrett 
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Fawcett's account is indicative: 
In the zevc~ tie::. I Has staying uith IJ~' f:::.thel~ at c::. 

tirJG Hhen he had oonvened in h::'s house 2. reetin.3 of 
Liber'al elector:: of East Suffol!': . 1:0 Here ~'orl'ing 

then for 2. :12..rricd Homan's Property r::illo The 
first Act pa!.Jsed in 1870 ca-.,re a If'arl'ied 'iTO; Eil, the 
riCht to possess her 8arnin ,f-, but not any other 
pl'operi:.i . I ht.d petition forLs Hi til f.,e, and 
thouCh\, the ! Liberu.l' [,eetin[,; T.1ould afford f1 ... i;, 

e;ood opportu,lity of: cettinG siGnatul~es to H . So I 
tool( it round and c:;:plained' the aim 'co::'lt€' qui tc: 
average specir-ens of the Liberal British faruer . 
'AL I to understand you, lic.'m .. , that if this Bill 
passes, 8.nd my \life have a !J&ttcr of <:' hundred 
pound left to her, I should have to ~ her for 
it? I said one of theIil . The idea appeu!"ed [.unstrou3 
that a man could not take his \lifG' s O!~e h1.~Ldr(;d 

pounds wi t:10ut ..;ved ~oinb t:lrouGh the forn of 
asking hm' fOl~ it . [52] 

Fe.!" Fro<n the ["!C1ddin'l, CroHd's a1'1'iv[(l on the :JOGlle as 

Herried ~ocaa'3 Pro~erty reforws vere in the 8.i1', wa&, it 

be nene too cr! tical of Hardy's characteris2. tio!. of all 

ililLotierately addictGd .:;ambler-husband, then Jcssibly tiluy 

oi3ht bc roused b~ thl;:.; abt.:::.cd '.1ife' G POil1t of vimJ, Hho 

considers th:::.t: 
there uas a certain de.:;rada tion in l~enouncir..w the 
sii.~plici ty of e r.:aiden existence to becor.:e the 
in ..... ,blel~ half of all indifferent ! •• atrir,onial i'JLole. 
(rPI:C p323) 

It says a Good dedl !or the efficacy of the Pastoral 

genr'e, and t:le Victoridn reader's ability to colour the 

Horold [,ccordin3 to his or her own fan-.!r, that none of this 

anti-!:1al'riaC6 Guphasis ir:pcded Hardy's entry into til'? 

Liddle-class draidrt; roo: . On tile contrwl'Y, as A J . 0utler 

noticed in 1396, Far E'ror thE: Ih:! iL'T Croi!d Has not only 

enthud2.c,tic2.l1y read ir: Victorian Grawing rooLs, bt:.t elso 
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'talkJd ~bOL~1 the~G, [53J; \-il.er"'", pos,...>ibl~- not ever} 

Vic t.oritll1 .'cc.dc f' ~;as so boe!1G t.l8.t 

::c..r'dy' G "e!',]' 'r .. odcl'n' Hords failed tv si0nif~': 
0 , ::'f she had never stooped to foll:' of Lis l:ir:d, 
l'e.;;{)ect&l:::'o as it vias, anc. could ol1ly st::wd 
"...,u.i.J. ... . ,id dare ':'ro:r or U£:: otLer L.a. tv pollute <

hair c,:' hI P hsad by his in terfE:rence ... (iTl.C p323) 

Perhaps to a",!: t~!{;; Victorian of t!w ear::'y 187003 to confront 

thE: notion of Lat'l'ia.....;e a c.: husbarJ.ds as pcllutnnts of 

Hc[:nnl\:ind \!ould be domuJ.lC:in: too liUc! . Tlwre is evidently 

Lope camouflage them conviction in Hardy's choice of a 

.,-
de ri r:U0ur denouement inc.::'usivc of houiletic epi2.ocuc", . 
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Chapter lV 

The Return of the Native 

lir Hardy's heroines are characterised by a yielding 
to circumstance that is limited by the play of 
instinct . They are never quite bad . It seems, 
indeed, that this quality in them, which shuts them 
out from any high level of goodness, is precisely 
that Hhich saves them from ever being very bad . 
They have an instinctive self-respect, an 
instinctive purity . Uhen they err, it is by 
caprice, by imagination ••. One feels compelled to 
insist on the instinctiveness of these women . 
There is, in truth, something elemental, something 
demonic about them . He see at once that they have 
no souls . [ 1 ] 

Uoman, in Hr Hardy's Norld, is far from being 'the 
conSCience of man'; it is ,,rith the man al\vays that 
the moral strenbth lies . [2] 

The author is Havelock Ellis and his equation is 

straightforward enough: Hardy's \.,rQmen are neither good nor 

bad but instinctive; and in their instinctiveness they are 

elemental and demonic, Vii thout souls or Iuoral strength; in 

other words, low in the evolutionary scale, godless, but 

feminine and charming . Ellis also deduces: 
The type of womankind that Hr Hardy chiefly loves 
to study, from Cytherea to Sue, has always been the 
same, very human, also very feminine, rarely with 
any marked element of virility . [3J 

'Hr Hardy', Ellis continues, 'took these women chiefly at 

their more obviously charming or pathetic moments'; and 

since for Ellis 'woman has alHays been for I:Ian the supreme 
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priestess, or the supreme devil, of Bature' [4], then 

presumably such women as he describes (without 

souls/demonic feminine-not-virile) veer tOt,ards the latter 

category . 

The question to consider then, is whether such 

assumptions are rooted in the critic's predilection for 

yielding, un-reasoning 'feminine' types of puerile 

inclination, or in Hardy!s . What the writer has actually 

touched upon "'Ihilst some\-lhat diverting its aspect, is an 

ilaportant feature of Hardy's treatment of t-lOmen generally . 

This is, that '·lhatever streneths , talents, moral 

responsibilities they might develop further, male coercion 

decrees otherl·Iise . To take some examples: Elfride, ,-lith 

encouragement and guidance might ,.,ell have become a 

successful woman of letters had Knight not undermined her 

talents and sense of self-worth frollJ the outset . After 

all, she produces a more scholarly sermon than does her mm 

Parson father, (equipped with stage-management directions 

for presentation purposes - which suggests a dramatist's 

skill) j and her first novel is encouragingly received by 

Lord Luxellian if not by Knight , who proves to be far more 

generous and encouraging in his tutoring of Stephen. 

Bathsheba too \Ji th fe"ler pressures froI:1 Oak to be 

respectable and wed might also have developed her 

managerial , administrative skills further , and found for 

herself a successful career in the world of men . Eustacia, 

confined to a useless, idle existence on Egdon by a 

neglectful grandfather , a husband who limits her horizons 
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to becoming school-matron, and the equally coercive Venn 

Hho sugeests a career as a lady's cotlpanion, is similarly 

circumscribed by male attitudes l.rhich assume that I'TOman 

should live down to the 10vlest expectations a 

prescription that inevitably undermines self-esteem, 

self-confidence and self-rlOrth . And Tess - candidate for 

teacher-training - ,.,ho is appropriated body and mind by the 

men in her world, is deprived of a more fulfilling career 

from the outset by a system which cannot admit unmarried 

mothers to teacher-training candidature . 

is analagous . Initially independent 

Sue's predicament 

and sucessfully 

establishing a career in art design, she is diverted into 

teacher-training, uhich, given her aptitude and skill, 

augurs well for a future in a 'big school' (JO p140) . But 

her re-admission to teacher training college is not granted 

by the School Committee (presumably male), in consequence 

of rumours about her association with Jude; and thereafter 

her status is reduced to that of assistant 

teacher-subordinate and not, as had been her aim, levelled 

up to that of a professional partner . 

Is then the psychologist Havelock Ellis, with his 

extraction of passive, puerile traits from Hardyts 

characterisations - the 'yielding to circumstance', lack of 

rc(;,'al strength, lack of 'virility' of \'lhich he speaks -

confusing sYI!lptom Hith cause? Hardy's heroines are not 

'characterised by a yielding to circumstance' but coerced 

into submitting to male will . Coerced submission is, as 

Hardy knO\iS if Ellis does not, repression . The repressed 
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spirit may present a subdued face concealing conflicting 

feelings within - as do the majority of Hardy's rebellious 

heroines but the authentically submissive nature 

genuinely desires a passive existence, a dependent role . 

Eva Figes detects in Havelock Ellis a 'Svliftian' 

flavour . His method of reasoning is, she says, 'an example 

of the pl~ejudicial ability not just to twist the evidence, 

but to do a double twist in order to express one's own 

value judgements' [5J . Certainly Ellis' implicit equation 

between femininity and puerility - that the 'very feminine 

(is) rarely HUh any marked element of virility' 

exemplifies just such a 'Swiftian' twist . This then 

prompts the consideration: is Ellis describing Hardy's 

hUman and imperfect heroine, or rather Harking from the 

assumption that to be feminine-not-virile is necessarily to 

be vleak and passive? Betraying his prejudices unHit tingly, 

Ellis does in fact quite readily l"ork from such an 

assumption which urges him elseHhere for example, to 

speak of Fancy Day's 'lit tIe bounds and rebounds •.. fanciful 

ardours and repressions', and on the other hand 

instinctively to omit the use of the dicinutive 'little' 

and the trivialising ascription 'fanciful' where male 

vacillation is the subject: to speal<: of Jude as one vlho 

'wavers' [6 J between two HOL'len as if male indecision ,lere 

automatically to be assimilated to oceanographical imagery. 

Hhy not '"lavers' for Fancy Day also? Her lighthearted 

premarital dalliances are, after all, little different in 

kind from Jude's premarital frolics ... lith Arabella; or even 
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his fanciful ardour for a cousin he has never met, but \-lith 

whom he subsequently develops too deep a bond to admit of a 

\-lavering - as opposed to a rebounding impulse . 

Is it not then Ellis H"ho is creating, or recreating 

from Hardy, ',leak' women, not-virile \WI:len ? Such 

'otherness' as he seeks to elicit from Hardy's 

characterisations Hhich he argues along typically 

Victorian lines, shifting betHeen eschatalogical (the 

derlonic, without-soul woman) and congenital considerations 

(instinctive lwman) - is, for all his quiet .reasoning air, 

different in deGree rather than in kind from the more 

enraged Victorian critic's labelling of Bathsheba as 

'hussy' and Tess as 'indelibly stained' . The latter simply 

made use of a language of a more forceful kind . 

Ellis has his modern disciples . John Bayley is one, 

\01ho finds in his Victorian predecessor one of Hardy's most 

sensitive critics: 
Havelock Ellis, in his article on Hardy's novels in 
the \~estminster RevieH in 1883 ••• is interested in 
the more intimate places of the Hardy psychology, 
though he probes them .ii th delicacy and tac t . He 
pOints out that all \OTOmen in his novels must be 
weak, even when Heakness is an aspect of their 
strength, as with Bathsheba. They are incapable of 
moral firmness or ascendancy the natural 
birthright of George Eliot's women; if they 
possessed it they could not attract Hardy, or be 
seen by hilil and iC1entified with as they are . 
Naturally Ellis does not speculate on the reasons 
for thiS, though as a doctor and psychologist in 
training he is clearly thinking about it. [7J 

Hardy's own nature, Bayley continues, 'required woman to be 

as unlike men as possible'; which if He are to f'ollOl~ him 

correctly means weak . Or is Bayley su[!;gesting that there 
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is sOClething untmvard in the Hardyan psychology? That his 

identification with the 'weak' tvoman reveals a latent 

homosexuality? Either way - Hardy as 'chauvinist' or Hardy 

as sexually ambivalent neither interpretation accords 

lITith Hardy's own nature as a lover not of Heak, but of 

strong Homen, as he privately projects this vieH through 

his notebooks and correspondence. 

There is for example his deep, longlasting affection 

for the intellectually gifted Florence Henniker [8]; his 

admiration for women rulers: the British Constitution, he 

said, 'has worked so much better under Queens than kings 

the Crown should by rights descend from woman to Homan' 

[9]; and of course his high regard for George Sand [10] . 

In accordance with a nature that felt an instinctive 

animosity for pretentious flirts [11], Hardy's love of 

strong, active, free-thinking t>loruen also coloured his 

attitude to uhat he called the 'irritated crusty members' 

of men's clubs who were, he said, 'too selfish' in their 

reluctance to admit twmen members to their confines [12] . 

However, in attempting to dispense with Victorian 

stereotypes in his fiction, and to replace these with 

wilful, inquiring, independently motivated, critically 

minded heroines, for whom marriage is not the most 

desirable goal, Hardy evidently laid himself open, not only 

to hostile criticism, but also to misinterpretation . 

Harriage as compromise, as not the most desirable career 

for women was, (as has earlier been discussed), Hardy's 

platform from the outset . If he were a woman, he wrote to 
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Florence Henniker in the more liberated climate of 1918, he 

vlOuld think t\.fice about entering matrimony 'in these days 

of emancipation when everything is open to the sex' [ 13] . 

But dispensing with the stereotype some decades earlier was 

problematical . 'The doll of English fiction must be 

demolished' he I-Irate to H. H. Hassingham in December 1891 

but did such demolition denote misogynism? 

Evidently to many a Victorian it did, and against these 

Hardy reacted vlith justifiable resentment: 'Hany of my 

novels have suffered so much from misrepresentation as 

being attacks on vlOmankind I he pl'otested to Edmund Yates -

to whom he also submitted 'information (derived ) from r:lany 

nunerous unexpected letters' testifying to the enthusiastic 

response gen~rated by Tess [15] . Impartial representation 

is apparently Hhat he had ahlays intended, as the follo\'ling 

observation indicates . In George Eliot he discovered: 
A truly magnificent revelation of the nobleness 
that is in women , [but] the other side is not 
fairly shown. The mystery of feminine malignity is 
barely touched upon. Art ought to be inpartially 
representative . [ 16J 

Unl i ke the bitter misogynist Schopenhauer, for \.hom 

~vomen were instinctively treacherous and lying, Hardy found 

'feminine malignity' less innate than inexplicable . And 

none too inexplicable at that , for he unravels the 

'mystery' well enough in his creative prose, where 

neuroticism , caprice and deception are presented by him as 

the psychological consequence of male dispal'agement and sex 

discrimina tion, and the predictable outcome of that 
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socially approved method of subordinating Honen the 

inculcation of guilt . 

In his private correspondence Hardy reveals a 

completely spontaneous and unselfconscious acceptance of 

sexual equality, with not a hint of misogyny unless a 

dislike of flirts is that. To Gosse he wrote, again with 

reference to Georde Eliot: 
It is curious that such a Homan of the people as 
George Eliot should have carried on the prejudice 
to some extent in her treatment of Hetty, \lhom she 
Hould not have us regard as possessing equal rights 
with Donnithorne [17] 

In declining to vlrite an Introduction to a nevi publication 

of Fielding's works, he explains to the publishers that 

Fielding: 
as a local novelist has never been clearly regarded 
to my mind: and his aristocratic, even feudal 
attitude tmJards the peasantry, (eg. his vie\i of 
Molly as a 'slut' to be ridiculed, not as a simple 
girl, as worthy a creation of Nature as the lovely 
Sophia) should be exhibited strongly . [18] 

In having 'no great liking for the perfect woman in 

fiction,' Hardy is at the same time emphatic that 'no 

satire on the sex is intended in any case by the 

imperfections of my heroines . ' [19] 

The implications of an 'imperfect' heroine for the 

Victorian reader presented ",ith a mimetic equivalent of an 

everyday counterpart, recognisably contemporary and quite 

clearly participating in the continuing process of 

historical change, "lere evidently troubling and complex . 

The palpable presence of the Hardy heroine Vlhich springs 
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from her author's sense of her ' fel t' life and vJhich 

renders her sufficiently familiar to command the reader's 

close identification , seems to have been at once a threat 

and an incitement . Havelock Ellis inadvertently discloses 

that this is the case by his purposeful derogation of 

feminine (never masculine ) imperfection to 'weakness' . 

This effectively permits him a retention of male , moral 

superiority uhich by implication and assumption enforces a 

perpetuation of the status-quo . 'Imperfection' ( Hardy's 

term) has quite different connotations from 'Heakness' ( the 

critic's term). Hha t seems to be pertinent here is the 

fact that virile persons may be imperfect but not weak! 

Hence by stressing not the imperfect but the pathetic , the 

silly and \.J"eak , the critic has subtly rendered Hardy's 

women entirely other feminine creatures to be 

affectionately patronised . At the same time their 

'incitement' potential is , by neat sleight of hand, 

craftily undermined: the weruc, by definition , and unlike 

the imperfect I are inherently without pouer . 

This kind of rigorous sex differentiation , clearly 

difficult to eliminate , presented Hardy with several 

difficulties as he set out to undermine its credibility and 

force in his fiction . But by apportioning to his heroine 

and hero alike , corresponding moral , intellectual and 

physical attributes , he preordains sexual equivalence and 

destabilises culturally prescribed gender-traits . It was 

evidently important to reduce , as far as possible uithout 

rendering all characters uniform , the 'otherness' that 
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inevitably opened the way for sex-division/ discrimination . 

The stereotype , enlarging culturally-determined 

characteristics at the expense of individuality and 

autonomy , depersonalized \-Toman and assisted in shaping her 

as a class - 'the sex' in common Victorian parlance . It 

therefore became critical for Hardy to eliminate the more 

obvious traits that characterised the stereotype . This 

would provide room for \wman-as-person to emerge . Together 

with her capacity for arousing str ong readerly responses , 

this might then pave the ''lay for ideological reconstruction 

of current moral values and socio-sexual codes . 

It is to this end we might conjecture that 

'feminine' passivity becomes , in Hardy , a quality which his 

male characters also own . Stephen's passive \'lithdrawal 

from the fact of unrequited love contrasts openly _lith 

Elfride's hot pursuit of her lover under similar 

circuIOstances . And Giles Winterborne's passive retreat 

vlith Fi tzpiers I advent similarly contrasts with I, arty's 

stoic attempts to build daily upon her longed for love 

relationship despite the lack of reciprocity . 'Feminine' 

caprice like\-lise , is not the prerogative of the female -

Henchard's capricious treatment and dismissal of Farfrae, 

although never referred to as such by the Victorian critic , 

is , mutatis mutandis , no less capricious than Bathsheba's 

treatment of Oak . And if Fancy Day has her 'little bounds 

and rebounds' , so too do Wildeve and Fitzpiers . Angel's 

'rebound' to Izzie is mitigated by mental stress , but it is 

fickleness nonetheless . If moral traits are thus equally 
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apportioned , so too are physical attributes . The invalid 

woman makes a few brief appearances ( significantly brief in 

the light of the current cult of hyponchondria): Elfride 

becomes fevered following the intense strain of her chess 

contest \l1ith Knight , both Bathsheba and Eustacia suffer 

temporary mental derangement folloHing the break-up of 

their respective marriages . Grace temporarily sickens , and 

Sue of course suffers a severe mental breakdown. But on 

the other hand Owen Graye suffers prolonged invalidism , 

Boldwood is mentally deranged, Angel and Clym both verge 

upon total nervous breakdmm , and Giles and Jude both 

sicken ",ith ,-leak chests . Clearly the sickroom is not 

reserved for women in Hardy as it was in Victorian society . 

Nor is physical beauty exclusive to the female . Hardy 

dral-lS imaginatively upon intersexual images which relate in 

more or less equal measure to the hero and heroine 

respectively . To take an example . Fragmenting his text 

and eliding the subject to llholil the gender-attributes 

refer , we are presented .1 i th the follm>ling : a' full-limbed 

and somewhat heavy' figure , whose complexion is 'without 

ruddiness' , and whose mouth is 'cut as the point of a 

spear' - the keeness of which appears to be 'sometimes 

blunted' as sudden fits of gloOIJl slacken its contours [20] . 

Or alternatively Hardy offers this portrait . The focus is 

upon a 'curly margin of very light shining hair , l-lh.ich 

accord(s) vlell \'lith the flush upon ( the ) cheek' and a 

'complexion .•• clear •.• far removed enough from virgin 

delicacy' suggests a fair freshness [21] The first subject 
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is Eustacia and the second Sui thin St. Cleeve . If 

Eustacia's renotolned mouth were not such a give-away, no 

doubt the androgynous effect would be more potent still . 

The 'masculine' or 'feminine' impression (as the case ulay 

be) is rendered most effectively . Hardy's ~ethod of 

insinuating an image by means of invocation and negation 

Eustacia is '\vithout ruddiness', Swithin's complexion is 

'far enough removed from virgin delicacy' - satisfactorily 

conveys by association the de.:;;il'ed impression of 

attractiveness or physical beauty Hhich is human rather 

than sexual . At the same time this is achieved (in full 

context) without obscuring the sexual nature of the 

individual in any Hay . 

It is evident, from the two extracts cited, that the 

reader is invited to appraise the physical attributes, not 

only of the female, but also of the male . Equally 

important is the fact that by raising images of this 

intersexual kind Hardy employs a language of sexuality 

Hhich cuts across the linguistic barriers that separate the 

sexes - thus to some extent modifying the concept of woman 

as 'other' and opening the vlay to an ideology of sexual 

equality . Commutable images clearly assist in blurring 

sexual diviSions where they are not desirable - where it is 

the inchoate equality of the sexes Hardy would establish as 

primary fact . That is to say, the sexes are established in 

equipoise prior to the events, or contingencies of plot, 

,,'hich lead out to a world in Hhich sex-division is rife . 

This is a division tvhich culminates in female subordination 
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to the male ''lill and an impoverished existence for those 

sentenced to life . There is little compromise in Hardy . 

Sexual inequality annihilates the love-bond . There can be 

no fulfilment for men or '-lOmen in the absence of sexual 

reciprocity . 

llhere Hardy addresses himself 

opposition, as relying upon their 

to the sexes in 

'otherness' to gain 

dominion over the object of desire, exerting, that is, a 

manipulative power that depends upon conquest of the 

'other', he falls back upon conventional gender-attributes 

as in his portrayal of Knight, Lucetta, Fitzpiers, 

Arabella, Alec, and HI's Charmond . There is nothing 

bi-sexual, androgynous or polymorphic about these men and 

WOLlen . On the other hand the greater Hardy characters are 

invariably nascently androgynous . Hardy's original Elfride 

is boyish to Stephen's girlishness; his Bathsheba 

(unmoulded by Oak) conducts herself publicly in a forceful, 

vigorous manner and privately with an 'unfeminine' 

physical zest . And Eustacia's guise of Turkish Knight -

lone would think you \-lere one of the bucks' (RN P 17 3) 

aptly dramatises \-that Hardy refers to more than once as the 

I force' that underlies her 'dro\fsy latency' (RN p173) . And 

finally there is Sue, \-lho is of course the epicene in whom 

the gentle 'feminine' Jude sees his OHn likeness . Tess is 

possibly unique . As a fully realised 'pure Homan' she is 

autonomous in her femininity from the outset so perhaps 

requires no additional characteristics to ensure that she 

is clearly marked off from the stereotype . Boreover 
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insofar as the author identifies closely with her 

'feminine' states of being , she is neither inscrutable nor 

'other' but rather t"linned to her author's consciousness . 

Consequently the reader is led to feel that her 

psychologocial admixture of assertiveness/ compliance , 

self-l'lilledness/ passivity , tenderness/ violence , are not 

gender-specific 

cross-linked . 

attributes at all , but sexually 

Uhat then emerges in Hardy is a gender index Hhich , in 

contrast to the Ellis/ Bayley extrasexual index, is 

fundamentally intersexual . It is , in the final analysiS , 

hard to find any marked weakness which is not common to all 

Hardy's characters in some form or another . Possibly it is 

precisely this which provokes these critics to regard the 

Uessex women as weak . 'Homan , ' in I1r Hardy's world' Ellis 

has told us , 'is far from being "the conscience of man" . ' 

Heroines role-equipped to perform as man's conscience are 

recognisably noble . Are Hardy's ,·lOmen then somehow debased 

in these critics' eyes because they are not so 

role-equipped? But it Hould scarcely be thinkable to Hardy 

that there could exist a Single , formulated moral code by 

Hhich all persons at all times should abide, and which an 

individual , by virtue of sex alone , should personify or 

exemplify . Ellis and his ilk are determined to enforce 

both the double-bind and the double-standard . The tJeak and 

helpless woman is lovable and the noble , sensible woman -

man's conscience is admirable . And of course the 

double-bind comes full circle in that woman as 'man ' s 
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conscience' will indubitably fail to live up to the high 

expectations demanded of her . She will inevitably fall 

short of the ideal to become one of the weak and helpless 

breed by default . The prescription is familiar enough -

and clearly essential to that coterie of males 

psychologically better equipped to relate to 'inferior' 

\wmen than to equals . Presumably then, any critical 

emphasis that renders the lovable woman inferior and 

'other' would suit this mentality , although, in the final 

analysis, this says more about the critic's psychological 

make-up than Hardy's . 

George Sand IS \-Iords writ ten to hazzini in 1848 express 

a criticism which Hardy would willingly have endorsed . Of 

a young woman called Eliza , she l-lrites: 
llan and Homan are everything to her, and the 
question of sex, in a sense at which the thought of 
man and "lOman should never exclusively stop, 
obliterates in her the idea of the human being, 
which is always the same being and ought never to 
perfect itself as a man or as a \wman , but as a 
soul and child of God . [22] 

With the exception perhaps of the invocation of the deity 

which he migh t have repl aced \-lith ' Nature' , this expresses 

a sentiment \-Ihich could be Hardy's mm. 

This and previous vindications apart, it remains to be 

said hOllever, that \-Ihilst the censorship convenances of the 

day exerted upon Hardy, a 'paralysing influence' [23], 

which no doubt led him to conventionalise his heroines nore 

than he would have \'11shed, at the same time the coercive 

pmrer of language, \-I11ich had developed to a nicety to 
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separate the spheres of man and .loman (Ellis' 'little 

caprices' for "lOman and 'Havering' for man are 

idiomatically typical) , must also have had its effect . 

Sexually divisive language , as with politically divisive 

language , can catch at even the best intentioned unawares -

\'Iho today might fall into error by preferring the .lord 

'terrorist' over 'freedom-fighter ' or vice-versa , Hhen the 

generic and less emotive term 'guerilla' avails . Hardy 

could scarcely have been totally immune from the subtle 

coerciveness of the prevailing idiom. Certainly he caught 

at the language of the pedagogue - thick ,lith censure 

vlhere in A Pair of Blue Eyes he saw the need to glaze his 

text Hith judicious overtones . But in rejecting this 

stylistic armoury as his enhanced literary reputation 

permitted him greater artistic licence , he also appears to 

have rejected certain preferred linguistic ascriptions as 

favoured by the popular literatures of the day: 'the old 

English ideal •.. the most beautiful , the most modest , the 

most essentially womanly (woman)l , whose Imodesty of soul' , 

'purity of taste' , 'modesty of appearance' , 'tender , 

loving , retiring' domesticity , 'homage and devotion' are 

'an EnglishHot1an's natural inheritance . ' 'All men whose 

opinion is \'lorth having' this ;'lriter claims, 'prefer the 

simple and genuine girl of the past , .. lith hel' tender little 

ways and pretty bashful modesties' [24] . However , despite 

fairly obvious idiomatic omissions Hithin the Hardy lexicon 

such as these devotional , cleanSing terms , and others in 

popular currency such as 'fli rt' and 'virile' which he 
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chooses not to employ; in the absence of appropriate 

philological studies , the extent to which he suceeded in 

sustaining a language which t"as not sexually divisive or 

circuIDscriptive , has to remain conjectural . 

In proposing an ideology of sexual equality , Hardy 

called first and foremost for self-hood over and above 

distinctions of sex - believing as did J S. ll111 , that , in a 

liberated \Jorld: 
each individual will prove his or her capacities in 
the only way in which capacities can be proved - by 
trial; and the world will have the benefit of the 
best facul ties of all its inhabitants . [25] 

But the world does not benefit , for it is not , of course, a 

liberated world - a consideration that deeply preoccupied 

Hardy in the writing of The Return of the Natiye and 

underpins his theme in that novel . 

During the composition of The Return of the Natiye in 

the mid-to-late 1870s , which was a period of tranquillity 

and equilibrium for Hardy and is described by him , Hith 

reference to his private life , as the 'Sturuinster 

idyll ••• our happiest time' ( Life p11 8) , he was also 

intellectually engaged with George Sand; one of the 

'Immortals' of French literature in his opinion (26J . 

Whilst taking notes from her novel Hauprat , Hardy 

contemplated the following : 
nen irnaeine that a woman has no individual 
existence , and that she ought al ways to be absorbed 
in them ; and yet they love no lvoman deeply , unless 
she elevates herself , by her character , above the 
weakness and inertia of her sex . [27] 
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Not sharing these 'men's imaginings', Hardy accordingly 

addressed himself to characterisinG a heroine endowed with 

an 'individual existence', as many flaHs as virtues, and a 

lovability which her enforced inertia and resistance to 

becoming 'absorbed' in her husband's life, do not diminish . 

And it is into the narration and poetic underpattern of 

The Return of the Uatiye that Hardy enters his lexicon of 

intersexual ascriptions and imaees to some purpose . These 

are interwoven into those passages Hhich specifically treat 

with character typology as for example in the extract 

already cited \,h1ch renders Eustacia as sturdy and 

combative, the mouth 'cut as the point of a spear' . 

Imagistically complementing this latent 'force' in her 

nature (RN p173) is 'the beauty here visible' in Clym's 

face, "lhich is meditative, not quite 'thought-worn' a 

look Hardy says, born of 'placid pupilage' (RN pp161,162) -

altogether a softer, more passive image . Or alternatively 

in assimilating his characters to objects in nature, Hardy 

dra\-ls out the metaphorical potential in the hermaphroditic 

image of the 'mollusc' in order to couple the lovers 

Eustacia and \-lildeve as they Handel" off to make languid 

love in the dusky tHilight of the heath . 
Their black figures sank and disappeared froIil 
aeainst the sky . They t'lere as two horns .lhich the 
sluggish heath had put forth from its crown, like a 
mollusc, and had nm, again drat-Tn in . (RN p99) 

Reinforcing the sense of mutuality and sexual equivalence 

",hich the hermaphrodite (mollusc) image intl~oduces, Hardy 

also invokes the metonym 'horns' \-lhlch serves aptly in its 
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sienificant plurality - twinned erectile protuberances - to 

sugeest sharpened appetites and tumescence in QQ1h his 

lovers . 

Hore important in this context ho\,rever , is Egdon 

itself . Hardy's plot sholr/s class and sexual division and 

the failure of the sexes to find a common interest . But 

the background against which the plot is set , suggests 

alternative possibilities . The symbolism of Egdon suggests 

an ideal of harmony - a background in tvhich male and female 

are not divided . This poetically rendered topographical 

construction presents the reader with a variety of symbolic 

meanings , one of which is purely ideological . Hardy's 

prefatory evocation of Egdon - or Clore specifically Egdon's 

elevations which take the forin of Rainbarrow - derives from 

an imagina ti ve amalgam of three BarrO\ls which the author 

has aggrandised , unified and placed centrally t.,rithin his 

landscape , where in actuality they are spatially separated ~ 

and peripheral to the heath . Geographical heights 

naturally lend themselves to images of elevation , high 

ideals , transfiguration . Hardy goes further and accords 

his 'heights' architectural elevations - or what he refers 

to as the Earrovt's fine 'architectural' proportions . 

For D II . Lawrence Hardy's Egdon symbolised : 
primitive , primal earth , liher e the instinctive life 
heaves up ..• the heath heaved ,.,rith ralv instinct . 
Egdon , whose dark soil \las strong and crude and 
organic as the body of a beast ••. the Heath 
persists . Its body is strong and fecund •.• here is 
the sombre latent power that will go on producing , 
no matter what happens to the product . Here is the 
deep , black SOUl~ce from IrThence all these little 
contents of Ii ves are dra\m. [28] 
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But Hardy's Egdon is not quite so La'lrentian 

black-body-of-beast . Firstly he conceives of Egdon as a 

stratifi ed artefact . There are the geological foundations 

- the Egdon substructure . Superimposed over this there are 

the imprints of humanity - the Bronze Age burial mound and 

the Roman road respectively . These too are durable . The 

one signifies man's commemoration of the immortality of the 

spirit , and the other his desire and capacity to broaden 

his horizons , forge ne'vl frontiers . These features are 

essential to Egdon's character - essential to its ascendant 

quality . 'Almost crystallized to natural products by 1006 

continuance' ( RN p7 ), the Barrow , on the one hand , projects 

the brow of Egdon 'above its natural level' ( Rl'l p 13), and 

the ancient highway , on the other , 'traverses from one 

horizon to ano t her' - leading on and out . And . finally 

there is Hardy's own imaginative ideological 

superstructure . This he embeds in the 'Bass' which he 

endows with hun:.an emotions , proportions , dimensions . But 

the most important feature of this anthropomorphised 

landscape is the manner in \..rhich all elements and forces 

interact , reciprocate . 

The possibility for action, for change, for the heath 

communi ty life to dra\l a richer existence from the I vast 

tract of unenclosed wild' ( RN p3) cocooned by membraneou ~ 

'ky and vegetative earth , seems , as Hardy's illustrative 

prologue presents the case , virtually imminent . Hatchfully 

intent , 
"Then other things sank brooding to sleep the heath 
appeared slOt-lly to wake and listen. Every night 
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its Titanic form seemed to await something; but it 
had lrlaited thus, unmoved, during so many centuries, 
through the crises of so cany things, that it could 
only be imagined to arlai t one last crisis - the 
final overthrow . (RN p4) 

The temporal setting is midcentury and revolution is in the 

air [29] . The great seats of Europe and Eustacia's Paris 

are in the process of overthrovl , or are overthrown. Hen 

speak retrospectively of the decapitation of kings and the 

Napoleonic Hars (RIl p124) . The modern capital 

ideologically anterior to Hardy's Egdon is not London but 

'the French capital the centre and vortex of the 

fashionable world' (RN p128) . But Egdon, unlike the 

overthrmm seats of Europe, contains its OrIn turbulence . 

Hardy ~lri tes: 
Intensity Has more usually reached by way of the 
solemn than by ''lay of the brilliant, and such a 
sort of intensity was often arrived at during 
vlinter darkness, tempests and nJists . Then Egdon 
was aroused to reciprocity; for the storm was its 
lover, and the tvind its friend . (RN p5) 

Caught in a twilight time however - 'between afternoon and 

night' it is not upon contained turbulence, dissonance, 

or change, that the harrassed mind dt-rells . The tV1ilight 

world is dim, hazy, hence the 'mind adrift on change' 

searching for outlines seeks the assurance that: 
everything around and underneath had been from 
prehistoric times as unaltered as the stars 
overhead, (this) gave ballast to the mind adrift on 
change, and harassed by the irrepressible New . (RN 
pp6,7) 

The mind 'adrift', 'harrassed', and in need of certitudes 
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is somewhat at odds with this \'1Orld which manages to 

contain its own turbulence and can hold to itself the storm 

as lover the wind as friend . Aligned with humanity's 

pioneering spil~it - the 'slighted and enduring' spirit 

which foreed t he nmv crystallized road and Barroto! 

indestructible Egdon is only 'perfectly accordant with 

man's nature' in its capacity to weather atmospheric 

turbulence and untO\vard 

( RN p6 ) . Reciprocity 

event : 

is 

'tragical 

the key-word , 

possibilities' 

and Hardy's 

A tlantean brovl the pivotal exenplar of this property . 

Soaring above the heath uith its anthropolllorphised outlines 

of concavities and convexities , its aggrandised, mysterious 

masculine and feminine presences - 'its hillocl{s , pits , 

ridges and acclivities' , its 'bossy projections' ( RN p13 ) 

its 'rounds and hollows' (RN 

potential for 'fraternization' 

p4) ; 

( RN 

not to mention its 

p4) the Barrow 

assimilates all opposing and complementary forL:1s and binds 

them together in perfect unity and reciprocity . 

Hardy's reference to the heath's 'Titanic' form has 

already introduced a Hellenic association - a notional 

opposi tion to the actual 'modern' life of the heath , vlhose 

prime representative is the 'modern' Clym. Clym's 

modernity , his Arnoldian thought , his idealistic ambition 

to raise the poor above ignorance and superstition , should 

by rights meet with little opposition and conflict upon the 

Egdon Hastes . But despite his enthusiasm for the Egdon 

foree;round (his ascent to the heights in place of Eustacia 

occurs at the end of the book ) - the heathlands visible to 
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his increasingly failing sight there is nothing 

compatible between Egdon's Titanic forw, its Atlantean 

elevations and the native, later described by Hardy as 'of 

no more account (to it) than an insect ••• a mere parasite of 

the heath' (RN p326) . 

t1ichael tlillga te writes: 
Both the allusion to Greek tragedy and the 
evocation of setting are presumably intended to 
elevate the central story, to project its narrative 
and thematic patterns as in some sense reflective 
or representative of permanent elements in hutJan 
experience at all times and in all places . [30] 

But to juxtapose this 'desert tract of pre-civilisation' 

is, fiillgate argues, 'to jar credulity and promote 

continuous unease' [31J . Presumably Hardy intends the 

clash; for what his illustrative prologue and the Egdon 

construct instigates is a series of OPPOSitions in the 

novel _,hich fundamentally devolve upon the conflict betHeen 

Hellenic polytheism and Christian monotheism. The 

opposition is between \vhat David de Laura calls Hardy's 

'Hellenic vie.l of life which is also somehow natural' [32J , 

and the Victorian view of life which is cultural 

(man-made). It is an implicit opposition betHeen the 

pursuit of happiness (Greek joyousness) and the pursuit of 

the virtuous life (the Christian redemptive principle); 

between Nature, Hhich is inclusive of unconstrained, 

reciprocal sexuality, and Society, which is inclusive of 

puritanical sexual codes . Consequently Hardy's Greek 

allusions do not in fact go 'stubbornly against the grain 

of the novel as a \Olhole' as Nillgate suggests [33], but are 
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counterbalancing or opposi t ional . They evoke an 

ideological paradigm against \,lhich the plot is set . 

To complete the sycIDetry and unity of his construct , 

Hardy accordingly names its uppermost reaches 'Atlantean' 

and places upon its peak the heroine herself of Greek 

extraction who now features as the 'perfect , delicate , 

and necessary finish' to the whole . For in keeping H'ith 

the 'architectural demands of the mass' , which Hardy's 

imagery suggests is imaginatively vlOrked and structurally 

concelved along Palladian or Greek temple lines ( RI~ p13 ), 

so Hith 'Atlantean' signifying the presence of atlantes , 

the complementary figure of the caryatid is now requil~ed to 

complete the symmetrical form . Hence: 
There the form stood , motionless as the hill 

beneath . Above the plain rose the hill , above the 
hill rose the barrOl", , and above the barroiv rose the 
figure . Above the figure \'1as nothing that could be 
mapped elsewhere than on a celestial globe . 

Such a perfect , delicate , and necessary finish 
did the figure give to the dark pile of hills that 
it seemed to be the only obvious justification of 
their outline . \':ithout it , there Has the dOlUe 
without the lantern ; with it the architectural 
demands of the mass lfere satisfied . The scene Has 
strangely homogeneous , in that the vale , the 
upland , the barrow , and the figure above it 
amounted to a unity . ( RH p13) 

So imaginative a model provides Hardy with an excellent 

working analogy . Egdon's dual nature ( the actual and the 

symbolic ) which has a capacity , we are told, for gaiety and 

solemni ty, serenity and turbulence , not only has an 

affinity with the slighted and enduring pioneering spirit , 

but also with the weather-worn architectural mass whose 

perfectly balanced proportions incorporate a conceptual 
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design of reciprocation the idea of the male and the 

female figures in equipoise - both essential to perfect 

form . Hardy does hm-lever , emphasise the harsh realities -

the stresses that have to be weathered and contained if 

stability , equi l ibrium and reciprocity are to materialise . 

Egdon is no picturesque , lyricised t-lorld of rococo 

pastorals . It is not a landscape of 'smiling champaigns of 

flOt'lers and fruit' ( RN p4 ) redolent of the aristocratic, 

happy-go-lucky 

enduring . 

Baroque . It is Heathertwrn, seasoned, 

The opposition bett-leen Greek and modern , unity and 

disunity , order and disorder has of course yet to be 

dramatised . This is instigated by the heathdwellers' 

displacement of the figure from the Atlantean brOt. , and 

compounded by her fragmented existence on the heath she 

the rare 'Courser' opposed by Venn , the pedestrian tracker . 

The mood of timelessness - timeless Egdon is all too 

shortly disrupted as: 'Humanity appears on the Scene Hand 

in Hand llith Trouble' - at \'/hich point He anticipate an 

unfolding of events as intimated in the Chapter title . 

The first figure to appear upon the scene seens 

innocuous enough , although , as it later transpires , he is 

the neglectful guardian of the young heroine , and ther efore 

potentially one of the heath's agents of disorder . The 

second figure , whom we immediately recognise (by his 

raiment ) to be alien to Egdon - his lurid colour anomalous 

in this setting ( RN p6) - enters as a visitant from the 

'civilised' t'/orld [34] (civilisation - presumably 'society' 
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- is, we are told, Egdon' s enemy [RtJ p6] ) . And although 

there is little to suggest at this early stage that the 

second figure is also an agent of disorder and confusion, 

it later transpires that this is precisely his role . 

Hardy's initial clues are meagre, but apt and 

prefigurative . Venn, who later secretes himself and his 

van in the hollows of the heath landscape, nm-l resists his 

interlocutor and keeps close tvhat information he has about 

the troubled creature in his care; but at the same time 

his impulse is to generate an air of secrecy and unease, to 

unsettle and provoke the umval~y bystander . Hardy tells us 

for example, that Venn makes five separate, provoking 

visits to peer inside his van - literally inviting inquiry 

it \'lOuld seem: 
Possibly these two (Venn and Vye) might not have 
spoken again till their parting, had it not been 
for the reddlenan's visits to his van . Uhen he 
retupned from his fifth time of looking in the old 
man said, 'You have somethil~ inside there besides 
your load?' (RN p10) 

But Venn, despite his manner of teasine; out five pr'evieHs 

of the unknown 'something inside', remains secretive . The 

irritated Vye is finally left to dravl his own conclusions -

to deduce, what turns out in fact, to be common knowledge 

as to the demise of the 'girl of Blooms-End' (RN p12) . 

This proclivity in Venn to discompose, is but the out~vard 

sign of an inner drive which later manifests itself in more 

disruptive deeds - notably the 'displacement' of Eustacia 

(RN p101) . 

Venn is customarily regarded, as is Hardy's Oak, as a 
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benign agent of order vii thin the community . Such 

interpretations depend larGely upon the reader's need to 

'order', or to locate a recognisable regulating force 

within the world in question . The desire appears to be for 

a policed community - the locus of order and authoritarian 

values being then assigned to the moral ~'latchdog tvho best 

fulfils such readers' expectations . However it seems 

doubtful that Hardy in fact intended either the prying Oak 

or Venn to signify in this way . And in truth benignity 

does not characterise their roles in this respect . 

These readership demands for an ordered world 

nottvithstanding, (in which the IJoral figure of authority is 

inevitably designated male and coercive), it emerGes from 

closer inspection of Venn that he is in reality little more 

than an officious intruder . This is, for example, the 

furtive stalker who persistently tracks Eustacia in order 

to catch her out in aSSignations of which he disapproves . 

Strongly motivated by a desire to trap the 'rare' 

'splendid' woman and to curtail her freedom, Venn 

rationalises his persecution of Eustacia as activated by a 

desire to protect Thomasin's interests; but he deceives 

himself: 
His first active step in watching over Thomasin's 
interests was tak:en about seven 0 I clock the next 
evening, and was dictated by the neus Hhich he had 
learnt from the sad boy . That Eustacia was somehm" 
the cause of Wildeve's carelessness in relation to 
the marriage had at once been Venn's conclusion on 
hearing of the secret meeting between theI:: . It did 
not occur to his mind that Eustacia's love-signal 
to i>lildeve Nas the tender effect upon the deserted 
beauty of the intelligence \-lhich her grandfather 
had brought home . His instinct was to regard her 
as a conspirator against rather than as an 
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antecedent obstacle to Thomasin's happiness . ( RN 
p93 ) 

There can be no protection of Thomasin's interests ,,,ith 

Venn getting his facts wrol1[l; ; with Hildeve , in any case 

unreconciled to n1onogamy; and \-1hile an undue concern with 

the proprieties and personal reputation (both of ''lhich 

coerce Thomasin into matrimony) is more to be valued than 

the dictates of private conscience . But Venn is obsessed 

,,,ith his mission . He now proceeds to track Eustacia for 

five consecutive nights - eventually to meet \'lith success 

'a daY-,"leek' of the lovers' pr'evious meeting . Spying out 

the trysters , he is frustrated by a cross-wind which 

obstructs his eavesdropping . Obsession brooks fevl 

obstacles however , as Hardy is clearly aware - and events 

nm.,r take a sinister turn . Clothing himself with 'large 

turves' that he might creep unobserved to spy upon the 

lovers , Venn appears to Hardy as wormlike - parasitic: 
He took tHO of these ( turves ) as he lay , and 
dragged them over him till one covered his head and 
shoulders , the other his back and legs . The 
reddleman would now have been quite invisible , even 
by daylight ; the turves , standing upon him with 
the heather up''lards , looked precisely as if they 
uere growing . He crept along again , and the turves 
on his back crept Hith him •.• it Has as though he 
burroHed underground . ( RN pp94 , 95 ) 

Venn is indescribably crude . Intent upon confronting 

Eustacia , he not only chooses a Sunday morning 'for an 

intervieVl with lhss Vye to attack her pOSition as 

Thomasin's rival either by art or by storm' ( RN pl 01) , but 

embarrassingly arrives at a time \ihen 'folks never call 
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upon ladies' that is before they are risen from their 

beds (RN p102) . But Venn is not embarrassed rather he 

seeks to embarrass . bvhen eventually greeted by Eustacia he 

exhibits no 'art' but considerable tactless 'storm' • 

First , he refers to her lover, not by name, but with a 

vulgar jerk: 'he jerked his elbow to south-east the 

direction of the Quiet Woman' (RN p103) . Uher:;l r.on , 

Eustacia , plainly injured turns 'quickly to him. 'Do you 

mean Hr \Hldeve ?' she inquires with dignity . Next , adding 

insul t to injury , he refers to her as 'This other \-loman' 

Uildeve 'has picked up with' , and then proceeds to tell the 

picked-up ,yoman that her lover has no intention of marrying 

her implying, of course , a slur upon her reputation (RN 

p103) . And finally - his cruellest trick - he reveals his 

espial. As Oak shamed Bathsheba by revealing his sightine 

of her spreadeagled in sensuous abandon over her horse , so 

Venn nOlv shames Eustacia by admitting to having witnessed 

her tryst with \Hldeve - their wandering off together to 

make love in the dusky t\-lilight of the heath . Eustacia is 

devastated: 
It was a disconcertil~ lift of the curtain , and the 
mortification of Candaules' wife glowed in her . 
The moment had arrived when her lip iwuld tremble 
in spite of herself , and when the gasp could no 
longer be kept down . (RN p105) 

To humiliate the proud girl so is pure folly on Venn's 

part . In common with his predecessor , Oak, his impulse is 

to shame and degrade . And he succeeds: 'I lose all 

self-respect in talking to you' the poor girl elms (RN 
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pl06) . Seizing the moment Venn suggests that she remove 

herself to Budmouth to become of all things a 

t-'idow-lady's companion. But he underestimates Eustacia's 

capaci ty to rebound - 'Is it to vlear myself out to please 

her! I won't go', she cries (RN pl08) . Venn's clumsy 

tactics have availed nothing . If Eustacia had fostered the 

remotest longing to escape Egdon for Budmouth, Venn 

effectively dispossesses her of all desire by predicating 

her stagnation there: 
As a rule, the word Budmouth meant fascination on 
Egdon . That Royal port and vlatering-place, if 
truly mirrored in the minds of the heath-folk, must 
have combined, in a charming and indescribable 
manner, a Carthaginian bustle of building with 
Tarentine luxuriousness and Baian health and 
beauty . Eustacia felt little less extravagantly 
about the place; but she lIould not sink her 
independence to get there . (RN pl08) 

She is perceptively aware that dependently sunk in Budmouth 

is hO~l Venn '.[Quid gladly see her . 

The reddleman's interference simply alienates Eustacia 

yet more , where an effort to integrate the lonely, 

frustrated girl into the community \Vould have served 

everyone's interests better . Had he, for instance, 

levelled a little of his 'rough coercion' at the venomous 

Susan Honsuch, or even at Captain Vye that the negligent 

guardian might better attend to his grandaughter's needs, 

the community might have benefitted, as opposed to 

forfeiting, from Venn's self-appointed policinG role . 

It is not therefore as a benign regulating force that 

the reddleman operates . Ever failing to get his facts 
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right , he is also the spy \vho passes Clym's inheritance 

into the llrong hands a small interference with 

inordinately large consequences . Hardy provides in the 

gambling scene , an appropriate dramatisation of the 

inherent disorder that exists at the very heart of the 

community . Here we are presented '-lith' confusion' and 

'vice' well foregrounded as the addled Christian, the 

drunken \"iil deve , and the officious Venn gather on a 

moonless night to gamble with someone else's inheritance , 

crouched around the Promethean 'dregs' of burning 'fires' 

generated in fits and starts from a collection of much 

abused glowworms . And that it should be Clym's inheritance 

which will shortly be misappropriated , who is himself 

reduced to crouching and cratfling in an unlit world - I a 

mere parasite of the heath' ( RN p326 ) - compounds the sense 

of ir.;noble insect lives existing "lithin the hearts of these 

men as beneath the shards of smaller cravlling creatures . 

'It \las sometimes suggested' Hardy writes , 
that reddlemen were criminals for whose misdeeds 
other men had ,.n'ongfully suffered : that in 
escaping the Iml they had not escaped their own 
consciences , and had taken to the trade as a 
lifelong penance . Else Hhy should they have chosen 
it? In the present case such a question i-lOuld have 
been particularly apposite . The reddleman who had 
entered Egdon that afternoon was an instance of the 
pleasing being ~lasted to form the ground-Hork of 
the Singular , Hhen an ugly foundation Vlould have 
done just as Hell for that purpose . (RN p90) 

\thy should such an 'agreeable specimen of rustic manhood' 

relinquish 'his proper station in life'? (RU p90) . For 

Doney it seems . 
Yes I am given up body and soul to the making of 
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money . Honey is all my dream . (RN pL16 11) 

Venn may jest to Thomasin in all too appropriate 

Hephistophelian overtones, but his guise of plausibility is 

in truth darkly sinister . Just as o ale , s manner of doing 

good is Hellmeaning to the point of officiousness, so ~~i th 

Venn Hardy goes one step farther taking the reddleman's 

policing activities beyond t.he pale of pure solicitude . 

Venn's interferences have in fact a sinister underside and 

distinctly Faustian overtones . There is no question of 

doubt here as there may be \-lith Oak . This particular 

'Mephistophelian visitant' , with his: 
preservation of that respectability which is 
insured by the never-failing production of a 
\-lell-lined purse, (RN pS9) 

and as a 'blood-coloured figure', a 'red ghost' (RN p87) 

the personification 'of all the horrid dreams which had 

afflicted the juvenile spirit since imaoination began' (RN 

p89) - is patently demonic tvhere Oak at least still has one 

dogged foot in the upper world . 
'The reddleman is coming for you!' had been the 
forr.;ulated threat of Hessex mothers for many 
generations . (RN p89) 

And only superficially less sinister in his white\-Iashed 

guise at the last, Venn 'comes for' Thomasin as a 'ghost' 

of altered hue: 
(Clym) heard a slight screat'l from Thomasin , \'/ho Has 
sitting inside the room . 

'0, hO\-l you frightened me!' she said to some 
one uho had entered . 'I thought you were the ghost 
of yourself . ' (RN p454) 
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Reassured that it is in fact Diggory Venn 'no longer 

reddleman' , Thonasin nonetheless confesses that she could 

not ' believe that he had got vIhi te of his ONn accord! It 

seefJed supernatural , ' she says (R11 p455) . Those Hessex 

mothers invoking the reddleman as a punitive force are not 

a little prophetic . The prophecy is fulfilled most 

dramatically in the shooting episode - the chapter entitled 

'Rough Coercion is Eruployed' (Chapter lV) . Here , Venn 

having already set trip-vlires to bedevil Hildeve , nmv takes 

the la\W into his OHn hands 'squadristi' style , and telling 

himself that he is 'prepared to go to any lengths short of 

absolutely shooting him' , stalks the innkeeper across the 

heath, cold-bloodedly takes aim and fires: 
Had Vlildeve known hoy! thoroughly in earnest Venn 
had become he might have been still more alarmed .•. 
The doubtful legitimacy of such rough coercion did 
not disturb the mind of Venn . (RN p319) 

But it evidently disturbs the author \>lho 

intervenes . Having reached the climax of the book Hardy is 

possibly at-lare that Venn will have to feature in 

The Return of the Natiye's (alternative) 'happy ending' . 

Accordingly the process of 'cleaning up' the reddleman now 

begins; Venn eventually emer~ing 'supernaturally' cleansed 

to become an overnight success '>lith Thonasin hitherto 

indifferent to his charms . It is an unsatisfactory 

reversion, and one Hardy himself acknowledges to be 

contrary to his 'original conception' . Venn , he says , 
was to have retained his isolated and ~leird 

character to the last, and to have disappeared 
mysteriously from the heath , nobody knowing 
whither . (RN p470) 
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Supernatural, ghostly, Hephistophelian, the reddleman 

as a more demonic version of the Oak whom Hardy aligned 

~lith hilton's Satan early in Far From the Uaddin'" Crovd, is 

nO\,1 gradually reshaped as a possible sui tor for Thomasin . 

Hardy begins v/ith a highly unconvincing defence of this 

agent of 'a nevi and most unpleasant form of menace' (RN 

p318) , and addresses the reader with a short homily on 

'rough coercion' v1hich reads thus: 
Sometimes this is not to be regretted . From the 
impeachment of Strafford to Farner Lynch's short 
vlay with the scamps of Virginia there have been 
many triumphs of justice which are mockeries of 
law. (RN p319) 

This is not unconvincing as a defence of Venn for its tacit 

sanctioning of anarchic 'triumphs of justice which are 

mockeries of law', to which the author might well defer, 

but for the brutal examples Hardy has dratm upon . The 

short way with Holofernes for example would have set an 

entirely different tone! 

However, Venn's derJonic proportions apart, if the 

reader \-1ere looking for a figure in 

The Return of the Natiye \,1ho best fulfils the role of ruoral 

\-latchdog and preferably one equipped vii th puni ti ve 

instincts, particularly where beautiful, rebellious women 

are concerned, then the reddleman twuld of course sui t . 

But it is not Hardy's intention that he should fulfil such 

a role and be applauded by the author for it . 

Venn's first appearance on the scene - in Chapter THO, 

'Humanity Appears upon the Scene, Hand in Hand \-lith 
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Trouble' - leads us then in gradual steps towat'ds the 

source of the 'Trouble' \-lith which the reddleman is , as 

Hardy's title suggests , 'hand in hand' . But before the 

present confusion is unfolded , which turns out to be a 

muddle over marriage licences , Hardy shifts the focus back 

to the Barr'ow where Eustacia is seen in cameo as the 

'perfect and necessary finish' to the architectural mass . 

The Dorian image is stable , unified and balanced - hence we 

might anticipate that any dislocation of its order \-Till 

augur ill. The polarisation of perfect and imperfect 

states of being takes shape nOH as Hardy makes the point 

that any discontinuance of ir:mlobility \'iill in fact lead to 

confusion . 
The foro .ras so much like an organic part of the 
entire motionless structure that to see it move 
\'lOuld have impressed the lilind as a strange 
phenomenon. Immobility being the chief 
characteristic of that whole which the person 
formed portion of , the discontinuance of immobility 
in any quarter suggested confusion . 

Yet that is precisely \vhat happened . The 
figure perceptibly gave up its 
fixity ••• descended ••• and then vanished . ( RN p13) 

The reason for her sudden displacement now 
appeared ..• a newcomer ... protruded into the 
sky .•• A second follm.led , then a third, a fourth , a 
fifth , and ultimately the .1hole barrow was peopled 
with burdened figures . ( RN p14 ) 

The woman, we are told, 'had no relation to the forms who 

had taken her place' (RU p14); and that they are in fact 

usurpers , agents of the 'confusion' that now prevails as 

perfection , balance , and equilibrium is broken , is soon to 

be revealed . 
The imagination of the observer clung by preference 
to that vanished , solitary figure , as something 
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more interesting, more important, more lil{ely to 
have a history Horth knol-Ting than these neH-comers, 
and unconsciously regarded them as intruders . (By 
underscoring . RN p14) 

This emphasis upon the Egdon community as the source 

and agency of confusion is important. For it is critical 

assumptions of the kind for\farded by Perry Heisel for 

example, Nho claims that Eustacia is both the intruder and 

agent of disorder in The Return of the Native [35], that 

are in need of reassessment . There is little that supports 

this vie,,, in Hardy I s text . 

Disorder is now ratified by Hardy - or rather, in the 

first instance it is heralded by the suggestion of a 

Boeotian witlessness set in antithesis to Eustacia's 

Olympian Grandeur, as 'like a travelling flock of sheep' 

the intruders ascend the tUIDulus . (RN p15) The sense is 

nmo[ one of all perspectives becoming dimmed. The horizon 

blurs and the heath belm.; becomes 'obliterated' as 'none of 

its features could be seen nm'l . ' (RN p16) As if occupying 

I some radiant upper storey of the i-wrld' but neither 

complementing its grandeur nor adding to it any 'necessary 

finish', the heathfolk can perceive nothing of the Horid 

they customarily iru1abit - the 'vast abyss', the 'Limbo' 

(RN p17) of the heath belm'l, where, 
the muttered articulations of the Hind in the 
hollol'ls uere as complaints and petitions from the 
'souls of mighty worth' suspended therein. (RN 
p17) 

These are Eustacia's articulations presumably, since it is 
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she who has been precipitated down in to the 'Limbo' that 

is to be her Egdon existence . And it is she, Hardy tells 

us, \'lho listens to the \-linds - 'the linguistic peculiarity 

of the heath' (HN p60) - and whose own articulations are 

carried on the winds: 
There ningled with all this wild rhetoric of night 
a sound which modulated so naturally into the rest 
that its beginning and ending were hardly to be 
distinguished . The bluffs, and bushes, and the 
heather-bells had broken silence; at last, so did 
the 'loman; and her articulation was but as another 
phrase of the same discourse as theirs. Thrown out 
on the W1nas it becaoe tuined in Hith them, and 
uith theI!1 it flew away . (RU p61) 

Hard:y's polarisation of the t\>lO \wdds is nO\-1 

estublished . The Hellenic/ideal and the 'w.odern/real' 

opposition is fully shaped as confusion takes the place of 

stability and the paradigmatical vision is lost to view . 

Hithin the group, ~le are told, 'all ylaS unstable': 
those Hholll Uature had depicted as merely quaint 
became grotesque, and the grotesque became 
preterna tural; for all was in extremity . (HI. p1 &) 

Dialogues convey division within the conmunity: the 

put tins-up of Thoruasin' s \>ledding banns and lirs Yeobright's 

opposition to them; Hildeve's H'orthiness or not as the 

case may be; and Thomasin'~ folly or alternatively her 

wisdom in acceptinG Hildeve's suit. Added to these small 

divisions (all of which devolve upon issues of class and 

sex) there is also the factor of Christian Cantle's 

ambiguous sexuality, as well as a good deal of 

superstitious interchanee . Disorder is finally most 

appropriately foregrounded 
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shapes', 'boiling confusion' and 'demoniac' measures 

trodden out . (RN p33) The poor addled Christian Cantle is 

beside himself: 
They ought not to do it - hOl, the vlankers do fly! 
'tis tempting the I'licked one, tis . (RN p33) 

And sure enough a 'long, slim, figure' flames up out of the 

heath before his very eyes, clad in 'tight raiment, and red 

from top to toe' 
For all the world like the Devil in the picture of 
Temptation. (RN p34) 

Venn arrives summoned by the 'boiling confusion of 

sparks' and the flying vlankers - to set the seal upon a 

scene as contrasting to the earlier pacific panoramic 

vision as could be evoked by Hardy . 

Eventually the heathfolk descend and Eustacia ascends 

once more to 'her old position at the top' (RN p59) . But 

the Atlantean brm'T is no longer visible in its original 

form . Instead Eustacia is surrounded by darkness - an 

atmosphe.ic Limbo: 
An incomplete darkness (which) in comparison vrith 
the total darkness of the heath below ••. might have 
represented a venial beside a mortal sin . (RN p59) 

Two motifs are then established in these first 

chapters . The ascent of Homan has been intercepted, the 

heathfolk's displacement of Eustacia from her summit 

anticipating Venn's later attempt to displace her, not from 

the Atlantean brow and equilibrium, but from Egdon life 

altogether . Hardy, inviting a comparison by prefacing 
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Venn's declared intention to displace Eustacia (RN p101) 

with the analogous 'barbarian' Hho had 'rested neither 

night nor day' till he had tracked down and shot the 'bird 

so rare' truanting from 'hotter climes' (RN p100) , makes it 

tacitly understood that the reddleman's plot is 

unquestionably barbaric and destructive . The second motif 

Hardy establishes in these opening sequences, is that it is 

indeed these fringe representatives of the modern-Victorian 

Horld - class and sex divided - who are the source and 

carriers of trouble and disorder . 

Hardy's microcosmic Egdon Horld of heathdwellers, 

natives and Hephistophelian visitants finds its true 

parallel in Victorian society '-Ihere [Jen have no need to 

display the sign of the headless , silenced 'QUiet Homan' 

(RN p45) in order to signal their ethical priorities and 

sexual prejudices . For in the 'real' world the 'headless' 

Homan lives out her 'amputated' life openly for all to 

approve , under the auspices of the institution of 

t1atrimony, \-lithout legal existence or political voice; and 

\.ith the aid of the cult of the 'doll-ruadonna', \.,ithout 

intellectual freedom of thought and expression. 'Homer's 

Cimmerian land' (RN p60) is as remote in the everyday Horld 

of Hardy's contemporary reader as it is upon Egdon, Vlhere 

woman displaced frOlJl her rightful pOSition - her equipoise 

as an Olympian co-equal with her Atlantean counterpart - is 

relegated to an isolated, alienated , miserably unfulfilling 

existence in a '-lOrld 'not friendly to women noVl' (RN p60) . 

Dissatisfaction with life upon Egdon would seem to be 
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a justifiable response on Eustacia's part - her 'celestial 

imperiousness , love , wrath , and fervour' proving to be , as 

Hardy says , 'somewhat thro'l-Jn away on netherward Egdon' ( RH 

p77 ) . On Olympus , we are told , 
she would have done VIell \-lith a little preparation. 
She had the passions and instincts l-l'hich make a 
model goddess , that is , those which wake not quite 
a model woman. ( RN p75) 

The comparison is instructive ; as is also the distinction 

Hardy makes bet\-1een Egdon's 'radiant upper storey' where 

Homan in equipoise had been placed , and Egdon's 

'netherHard' regions where ' displaced' the same \-tornan is -

as it vlere - 'thrown away . ' The two spheres are evidently 

different iated automatically in the imagination of the 

writer ; as is their respective suitability (or othe~lise) 

as domiciles for \wman-in-the-ascendant . But Hardy's 

observation is interesting for another reason . As we have 

discovered the' model goddess' belongs to a lvorld in \-lhich 

the balance of pmler is equally distributed , whereas , 
Had it been possible for the earth and mankind to 
be entirely in her e,rasp for a l.hile • •• felY in the 
\-wrld lwuld have noticed a change in the 
government . There \t'ould have been the same 
inequality of lot , the same heaping up of favours 
here , of contumely there , the same generosity 
before justice , the same perpetual dilemmas , the 
same captious alternation of caresses and blm-/s 
that \-le endure nml . ( RN p75 ) 

Clearly 'model goddesses' Hould fare no better in this 

respect , in a mortal world , than do mortals themselves . 

And to take the analogy fUrther still , presumably any 

descent from Olympus Hould find the goddess at a 
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disadvantage in any case . The Hellenic mythological 

tradition that originated Hith Kronus of containing the 

forces of order and disorder within a relatively flexible 

hierarchical governing order in which goddesses feature 

importantly, would scarcely prepare the model goddess for 

mortal despotism and the absolute power that corrupts . But 

possibly the more important point here is Hardy's implicit 

redefinition of the woman-goddess concept: the 'model 

goddess' he Hrites, has not the makings of the 'model 

woman' • The model woman in The Return of the Natiye is 

clearly Thomasin the dutiful, submissive, S\-Ieet and 

tender, flaiIless stereotype . Yet it is not she who is 

appointed for ascendancy - the unemancipated girl whose 

womanly occupations are closely detailed by Hardy ('-lhere 

Eustacia's are not) l'lho selects apples in her aunt's 

attic, trains her infant in the use of its wobbly young 

limbs, tends her aunt's potted plants, hunts for lost 

gloves, and submits to her husband's appropriation of her 

monies: 'It is my wife's, and \Jhat is hers is mine', (RN 

p270) . Against this model of subordinated \fOmankind the 

rebellious Eustacia is polarised . 

Patricia Stubbs makes the point that, 
beneath the shifts and changes in attitude which 
have undoubtedly taken place towards \Oloman in the 
novel , there is a fundamental continuity which 
firmly places them in a private doraestic world 
\-Ihere emotions and personal relationships are at 
once the focus of eoral value and the core of 
women's experience . [36] 

It would be fair to claim that Hardy's ereater heroines are 
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not located in a private , domestic world beside the 

proverbial hearth . Persistently he recalls an outside 

Horld - and not a pacific one - ~.hich takes woman out into 

the world of \'lOrk and situates her beyond the sphere 

designated woman's realm. Eustacia , unlike Tess and Sue , 

is not located in the Horld of ~.;ork , for clearly it is part 

of Hardy's purpose in The Return of the Natiye to expose 

the anger and frustration suffered by the intelligent mind 

and energetic body confined to a useless , unemployed 

existence; but she is not at any point , situated in , or 

part of , Thomasin's domesticated \,lorld . And it is Eustacia 

vThoID Hardy \wuld promote in an ideal liberated \·lOrld . Not 

dutifulness but 'smouldering rebelliousness' ( RN p77 ) and 

not sexual passivity but sexual passion characterises this 

ascendant vroman: 
To be loved to madness - such \>las her great desil~e . 

Love ",as to her the one cordial which could drive 
a,·ray the eating loneliness of her days . And she 
seemed to long for the abstraction called 
passionate love mor e than any particular lover . 
( RU p79) 

Hardy \-lould not then promote the conventional , compliant 

wodel to sit in the lap of the gods , but the \wman of 

'Tartarean dignity' - an 'Artemis , Athena , or Hera' ( RN 

p77 ) a str'ong , dominant \-loman equi pped with an active 

imac;ination ( 'seeing nothing of human life nOH , she 

imagined all the more of what she had seen , ' R1'1 p78), and a 

firm grasp of real ities in equal measure . 'Nothing can 

ensure the continuance of love' , ( RN p232 ) , she tells her 

romantically inclined lover : 
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.. 

You have seen more than I , and have been into 
cities and among people that I have only heard of , 
and have lived more years than I; but yet I am 
older at this than you . I loved another man once, 
and nOH I love you . (RN p232) 

It says a good deal about Clyru that Eustacia can so openly 

confront him with these truths . Unlike the dismissive 

Knight \"lho persistently trivialises Elfride' s thoughts , 

words and deeds that she is eventually coerced into 

falsifying reality altogether; and in contrast to the 

circumscri ptive Angel tvho enforces upon Tess an image of 

herself that she cannot accommodate Hithout deceiving him , 

Clyro does not wittingly seek to underllline or discredit 

Eustacia , nor even to assert his own male superiority . 

There is no Hardy hero \>Tho does not either elevate or 

debase the woman he loves , but Clym COQes nearer to 

embracing sexual equality than any other . He is , hot-lever, 

shocked to hear Eustacia speaking candidly and casually 

upon , what is fundamentally , her acceptance of serial 

monogamy . He expostulates: 
In God's mercy don't talk so , Eustacia! (RN p232) 

Again it says as much about Clym as about Eustacia that he 

does not systematically seek to cut her down to size . 

Relatively liberated - albeit by modern standards short of 

the ideal he is, as Hardy says , 'before his time' , 

'mentally in a provincial future' (RU pp203 ,204) , and it 

shows . For undeterred the combative Eustacia nm, argues 

her point Hithout fear of repression or humiliation . And 
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it is "lith tact and diplomacy both symptomatic of 

self-assurance - that she deflects Clyru from talk of 

marriage without once revertins to the ego-defensive 

postures of the capricious , power-hungry WOman. 

'You must be my "life' Clym announces quite without 

'Shall I claim you SOL'le day - I don't mean at 
once?' 

'I must think,' Eustacia murmured . 'At 
present speak of Paris to roe . Is there any place 
like it on earth?' 

'It is very beautiful . But \..rill you be mine?' 
'I t-1ill be nobody else's in the world does 

that satisfy you?' 
'Yes, for the present . ' (RN p233) 

vii th evident perspicacity Eustacia seeks to gain from 

Clym's responses some kind of reassurance that his return 

to Paris is a possibility . AioJ'are that the Victorian maid 

taken in marriage as man's property does not only marry the 

man but also his "Jay of life , she attempts to canvass 

Clym's intentions by diverting hir:l mentally back to Paris . 

For to be wed to Ebdon Hould be anathema . Hence: 
'Now tell we of the Tuileries, and the Louvre , ' she 
continued evasively . 

'I hate talking of Paris! ~'/ell I reLlember one 
sunny ••• ' (RN p233) 

Cly!] does not hate talking about Paris his vivid 

evocation of the place betrays him - but he is disconposed 

by the enlarged stature that his association with that 

cui tural centre has lent him in the eyes of his \olomen. 
He could not but perceive at moments that she loved 
him rather as a visitant from a gay Horld to \>1hich 
she rightly belonged than as a man "lith a purpose 
opposed to that recent past which so interested 
he.r . (RN p236) 
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'Hm. extraordinary that you and my I:Jother should be 
of one I,lind about this!' said Yeobright . 'I have 
vOlfed not to go back , Eustacia . (RN p23l.!) 

iJilfulness is not an ascription critics apply to Clym. But 

Hardy's emphases are plain: 
To argue upon the possibility of culture before 
luxury to the bucolic world may be to argue truly , 
but it is an attempt to disturb a sequence to which 
humanity has long been accustomed . Yeobright 
preaching to the Egdon eremites that they might 
rise to a serene comprehensiveness without going 
through the process of enriching themselves , lIas 
not unlike arguing to ancient Chaldeans that in 
asce nding froI.l earth to the pure empyrean it was 
not necessary to pass first into the intervening 
ether . ( RlJ p20l.! ) 

Clyt2'S notional plan is , in other words , unrealistic . And 

his stubborn indifference to both the advice and desires of 

those \-lho love him, wil ful to a fault . 

Eustacia underestimates this aspect of his nature . 

Capitulating to his proposal , and reassured by his instinct 

to 'set' her in Paris - 'a fitting place for you to live in 

the Galerie d'Apollon'; 'the Little Trianon would suit 

us beautifully to live in , and you might l'i'alk in the 

gardens in the moonlight'; 'you could keep to the lawn in 

front of the Grand Palace' (RN p233) and al so se 11si ng 

that she should in turn reassure him that it is not only 

Paris that allures , she speaks rashly: 
Don't mistake me , Clym: though I should like 
Paris , I love you for yourself alone . To be your 
wife and live in Paris would be heaven to me ; but 
I would rather live with you in a hermitage here 
than not be yours at all . It is gain to me either 
\-lay , and a very great gain . There's my candid 
confession. (RN p235) 
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Vlhereupon Clym, now shoHing signs of the more conventional 

Victorian male instinctively inclined to approve the Homan 

\>lho concedes that to be owned by him is her gain and a 

'very great gain' at that - ruetaphorically pats the little 

\-lOwan on the head: 
Spoken like a Homan . • • • (RN p245) 

and instantly the relatively liberated Clym reverts back to 

the patriarchal attitudes of his forbears . 

Sadly, both Eustacia and Clym have missed each other's 

mental track . In stalling Hhat appears to be an irnrainent 

conflict, or clash of wills, each falls back upon a 

language, upon attitudes that fail to do justice to their 

individual hopes and needs . Eustacia speaks in terms of 

subt'lission male possession of her person - and invokes 

both a lanbuage and an ideology that falsely represents her 

true feelings C~C aims . Similarly , Clym, thrown off 

course, seems reassured by the conventions invoked . He 

instinctively picks up the drift, adopts a patronising 

tone, and almost at a stroke, the lover'S bond is 

destabilised . 

This is a disappointing regression. But under the 

circumstances not unexpected . Eustacia overestimates 

Clym's enlightenment, and he, her maidenly resignation and 

passivity . Eustacia's languid manner which Hardy 

perceives as concealing a latent force - is not, as Clym 

appears to · assume, symptomatic of a yielding pliancy . On 

the other hand Clym's modernism is more theoretical than 
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philosophical . In turning his back upon the city of 

revolution - the cultural soil from which , uidcentury , his 

live contemporary , Harx , i<1aS draldng food for thought for 

his 'Hanifesto' - to return to his native class-divided , 

sex-divided community to 'fain make a globe to suit him' 

( RN p242) , Clym drmls increasingly from the social 

infrastructure of his forbears . The mind has turned in on 

itself . Egocentricity , and introspection - 'the parasite 

devour and introfdi t the vision that had once 

urged him to strive 'at high thinking' to 'become 

acquainted with ethical systems popular at the time' (RN 

p203 ) • It is ego that nm', drives him - as the superfluity 

of 'I' s in the folloldng declarations evidence: 
I shall do a great deal of good 
fellelrl-creaturesl ( RN p239 ) 

to my 

I no longer adhere to my intention of g~v~ng \-1 it h 
my own mouth rudimentary education to the lowest 
classes . I can do better . ( RN p227 ) 

I shall ultir.ately , I hope , be at the head of one 
of the best schools in the county . ( RN p227 ) 

'Dreams , dreams!' his exasperated mother remonstrates; but 

to no avail (RN p239) . 

Despite the 'i'laggery of fate' ( RN p199) vrhich has 

afforded Clym a highly privileged start in life , ennabling 

hi~ to test his desires, needs , and skills in both London 

and Paris with all the social and economic freedom denied 

to Eustacia , a broadened vision is \/hat he has failed to 

develop . His dreams are large but his potential for 

realising them small. Hr's Yeobright and Eustacia both 
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realise this and tell it . But they are opposed - the right 

to choose his o\-Tn way is Clym's male birthright and 

exercise this right he wil l . 

Eustacia's dreams are by contrast either fragmented or 

truncated . They could scarcely be anything else . Hardy , 

acknm-lledging the extent to which her cut-off life has 

moulded the deeps of her unconscious , presents even her 

paradisal dream in truncated form , '-lith the armoured lover 

who features in it centrally , fragmenting before the 

dreamer's very eyes . Her stifling , constricted l-lOrld has 

so deprived her of sensor y stimulation that her impulse -

when \ialldng on the heath - is to pass her thick skeins of 

hair through the 'pricldy' tufts of I Ulex Europaeus I ( RN 

pp75,76 ). And her need to ache and suffer in love 

expresses that deprivation at a deeper level . Repression 

has drained her of creative energy and emotional paralysis 

has driven her to the borders of algolagnia . 'Give us back 

our suffering' demanded Eustacia's peer in life - Florence 

Nightingale 'for out of nothing comes nothing . But out 

of suffering may come the cure . Better have pain than 

paralysis' [37] . Eustacia too , must test herself through 

hurt and pain . To Hildeve , she protests : 
I should hate it all to be smooth . Indeed , I think 
I like you to desert me a l i ttle once now and then. 
Love is the disnallest thing \-Ihere the lover is 
quite honest . 0 , it is a shame to sal so; but it 
is true! ... my 10Vl spirits begin at the very idea . 
Don't 'j ou offer me tame love , or army you go! ( Hi'! 
p96 ) 

Eustacia does not \lant love she wants sex . And she Hants 
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it to hurt . Her spirits begin to rise at the thought of 

exquisi te anguish . She does not \-mnt or need her lover to 

be ever-ready and tame . She \-Jants him vulpine , athHart - a 

challenge to match her own intensity of feeling an 

intensity palpably felt in the the 'Ah!' , 'Ah' , 'O's of her 

articulations with ~Jildeve eRN pp95 , 96 ), and the 'O!' , '0' , 

to's of those with Clyra (RN p244) . Eustacia craves 

sensation, and predictably cannot conceive of adequate 

objects for her desire . HOH could she imagine adequacy? 

She has been cruelly deprived of Hhat she calls life : 
life - music , poetry , passion , \-Jar , and all the 
beating and pulsing that are going on in the great 
arteries of the world . ( RN pp333 , 334 ) 

Untimely atvakened from \-That she calls her 'youthful dream' , 

Eustacia has been denied all that Clym has been so freely 

offered and so freely squanders . There could be nothing 

more insulting to the deprived Girl in her pain and 

frustration than the sight of Clym toiling on the surface 

of the heath vlith an insect mentalit:r that can Sing 

mindlessly in defeat , and Vlho appears: 
not more distinguishable from the scene around him 
than the green caterpillar from the leaf it feeds 
on , 

of no more account than an insect , 

a mere parasite of the heath, (R!! p326 ) 

Paradoxically , ( since his activities are , in the final 

event , self-destructive ) , Clym dra\-Js emotional soothing 

relief froLl his 'curious microscopic' activities eRN p296) . 

Perversely , for he is a\'lare of Eustacia's longing for 
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'life' and Paris, he blandly regales his less privileged 

companion, Hur.lphrey, as he had earl ier regaled his lover, 

with 'sketches of Parisian life and character' and songs 

Hhich struck (his) fancy' in Par'is . Heam:hile his 'pl'oud 

fair woman' bows her head and weeps 'in sick despair of the 

blasting effect upon her own life of that mood and 

condition in him' (RU pp297 ,298). And to this same ~10unded 

vlOman condemned to a life of idling at home day after day, 

Clym's only justification for adopting this untoward 

life-style is that he needs to occupy himself: 
You cannot seriously \lish me to stay idling at home 
all day?' (RN p301) . 

The ever widening gulf and sexual double-standard that 

had been initiated in the opening scenes is nm .. fully 

compounded . The rare Homan in this world 'unfriendly to 

vlOmen' can only go dovm and dm-m she goes , qui te 

literally . HOVlever in contrast to ClYIil's decline into 

prematul'e senescence , Eustacia's death calls up a fury in 

the natural ",orld , which finds her , as it found her \'lessex 

predecessor Lear , stricken with wild and fretful delirium 

in a vl0rld of impetuous blasts 'nocturnal scenes of 

disaster' ( R!:; p4 18) . Sinking to the floor of the heath 'as 

if she were drawn into the Barrow by a hand beneath' (RN 

p419) Eustacia is lashed earthvlards by streaLling torrential 

rain which gathers up her tears in its coursing as her life 

dovm-spirals: 
BetHeen the drippings of the rain from her umbrella 
to her mantle , from her mantle to the heather , from 
the heather to the earth , very similar sounds could 
be heard coming from her lips; and the tearfulness 
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of the outel' scene was repeated upon her face . The 
\-1ings of her soul vlere broken... ( RIJ p4 19) 

The rar'e creature is finally ',-ringed' and brought to earth . 

Cross-relating his heroine's tragic descent with her 

displacement from the Barrow , Hardy cannot permit her 

simply to drovll1 . The skies IiluSt break and the Barr'ow seek 

to drml her back to her mystical beginnings . Her death 

must become a victory over life - a life that had been 

empty of significance and purpose . Uho and vlhat had she 

been? She does nothing , goes nowhere , and apart from her 

status as IJrs Clym Yeobright she is totally without 

identity . Unlike Clym, tiho is not only familiar to 

everybody but also has an identity to himself , Eustacia is 

shown by Hardy to be the sum total of male circumscriptive 

attitudes . To her grandfather who inconsistently chides 

and neglects her , she is alternately childish or sportive 

or roman tical nonsensical . To Venn she is femli,e fatale ; 

to the heath folk she is a witch [38J; and to Clym she is 

first queen then whore . 

Clym, 

'Here ''las action and life' , ,Jri tes D H. La'l'Jrence of 

here ,.as a move in being on his part . But as soon 
as he got her , she became an idea to him , she had 
to fit in his system of ideas . According to his 
\'lay of loving, he knet-l her already , she \-las 
labelled and classed and fixed down. [39] 

Hardy , on the other hand , deliberately retains her 

obscurity as in the ' Queen of Night' chapter and 

renders her abstract , the Iravl material of a divinity' (RN 
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p75 ), shrouded in darkness , invisible to her blinded 

husband , a ranging , restless body in perpetual motion , a 

masked Turkish Knight , a veiled dancer , a vihite face at 

windovl - but never familiar or close . Predictably Eustacia 

herself does not knovl who or what she is : 'How I have 

tried and tried to be a splendid woman' she cries in 

solitary anguish ( RN p420 ). 'To be' , to come into being -

she is a soul in search of a sel f . 

The strong Olympian Homan displaced from her natural 

position of equipoise to live out her mortal life confined , 

inutile , restive and angry shut up in Wessex her 

sepulchred existence 

insistence upon her 

sensitively 

life-by-night 

evoi<ed by Hardy's 

consciousness , is 

prevented fl~om coming into being in a world unfriendly to 

,vomen. But that • .,rorld is to be the loser as Hardy 

reveals . It is , at the last , emptied of life . The 

'Native' , nOH rootless and itinerant , is but a pale shado,. 

of his former self . The strong women are dead . And the 

good Thomasin vlith her do-good husband have removed to the 

very fringe of the heath's reaches . Egdon is inhabited at 

the last by a coterie of dwellers whose capacity for 

rene\.;al cannot be Guaranteed . The sickly Nonsuch boy and 

the sexually enfeebled Christian Cantle as the heath's 

youthful representatives exemplify an etiolated life 

totally alien to the vigorous , energetic natural vlOrld they 

inhabit . 

This then is a world in which , to misquote J . S. Mill , 

woman's capacities cannot be proved by trial , that the 
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iwrld might have the benefit of all its inhabitants . And 

as he lived out the harmonious days of his 'Sturminster 

idyll' , it must have struck Hardy with some force 

note-taking from George Sand and in 1876 confronted .lith 

the shock of her death that here too was a i.Joman 

out-of-place in a i.Jorld unfriendly to women . 

Almost certainly he would have read Victor Hugo's 

obituary on George Sand (40] , as he Hould also have 

reflected upon his Victorian peer's hostile response to the 

same . 

The Saturday RevieH , quoting Hugo , reads : 
In this country , vlhose law is to complete the 
French Revolution , and begin that of the equality 
of the sexes , being a part of the equality of Den , 
a great \;foman was needed . It vIas necessary to 
prove that a ivoman could have all the lilanly gifts 
Hithout losing any of her angelic qualities ; be 
strong without ceasing to be tender . George Sand 
proved it ... Hhenever one of these povlerful human 
creatures dies we heap , as it vlere , an immense 
noise of Hings . Something is going ; something is 
coming . The earth , like heaven , has its eclipses ; 
but here , as above , the reapparition follous the 
appearance . The torch which was in the form of a 
n.an or woman , and "lhich is extinguished under that 
form , reappears under that of an idea . This torch 
is flaming higher than ever ; it will constitute 
afterwards a part of Civilisation, and enter into 
the vast enlil;;htenment of hUI:lanity . (41] 

Euphuisms apart , it is interesting to find in Hugo's 

vTriting and in Hardy's in The Return of the Native , a set 

of images comnon to both authors . This is also case in 

what follo\-1s - in The Saturday Reyiew's rejoinder to Hugo -

vlhich launches an attack upon mutinous , rebellious \vomen 

'getting tired of i-1hat they call the tar.le and monotonous 

life' : 
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Although this fantastic estimate ..• will hardly be 
accepted by the world at large , it may be adt,itted 
that it represents the ideal character - that of a 
woman \/ho throws off distinctions of sex , and 
combines , in the free play of natural instinct and 
iwpulse , the masculine and the feminine 
qualities ••• But the experiment ... ',las by no means 
a successful one , and •.• it ouSht to be taken rather 
as a \llarning of i-1hat is to be avoided than a 
pattern to be copied ... For our ovm part , we 
should think it very deplorable if this erniment 
~'Ioman' s views of the ideal of wOlUanhood should 
ever ••• constitute 'a part of civilization , and 
enter into the vast enlightenment of humanity ' ••. 
One of the most forcible and dangerous currents in 
modern society is the impatience , and even the 
nutiny , of a large class of vlOmen , not only on the 
Continent , but here amor~ ourselves , at the 
condi tions of life which have hi thel'to been imposed 
upon and accepted by the majority of their sex . 
Ilany women \llould seem to be getting tired of i'lhat 
they call the tame and monotonous sphere in Hhich 
they are confined , and demand that the same range 
of active life and per'sonal freedom should be 
opened up to them _Thich is allmled to men ••• It ma)r 
be believed that [George Sand] flung off 
conventional restraints , not so much under the 
influence of vicious passions as of rash and 
presumptuous confidence •.. It is the harmonious 
co-operation of the tvlo distinct influences of 
manly force and lTomanly tenderness and 
spirituality , and not the confounding of the~ in 
one COllinon forn , which keeps society sound and 
strong . [42] 

Hhether in any logical sense 'force' can be regarded as 

potentially compatible i'lith co-operation is questionable . 

But what is less a matter for doubt is Hardy's response to 

these dialogues insofar as this can be determined in 

The Return of the Natiye . For it uould rather seem to be 

the case that , not I confounding' but cOL.pounding diverse 

gender attributes 'in one common form' is what , for him , 

\'Iould keep 1 society sound and strong' . 
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Chapter V 

Tess of the d'Urberyilles 

Eustacia Vye resists Hith suppressed anger and finally 

''lith social disobedience the 'Limbo' existence prescribed 

for her . Her dark misery , frustration and fury , 

depressively introjected , and unalleviated by restless 

night roarnings , wastes her reserves of energy in inward 

consumption , as ouhlardly she burns \,;asting fires . Tess on 

the other hand , for whom energy conservation is , for 

entirely different reasons , equally problewatical , does 

derive a certain therapeutic benefit from externalizing 

frustration , anger and defiance . Channelled through 

physical activity , hard labour , and daily abrasive contact 

with members of the community , Tess's expenditure of 

emotional, as vlell as physical energy is prolific . Both 

Homen, as representatives of an exploited class - the one 

subjected to a useless , ornamental role , and the other to 

physical labour and sexual appropriation - exemplify the 

predicament of the Victorian woman denied satisfactory 

physical , emotional , psychical outlets , and the right and 

opportunity to regulate personal expenditure of mental or 

physical labour . In short , they are denied control over 

their respective modes of existence . Each in her different 
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way is the victim of the sexual double-standard . Tess's 

dilemma hal.ever , lies not in enduring enforced isolation, 

seclusion and ennUi , but in suffering the unremitting 

appropriation of her person . This active , energetic , 

self-determining girl is subjected to ceaseless 

exploitation, f rom the first day of the dance the 

Cerealia 

'Justice' • 

to the nisht of the last sleep and Aeschylean 

tiuch is made by critics of the passi ve Tess who 

SUCCUQbs to circumstance and fate , but this emphasis 

appears to be , in the main , the legacy of Victorian 

predilections for ,.eaker , more subwissi ve heroines than 

Hardy Has in fact prepared to characterise . Fron our very 

first encounter \-lith Tess we are faced \>Jith a boundingly 

energetic girl of flashing tenper and extraordinary 

physical and emotional resilience . But sex-divisive 

ideologies dictate that the 'pure Homan' is more 

appropriately apprehended as passive . From Havelock Ellis 

to Polanski , it is the dumb , gentle , passive Tess who 

features centrally in Hardy's tale . To the reader 

experiencing a conceptual difficulty over the synonynity of 

purity and voluptuousness , or Hhat Tom Paulin in another 

context speaks of as the eter nally virgin and proEliscuous 

[ 1J , Hardy's subtitle possibly seems less obscure , or the 

'pure woman' a little more accessible , if she can be 

regarded as unassertive , passive victim. Hot.,rever this 

typology , l'1hich , in accordance with received views (but 

against Hardy's ) automatically equates purity with chastity 
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and not with sexual assertiveness , derives less from close 

interpretation of Hardy's characterisation of Tess than 

from the creeping exegesis of the 'Victorian' critic . 

From her repudiation of an ethic which su&gests to her 

the 'visdom of playing the hard-to-get Beauty , that hei' rich 

'cousin' might then be \Ton to provide for his poor 

relations , to her final execution of the violating , 

vulgarising ' cousin' , the mutinous Tess's least impulse is 

to 'suffer and be still' . Is it in actuality , a 'passive' 

Tess who , as is frequently claimed , connives at her own 

fate by falling asleep at the wrong moment? To argue thus 

is to do both Tess and Hardy an inj ustice . The drows:\< Tess 

is after all a very exhausted Tess , and Hardy takes pains 

to elicit in detail the sheer expenditure of energy and 

unremitting fati~ue his young heroine endures in her 

efforts to keep body and soul together - her family's as 

Hell as her mm. 

Hardy's emphasis is upon an 'active' Tess from the 

very first moment . Affiliated to a 'votive sisterhood' (TD 

p!}Q ) , remarkable , Hardy says , for its survival : 
either the natural shyness of the softer sex , or a 
&arcastic attitude on the part of male relatives , 
had denuded such "lomen' s clubs as 
remained . .. of • • . their glory and consummatioQ (TD 
plIO ) , 

Tess is first apprehended processing \oli th the ' sisterhood' 

through the village of Harlott and later participating 

'with a certain zest in the dancing' until dusk ( TD p46 ) . 

However , disturbed by 'the incident of her father's odd 
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appearance' ( TD p46 ), she decides she should return home . 

Upon arrival she tal{es charge of her siblings - 'six 

helpless creatures' in 'the Durbeyfield ship' ( TD p5 1) 

and finally retires to bed at eleven o'clock only to be 

~'lakened one and a half hours l ater to undertal(e the 

f~Jily's marketing requirements ( TD p51 ) . That the sixteen 

year old girl should then drop off to sleep on her journey 

is surely predictable and hardl y symptomatic of an innate 

passivity , or , as has also been claimed , a tendency to 

drift . Nor is it evidence of Hardy's idealisation of vloman 

as a somnambulistic , sexually inert consciousness [2J . If 

anything emerges from his treatnent of this incident it is 

not an exposition of Tess's passive nature but of the 

exploitation of her natural vigour and cood spirits : she 

does not sleep at an inappropriate moment so much as suffer 

an appropriation of her sleep! 

The 'Prince' incident prefigures Alec's seduction. 

The shaft penetration, the shedding of blood , the shame and 

guilt attached to both events , creates a link between the 

t.,10 that in turn reinforces the eler:lent of violence 

inherent in the latter . It might be added that Hardy's 

thematic concern with sexual exploitation is also 

introduced in the 'Prince' episode , where the drunken 

Durbeyfield's total lack of consideration for his 

daughter's welfare prefigures her exploitation by her 

lovers and such er:lployers as Farmer Groby . The men in 

Tess's Horld are , in one '>fay or another , intent upon 

appropriating her person; and at considerable cost to her 
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physical , psychical and eI:1otional energies . Exhausted and 

defeated at the last she capitulates to Alec , who will 

appropriate her sleep jt..st as surely a:s the 'law' uill 

convey her to the gallOl-lS - an enervated, comatose , 'lesser 

creature than a vloman' (TD p447 ). 

The oppressive , labour/ Homan exploitative , 

machine-8rinding rlorld in ~ - its exhausting demands 

closely linked by Hardy at salient points throughout the 

text to Tess's states of being - is quite clearly a causal 

factor in her tragedYi the physical world and its physical 

effect upon the YO,ung girl having immediate , palpably felt 

repercussions upon her faculties . Hardy's most potent 

emblematic image in this context , is of course the: 
red tyrant that the l10ri'.en had cone to serve •.• \'lhich 
kept a despotic demand upon the endurance of their 
muscles ana nerves . ( TD 372) 

The 'buzzing red glutton' , remorselessly grinding , bears a 

sug6estive resemblance to the lusty Alec - l1an and I1achine 

alike reducir~ Tess to physical exhaustion and mental 

stupefaction: 
A pantinG ache ran through the 
rick ... ( Tess) ••• still stood at her post , her 
flushed and persp~r~ng face coated Hith the 
corll-dus t , and her white bonne t embrowned by it . 
She uas the only ''lOman i'lhose place was upon the 
machine so as to be shaken bodily by its spinning , 
and the decrease of the stack no,"" separated her 
froIn !1arian and Izz , and prevented their changing 
duties with her as they had done . The incessant 
quivering , in which every fibre of her frame 
participated , had thrown her into a stupefied 
t~everie in which her artLiS ~vorked on independently 
of her consciousness . ( TD pp380 , 381) 

Hardy's descriptions of the detailed material 
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processes of labour have , t1erryn and Rayn;.ond Uilliams 

,{rite , 'an intensity of feeling ,'lhich in most fiction is 

reserved for interpersonal relationships or for landscape 

and scene' [3] . 'Intensity of feeling' is clearly 1.1hat 

Hardy both feels and projects here as the 'panting ache' 

induced in Tess by the demonic energy of the thpeshing 

uachine stuns her to nental insensibility . 

The physical exhaustion inducing mental fatigue and 

stupefaction Hardy describes here , is not to be confused 

\lith the hypnogogic state Tess herself induces , in \olhich 

she still retains a sense of self , sensation, and (equally 

important ) - energy . 
'I don't know about ghosts , ' she ,.;as saying ; 'but 
I do kum-/ that our souls can be made to go outside 
our bodies when we are alive . ' 

'A very easy \OTay to feel 'em go , ' continued Tess , 
'is to lie on the grass at night and look straight 
up at some big bright star ; and , by fixing your 
mind upon it , you \-1111 soon find that you are 
hundreds and hundreds 0' miles a,·ray frot;, your body , 
which you don't seem to want at all' . ( TD p158 ) 

The younG girl's facility for transcendence - for summoning 

\Olhat is commonly Immm as an 'out-or-body' experience - is 

either producible at will or instinctively induced . It is 

not coextensive , as ;·lary Jacobus suggests , with the 

stupefied reverie of her exhaustion in labour - , as close 

to sleep - to unconsciousness - as is compatible \-lith going 

abou t hel~ \-lork I [4] . Nor is it , as Richard Suigg argues 

wi th l~efel'ence to the 'Garden' scene , ( and which his use of 

the passive tense itself asserts ), indicative of a Tess 

possessed - a 'captured , hypnotised creature' undergoing an 
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'entranced surrender' [5] . Tess in transcendence remains 

in ful l possession of all hal" faculties . She assimilates 

to her consciousness the larger \wrld of nature its 

sounds , odours , its very essences 

experience l'ather than contracting it; 

expanding sensory 

possessing , not 

being possessed . In such a moment of great intensity , tiue 

too is transcended or becomes irrelevant to Tess . 

Elsewhere cognizant of hm7 little the individual is able to 

control her own existence which is ever subject to the 

dictates of time and circumstance , Tess in transcendental 

ecstasy suspends time and effectively controls her 0\-111 

consciousness . 'Time is personal' , Karl Kroeber says . It 

is 'controlled by individual experiences' [6] . 

Unfortunately individual experiences themselves are not 

all.rays subject to the control of the human \-Jill. But Tess , 

expanding time to fit her O\m t space' - her private Horld 

of inner sensation intensified by mental transcendence to 

reach beyond corporeal bounds - effortlessly shapes the 

spatial/temporal \-1orld to suit her needs and desires . And 

as a corollary to this , it might also be said th&t in 

allocating 'time' to his heroine in the 'Garden' sequence 

that she might give expression to her psychic / erotic drives 

and the unconscious life that surges within , Hardy extends 

to her narrative time in so far as , paraphrasis or 

summary description tends to abbreviate or IJarginalise \-1hat 

dramatic action expands . This is not an uniuportant point , 

since it is to the life of the sensations , and specifically 

the life of feminine sensations , that Hardy devotes his own 
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time and creative skills in this novel. The deeper and 

more diverse these sensations , the less enigLlatic and the 

more individuated the character . It is not enough 

therefore , that Tess simply recount her transcendental 

facility . She must be appt'ehended intimately 

demonstrating her remarkable powers . Dramatic action has 

impact and immediacy , t'lhere dialoGue convoys a more 

subjective intimacy - Hardy , in this instance , offers his 

reader both . Tess in transcendence then , gives free 

eXpt'ession to that' precious life' of which Hardy speaks 

but uhich he Hould not confine to cryptic utterance or 

enigmatic symbol . Tess's sexualit~ , says Lance St . John 

Butler , 'has to remain something of an enigna' [7] . But if 

this is the case it is not so with Hardy's connivance . 

Tess's hypnogogic experience does not belong , as 

Jacobus sUBgests , and as Sl-ligg asserts more emphatically , 

to what the latter calls Hardy's: 
other haz ily lit , somnambul is tic scenes , vThere 
tragic yieldings are passively conceded in fog or 
in the intel'vals betMeen sleep and Haking , in the 
tHilights before complete night and day [8] . 

Uhether 'passively concedine' can also be spoken of as a 

'trae;ic yielding ' seems doubtful. Sl1igg comes aHl:.:vlardly 

close here to invalidating his min arguLlent uith a negation 

of terr.:.s . Patently misleading on the other hand , is his 

blurring of Hardy's narrative outlines which distinctly 

delineate time , space and event to convey the hard , 

physical fact of a life lived in vigour , in joy , in pain 

and fatigue , but not in a trance . 
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Hardy creates , David Lodge observes in a 1110re general 

context : 
a visualised Horld that is both recognisably real , 
yet more vivid , intense , and dramatically charged 
than our ordinary perception of the real \vorld ••. 
It is his ability to make concrete the relationship 
bet\leen character and environment in a Hay that is 
both sensuously particular and synbolically 
su[;gestive that makes him such a pmverful and 
original novelist , in my opinion . [9] 

This is particularly apposite in the present context . For 

there is , in fact , nothing 'hazily lit' or 'soLnarabulistic' 

or even passively conce:ding about Tess's capitulation to 

Alec in the 'Chase' episode . This is evoked vividly and 

intensely - Hardy's symbolically sULGestive , dr~atically 

charged visualised world is no less detailed and 

particularised at the moment of his heroine's seduction 

than at any other time . To interpret Hardy otherwise is 

first , to read him inattentively , and second , to '11ead' his 

Tess as Angel first 'reads' her as incorporeal , 

sanctified , devoid of a sexual consciousness . The 

sOfunambulistic emphasis renders Tess the sexually 

anaesthetized Victorian idealised by Hardy's middle-class 

peers in life - unconscious in her yielding , s\-Teetly chaste 

in her sexual oblivion - an object of male sexual fantasies 

and thE; d81,lUlcent of a guilty male fear of the sexual 

double-standard . 

In truth , Hardy's Tess (unperceived by Angel as 

unperceived by Swigg ), is a physical body inhabiting 

physical space; and her capitulation to Alec is the 

uttermost expression of this physicality . She is quite 
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simply exhausted . Hardy's somatological emphases are 

numerous . Meticulously he details the miles Tess walks , 

the hours she wor ks , the meals she goes without . He \-lill 

not absent her physically and render her the enigmatic , 

disembodied chimera of Angel's ( and many a Victorian's ) 

fantasies . 

The pursuit of the woman-enigma chimera was plausibly 

a psychological neeessi ty in an society in v1hich fears of 

female sexuality Here endemic . The enigma , by definition 

unknovlable , pelJains an absented , inviolable figure . Hence 

the projection of male fantasies on to such a figure 

permits male exploitation to exonerate itself . It cannot 

defile , .. hat it can.10t define . It is partly for this 

reason , it might reasonably be argued , that the 'fallen' 

woman exercised so potent a hold upon the Victorian 

imagination. She consti tuted the living , breathing 

exemplification of viola ted t-lOmankind , and was accordingly , 

for her affront to society , portrayed as less than human -

a prone , inert , mute icon . Since it is Hardy's purpose 

openly to treat with sexual exploitation and Tess's 

violation , yet at the same time to restore life , vigour , 

and feminine sexual paSSion to the iconic 'fallen' model , 

her physical and sexual self needs to be constantly 

foregrounded . Hardy takes pains to ensure that this 

familiarisation - or rather this de-familiarisation of the 

mute , inert , archetype - is effected ; retaining for Angel 

alone , and to a far lesser 

mystification of Tess . 
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We are told for example , that upon this particular 

fateful day , Tess's 'oocupations made her late' in setting 

out upon her three mile walk to Chase borough ( TD p95 ) . 

From this information He infer that her employers - in this 

instance the d' Urbervilles who have appointed her 

'superv i sor, purveyor , nurse , surgeon and friend' to their 

'communi ty of fO"\rJ18 , ( TD p88 ) - require her to labour on 

Saturdays . Thus , firmly entrenched in an everyday Horld of 

Hork and in no sense anaesthetized , Tess "Talks the t.hree 

miles to Chaseborough . She makes her market purchases , and 

then sets out to find her companions for the niGht Halle 

horae . vlhile she \-lai ts for their barn-dancing to conclude , 

Alec intervenes , and Hardy takes this opportunity to focus 

upon Tess's physical condition: 
She looked round , and sa\-1 the red coal of a cigar: 
Alec d'Ur'berville Has standing there alone . He 
beckoned to her , and she reluctantly retreated 
towards him . 

'\lell , my Beauty , Hhat are you doiile; her'e? I 
She Has so tired after her long day and her 

walk that she confided her trouble to him - that 
she had been waiting ever since he saN" her to have 
thei r company h01l1e , because the road at night vias 
strange to her . ( TD p97 ) 

But since it seems her companions 'lt1111 never leave off ', 

c.hc Heary Tess feels she 'l-Till \'lai t no longer' ( TD 

pp97 , 98 ) . Alec offers to hire a trap and drive her home , 

but despite fatigue and the lateness of the hour she had 

'never quite got over her original mistrust of him' , and so 

declines his offer . Alec , frequently infuriated but rarely 

cavalier uUh Tess's feelings of pride and assertions of 

self-Hill , departs uith the half-approvine: retort: 'Very 
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Hell , tass Independence . Please yourself ••. ' ( TD p98 ) 

upon: 

Shortly aftervrards Tess sets off vlith her companions 

a three-r,lEe \V'alk , along a dry vlhi te road , made 
whiter tonight by the liGht of the moon . ( TD p98 ) 

And if Hardy evol{es a hazy consciousness at all , it is 

quite appropriately on behalf of Tess's inebriated 

companions who are following the road 
\·lith a sensation that they '-1ere soaring along in a 
supporting mediurJ •.• as subliltle as the [:loon and 
stars above them . ( TD p98 ) 

For Tess , bl contrast , there is only hard prosaic reality . 

'The discovery of their condition' , Hardy says , 'spoilt the 

pleasure she was beginning to feel in the moonlight 

journey' ( TD p99 ) . SomeHhat less sanctified than hunanly 

enraeed following an imbroglio vlith the lusty Car Darch and 

her equally lusty CQI,lpeers , Tess is eventally provoked to a 

vituperative assault upon '\-Ihorage' , \<lhich leaves her 

'almost ready to faint , so vivid was her sense of the 

crisis' ( TD p l 0 n . And it is at this point that she 

accepts Alec's offer of escape , and gets 'shot of the 

screaming cats in a jiffy!' - as he crudely expresses it 

(TD p100 ). The mounted couple engage briefly in a 

conversation t.hat devolves , not upon Tess's passive 

emotions , but upon her feelings of anger . And from this 

focus upon her emotional 'burning' to her 'burnt-out' 

physical energies Hardy s\viftly moves : 
She vIas inexpressibly Heary . She had risen at five 
o'clock every morning that Heek , had been on foot 
the vThole of each day , and on this evening had in 
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addition walked the three miles to Chaseborouzh , 
waited three hours for her neighbours without 
eating or drinl<:in£; , her impatience to start them 
preventing e1 ther ; she had then lolalked a \Jile of 
the l'lay hODle , and had undergone the axci tement of 
the quarrel , till , iii th the SIOVl proe;ress of thei l~ 
steed , it \'TaS nO\1 neaply one 0' clock . Only once, 
hOHever , Has she overcor.le by actual droTdsiness . In 
that moment of oblivion her head sank gently 
against him . (TD 1011) 

Alec naturally takes advantage of this mo~ent of oblivion. 

He stops the horse and encloses 'her waist Vlith his arms to 

support her'; \'lhercupon the alerted Tess sprinGs to the 

defensive , and '"ith one of those sudden impulses to 

reprisal to ilhich she \vas liable she [gives] him a little 

push' , and almost preCipitates him into the road (TD p 1 01~) . 

Hardy's emphases could not be clearer . This is no 

passive Tess . The picture is one of a self-determined, 

easily angered, volatile 'oloman . But she is also an 

inexpressibly t'Teary one! Hhen the couple find themselves 

lost therefore , (with Alec's connivance), Tess is bedded 

do,m upon the leaves he has prepared for her , and, tenderly 

buttoned into his overcoat for warmth, instantly falls 

asleep . Sleeping her body is appr'opriated: 
tihy ,."as it that upon this beautiful feminine 
tissue , sensitive as gossamer , and practically 
blank as snow as yet , there should have been traced 
such a coarse pattern as it was doomed to receive ; 
why so often the coarse appropriates the finer 
thus . . • ( TD P 101 ) 

Hardy's word is 'appropriates' . He is not concerned with 

the polemiCS of rape . Alec's is an act of theft and that 

he 'appropriates' Tess suffices to denote the moral nature 
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of the act . 

It is noteIlorthy that both here and in Tess's 

uedding-night account of her story to Angel , Hardy omits to 

detail , or to appraise Tess's defloration as she might tell 

it . The notion that Hardy's omissions in these tHO turning 

points in his heroine's story effect a silencing of the 

l'loman's utterances in the event of her attaining a sexual 

realit~ , a sexual consciousness - 'Tess's silence , like her 

purity' says t1ary Jacobus , 'makes female desire ducb' [ 10J 

- \lOuld scarcely r:~ake sense to the author i'lho , unlil<e Alec 

and Angel , is concerned llQ.t to appropriate Tess . Hm-lsoever 

Tess chooses to tell her personal story to Angel she !!lust , 

in this instance , speak , as it "I-Iere , Hithout her author's 

aid . Consequently he may not even eavesdrop lest he then 

paraphrase her l-lords and in so doing , recast them . It is 

not oniy critical to Hardy's ackno\-Iledgement of Tess's 

autonoLlY that she should declare herself to Angel in 

absolute privacy , employing l1hat \-Je have to assume is her 

O\o1n 'feminine I languaGe , and retlaini ng unpe ne tra ted even by 

her author , but it is also crucial to the \-1hole issue of 

judgenent in Tess . Here ue to be offered Tess'S 

declaration would we not analyse it for clues for 

evidence of rape or not-rape? Hardy wishes to avoid this 

focus . The arguMent then , that Hardy's narrative omissions 

in both the Hedding-ni~ht ana Chase-night sequences 

depersonaliize and unsex his heroine , rings a little 

ho11mo1 . As we shall shortly discover , there is sufficient 

evidence of an openly expressed and expressive sexual 
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consciousness in Tess that testifies , Hithout further need 

of justification, to her capacity to utter her sexuality 

lucidly . Clearly not in the verbal sense - this would be 

entirely implausible for the Victorian heroine deprived , as 

"lere her sisters in life , of a language of sexuality - but 

emissively , gesturally , vlhich in terns of sexual 

responsiveness constitutes authentic erotic 'utterance' . 

Important too , is the fact that this form of sexual 

is one tnat Tess's male author may 

legitimately observe and record vlithout presumption . 

Horeover the notion that' feraalc desire' is made dumb by 

HardJi seems at-.Tkward in this context , since it is not the 

silencing , but the absence of female desire in the 'Chase' 

episode which signifies . In order therefore , for Hardy to 

silence Tess's female desire she Hould first have to 

articulate it . But clearly she cannot articulate t.,rhat she 

does not feel ( an erotic desire for Alec) . Consequently 

there is no female desire relating to the 'Chase' episode 

or the Hedding-night confession that Hardy can silence . 

A similar nisinterpretation of Hardy's text inheres in 

the argunent that the physically and emotionally exhausted 

heroine displays an unfortunate nabit of falline asleep at 

inappropriate moments . This is an equally indefensible 

assertion; primarily because it makes implicit denands 

upon Tess to be virtually inhuman . Does not flesh and 

blood require rest and sleep? Paradoxically it is upon 

Hardy's (purported) representation of an unstateable , 

disembodied feminine consciousness in Tess , that all such 
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accusations turn ; the critic unconsciously etherealising 

Tess \lh05e bodily needs are somehoH eclipsed in the 

argument . Richard SHim; goes further and insists , not only 

upon Hardy ' s 'hazily lit , somnaLlbulistic scenes' t.fhich 

translate 'sensuality into a spiritually acceptable 

diffuseness I [ 11] ; but also upon authorial confusion and 

unfocussed vision in Tess . It is , this critic claiDs , 

Hardy's attewpt 'to create a sentinental beautifying' of 

the 'force of impurity' that constitutes 'the blurred 

consciousness of Tess' [ 12J . SHigg continues : 
From confusion suoh as this , where physicality and 
blood are distorted by an unfocused vision , Hardy 
derives his tragic sense [ 13] . 

A straightf'oruard , close critical r eading of the 

'Prince' and the 'Chase' episodes , to which these ( hazy) 

observations refer , soon reveals hOHever , that the reader 

is not even required to undertake any complex or exacting 

deconstruction of Hardy's text in order to detect the 

presenoe of a clear , untrammelled vision and an 

unoomfortably olose focus . In the latter sequence it is in 

fac t fairly obvious that it is Alec , not Hardy , .vho 

inhabits a hazily lit or foggy lwrld . Take the followine; 

brief but illustrative description , which , as is 

characteristic of Hardy's poetic prose style , sumrlOns Vii th 

the utr,;ost economy an evocative symbolic settit1£ . Hardy 

focusses upon the t-lOodland oeiling that vlould be , in the 

event , Tess's perspective (we night assuue): 
Above them rose the primeval ye,.s and oaks of the 
Chase , in \-Thich w~re poised bentle roosting birds 
in their last nap . ( TD p107 ) 
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And beneath the up",ard thrusting , primeval trunks and 

poised gentle birds in their last nap , a sleeping girl is 

ravaGed . Hardy's world is not only clearly lit , it is 

spot-lit . From its spatial proportions , \1hioh , unlike 

Alec's befogged world , are extensive , to its horticultural , 

ornithological sightings , together \{ith its tewporal focus 

upon the 'last nap' of 'poised gentle roosting birds' 

t-Jhich is by transference the gentle girl's last sleep as a 

virgin - Hardy's vision is as comprehensive as it is 

percipient . 

Closely detailed too , and the more '=!nceinte for its 

expert voetic structuring , is his account of Alec's act of 

penetration - the 'coarse pattern' he traces upon Tess's 

'beautiful feninine tissue . ' Expressing at once the notion 

of an imprint , Hhich will , at length , take the form of the 

infant Sorrow ( trace to , father upon); as Hell as the 

sense of a trackil1G ( tracing ) object , \-lhich in reality Alec 

does of course become; there is also the sugeestion of 

phallic interdigi ta tion or the 'tracer's probe 

'rooting-out' the ( feminine ) mystery . And finally there is 

Hardy's eupa thetic evocation of the HOLlan's expe11 ience of 

excoriation - the coarse scoring of her 'gossaner tissue' . 

Again this is a very physical emphaSis , as rightly , it 

should be . For Tess \-Jill almost ce rtainly bear the aching 

smarts of her defloration for days , under the circumstances 

of her r.~inori ty and sexual unpreparedness . 

In conclusion then , it appears that the invocation of 

certain exegetical orthodoxies together Hith too loose an 
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assessment of Hardy's authorial focus or vision , has 

brouGht the critic no closer to an accurate interpretation 

of this particular Hessex text; l-lhich , upon examination, 

shows no sign of living dOvJl1 to S",iggian expectations . If 

anything Hardy's focus - or \vatchfulness is painfully 

intent! 

Tess then is maid no more . But , some weeks later , 

debilitated and pregnant she still doggedly resists Alec's 

attempts to possess and denoralise her . Determined upon 

fliGht she packs her belongings and leaves . And it is at 

this point in the narrative that Har'dy introduces the 

notion of a conscious antagonism inherent in Tess's passive 

resistance . Paying tol<en submission to the man who denands 

a fareHell kiss , Tess openly insults him by turning her 

head 'in the same passive l'1ay , as one might turn at the 

request of a sketcher or hairdresser' ; and Alec is 

affronted and hurt: 
You don't give ne your mouth and kiss me back . You 
never willingly do that - you'll never love WE; , I 
fear . ( TD p113) 

The i-lor:lan that Al ec kl1o\.Js and that Hardy characterises is 

no submissive , biddable Victorian archetype . Repressed she 

is , ho\;ever , as Hardy subtly conveys throuGh her mannered 

sufferance of Alec . She rests her eyes , he writes, 
vaguely •.• upon the remotest trees in the lanb while 
the kiss Has [;iven , as though she \-/ere nearly 
unconscious of i-lhat he did . ( TD p113) 

But repression is not submission . 'The essence of 

repression' says Freud , 'lies simply in turning somethinG 
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awaJ ... keeping ita t a distance from the conscious' [ 14] • 

Tess's posture suggests that this is precisely her 

psychological state . Distancing unwanted sexual advances, 

she is nonetheless fully cognizant of how best she Qay 

repel them . The authentically passive woman vlOuld not only 

fail to exert this kind of self control over her responses, 

she would possibly also encourage the more abundant floH of 

those betraying tears that earlier begin to trickle doun 

Tess I s cheeks (TD p111) . Giving vlay to emotional release 

she may then yield and subtlit to the man in a flood of 

engulfing emotions "Ihich \lOuld gratify his ego and 

simultaneously ease her sense of diminished responsibility 

in the event. 

All vlOllen, Hrote J . S. lIill: 
are brought up from their earliest years in the 
belief that their ideal of character is the very 
opposite to that of men; not self-Hill and self 
government by self-control, but submission, and 
yielding to the control of others . [ 15J 

All vlornen are not Tess hm·rever . Alec rlay have appropriated 

her body but her spirit remains insubordinate . Depression 

and despair do nevertheless oppress her, as she 

reflects upon her relationship with her 'cousin' (and 

silently dwells upon his 'trace' now enlarging in her 

body) . But anger flaI!les quickly enough as he attempts to 

appropriate that 'self' that she will so persistently 

withold: 
She resumed - 'I didn 't undel'stand your Lleaning 

till it was too late . ' 
'That IS vlhat every Homan says . ' 
How can you dare to use such Hords!' she cried, 

turning impetuously upon him, her eyes flashing as 
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the latent spirit ( of which he was to see more some 
day ) awoke in her . 'by God! I could knock you out 
of the gig! Did it never strike your mind that 
Vlha t every Honan says sorile Homen ma~r feel? ( TD 
p1 12) 

'Dare' , 'flashing' , 'spirit' , 'knock you out' , 'strike' 

it is evident that Hardy's perception of the angry Tess 

shapes his language to elicit active , kinetic e~otions 

quite effortlessly . She resists possession of her person 

tlith 'katabolic' [1 6] anger in defiance of Alec's attelllpt 

to gain dominion over her by undermining her utterances and 

r'educine them to an 'EverYvJOman' amorphousness . 

Prouder still the recusant Tess abjures the father of 

ile, ('hUd because she does not love hilll and will not submit 

to a conventional solution to her predicament . 'I have 

nevel~ really loved you , and I think I never can. ' She adds 

'flJournfully' , 
Perhaps , of all things a lie on this thing Hould do 
the most good to oe nm.,; but I have honour enough 
left , little as 'tis , not to tell that lie . If I 
did love you I lila] have the best 0' causes for 
letting you knoH it . nut I don't. ( TD p11 3) 

Alec clearly does not talee her Lleaning , but then Tess does 

not openly invite this . 

Here as else\<lhere Tess Vlould thpot-I do,m the gauntlet 

openly to challenge Alec to a battle of wills . Or 

alternatively she would fling it in his face . Tracking her 

to the arid chaU(lands of FlintcoLlb Ash , Alec first gibes 

and taunts , but then resorts to more subtle , and He sense , 

genuinely sympathetic , overtures: 
Tess ... ! don't like you to be working like this , 
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and I have come on purpose for you . You say you 
have a husband \-1ho is not I. \lel1 , perhaps you 
have ; but I've never seen hi~ , and you've not told 
me his name ; and altogether he seelUS rather a 
mythological personage . Hm'lever , even if you have 
one , I think I am nearer to you than he is . I , at 
any rate , try to help you out of trouble , but he 
does not , bless his invisible face! ... Tess , H'j 

trap is waiting just under the hill , and darling 
mine , not his!- you know the rest . ( TD p378 ) 

Poor Tess . But it is not to a softened, suggestible , 

Heakening mind and ITill , that Alec is addressing himself . 

On the contrary Tess is riSing to a 'dull cri~son fire' as 

he speaks . He hastily tries a different approach . He l-li11 

attempt a little moral coercion: 
'You have been the cause of ey backsliding , ' he 

continued , stretching his arm towards her Haist ; 
'you should be Hilling to share it , and leave that 
mule you call husband for ever . ' 

One of her leather Gloves , which she had taken 
off to eat her skimmer-cake , lap in ~el~ lap , and 
\O<lithout the sli6htl:.st \-1arning she passionately 
s\lung the glove by the e;auntlet directly in his 
face . It was heavy and thick as a warriorls , and 
it struck him flat on the mouth ••• A scarlet oozing 
apPeared .•• ( TD pp378 , 379) 

Tactically alert, Tess nml resists' a r.lore violent 

confrontation as Alec 'fiercely' starts up . She too 

springs up , but immediately sin}{s dmm again: 
'NOli , punish me!' she said , turning up her eyes to 
him \lith the hopeless defiance of the sparrow's 
~aze before its captor twists its neck . I~hip me , 
crush me ; you need not mind those people under the 
rick! I shall not cry out . Once victiu , ahlz,ys 
victim - thd! s the lal-l!' (TD p379) 

Tess knm.;s her rJan . J ust as earlier she had returned to 

him the passive-insulting other cheek , so nOH she returns 

I hopeless defiance' . She is fully alelare that it is not 
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just her yielding body Alec 1rlould own; he "ould also claim 

her unyielding mind . It is the rebellious angry Tess that 

excites hiLl to unceasing pursuance of her person; hence 

instinctively she defuses his sexual desire by returning to 

him a docile , pathetic face . Bridled and aggravated he 

departs . 

Finding her shortly aften'lards genuinely 'uhipped' and 

'crushed' and so utterly exhausted from her labours that 

she has not even the strength to speak above an 

'underbreE, th' 'weak as a bled calf' ( TD 382) - Alec 

admits to a tender t'egard for her feelings , but not to a 

lusty desire for the 'jaded' , 'fasged' , defeated Tess (TD 

p382 , 383) . He has evidently learned that in appropriating 

the inert , enervated body he does not possess the Gntire 

Homan . He sincerel y yearns to claim , it appears , not a 

submissive , but rather , a sentient , volatile lover . But 

Tess cannot love him. Unyielding to the last , flinging 

gauntlets , slamming casements (TD p404 ) , and finally 

knifing the heart that tirelessl~l hunts her dovTn ; passive 

resistance gi ves ~'Tay increasingly to open violence as in 

gradual steps she is reduced to a 'lesser creature than a 

",oman' ( TD p447 ). 

This then is the self-1rTilled girl whose instinct it is 

to dismiss the past , tread upon it and put it out . ( TD 

p234 ) 
The past uas past; Hhc..tever it had been it vTas no 
nore Rt hand . ( TD p126 ) 

To escape the past and all that appertained thereto 
was to annihilate it , and to do that she Hould have 
to get uv/ay . ( TD p135 ) 
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It ~-laS impossible that any event should have left 
upon her an ilJpression that t..ras not capable of 
transmutation . (TD p140) 

But halO to annihilate the past and Llake new the day , 

\.filen , in the form of Alec, it beco[lles very much 'at hand' '! 

And Dore important still , how to transmute and actualise a 

rene\led 'self' \-Thich the Horld has appropriated, labelled 

as 'fallen'? Tess I s Greatest ps~rchological dileIilI::a - froB 

her first encounters with Alec to her last enactment of the 

role of kept reistress , cashmere wrapped and 'embroidered' 

(TD p428 ) - lies in resisting classification. To Alec she 

is Everywoman Gnd Eve-temptress and to Angel she is first , 

archetypal Goddess , and later ar'chetypal 'fallen' \IOman -

'ill' , 'unformed' , and 'crude' ( TD pp272 , 281) . But to 

Hardy, uho shares vrith Uill the belief that individuals of 

both sexes are not to be classified , she is complex , 

diverse, unique . Fierce and gentle , regenerative and 

destructive , trusting and suspicious , philosophical , 

mystical , sexy , she is a 'pure twman' unadulterated by 

Victorian conventions and codes . Accordingly her 

acceptance of a past she cannot change , reveals , llot the 

insensibility of the iconic 'fallen' woman, but both a 

passive and an active impulse: 
Tess had drifted into a frane of mind uhich 

accepted passively the consideration that if she 
should have to burn for Hhat she had done , burn she 
must , and ther£. Has an end of it . ( TD p128) 

Instinctively Hardy countermands the passive frame of mind 

with the active - the decisive , self-willed: 'and there 
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Has an end of it' . (Significantly , this phrase resounds 

\-lith internal echoes of Tess's m-ll1 articulations - which 

'drifted into a passive frame of mind' does not ) . 

Instinctively too , he colours Tess's ratiocinations with 

raH elemental energy: 'if she should have to burn ••• then 

burn she must . ' 

It is , on the other hand, as one of Hardy's 

'insignificant specks' requiring inflation , that Richard 

SwigS perceives Tess . This vievlpoint appears to constitute 

a wodern day critical equi valent of that expressed by the 

Victorian Havelock Ellis [17] . Ellis claimed , He recall , 

that Har-dy creates puerile (without 'virility' ) vlOmen with 

no souls , v1ho are pathetic and V/eak . Hardy's defence of 

his heroine , Suir;e clains in similar vein , 
is .•• most readily exercised on behalf of .•. Tess 
ttllen seen as a Simple villaGe ~irl . When Tess 
baptizes her dead child .•• without the Church's 
proper sanction , objections are waived in deference 
to this personal illusion of riehtness . Thus the 
spiritual light upon her face sentimentally 
condones and respects the belief , shoHing her face 
'as a thing of imr.1aculate beauty with a touch of 
digni ty uhich \-las almos t regal' ... Hardy needs to 
inflate the value of the seemingly insignificant 
specks , \-1ho , like Tess , move and labour on vast 
landscapes , 'like a fl~T on a billiard table .•• of no 
more consequence to the surroundings than that 
fly . ' [ 18J 

The conflation of segregated narrative clusters 

frequently leads to confusion - or , as in this case , to 

misinterpl'etation. Tess's baptism of her infant ( Sorr'o~" 

incidentally is not dead but dying ), belongs to a section 

of the s tory marked by Hardy 'Phase the Second' [ 19] , and 

the 'fly' sequence belones to a later phase oarked 'Phase 
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the Third' . In dispensing uith the r.lore customary literary 

demarcation 'Book' as opposed to 'Phase' Hardy 

deliberately places a temporal accent upon Tess's history: 

her life as it is liv~d . It is particularly iDportant 

then, not to conflate disparate textual clusters , unless 

Hardy invites this by semaphoric means of symbolic 

association . For this temporal accentuation aptly mirrors 

Tess's own periodic capacity for rene.1al and regeneration; 

the 'fly' sequence marking just such a 'renewal' turning 

point . Having only tenuous symbolic links with the baptism 

SCBne , this later sequence openly illustrates a staee in 

the } oung girl's transition from familial dependency to 

independence - her second, greater move fron home into the 

world, as we are led on to discover . 

Tess has determined to 'escape the past and •.• Jet 

aH ay , ( TD p 135) • Accordingly Hardy offers her a nell 

landscape, a journey, and the challep.se of altered 

perspectives as she traverses an unfamiliar terrain . Fro~ 

the enclosed, fawiliar ~forld of far.1ily and Harlott she 

r.loves out into the uew and strange, Hhere Hardy's 'spatial 

images of boundary and enclosure' [20] - the 'curve of the 

hill' over Harlott's 'interior tract of land' 'engirdled' 

by raihlays - are replaced with a 'l-lorld dra\'lu to a lare;er 

pattern' (TD pp138,139) . Hal'dy's focus nOH rests upon 

Tess's desire for transmutation. Contemplating the 

'environs of Kine;sbere' - the parish of her ancestors - she 

turns her back upon the whole notion of d' Urber'ville 

antecedents . She v/ill repudiate them, 'Pooh' , she 
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expostulates, 'I have as Duch of mother as father in me!' 

(TD p139) I She had no admiration for them now' Hardy adds 

by way of endorse~ent: 
She almost hated them for the dance 
her; not a thing of all theirs did 
the old seal and spoon . (TD p139) 

they had led 
she retain but 

Caught hOvIever betueen the tvIO worlds, the old and the neH, 

Tess becomes at one point 'not quite sure of her 

direction' . And it is at this most appropriate juncture 

as the young girl feels herself to be lost - that her 

author also 'loses sight' of her and perceives: 
Tess stood still upon the hemmed expanse of verdant 
flatness, like a fly on a billiard-table of 
indefinite length, and of no more consequence to 
the surroundings than that fly . (TD p142) 

In observing his heroine as a desolate figure in the 

vastness the UnknOin1 that she now confronts - Hardy 

deliberately introduces a note of dislocation . The sudden 

sense of Tess's insignificance, and of her author's stance 

of seeming indifference, combine to create for the reader a 

disquieting unease . Tess seems horribly abandoned! 

This passage patently unnerves Hardy readers, as 

insistent critical references to it evidence . It troubles 

and disturbs . His ~ethod of unsettling his reader and 

arousing caring feelings in this subtle Hay, has hOlvever 

drmm a different response frou SHigg . Tess is to him 

prioarily an 'insignificant speck' Hardy needs to inflate -

hence (for S\liC;g) the 'sentinental' touches in the baptislJ 

scene . 
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The baptism sequence occurs in Tess's shortest 

'Phase' , uhich is entitled 'l1aiden no I1ore' . It is a 

noteworthy scene for several important reasons . But 

Hardy's need to inflate or spiritualise his heroine is not 

one of them . One important aspect of his presentation 

here , is that visually Tess is perceived as if through the 

eyes of the little ones in attendance . The language 

employed - the enphasis upon Tess's big words , big gestures 

(she 'fervently dreH an iruruense cross upon the baby with 

her forefinger' ) plainly indicates an open-eyed, 

open-rwuthed audience . In keeping Hith this perspective , 

the minister of the sacrament/ big sistel' Tess, towers 

hugely , ~lhitely , in her nightgo\n1 - an i11fla ted figur'e in 

the eyes of her tiny , uncomprehending congregation. 

Iloreover , as Hill later become evident , this sighting tal(es 

into account the presence of a l,Wrk-\<lOrn Girl-mother 

exhibiting incongrously in the context 

stubble-scratches on her wrists and physical exhaustion in 

her weary eyes . The ideological implications of this scene 

are then , primarily invoked \-lith all the potenc~; child-like 

Vlonder lends to adult formalities . The sense is of a 

half-ignorant , essentially open-eyed attempt to (jrasp the 

seemingly incoI'Jprehenslble . 

Tess 'cakes up her ministerial rolc: 
t SORRmI , I baptize thee in the name of the 

Father , and of the Son , and of the HolJ Gho.:it . ' 
She sprinkled the lIater , and there was silence . 
'Say "Anen", children. ' 
The tiny voices piped in obedient response 

, A!llen! ' 
Tess "lent on: 
'We receive this child' - and so forth - 'and do 
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sign him with the sign of the Cross . ' 
Here she dipped her hand into the basin , and 

fervently drm>/ an ir:m1ense cross upon the bab] '"lith 
her forefinger , continuing with the custonary 
sentences as to his nanfully fil;htine; against sin , 
the world , and the devil , and being a faithful 
soldier and servant unto his life's end . She duly 
t'lent on Hi th t.he Lord's Prayer ,· the children 
lisping it after her in a thin gnat-like Hail , 
till , at the conclusion , raising th",ir voices to 
clerk's pitch , they again piped into the silence , 
'Arlen!' ( TD pp130 , 131) 

As emblematic rite , baptism objectifies sin and guilt and 

bnacts the release of the spirit frol.1 the forces of 

darlmess . Tess invoIces this rite and utters the \tlords of 

redemption over her child . Thus empowered to utter the 

spirit clean and new , Tass - 'fallen ,,[oman' / minister of the 

sacrament is tacitly vindicated by her author . She 

cannot logically fulfil both roles . The one invalidates 

the other . Horeover , should the reader harbour religious 

objections , the follOi'iing difficulty arises . Any argument 

raised against the fittingness. of her desire to mediate 

betvreen Heaven and Hell , salvation and dar, nation, to anoint 

redemption upon the object of her 'sin' ( permissible - if 

'Hamish' - practice ), automatically places the objector 

voicing such an argument in a e;raceless , unforgiving , 

un-Christian , position . For according to received doctrine 

no repentant believer is held to be unredeeLable j and that 

includes Tess in her 'ecstasy of faith' ( TD p13 1) . Thus , 

in a sense , Tess utters her own redemption . ~or as surely 

as her seduction and subsequent childbearing of Sorro,·, 

dra\,;s dOtm upon her head 'sin I ( in Victorian eyes ), so her 
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baptismal ministrations dra1;1 down upon her head 'blessiIl[;' . 

As repentant , holy consecrator of the sacrament she is 

therefor6 'tokenly' cleansed . 
(Tess ) with much augmented confidence in the 
efficacy of this sacrament , poured forth from the 
bottom of her heart the thanksgiving that fo11O\.;s , 
uttering it boldly and triumphantly in the 
stopt-diapason note which her voice acquired when 
her heart \las in her speech , and Hhich Hill never 
be forgotten by those who knew her . The ecstasy of 
faith almost apotheosized her; it set uppn her 
face a glowing irradiation , and brought a l'ed spot 
into the middle of each cheek ; uhile the miniature 
candle-flame inverted in her eye-pupils shone like 
a dianond . (TD p131) 

The Hord 'tol-~enly' is used advisedly . For there is in 

fact , implicit authorial irony in the discourse which 

fo11oHS - which Swigg in his exeLetical pursuits has 

overlooked . Hardy i-Trites facetiously: 
Poor Sorrow's campaign against sin , the world , and 
the devil '-las doomed to be of limited brillianc 
( TD p131) 

Tess too is sceptical: 
In the daylight .•. she felt her terrors about his 
soul to have been sOlJeiThat exaggerated ; H-hether 
wel l founded or not she had no uneasiness nm: , 
reasoning that if Providence ,,;auld not ratify such 
an act of approximation she , for one , did not value 
the kind of heaven lost by the irreuularity -
either for herself or her child . (TD p131) 

Hardy's irony and Tess' oS scepticism introduce a nevi note . 

Hardy is evidently paying mere lip-service to an observance 

of Christian doctrine on the one hand (as do the lisping 

innocents) , and r.:aking a mockery of that observance on the 

oth6r . The notion of a sin-laden Tess , let alone a 

sin-laden infant is clearly risible in his eyes . Either 
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way , whether the reader sides with the lronist/ sceptic or 

siEply finds his/ her perforoance tasteless , it is evident 

that Tess's author scorns a cultural ideology that fosters , 

under the mantle of Chri stianiti ' both the myth of the 

'fallen' "oman's guilt and the guilt of unbaptised 

innocents . 

Nina Auerbach perceives in Hardy an atter:1pt to 

de-mythologise the archetypal fallen woman . She urites 

that there was in the Victorian, 
a pride as Hell as a pity at the fallen HOE.an's 
abaseluent . Admiration mingled vlith condertlllation, 
recurs again and again in Victorian treatments of 
the f2.11en uOffiari ; her prone fOrL1 becones so 
pervasive an image that it takes on the status of a 
shared cultural mythology . At first glance , the 
Victorian myth of the falh .. n Homan seems even more 
harshly degrading than its literary al'chetype in 
Paradi ... e Lost . Hilton's Eve gives a pm.J'erful 
arzuruentative voice to her longing to reign rather 
than serve , Hhile the Victorian fallen Homan is 
usually depicted , even in literature , as a mute 
eniGmatio icon , such as Dante Gabriel Rosetti's 
Jenny , vlho sleeps through the poem that ;>robes her 
nature . Boreover , Hilton's Eve v1111 survive in the 
triumphant ascending vloman vlhose heel iiill bruise 
the serpent's head , uhile Victorian conventions 
ordai n that .IOwan! s fall ends in death . It seems 
that an age of doubt has grafted the doaD of 
l~ilton's Satan onto the aspirations of his Eve , 
generating a creature vlhose nature it is to 
fal l. •• Then as nOH , ::;he see!:.s to enlightened minds 
a pitiable IJOnster , created by the neurosis of a 
culture that feared female sexuality and aGGression 
and so enshrined a respectably sadistic tale 
punishing them both . [2 1 ] 

Not even Hardl could emerge from this entirely unscathed, 

although it is true to say that his 'sadistic tale' metes 

out punishment in as near to equal measures as is 

consistent Hith plausibili ty . As the story nears 

conclusion , the first to be punished is the 'fallen' 
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woman's true love , \-lho is brought emaciated and ill through 

a harro"ling 'Brazil' - a 'Plere yello\o1 skeleton' at the last 

( TD p428 ) condemned to live out his days with <:1. 

'spiritualized Tess' whom he may love but tlay not marry . 

[22] And the second to be 'punished' is the 'fallen' 

\Joman's seducer , \-lhose death by her hand ,·/hich plunges 

into his body a killin~ blade - carries clear overtones of 

divine retribution . It might then be argued that the 

Homan's 'heel will bruise the serpent's head' in Hardy as 

in liil ton - despite her 'end in death' • 

Uina Auerbach argues along related lines . Hardy's 

Tess , she writes , 
seeInS vindicated by her narrator from having fallen 
at all. .• her affinities Hith burbeoning nature , her 
incorrigible will to reneual and joy seeres to 
exeupt her from the fallen 1tlOman' s euil t and 
sorrO\.j . [23 ] 

The baptism scene features crucially in this exemption . 

For Hardy's irony apart , 1-Thich operates at an al ternative 

level of discourse , Tess's sacramental cleansing the infant 

'Sorrml's guilt , enacts her own desire to liberate the 

innooen t soul from damnation - to 'bury' guil t and sorro,." 

purged of all stain . This becomes in turn , her own 

spiritual regeneration , Hhich follm,ring an interregnum - a 

tilile for changinG from 'simple girl to complex Homan' (TD 

p135 ) - finds her intent upon departure and a netv life . 

The VlOl!lan who usurps the male minister's role and 

utt.ers her min form of baptisn , destabilises the troute , 

enigmatic icon' . And whereas there are echoes of the 
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Hiltonic 'argumentative voice' , not in the microscopic fly 

imar;e , but in Tess's repudiation of her dad;: ancestry in 

that salJe sequence , a closer parallel to the baptismal 

'voice' is provided by Hardy in Tess's insistence upon use 

of her Christian name . Repudiating pseudonymity , Tess 

Gently asserts her mm identity Hhen Angel vlOuld condense 

her to a type . 
She Has no longer the milkmaid , but a visionary 
essence of \lOOan - a \'lhole sex condensed into one 
typical forw . He called her Arte~is , D~m~ter , and 
other fanciful names half teasingly , Hhich she did 
not like because she did not understand them . ( TD 
p170 ) 

If she had understood them she would have liked them even 

less for condensing her' into one typical form' ; as she 

Nas earlier angered by Alec's nullification of her 

utterances in his 'Everywoman' ascription . Ignorance of 

Greek oythology does not prevent Tess frorJ sensing the 

threat of immanent depersonalisation in Angel's 

pseudonYLlous naraings . Diffidently ( uithout meeting his 

eyes ) she requests his use of her given name: 
'Call me Tess' she vlould say askance; and he did . 
( TD p170 ) 

Enj oil~ing Angel to call her b~' her baptismal nal.l€ , Tess 

instinctively seeks to 'cleanse' him of his illusive vision 

of her , while at a more conscious level she resists his 

appropriation ( by renarling ) of her person. 

Derc.ystification , and self-disclosure of the feninine self 

as asserted by Tess, are envisaged by Hardy in terms of 

enlightenment - an unveiling of a hazy , half-lit "lorld . 
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The \-lOrld, hitherto screened by 'spectral, half-compounded, 

aqueous light' (TD p169), by 'luminous gloom', 'neutral 

shade', and ' mist stratum' (TD p170) - a 'preternatural 

time' \-Ihen 'fair .lomen are usually asleep' (TD p169) - nO\1 

Brows instantly , lighter . The envisioned 'fair Homan' 

usu?lly asleep perceived by Angel as only marginally 

conscious - a disembodied Tess, a 'soul at large' (TD p170) 

- names her 'self' and: 
Then it t%uld grow lighter, and her features would 
become simply feminine; they had changed fl~OIl1 

those of a divinity who could confer bliss to those 
of a being who craved it . (TD p170) 

The ethereal Tess is then merely a dmm trick-of-liGht 

apparition; except , that is, to Angel v[ho clings to the 

chimerical phantasma to create a 'spotless creature' (TD 

p218) to suit his psychological needs . 

This trick-of-light effect also features in Herdy's 

presentation of Tess earlier in the baptisn scene . This is 

not a question of inflating the 'insir;nificant speck' 

(Tess) by bathing her in a 'sentimental' , spiritualising 

light . On the contrary , it is Hardy's deflation of the 

sentimental and illusive ioage that renders his Tess less 

fanciful than palpable - fleshly real: 
Her figure looked singularly tall and imposing as 
she stood in her long \1hi te nightBO't,m, a thick 
cable of tuisted dark hair hanGing strai"",ht dO\m 
her back to her \-laist . The kindly dicmess of the 
.'leak candle abs tracted froLl her form and featul~es 

the little blemishes Hhich sunlight mi~ht have 
revealed - the stubble scratches upon her wrists , 
and the weariness of her eyes - her 'high enthusiasm 
having a transfiGuring effeot upon the face which 
had been her undoing, shoHing it as a thine of 
ic"!I7laculate beauty , ,lith a touch of diGnity uhich 
\'laS almost regal. (TD p130) 
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Here as elsewhere , it is the incarnate Tess formed and 

featured in sunliE;;ht , \lork-scarred Hith little blemishes 

that the candle-light nO\-1 abstracts to nebulousness - Hhom 

Hapdy ushers in prelusively . The picture is one of a uarm , 

vibrant , lived-in body . With scarified wrists , tired "eyes , 

and unfastened coils of hair , the reified Tess , 

unccreLoniously nieht50~med , and surrounded by sleepy-eyed 

infants lisping the Lord's Prayer , has less a spiritualised 

than an intimate 'bedroom' presence . It Hould not appear 

to be the case that she is disproportionately aggrandised 

or unduly 'spiritualised' given the events and 

circumstances described . First , if the argument is to be 

pursued along the lines that 'hazily lit' or half-illurlined 

scenes have a mystifying effect , then it should be stressed 

that the artificial candle-light vlith which Hardy illumines 

his s cene , is plainly er::phasised as having a distorting 

effect . And second , it is Tess's inner light her 

vibrancy and fervour - that lends a 'transfiguring effect' 

to her face . Consequently it is not that she is 'bathed 

in' ( passive), so much as 'Generates' ( active ), liGht . 

Tess O\ms , vhat Hardy elSe\-lhere describes as a ' spiri tual 

beauty ( that) bespeaks itself flesh' ( TD p2 10) . This 

implies a homogeneity of spirit and flesh , as it also 

implies beauty of both soul and body [24 ], 

John Lucas pOints to the distinction to be made 

betueen Tess etl1erealised by Angel , on the one hand , and 

'realised' by Hardy on the other . He notes Hardy's efforts 

to provide Hhat he calls 'prosaicisms' in order to adjust 
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or 'cOl"t'ect' Ancel's mystifications [25 ]. Less clear is 

Lucas' interpretation of Hardy's Talbothays sequence in 

this context . It is not 'they' uho are 'cocooned' against 

reality as Lucas states , but 'he' - Angel alone . Perhaps 

Lucas does in fact perceive this disjunction , for shortly 

after Eaking this observation he suggests that Tess is not 

so 'cocooned'; that it is she 'Hho is fearful about the 

unreali ty of their love' [26] . Angel is in fact so tishtly 

cocooned in his male egocentric world that he can scarcely 

conceive of a Tess brought into being without his creation. 

He first denominates her Goddess - vrtich she opposes and 

resists . He then appoints her 'unconstrained' child of 

nature ( TD p2 14) - a creature he alone will endmer Hith 

existence . He .-lill create her in his 0.111 likeness . She 

will take his nalYle and thereby escape her aim (TD p23 1), he 

uill make her 'the \-Iel1 read woman' ( TD p230), and he \1111 

carry her off 'as [hisJ property' (TD p244) . She would , he 

says , depend 'for her LappiLess entirely upon him' ( TD 

p237 ). 
'I nay as \Jell say it now as later , dearest , ' he 

resumed ger.tly . 'I uish to ask you something of a 
very practical nature , which I have been thinking 
of ever since that day last Vleek in the meads . I 
shall soon Hant to marry , ana , being a farmer , ~·ou 

see I shall require for my "life a woman who knoHs 
all about tht, manar:;eL1ent of farr.1s . vlill you be 
that wOl'llan , Tessy? I ( TD p2 11) 

'He put it in that vlaY' , writes Hardy , 
that she might not think he had yielded to an 
impulse of \-Ihich his head \lould disapprove . ( TD 
p2 11 ) 
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The tragic irony of this is not lost upon the reader . 

First , Tess feels she cannot , and does not vlant to be , 

married . And second, and this is wore to the point , the 

last thing she she wants to hear from Angel is an 

announcement of his praotical, worldly requirements , and 

his plans to establish herself as his 'proper' wife in 

society . Ironically , a declaration of passionate , undying 

love .-lOuld have eClsed the poor Sid's misgivinss 

considerably . Such a declaration may even have so ''larmed 

and reassured her that a revelation of her past 

indiscretions might then have found room for expression. 

As it is she feels hoplesslJ threatened , and tur!~s , Hardy 

says, 'qui te CarelrlOrn': 
She had bm-led to the inevitable result of 
proxir.1ity , the necessity of lovin[; him; but she 
had not calculated upon this sudden corollary , 
\-1hich , indeed , Clare had put before her Hithout 
qui Le L,eaninG himself to do it so soon . \lith pain 
that Has lilee the bitterness of dissolution she 
murmured the Hords of her indispensable and S\i'orn 
anSHer as an honourable l-101:1an . 

'0 Nr Clare - I cannot be your wife - I cannot 
be! I 

The sound of her own decision seemed to break 
Tess's very heart , and she bOvled her face in her 
grief. ( TD p2 11) 

Angel is incredulous . He is 'amazed at her reply , and 

holding her still more greedily close' he inquires with 

evident disbelief: 
'Do you say no? Surely you love ne?' 

'0 yes , yes! And I uould rather be yours than 
anybody's in the Horld , ' returned the SHeet and 
honest voice of the distressed girl . 'But I cannot 
marry you!' 

'I don' t ~1Bnt to r,mrry! I have not thouGht of 
doing it . I cannot! I only want to l ove you . ' ( TD 
p2 12) 
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Angel cannot take this seriously . These are , to hiD , but 

'the dallyine;s of coyness I ( TO p2 15) . She has after all , 

he tells himself , 'pert:litted him to make love to her' which 

can only signi fy her consent to wed hiru ( TO p2 15) . Tess , 

it seens , has been harbouring slightly different 

expectations . As Hardy points out on her behalf , 'to "sigh 

gratis ll is by no means deef!!ed Haste': 
love-r.,al:ing being here more often accepted 
inconsiderately and for its own sweet sake than in 
the carking anxious homes of the ambitious , Hhere a 
eirl's craving for an establishment paralyzes her 
healthy thought of a passion as an end (TO p2 15) . 

The ideological gap , l1hich Hill later tragically split the 

bond that no man should put asunder , nOH begins to make 

itself felt . Tess's 'healthy thought of a passion as an 

end' , and Angel's regard for her , coloured as it is by his 

oHn 'carking anxious' bourgeois values, are patently 

ethically incompatible . There exists betl1een Tess and 

Angel a greater gulf than class division alolm . HhEs he 

dHells upon his bourgeois , practical requirements , his 

property and his Tess , she contemplates nothing more than 

their ~olutual love: 'I only , .. ant to love you , ' she cries 

(TO p2 12) . She has every reason to suppose that her 

impetuous lover is equally content to engage in a surnr,ler 

idyll - a 'brief happiness' ( TO p177 ) . His 'resolutions , 

reticences , prudencee , fears' have fallen back , Hardy sa~s , 

'like a def'eated battalion' - as Tess is made happil~r al .. are 

(TO p 191) • His ardent leaps to embrace her at untmlard 

r,lOments speak for themselves : 
He jumped from his seat , and , leaving his pail to 
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be kicked over if the lnilcher had such a mind, went 
quickly tOVlards the desire of his eyes , and 
kneeling dmm beside her , clasped her in his arms . 

Tess vias tal~en completely by surprise , and she 
yielded to his embrace with unreflecting 
inevitableness . Ravin£', seen that it Has really her 

. lover Hho had advanced , and no one else , her lips 
parted , and she sank upon h1111 in her n .. omentarj joy , 
,.ith something very like an ecstatic cry ( TD p191) . 

He stepped forHard ..• 'Dear , darling Tessy!' he 
whispered , putting hi~ arm round her , and his face 
to hel' flushed cheek . 'Don it , for Eeaven' 3 saku , 
lUster me any [.lore . I have hastened back so soon 
because of you!' 

Tess's excitable heart beat at,ainst his by way 
of reply ; and there they stood • •• as he held her 
tightly to his breast .•. At fi~st she would not look 
straight up at him, but her eyes soon lifted , and 
his plumbed the deepneSs of the ever-varying 
pupils , VTith their radiating fibrils of' blue , and 
blac!~ , and gra) , and violet , while she regarded him 
as Eve at her second vTal:inG might have regarded 
Adam (TD p2 1 0 ) • 

(Eve , ather second 'i~aking regards Adam in his ' nakedness' 

according to 'Genesis') . Tess mms then , a fully 

a\Jakened sexual consciousness . Hardy , \lith characteristic 

artistry , places the focus here , not upon parted lips - a 

physiological response - but upon the 'ever-varying pupils' 

of her eyes . And ~."hile this suge;ests a phYSiological 

response in so far as the 'ever-varying' orbs are now 

presumably dilating as arousal intensifies with gazing , 

there is also the more obvious notion of clear , open-e~ed 

'seeiniS' • 

Disabused (with Tess's aid) of his phantasmas and 

rarefied visions , she is nm.] to hiu 'real vitality , real 

warmth , real incarnation' ( TD 190 ). But Angel must and 

Hill still condescend to her . To eredi t her \1i th an 
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autonomous existence out of his pOHer and control is '-lhol1y 

alien to his consciousness . Accordingly her refusal to 

r1arry does not 'permanently daunt' hill: , because , as Hardy 

facetiously obse r ves : 
his experience of women was great enoueh f or him to 
be aHare that the negative often L1cant nothing more 
than the preface to the affirmative (TD p2 15) . 

lJhat experience of HOI:len? His near entrapment 'by a WOl:lan 

much older than himself! from vlhoI:1 he had 'escaped not 

greatly the worse for the experience'? ( TD p155) Or his 

, expe rience' of 11ercy Chant pe rhaps? Is it from these tHo 

less than profound relationships that Angel has acquired 

his I creat' experience of women? He r,la;! have shed some of 

his illusions about goddess Hallen , but he bas not shed the 

self-delusion and eeocentricism which fuels such fantasies . 

Contemplating Tess's 'dallyings of coyness' he ret:aains 

optimistic: 
At such times a~ this , apprehending the grounds of 
her refusal to be her modest sense of incompetence 
in ~atters social and polite , he would say that she 
ilas ivonderfully \-Iell- ir..formed and versa tile - io1hich 
Has certainly true , her natural quickness , and her 
admiration for hiu , having led her to pick up his 
vocabulary , his accent , and frC1[,ments of his 
kr..Oi-1led.;e , to a surprising extent . ( TD p2 16) 

But 'at such times as this' , Angel does not once consider 

that he too has picked up , what Hardy describes as 'the 

aesthetic , sensuous, paean pleasure in natural life and 

lush womanhood' ( TD p199 ) . Hot once does he perceive that 

he has picked up something of Tess's carpe-diem philosophy 

h~r buoyancy , her lack of pretenSion , her appetite for 
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joy, her I heal thy passion' . On the oti1er hand he would say 

that she .Tas 'Honderfully \-Tell-informed and versatile' in 

her adoption of his own traits and mannerisms . Presumably 

this male approval of feminine evolution is intentionally 

expressed by Angel to reinforce her readiness to pick t;p 

his traits and r:lannerisms yet still - her natural lover's 

empathy , subjected to this one-sided adjustment would then 

become !.lore gratifyingly ( to him) a feninine desire to 

please . Scarcely allare that in daily proxiraity to her 

condescending lover , she is gradually suffering his imprint 

to trace itself upon her - albeit less tal~ibly than Alec's 

- Tess , oppressed by his interminable probings , anSHers his 

deLands for total possession of her person in rnarriat;t: , by 

returning to him , to his evident gratification , the face of 

one possessed . A face the:. t is , uhich bears his mm 

imprint . But Tess is not gratified . Silently and alone 

she mourns her I sel f - suppression' (TD p2 16 ) and the 

realvakening of a past she had tried so hard to bury . The 

struggle now is: 
so fearful; her own heart .l6.S so strongly on the 
side of his - tuo ardent hearts ac;ainst one poor 
lit tle conscience - that she tried to fortify her 
resolution by every means in her pOHer . (TD p2 16) 

Tess had never before Immm a time in t'ihich the 
thread of her life was so distinctly tHisted of two 
strands , positive pleasure and positive pain . ( TD 
p2 17 ) 

Free-will and self-determination now have to contend , not 

only \'lith paSSion , sexual desire - she is 'such a sheaf of 

susceptibilities' , Hardy Hrites , that she fears 'her 
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resistance oight break doun under her own desire' ( TD p217) 

- but !"lith the resolute '''ill and the 'anxious, carkin!:;' 

conscience of her lover . His earlier resolve not to trifle 

or toy '''ith her affections (TD p195) expresses an allareness 

of an instinctively condescending nature , Hhich, to do 

Angel justice , he does atte~pt to check . But it also 

presupposes a naivety in Tess - that she is incapable of 

distinguishing betueen lighthearted affection and the 

committed heart . Assuming naivety, Angel is scarcely 

likely to regard Tess's history in a favourable liGht . Her 

previous sexual experience, her caternity , the very 

fullness of a life lived uithout him , could only constitute 

an affront to his inflated ego . Tess, sensing thiS, is 

fraught with conflict . And the strong , reboundinG, 

self-willed, heart fragments to a subdued , ductile, 

indecisive , fearfulness . Tess is now in truth reduced 

microscopic 'fly' lost in the vastness - Hithout directioi1. 

Sensing her lowered resistance , Angel brinGS his 

verbal 'rearguard' into action , and charc;es her uith being 

a 'coquette' , a 'coquc.tte of the first urban 'lrJater!' (TD 

p217) He observes hO\-1 'the remari{ had cut her' and 

immediately applies verbal salve - but the scar remains (TD 

p218) . 'Tess kneH that she must break dOlm' (TD p222) , and 

taunted further by Angel's branding her - this tine 'Hiss 

Flirt' (TD p223) - she does . 

Tess then accepts Angel's proposal , but her inner 

conflict remains unresolved . Imvardly, emotional tUIilul t 

smoulders as she keeps at bay 'gloom, doubt , fear , 
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moodiness, care, shame', \lhioh Here '~·,ai tine; like wolves 

just outside the circumscribing light' . 'She had', Hardy 

writes, 'long spells of pOller to keep them in hungry 

subjection there' (TD pp 236,237) . As Hardy's ohoioe 

metaphors of impending ravage and predation opposed by 

feminine I pmofer' indicate, this is no passive surrender . 

Or as the HOLlan taking the sexual initiative herself 

proves, there is also an erotic spirit actively kept in 

hungry subjection there: 
She clasped his neck, and for the first time 
learnt \-lhat an inpassioned \-lOman's kisses l-lere 
upon the lips of one \-Thom she loved \vith all 
heart and soul, as Tess loved him (TD p231) . 

Clare 
like 
her 

Unlike the deeply repressed Sue Bridehead, \·lho, 

folloHing a token submissi.on to marriage cOllventions, 

becomes 'dull, cOHed, and listless' for days (JO p30t3), 

Tess's instinct is to rebound tirelessly . Inherently at 

odds t .. ith AnBel' s double-standard, she recounts her 

1iledding-night story uith chapacteristic resilience, 

'Hithout flinching', l.rithout shame (TD p268) • 'lJo 

exculpatory phrase of any kind' entered her discourse He 

are told . She had not even \lept (TD p270) . Instead it is 

Angel who \Ji thers and CovlS . In the mOlUent of his 'fall' he 

ueakens and crumbles as Tess in her 'fall' did not. 

Objectifying Angel's moral Heakness - his fall fron 

caring, cherishing lover, the man vlho \lould' love and 

cherish and defend her under any conditions, changes, 

chard;es, or revelations' (TD p223) - Hardy nOH changes and 

charges the world of external objects metaphorioally to 
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accomodate or assimilate to 'substance' the change in 

'essence' that is Angel's transmutation . 

Hardy uses verbal description, David 
as a fil~ director uses the lens 
select, hiGhlight , distort 
visualised world [27] . 

Lodge writes, 
of his camera - to 
and enhance tho 

This is precisely Hardy's literary method 110tT . Angel's 

mockery of a philosophy to 1rlhich he had SHorn allegiance -

the moral reconstruction of an erstilhile Pauline ethic (TD 

p154) and a turn to the communistic life (TD p179) -

becomes a mockery of both the marriage V01rJ and the \voman to 

whom he has pledged his troth; for she exeoplifies the 

very philosophy he had attempted to embrace . Accordinely 

the domestic \·lOrld 'mocks' and is 'mocked': 
The complexion even of external things seemed to 
suffer transrautation as her pronouncetlent 
progressed . The fire in the grate looked impish 
der.:oniacally funny, as if it did not care in the 
least about her strait . The fender grinned 
idly ••• All material objects around announced their 
irresponsibility with terrible iteratio~. (TD 
p270) 

Instinctively Angel al~ticulates a ! Last Day' judgement upon 

Tess just as his father and forefathers tlOuld have done 

before him. 'Imagination' says Hardy, 'might have beheld a 

Last Day luridness in thi., red-coaled glOH' - and it is 

Angel vlho pel~forms the T irrelevant act of stirring the 

fire ••. stirring the embers', before leaping demonically to 

his feet, j,lith 'horrible laughter, as unnatural and ghastly 

as a laugh in hell' - to dismw the woman standing before 

him: 'The woman I have been loving is not you!' (TD 
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p270 ,271) . Hirroring his mm toady- ing to an E:thic he 

claims to have repudiated , his faEily jeHels give 'a 

sinister Hink like a toad's' . So too the 'torrid l-laste' of 

the lurid , gloHing , embers peer 'into the loose hair about 

(Tess's) brovl ..• firing the delicate skin underneath' , as if 

to brand her as Angel surely does (TD p268) . 

Dut for all Tess's terror in this 'hellish' scene 

Angel 'fitfully' treading the floor , his face 'vlithered' , 

even his voice 'fallen' to 'commonplace' - ( TD p270 ) she 

still has nerve enough to oppose him. '0 you cannot be out 

of your mind!' says Angel , 'you oUGht to be!' The 'fallen' 

woman ought of course , to be sick , disabled, infected . 

But , says Tess, unflinchingly , 'I am not out of my Llind' 

(TD p271). She is hOHever distraught and shocked . Sinking 

before Ar~el she movingly utters her defence: 

Ho'\V can 

I thouGht , Angel , that you loved LIe - lue , my very 
salf! If it is I you do love , 0 how can it be that 
you look and speak so? It frightens me! Having 
begun to love you , I love you for ever - in all 
chanoes , in all disgraces , because you are 
yourself . I ask no more . Then hm; can you , 0 my 
OlIn husband , stop loving me? ( TD p271 ) 

he? By annihilating her . 'I repeat' , he 

reiterates chillingly , 'the vlor.lan I have been loving is not 

you' ( TD p27 1). 

Tess breaks . 'Terror '\Vas upon her Hhite face' , and 

the 11l0Uth tlhich had once reminded Angel of ' roses filled 

with snow' ( TD p191) is abbreviated to 'a pound little 

hole' [28] . 'Deadened ••• she staggered' and seeing her 

collapse , Angel becomes conciliatory: 'You are ill' , he 
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tells her ( self-reassuringly) , , and it is natural that you 

should 'be so' ( TD p272) . There are nOH premonitions of the 

'lesser woman' , thl::: 'split' \-lonan perceived by Angel at the 

last , who is no longer' his 'original Tess': 
He had a vague consciousness of one thing , though 
it was not clear to hiD till later ; that his 
original Tess had spiritually ceased to recognize 
the body before him as hers - allowing it to drift , 
like a corpse upon the current , in a direction 
dissociated from its living Hill ( TD p429). 

'Living vlill' is breaking . DisOtming the body appropriated 

first by Alec and nOt, by Angel , Tess permits it to surge on 

its ovm physical current - regarding herself as a pitiable 

object , she bursts in a fit of Heeping . 'Relieved at this 

change' , Angel is , for complex , psychological reasons of 

egocentricity at Hal" '-lith untoward feelings of fear , 

insecuri ty and loss , less bevIildel~ed by this broken , 'ill' , 

self-pitying image of Tess . He Haits 'patiently , 

apathetically , till the violence of her grief had Horn 

itself out' , \Thereupon , with her declaration : 
I Nill obey you like your l1retched slave , even if 
it is to lie dONn and die ( TD p272), 

he u~taphorically pats her on the head with the words 'You 

are very good' ( TD p273) - betraying , as he stru~ps this 

seal of approval upon her professed enslavement , that it 

Has after all , the insubordinate spirit in Tess Hhich he 

most disapproved . 

I-Tardy does not per'rait the reader' to lose sight of 

Angel's plight . There is always this aspect to his 

characterisations that cruel , \leal{ , insensi ti ve , 
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hypocritical , exploitative and domineering as some of his 

heroes nay be , the! are never implausible . He comprehend 

Angel's reaction even if He do not approve it . He too , is 

a casualty of his past . His maddened feelings of 

impotence , disbelief and distraction now pit futilely 

against the Hretched conundrum neither he nOl' Tess can 

unriddle that to herself she is the innocent Homan in the 

guise of a guilty one , but that to him she is thE.- 'guilty 

Homan in the guise of an innocent' ( TD p212 ). It is 

something of a paradox that the 'pitiable monster' is 

rendered thus - the 'dumb , mute , prone , enigmatic icon' -

not by the seducer but by the husband . The irony is of 

course purposeful . Hardy's denunciation of a mythology 

vIhic!! pror.lOted the 'fallen' \-lOman as sick and sickenine 

from the very day of her 'fall' , COLles full circle in the 

Hedding-night scene as the 'demonic' husband becomes the 

ruyth-makers' asent and the perpetrator of society's 

tyrannJ' . Although Tess continues thereafter to muster all 

her emotional and physical resources to struggle with 

reneued passive resistance and not a little reactive anger , 

she never fully rebounds to her earlier unnarried self: 

'the forr:lerly free and independent Tess' (TD p284 ). Her 

love , a love that bear s no division , a strong, unfailing 

love ; and her past , so effortfully struaped out by herself , 

and for which she was prepared ( if sceptically) to pay the 

price by 'burning' ; are both nmi fully appropriated by 

Angel . In repudiating the Homan - Hho is , in a sense , the 

sum of he 1" past in that she has lived through and risen 
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above it - he renders not only her pel~son bu t her very life 

of no account , null and void . 

F. B. Pinion , not , one should add, a critic of the 

Aristotelian school , points to the fact that: 
(Tess's ) fate is partly due to a Durbeyfield 
tendency to accept or drift , a 'l-lillingness to 
endure ",hich cannot be dissociated frorJ 
indecisiveness , and a certain d'Urberville strain 
that shmls itself in occasional heedlessness and 
impulsive outbre~,s . [29] 

Hardy does not of course demand of his heroine an 

unrealistic standard of perfection. She is heedless , 

indecisive , impulsive . She is human . Learning to love the 

human being and not the idee fixe is the lesson Angel has 

to learn . But it needs to be emphasised that the \vill ' to 

be' is strong in Tess . It is this 'will' uhich asserts 

itself even in the exacting moment of 'confession' where to 

have '\-Iept' (as in the passive-resistant scene Hith Alec) 

would have been voluntarily to yield and submit . 

J . T. Lait'd , in his studies of Hardy's Ur-text [30] , 

provides some useful textual background upon this aspect of 

Hardy's characterisation of Tes::, . Laird notices that Hardy 

'vacillates ' over the question of 'Hill' - over 'things 

Hilled' and ' things oonoei ved ' [ 31 ] . The element of 

decisiveness in Tess was clearly critical . The outcome of 

this vacillation , Laird Vlrites , concluded in 'Hardy's 

championing of \·1111 , and its oonoomittant , foresight , 

alertness , and dependability' [32] . 

It is important therefore , to read Hardy closely and 

his self-willed Tess clearly; for she demonstrates , 
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against insuperable odds , that she can and Hill prove her 

capacities - as J . S. Ilill prolCiulGated: 
in the only tV'ay in Hhich capacities can be proved -
b~r trial; and the Horld will have the benefit of 
the best faculties of all its inhabitants . [ 33] 

This is not , of course , to argue that Tess succeeds in 

gaining the ascendancy she deserves . She Canflot . The 

\vorld is dOl;jinated by dominating niddle-class L'len . But the 

point is , that her capacity for survival - her moral as 

Hell as her physical survival - closely linked by Hardy to 

her vi~orous sexuality , is at no point threatened by 

'feminine' physical disabilities , emotional instabilities , 

intellectual vapidities - or any other 'typically feminine' 

incapacitating traits . l1oreover , it takes the Harring odds 

of tHO indoLJitable [.Jen and contingent supplies of Farmer 

Grob~s - ( or 'people of scrupulous character and great 

influence' ! TD p402 ) - finally to breru{ her . 

The stress upon heredity inherent in Pinion's 

statement may be misleading . Tess is far less a victim of 

'blood' than environl1ent or wha t Hardy calls in 

The Return of the NeUye , a 'i-lOrld unfriendly to women now' 

[34] . In the liGht of studies already undertaken upon the 

theme of heredity in Tess [35] - a thematic line textually 

superimposed by Hardy during revision and extrinsic to his 

original conception of the work - i t should suffice to 

quote Lanc~ St . John Butler: 
this l{ind of determinisr:1 in Hardy is only 
apparent .•• he indulges in it for artistic reasons 
llhile making quite sure that vle do not take it 
literally . • • he alVlays provides us \-lith adequate 
reasons for all his characters' actions so that we 
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do not have to resort to believing his fatalistic 
asides . [ 36] 

It is not the taint of heredity , but rather the world 

llhich sets Hardy's heroine at odds with herself . The 

seducer on the one hand, and spouse on the other aid and 

abet this division. Tess's body ~nd mind are first split 

each from each and then severally appropriated . 

Appropriated , she is then discarded as unfit for society, 

both as Alec's mistress and Angel's vlife . For the 'whole' 

\'TOman , the 'pure' Honan unadulterated by prevailing codes 

and ethics there is no room in society . As Goddess or 

Uhore , elevated or fallen , spiritual or sexual woman , she 

may live out het' segregated life as best she Lay; but she 

may not be spiritual and sexual in one single fort.l - and 

survive . 

Is then the 'Pure Homan faithfully presented' as Hardy 

claims? Or is she the spiritualised , enigmatic heroine of 

~uted sexual presence that some of his critics claim? 

Tess's physicality , and Hardy's emphasis upon it - her 

expenditure of ener~y , the appropriation , by man and 

labour , of her hour's of rest and recuperation cannot be 

divorced from her erotic nature , in so far as health and 

viGour are vital to sexual energy . But it is the breaking 

of her spirit which finally reduces Tess to a 'lesser 

creature than a woman' emotionally , spiritually and 

sexually enervated . 

Hardy's original Tess , autononous , independent and 
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free , who has the capacity to rebound to restored vitality 

all the iVhile spirit and flesh unite as a single enerGetic 

E!ntity , O"lnS an erotic nature that Aneel , for all his 

egocentric fantasies about bringing her into being , does 

not in fact create in her . Clearly , it is as difficult for 

Angel to conceive of a beloved \Thom he alone has not 

shaped , as it was for the patrist fathers to conceive of an 

Eve not created out of Adam's rib . Ho\-lever , here as 

elseHhere , Hardy's Eves - notably Elfride and Bathsheba -

do not a\'lai t or need , self-actualisation by male 

intervention or donation . 

From Tess's first recognition of sexual overtures in 

Alec's fruit thl'usting gestures (TD pp70 ,7 1) to her 

experience of sexual ecstasy in the 'Garden' sequence , she 

is shown to possess a fully aHakened responsive erotic 

nature . 

Elaine ShoHalter points to a dilcI!1rJa facing Victorian 

Homen novelists . The language of sexuality they had 

available to them , she "Trites , Vias fey , fastidious , and 

'metaphorically paralyzed' [37] . This was not a problem 

\lomen lrlr'i ter-s alone faced . HO~l \vas Hardy to evoke Tess's 

'precious life' unfettered by the tepid , linguistically 

antiseptic sexual language available to him? Evidently the 

limitations of language , as with the paralyzins effect of 

the censorship conyenances of the day , had evidently not so 

far reaching consequences that they crippled Hardy's 

imaginative poltiers . Hedding prose narrative to poetic 

metaphor , to embed Hithin seemingly innocuous figures of 
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speech a language of sexuality which is neither fastidious 

nor precious but rather straightfomardly 

biological-natural , is Hardy's especial art . 'Hhat cannot 

be discerned by eye and ear' , he wrote in the 'Science of 

Fiction 1 series (1 891), I~ay be apprehend5d ..• by •.• m&ntal 

tactility' [38] . 'Mental tactility' would in turn , 

intensify 'the expression of things ..• so that the heart and 

inner meaning is made vividly visible' [39] . Accordingly 

he focusses upon the 'expression of things' in nature so 

that the 'heart and inneI' meaning' of character as Hell as 

landscape is 'made vividly visible' . 

Tess of course , in common with her sisters in life , is 

deprived of a language of sexual affection. She is , for 

example , at a loss to explain to Angel ( as Hardy explains 

to the reader on her behalf) bOH she \-lould love him. 'I 

only want to love you , ' she tells her lover ( TD p2 12). But 

how can she tell him that loving for its o\m sHeet sai(e is 

what she wants? Angel is not altogether the most 

perceptive or imaginative of lovers . Tess's suggestive 

peeling of the skins of the 'Lords and Ladies' ( to \-lhich 

Hardy gives considerable narrative time , [TD pp164 ,1 651 ), 

but which , for some perverse reason spurs in Angel the 

desire to teach her 'history ', clearly leaves him , as it 

does not appear to leave Hardy , oblivious to her' natural 

inclination to arts more sexual than acadewical . 

On the other hand , if Tess may not utter herself 

verbally , she may eesturally . The narrative mode Hardy 

employs to 0nphasise the robust , heal thy , vibl~ant , sexual 
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energies of his heroine , is to assimilate them to nature 

Lletaphors - but not , ~le note , of tilt- virGinal / funereal 

lilies cetaeory . Alec's roses pressed into the young 

girl's breast are an unsubtle but coherent image the 

collocation of pricking thorn , red petals and blood dra\Vl1 , 

prefigures of course , the 'Chase' defloration. But for 

Tess herself - that is to say for her Dim erotic desires -

Hardy resel~ves less overblovm, less poetically. soiled 

imagery . The resemblances or analogies he dravTs bet\"een 

the external world of natural phenOMena and the intel'nal 

world of feminine sensation, evince and sustain vitality 

and freshness , and above all naturalness . The Tess 

enamoured of ABbel therefore features centrally in a world 

of lush fecundity and viGorous seasonal grouth: 

As 

Rays fror;] the sunrise drew forth the buds and 
stretched them into long stalks , lifted up sap in 
noiseless streams , opened petals , and sucked out 
scents in invisible jets and breathinbs ••. Thus 
passed the leafy time when arborescence seems to be 
the one things aimed at out of doors . Tess and 
Clare .•• ever balanced on the edge of a 
passion .•. "rere converging , under an irresistible 
Iml , as surely as two strecll.ls in one vale . ( TD 
p168 ) 

with Hardy's 'mollusc' imagery in 

The Return of the fatiye , VThieh suggestively points to 

sexual arousal in both sexes , so too Hith Tess and Angel. 

The liquescent , odiferous season in which buds and stalks 

erect , distend and dilate , is Tess's season as ouch as it 

is Angel's time for findinG something neH in nature . It is 

not organic nature alone \fhieh buru;eons into life . Tess 

too 'the sapling which had rooted dOvln to a poisonous 
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str'atum on the spot of its smfing' - is nOH 'transplanted 

to a deeper soil' oThich 'physically and n;entally' suits her 

so well that she: 
had never in her recent life been so happy as she 
llas nOH , possibly never Hould be so happy again (TD 
p168 ) • 

Hardy extends use of the analogical metaphor further -

to render implicit Vlhat he may not render explicit . Tess's 

most important erotic scene , as has been widely discussed , 

is the 'Garden' scene . But whereas the sUGgestive imagel'Y , 

symbolic setting , metaphorical action , have all been 

variously interpreted as having their common referrent in 

the Edenic myth , Hardy's parodic overtones appear to have 

been overlooked . Tess is located for Gxample , on the 

outsl:lrts of the 'garden' , 'behind the hede;e' in an 

uncultivated tract of land where apple trees e;rml untended 

(TD p16 1) . !loreover there is no central tree set 'amidst I 

(as it is located in 'Genesis') , but instead several are 

placed on the periphery and are patently 'uncovenanted' . 

lIoreover , they are not fruiting (knovlledge ) but producing 

blossotJ ( nescience ) . In l~eeping HUh this marginalised 

setting , the 'Edenic' roles of the central characters are 

inverted . It is ' Eve' Hho is lured 'like a fascinated 

bird' , and 'Adam' \-1ho lures . Already 'fallen' in that his 

'performance' is flawed, Angel sounds the seductive 

call-note Hhich Handel'S 'in the still ail" vlith a stark 

quality like that of nudity' ( TD p161) , while Tess is dra\ln 

close to the t Garden' yet remains or. its outskirts 
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throuchout . A travestied Eden is then surely Hardy's 

intention here? This interpretation alone fulfils the 

pror.lise of the subtitle . For clearly Hardy does not rG[;ard 

his Eve as sin-laden - in contradistinction to the authors 

of 'Genesis' vlho regard tnt:: original Eve in her 

fruit-tasting hubris as humanity's progenitor of sin . 

Angel's harp playing provides Hardy with a excellent 

reason for draHinc; Tess out , not into a cultivated 

(man-made ) landscape uith floral bOt-lers and arbours , or 

even into Talbothay Dairy's herb Gdrden , but into "lild , 

'uncultivated' land . Furnished with appropriate images 

deriving from unadulterated nature , he then elicits , by 

L'leanS of homologous resGr:lblances and syr;,bolic association , 

her vibrant , earthy sexuality . Far removed from the 

antisepsis of 'lilies' and the starched delicacy of 'lace' , 

but draun instead through a 'profusion of gro'vth' and into 

close proximity to the object of her erotic deSires , Tess 

listens 'like a fascinated bird' - mesmerised but at the 

same time equipped for flight: 
The outskirt of the garden in uhich Tess found 

herself had been left uncultivated for some years , 
and uas nOvl damp and rank \-li th juicy grass Hhich 
sent up mists of pollen at a touch ; and with tall 
blooming Heeds emitting offensive smells Heeds 
Nhose red and yelloH and purple hues formed a 
polychror;.e as dazzlinG as that of cultivated 
floHer.;; . She Hent stealthHy as a cat throu~h this 
profusion of grmvth , [>a thcring cuckoo-spi t tIe on 
her skirts , cracking snails that \·;ere underfoot , 
staining her hands uith thistle-railk and 
sluG-slioe , and rubbing off upon her naked arms 
sticky blights Hhich , though snoH-uhitc on the 
apple-tree trunl{s , made madder stains on her skin; 
thus she dre\v quite near to Clare , still unobserved 
of hiw ( TD pp16 1, 162). 
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The seductive I'JOI!lent for Tess , as she l:loves sradually 

closer to Angel , ri10ves Hardy in turn - instincti vel~r it 

seems - to hyphenate the worlo of nature that it might lean 

closer to her as she now assimilates her surroundings to 

her own consciousness . '-llilk' , ' - spi t tIe' , '-slime' , 

'sticky bl i ghts' - the mucosa and emissions of human 'sex' 

- 'l"ub off' upon Tess as much from the objects in r~ature 

'-1hich wet and stain her person , as fro[', Hardy's linguistic 

hyphenations . vlith 'damp and rank •.• juicy grass' bursting 

pollen at a touch ( 'rank' incidentally denotes 'luxuriance' 

in the Hardy lexicon [40] ) ; and upHard thrusting I tall 

blooming Heeds emitting offensive smells' , there is no 

sense of a fastidious , antiseptic , deodeorised sexuality in 

Tess's \I/orld . Pungently odiferous (as surel; it should 

be) , dazzling hot in hue - 'red and ~rellow' and Vire;ilian 

'purple' the physical world Tess assimilates to her 

erotic consciousness is as unadulterated as her mm 'pure' 

nature [l1 1 ] . Realistic too , is Hardy's vivid rendering of 

attraction/ repulsion sensations as Tess passes from the 

intimately physical and elemental Hilderness to drau closer 

and closel'" to transcendental ecstasy . In her abandonment 

to thL Horld of sensation , voluptuously e;athering nature's 

secretions and mucosa upon her person the generative 

fluids of 'sex' - so nOil Tess unleashes her passion: 
Tess vias conscious of neither time nor spacE; . 

The exaltation '\-Ihich she had described as beine, 
producible at \-Till by gazing at a star , came novI 
\-lithout any determination of hers; she undulated 
upon the thin notes of the second-hand harp , and 
their harmonies passed like breezes through her , 
bringing tears into her eyes . The floating pollen 
seemed to be his notes !lade visible , and the 
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darapncss of the garden the Heeping of the garden's 
sensibility . Though near niGhtfall , the 
rank-sClcllillg Heed-flOl:ers glO'lved as if they would 
not close for intentness , and the ~Taves of colour 
mixed uith tne Haves of sound (TD p162 ) . 

Escalating upon her plateau of sexual ecstasy , Tess 

reaches such a pitch of intensity that tears spring to her 

eyes as , at the same tif:1l;;: , the world of sieht , colour and 

sound fuses to a synaesthetic brilliance . Fully in keeping 

'vith her feminine sensation - her alternating 'waves' of 

orgasmic dilation so too the lush , vegetative 

'l'Ieed-f'lmvers gloHed as if they Hould not close for 

intentness' as Tess nml C;IOHS , 'her cheel~s on fire' as 

Angel approaches ( TD p162). Suddenly Tess feels exposed . 

She draHs off f'pm;] her lover to a safe distance to utter 

herself in safe , phatic locutions . She speaks of the 

apple-blossor::l falling and 'everything so green' , but is 

clearly so immersed in her own de-tumescence that she drans 

only the 'falling off' in nature to her consciousness . 

Fending off Ansel's probings as to her 'indoor fears ', 

'Ilhich are at this moment fears of over-exposure , she cannot 

help but feel that the very trees themselves have 

'inquisitive eyes' (TD p163 ) . EO\'Jever finding that her 

hei[)htened state is unobservable to her lover , she waxes 

unselfconsciously philosophical and then wanes to a 

i-lis tful ness to 'sad imaginings' that bear a close 

rese~blance to post-orgasmic tristG (TD p163 ) . 

This is Hardy's most penetrating insight into Tess's 

sexuality . The candour and poetic truthfulness of his 
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imaees evoke a sexual consciousness unvarnished and 

unprettified . Neither sanctified nor trivialised to a 

delicat~ niceness , Tess eeorges fron Hardy's rich , 

odiferous , liquescent , fecund Horld as ' p1.H'e' and as 

resplendent as Nature itself . Her sensory self is in 

cOlClplete harmony Hith the natural Vlorld , and as its nost 

vital centre of ener'gy , she absorbs all its exuding 

essences of generation and re- generation as the original 

Eve assimilated not to nature but to man's noraI 

consciousness cannot . This then is the! Pure i10man 

fai thfully presented by Thomas Hardy' . And the \wrld that 

Hould deny her a physical , sexual reality - expressively 

described by her author as 'spiritual beauty ' that 

'bespeaks itself flesh' - is indubitably the loser for its 

defalcation . 
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Chapter V1 

Jude the Obscure 

It is crucial to the organisation of women for 
their liberation to understand that it is the 
monogamous family as an economic unit, at the heart 
of class society, that is basic to their 
subjugation. [1] 

Unacceptable as Frederick Engels' words undoubtedly 

would have been to the late nineteenth century feminist, 

[2] for whom woman's role as the mainstay of the monogamous 

family unit was still the most desirable of all attainable 

goals most others of comparable vogue and status, 

particularly in the male dominated professions, being in 

any case denied to all but a pioneering few - there is no 

doubt that they would have been entirely acceptable to 

Hardy's Sue Bridehead. Sue declares, that if marriage is 
only a sordid contract, based on material 
convenience in housekeeping, rating, and taxing, 
and the inheritance of land and money by children, 
making it necessary that the male parent should be 
known - which it seems to be - why surely a person 
may say, even proclaim upon the housetops, that it 
hurts and grieves him or her? (JO p218) 

Sue's campaign against the institution of Marriage in 

~ is considerably more radical than is Bathsheba's in 

Far From the Madding Crowd. Moreover as a married woman 

she argues authoritatively as one of the cognoscenti. 

Speaking with a broad-based social concern and a keen 

political awareness, which adds vigour to her utterances 

and seriousness to her emotion, Sue's argument is more than 
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a protest against the condition of married women as men's 

property. Her fundamental criticism is against marriage as 

a patriarchal anachronism which should no longer have an 

anchorage in a modern society. That is to say a modern 

society pioneering in its radical quarters the movement 

towards a breaking down of rigid role demarcations and 

sexual inequality. The call for a total reconstruction of 

marriage along equitable lines - what Olive Schreiner was 

to call a decade later 'a fellowship of comrades' [3] -

was, of course, by no means revolutionary in theory. But 

what did seem unprecedented even to the reformist 

feminists - was that middle-class women should take up the 

anti-marriage cause. To speak in plain terms of a working 

partnership and to reject the liberal feminists' 

idealisation of marriage with its redemptive emphasis upon 

woman's vocational calling to devotional wifehood, was 

radically controversial. And the respectable Woman's 

Rightist quietly but firmly dissociated herself from this 

fringe faction. 

Millicent Garrett Fawcett, who may be considered 'a 

spokeswoman for middle-class Victorian feminism' [4], 

expressed feminist aspirations thus: 
Is it not for the benefit of society that the women 
who have the greatest natural fitness for marriage 
should marry, whilst those who have fewer natural 
qualifications for the endurance and enjoyment of 
the special pains and pleasures of married life, 
should find other honourable and useful careers 
open to them? [5]. 

The line between the (approved) vocational calling to 
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wifehood on the one hand, and the (less approved) working 

role, is tacitly drawn here by Mrs Fawcett. Implicit too 

in her words, is an ideological accomodation of the 

inequitable relation between husband and wife; he 

(presumably) finding for himself an 'honourable and useful 

career' whilst also having the 'greatest natural fitness' 

for marriage, but she confined to the single role. Hardy's 

Sue does not, of course, have to walk Mrs Fawcett's 

tightrope of conformity; although Hardy does appear to 

have underestimated his critics' threshold of toleration in 

this respect. But the point to be made here is the nature 

of Sue's radicalism. In common with her author, she does 

not hold with the contemporary feminist views on marriage. 

She would have the system entirely overhauled, it seems 

and upon much the lines furthered by Hardy. In a letter to 

Mrs Fawcett on the subject of the franchise, Hardy takes 

his stand: 
The tendency of the women's vote will be to break 
up the present pernicious conventions in respect of 
manners, customs, religion, illegitimacy, the 
stereotyped household (that it must be the unit of 
society), the father of a woman's child (that it is 
anybody's business but the woman's own except in 
cases of disease or insanity). [6] 

John Stuart Mill had earlier drawn the analogy between 

a woman's status in marriage and that of the slave. 'The 

wife', he wrote, 
is the actual bond-servant of her husband: no less 
so, as far as legal obligation goes, than slaves 
commonly so called. 

A female slave 
admitted right, 
obligation, to 

has (in Christian countries) an 
and is considered under a moral 

refuse to her master the last 
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familiarity. Not so the wife: however brutal a 
tyrant she may unfortunately be married to - though 
she may know that he hates her, though it may be 
his daily pleasure to torture her, and though she 
may feel it impossible not to loathe him - he can 
claim from her and enforce the lowest degradation 
of a human being, that of being made the instrument 
of an animal function contrary to her inclinations. 
[7] 

But Hardy is more concerned in ~ with with the long-term 

psychological effects of repression and subjection enforced 

upon woman in the interests of a male dominated SOCiety 

the preservation of male dominated institutions. His focus 

here is upon what he elsewhere pinpoints as the central 

focus of the 'psychical' novel, 
in the psychical (novel) the casualty or adventure 
is held to be of no intrinsic interest, but the 
effect upon the faculties is the important matter 
to be depicted. (~p204) 

With the heightened sensitivity of his heroine 

operating as it were seismographically throughout the novel 

- registering the most subtle of shocks with the utmost 

responsiveness Hardy imaginatively explores her problems 

of adjustment as she attempts to gain self-liberation: an 

adjustment severely impeded by the role of dependency and 

subjection to which she has been conditioned. For it is 

evident from her every contradictory response and neurotic 

reaction that the repressions of her childhood and 

upbringing have shaped her in such a way as to render her 

psychologically ill-fitted to adjust to a world to which 

she is physically and intellectually well adapted. 

One might plausibly argue, with a glance back at 
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Mill's analogy, that a correspondence can be drawn between 

the psychological effects of the rigidly institutionalised 

Victorian family upon women, and the not dissimilar effects 

induced in the slave: effects which, it has been claimed, 

notably by s M.Elkins [8], were induced by the 

'institutionalised' North American 'closed' plantation 

system. (According to social historians, a 'closed' system 

is one which is not subject to the checks and balances of 

alternative institutions but rather to its ~n 

authoritarian, paternalistic laws; and in which all lines 

of authority descend from the master). 

Both slave and Victorian woman had this much in 

common, that under the auspices of their respective, highly 

disciplined 'institutions', both were denied legal rights 

and equality before the law as a matter of course, and 

freedom and responsibility as a matter of practice. The 

psychological effects of this deprivation,(which in the 

slavery context have not been controverted), were to induce 

faculty disabilities of the following kind: an impaired 

ability to take and make decisions and to instigate or take 

the initiative; an incapacity to exercise judgement; and, 

in the broader social sphere, an inability to exercise 

organisational and co-operational drives. At the more 

personal level, the effect was to pre-empt any growth to 

autonomy or a sense of self-worth and self-identity. 

American slave and Victorian woman were alike encouraged to 

adopt what might be called 'victim' or 'loser' attitudes 

and roles, as an alternative method of gaining and 
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retaining social approval; the typical result being 

submission, compliance, dependency, and the child-like 

mannerisms we recognise as characteristic of both the 

Victorian 'doll' and American 'Sambo'. Collaterally the 

induction of 'victim' roles and 'loser' attitudes 

necessarily impeded the integration and socialisation of 

individuals liberated into a 'free' society, where it was 

that society's political and social policy to 

institutionalise its weaker, dependent and disabled 

members. To break the 'second-class-citizen' mould, in 

other words, it was vital to replace the 'victim' with the 

'victor' and the 'loser' with the overtly positive 

'champion'. Already handicapped, in the sense of being 

psychologically conditioned 'losers', Victorian woman 

embracing the emancipationist's cause, and the freed slave 

facing liberation in post-bellum America, suffered, 

therefore, the further handicap of being brought up against 

the same destructive attitudes and low expectations in the 

patriarchal societies in which they had hoped to become 

socialised, as they had experienced in bondage. The 

groundless myths on which the two male-dominated societies 

were based, which equated submissiveness, infantilism, 

intellectual inferiority and so forth with the woman and 

freed-slave who bore such traits, became more deeply 

culturally embedded as 'science' stepped in to assert in 

all empirical seriousness that such traits were in fact, 

innate [9]. 
The arguments for confining women to their 
traditional role on the basis of their natural 
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capacities were reformulated towards the end of the 
nineteenth century in terms of evolution and the 
progress of the human species. 

By the turn of the century the work of August 
Weismann on the continuity of the germ-plasm in 
reproduction was widely known. Weismann argued 
that the germ-plasm was the only transmitter of 
inherited characteristics and the role of 
environmental factors as a source of variation and 
change thus became insignificant. In 1900 the work 
of Mendel on inheritance was rediscovered and it 
lent its statistical weight to Weismann's 
theory ••• The emphaSis was now changed; nature 
rather than nurture became the dominant concern. The 
efficacy of social reform to improve the 
environment and hence extend the range of human 
possibilities received a considerable setback. 
[10] 

The odds were clearly heavily stacked in favour of the 

perpetuation of the status-quo. It has to be said, 

however, that the Victorian daughter, wife, mother, handed 

from patriarch to patriarch, from father to husband, and 

having no 'day' of liberation, so to speak, to which she 

had to adjust without a certain degree of socialisation and 

politicisation, suffered far fewer traumas and indeed 

tragedies than those endured by the slave precipitated 

from bondage into liberation unacclimatized. 

In this respect the slave analogy suffers limitations, 

but none sufficient to invalidate its usefulness. And as 

we shall shortly discover, Hardy was not slow to perceive 

its deeper psychological implications - he was after all 

writing to a public for whom ennoblement was deemed the 

nearest thing yet to woman's liberation insofar as it 

sought to elevate, not degrade, the feminine sex [11]. 

That the reality of the 'ennobled' 'doll-madonna' [12] in 
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her sexual purity and moral superiority is nothing more 

than just another, but rather more appealing, manifestation 

of sex discrimination - a pedestal upon which all 'loser' 

traits are apotheosised - is evidently fully understood by 

Hardy as we shall shortly discover. 

His characterisation of Sue, with her radical views on 

marriage, has as has been observed - only a marginal 

correspondence with the 'ennobled' ideal in life. Marginal 

too, is her 'New Woman' typicality - although critical 

opinion still tends to enforce this view [13]. However in 

so far as she is quite clearly a product of her time -

sexually repressed, psychologically conditioned a 'loser' 

and so forth - she must be to some extent representative of 

her suffragist peers, who in the public sphere at least, 

accommodated like frustrations and defeats, and encountered 

like destructive attitudes. 

Lauded for her decorum, her respectability and the 

sweet reasonableness of her political agitation, the 

nineteenth century liberal feminist has this much in common 

with Hardy's Sue, that in order to achieve the most meagre 

of ends she had to play heavily on all her so-called 

'feminine' qualities effectively to gain the male approval 

or patronage vital to her success. As Sara Delamont and 

Lorna Duffin point out, 
women used the dominant ideas to obtain their own 
ends and ••• in order to make their ideas known 
(they) had to articulate them in a form which was 
acceptable to men. [14] 

The most successful feminist campaigners were those 
who managed to minimise hostile reactions by 
manipulating the classification system and not 
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violating it. These were the pioneers who were 
able to reorganise the beliefs and values of the 
dominant male culture, who articulated their ideas 
in a form acceptable to that dominant male op1n10n 
and used the dominant ideas to achieve their own 
ends. [15] 

The suggestion here that feminist success was synonymous 

with deferential feminist tactics, cannot go unchallenged. 

For despite the historian's recommendation that it was just 

this decorous approach which earned womankind sufficient 

male approval in high places to ensure her enfranchisement 

in the very near future, the fact that the very near future 

took nigh on half a century to arrive, suggests that there 

was something awry in her method of political agitation as 

well as in the historian's interpretation of it [16]. 

There does appear, by way of contrast, to be prevalent 

a rather different attitude towards American feminist 

tactics. Towards the aggressive methods of the 'National 

Woman Suffrage Association' (1890), there is expressed, if 

not open approval, at least a tacit acknowledgement of the 

efficacy of their militant methods. We are told of the 

American movement for example, that under the leadership of 

Susan Anthony, 'the "National Woman Suffrage 

Association" ••• resorted to militant tactics that had 

already gained the vote for women in eleven states before 

the First World War' [17]; which indicates that militancy 

was not only effective - as opposed to putting the Cause 

into jeopardy - but is also acknowledged as such. 

The insurrection of women and establishment reaction 
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to it, is possibly nowhere better expressed in the 

nineteenth century literatures, than in J.S.Mill's 

'Subjection of Women' (1869). Mill writes: 
The case of women is now the only case in which to 
rebel against established rules is still looked 
upon with the same eyes as was formerly a subject's 
claim to the right of rebelling against his king. 
[18] 

And that was a treasonable offence. 

There is no doubt that division within the 

suffragists's camp was an impediment to the Cause - a 

division or lack of solidarity which cannot be explained 

away (as so many Victorians tried to do) as evidence of 

woman's innate inability to unite with her own kind in a 

common Sisterhood. Mrs Pankhurst's formation of the 

'Women's Social and Political Union' in 1903, which, from 

1906 to 1914, undertook increasingly militant action to 

further the suffragette cause, surely gives the lie to that 

assumption? 

Among the many explanations that abounded in the 

nineteenth century, none cites woman's subordination itself 

as a causal factor in her failure to achieve solidarity. 

Yet it seems reasonable to suppose that women displaying 

all the signs of their subjugation - defiance rather than 

rebellion, respectability rather than disobedience, 

approval-seeking as opposed to the disregard for authority 

the suffragettes showed should also display the 

correlated traits of in-group rivalry, hostility and 

malice. This impaired drive to combine and co-operate with 
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peer groups accords with S M.Elkins' findings which trace a 

direct correlation between the degree of psychic impairment 

induced and the degree of subordination enforced by the 

more repressive, authoritarian system [19]. 

It seems therefore, in the light of this analysis, 

that the late nineteenth century middle-class feminist 

would have inevitably run up against division within the 

camp competing as she was for attention and sanctions 

from an elite few (men in power) with whom she would choose 

to identify: he or they possessing precisely those 

privileges and powers she herself sought to possess. 

But the point to be made is this. Division within the 

camp was not an organisational problem simply, which was 

itself symptom rather than cause. The failure to achieve 

solidarity was but the outer manifestation of the division 

within woman herself, who in abjuring her own sexuality 

suffered a loss of identification with her own kind [20]. 

Hardy's Sue is one such woman deeply divided against 

herself: flesh and spirit locked i~ opposition. Seizing 

upon Mill and an ideology of emancipation, she unshackles 

her intellect but has no way of knowing how to liberate 

herself in the sense of wresting out the self-respecting 

'whole' person that awaits actualisation within. 

Conditioned in the behavioural practices all too 

familiar to Victorian womankind (and other internees), she 

is motivated to respond to a system of rewards and 

punishments and reverts instinctively to manipulative 

behaviour to accommodate this drive. In order to gain 
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affection/love/attention - or in other words rewards - she 

invests in a little-girl role to secure her hold on Jude; 

especially in those moments when she feels threatened by 

his possible withdrawal of affection. 

Lightheartedly enough in the early stages of their 

relationship, she has occasion to tease him at his prayers, 

but overdoes the banter and irritates him. She alters her 

approach: 
'Very well - I'll do just as you bid me, and I 
won't vex you, Jude,' she replied, in the tone of a 
child who was going to be good ever after. (JO 
p159) 

At this point it is worth noting that Hardy's grasp of 

the extent to which 'loser' traits are apotheosised in the 

'ennobled' role, is very firm indeed. Even in this early 

stage of the relationship Sue slides quite instinctively 

from the little-girl role to the ennobled role immmediately 

her emotional anxieties are appeased: both being 

approval-seeking roles. And although the significance of 

this alternation of poses is lost on Jude, it becomes clear 

to the modern reader that what Hardy is doing is mapping a 

pattern of behaviour which must and does maintain Sue in 

her subjected, unliberated position. For one thing is 

certain, childlike or ennobled, every step Sue takes in 

this direction gains her momentary personal satisfaction 

in that each step achieves its desired end of gaining 

Jude's approval and allegiance - but at the expense of 

driving an ever thickening wedge of inequity between 

herself and her lover; since to neither child nor ethereal 
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paragon can he relate in any sexually fulfilling or 

mutually rewarding way. He would always have the feeling -

or would unwittingly generate in her the feeling - that she 

is being abused, exploited, or degraded. 

So unobtrusively does Sue shift from one role to 

another that it would seem Hardy fully intends there to be 

a strong sense of their interaction; that they are two 

different personas but one and the same self. And that 

self is an objectified self - both submissive little-girl 

and woman-on-a-pedestal fulfilling the same function of 

being objects of approval whilst at the same time providing 

Sue with a shield against her subjective self which fears 

constant rejection or disapproval. That she frequently 

regards her self as an object, is revealed by her 

unconscious use of the objective case in reference to 

herself:'your faulty and tiresome little Sue!'(JOp161) and 

the 'me' in the 'poor wicked woman who is trying to mend!' 

(JO p373) being both 'selves' split off from the 'I' who is 

not referred to in either case. 

The unobtrusiveness with which Sue alternates her 

roles in the 'vespers' scene, is textually conveyed by 

Hardy with impressive skill and sensitivity. Revealing the 

inherent instability in her nature, (partly caused we might 

suppose, by this splitting of the self), he traces her 

every agitated move as she shifts restlessly from one 

stance to another trying as it were to feel her way on to 

emotionally firmer ground. 

Teasing, as we have seen, is one of her first ploys to 
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distract Jude's attention away from his devotions and to 

herself. But Jude is genuinely irritated, so she 

unconsciously adopts her childlike posture and 'won't vex' 

him. Whereupon, feeling she has gained some ground, she 

shifts position and takes on the ennobling role and offers 

to deliver Jude from the hypocrisy and humbug of what she 

calls his falsified biblical text. Something of her astute 

critical talents begin to show here. But she is struggling 

too hard to impress, as her language - growing loftier by 

the minute - reveals. Inadvertently too she begins to take 

on the very pontificating tone which is, ironically, the 

one she is condemning; and Jude is not amused: 
'And what a literary enormity this is,' she said, 
as she glanced into the pages of Solomon's Song. 
'I mean the synopsis at the head of each chapter, 
explaining away the real nature of that rhapsody. 
You needn't be alarmed: nobody claims inspiration 
for the chapter headings. Indeed, many divines 
treat them with contempt. It seems the drollest 
thing to think of the four-and-twenty elders, or 
bishops, or whatever number they were, sitting with 
long faces and writing down such stuff.' 

Jude looked pained. 'You are quite 
Voltaireanl' he murmured. (JOp159) 

Sue is instantly aware that she has displeased and 

without ado alters her approach: 
Her speech had grown spirited, and almost petulant 
at his rebuke, and her eyes moist. 'I ~ I had a 
friend here to support me; but nobody is ever on 
my side!' (JO p159) 

How the language changes! And so does Jude. From 

petulance to tears and from tears to reconciliation Sue 

wins him to her; and having won, declares: 
I did want and long to ennoble some man to high 
aims; and when I saw you ••• I ••• thought that man 
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might be you. (JO p160) 

The ground seems firmer now. Jude is just a little 

pompous which indicates that Sue is pleasing him better. 

'Well dear' he begins (fatherly), 
I suppose one must take some things on trust. Life 
isn't long enough to work out everything in Euclid 
problems before you believe it. I take 
Christianity. (JO p160) 

Sue, puzzled perhaps by the fact that her expressed 

desire to ennoble Jude seems to soften him in a way that 

her Voltairean discourse did not, evidently grasps that 

what is required of her is not that she should ennoble by 

instruction but by more 'feminine' means that is by 

appealing to her lover's better nature. Hence ••• 
' ••• we are going to be very ~ with each other, 
aren't we, and never never vex each other any 
more?' She looked up trustfully, and her voice 
seemed trying to nestle in his breast. 

'I shall always care for you!' said Jude. (JO 
p160) 

As their relationship develops however, and it becomes 

increasingly difficult for Sue to break this pattern of 

behaviour, so she begins to play on bad-little-Sue where 

good-little-Sue becomes inappropriate. As it does 

inexorably. Jude, characteristically, responds to the 

negative role with a show of equability; but there is also 

an occasional, small irritation, particularly where it is 

his intention or desire to have sex with Sue which is of 

course obstructed by her emotional manipulations. 

Following her flight from Phillotson just such a 
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situation arises. Sue discovers that Jude has 

presumptuously reserved a double room for the night at 

Aldbrickham. Panicking, she then alternates between 

feeling bad and saying so: 'a poor miserable creature,' 

(JOp250); feeling affronted and 'sitting up ••• so prim!' 

that Jude is irritated (JOp251); feeling guiltily that she 

should try to coax away his anger; but finally feeling, as 

seems inevitable by now, 'very bad and unprincipled' 

(JOp252). And as this mood of self-disparagement 

eventually degenerates into infantilism so the cycle is 

complete: 
' ••• you shall kiss me just once there not very 
long.' She put the tip of her finger gingerly to 
her cheek; and he did as commanded. 'You do care 
for me very much, don't you, in spite of my not -
you know?' (JOp256) 

Poor Jude, needled, since it is a woman in bed he 

wants and not a reluctant little-girl to whom he is 

supposed to play reassuring father, can barely suppress his 

irritation: 
'Yes, sweet!' he said with a sigh; 
good-night. (JO p256) 

and bade her 

Despite her emotional insecurity, her psychological 

handicaps and the overwhelming pressure of Jude's desire 

for sex and his ceaseless agitation to be wed, Sue makes an 

exhaustive (and exhausting) bid for autonomy and 

independence: a bid which is virtually defeated from the 

outset by these disabling factors. It is Hardy's intention 

of course, to show the extent to which both Sue and Jude 
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have been moulded (psycho-sexually) to 'fit' Victorian 

standards of sexual behaviour; and the extent to which the 

'common enemy coercion' (JO p297) will complete the 

process. And that he takes seriously the most 

insignificant of slights and the most seemingly trivial of 

pains, reveals the extent to which he regards their mutual, 

daily "struggle to be" to be as grave as it is arduous. 

Even the token alteration of Sue's name to Mrs Fawley 

warrants his attention, together with her sense of psychic 

loss in the event. The marriage code has this much at 

least in common with slavecode practice, that both 

Institutions customarily required the bonded party to take 

the master's name upon bondage. The implications of this 

are not lost on Hardy, who, with his fertile imagination, 

has perhaps considered how it would feel to be placed in 

such a position himself. Even Jude,for all his willingness 

to embrace unorthodox ideas, would possibly balk at a 

convention which required him to take the name Mr Sue 

Bridehead upon marriage. Women it seems are not supposed 

to take it amiss; they might even be persuaded that it is 

a privilege. (Angel Clare has a good try at persuading 

Tess!) In justice therefore to Sue's deep and genuine 

resentment of the assumptions that are made about what is 

appropriate or inappropriate for women, Hardy lets it be 

known that her taking of Jude's cognominal identity is not, 

to either author or heroine, a preferment. On the contrary 

it is nothing more than another wretched defeat. He writes 

of Sue, that having 'previously been called Mrs Bridehead,' 
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she 'now openly adopted the name of Mrs Fawley' and was 

'dull, cowed, and listless' for days (JO p308). It is to 

Hardy's credit that he succeeds in making strange, in a 

textual sense, what is to his heroine strange a~ 

estranging in reality. A dull,cowed, and listless 

bride-like aspect is, to say the least, impressionistically 

odd. 

Passing from the most subtle of slights to the 

conflict and distress Sue experiences in what might be 

called her 'resistance' in the field of marriage and sexual 

coercion, it is evident that Hardy's commitment to her 

personal endeavour and egalitarian cause is wholehearted. 

Her irritating idiosyncrasies, in that they are 

temperamental, do not impinge upon her intellectual 

credibility; and whereas Jude's Christminster quest is 

presented by Hardy as, at all times, delusive and 

personally ambitious, Sue's is neither. Jude would be don, 

Bishop, pilgrim - the locus of his quest lying in his 

Christminster phantasma. Sue would simply be liberated. 

Accordingly there is very little in her criticism of the 

marriage laws which Hardy does not painstakingly justify by 

producing evidence in support of her fears. 

The legitimisation in the name of marriage of what 

appears to Sue to be a form of prostitution, (Mill's slave 

analogy invites a comparison with the form of sexual 

exploitation known as miscegenation), is what she is 

driving at when she tells Jude : 
I think I should begin to be 
moment you had contracted 
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Government stamp, and I was licensed to be loved on 
the premises by you. (JO p267) 

Fear of a contracted obligation to submit to a husband 

who has acquired an overnight legal right to sexual 

intercourse, is not the kind of anxiety a young, untried 

bride, bred on romantic dreams, is likely to harbour. But 

then Sue is neither. She has learned from her experience 

with Phillotson (as he has also learned), that such a 

contracted obligation can 'involve one in ••• a daily, 

continuous tragedy' (JO p241). That for example, a husband 

can so absorb himself in his own activities for a whole 

evening to the exclusion of all else, including his new, 

young, and 'unusually silent, tense, and restless' wife 

(JOp225); that he can spend until midnight 'balancing the 

school registers', and then, muttering on about school 

Committees and draughty ventilators, can proceed to enter 

the nuptial chamber with a view to joining his wife quite 

as if she were, in truth, just part of the furniture (JO 

pp228,9). Or alternatively he might sit up late 'as was 

often his custom, trying to get together the materials for 

his long-neglected hobby of Roman antiquities', and 

forgetting time and place, ascend 'mechanically to the room 

that he and his wife had occupied', but which is now hers 

exclusively, and even go so far as to start undressing 

before, with the prompt of a terrified scream to alert him, 

recalling that she had wished to sleep alone (JO p235). 

And if a young bride were to assume as does Sue, that 
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sexual possession should coincide with sexual readiness, 

married to Phillotson she would learn otherwise: 'What 

tortures me so much is the necessity of being responsive to 

this man whenever he wishes ••• ' (JOp221). Unhappily 

Phillotson's awareness that he has in fact been 'taking 

advantage' of a young, inexperienced woman who does not yet 

know her own mind, emerges all the more tardily for his 

total self-absorption (JOp239). 

There is certainly nothing in the schoolmaster's 

behaviour to indicate any readiness for love-making, and a 

good deal to 

thinking that 

his continence. 

suggest that Sue is quite justified in 

the elderly, celibate might be content with 

How had he wooed her after all? 'Not 

kissing me - that I'm certain!' she emphatically asserts to 

Jude (JO p140). However Phillotson does seem to feel it 

incumbent upon him to exercise his newly acquired rights, 

and quite clearly, (astonishing to the modern reader), he 

feels this to be a moral obligation. Sue, in reSisting 

him, is not in his eyes, simply unresponsive, coldhearted, 

selfish or unsympathetic as the modern husband may regard 

his reluctant wife, but morally at fault. 'You vowed to 

love me' (JO p232) he accuses her, 'you are committing a sin 

in not liking me' (JO p232). 

Understandably Sue is anxious and wary. She now has 

every reason to question, whether or not a 'legal 

obligation ••• is destructive to a passion whose essence is 

gratuitousness?' (JO p281) If Phillotson can be transformed 

from a sexually undemanding companion unhabituated to 
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kissing anything other than the 'dead, pasteboard' (JOp169) 

photograph of his bride-to-be, to a bitter,jealous spouse 

driven to spying on his wife when he is not totally 

oblivious to her needs and desires, what would be the 

effect upon the immature, developing mind of one such as 

Jude? And what too of the effect upon herself since she 

now has every reason to fear the shocking repercussions of 

years of emotional and sexual repression? One thing i s 

certain. Never again will she be confident of her ability 

to remain 'proof against the sordid conditions' of the 

marriage contract (JO p295). 

For all its invocation of higher, holier states, 

marriage seems to Sue, as it must have seemed to so many 

women, tacitly to demand what beyond the Institution would 

have been regarded as unlawful, if not criminal activity. 

Engels too is mindful of this in writing that the 

woman in marriage 
only differs from the ordinary courtesan in that 
she does not let out her body on piecework as a 
wage worker, but sells it once and for all into 
slavery. [21] 

Hardy endorses Sue's anti-marriage views right from 

the outset, as his prefatory observations upon Jude's and 

Arabella's nuptials indicate: 
the two swore that at every other time of their 
lives till death took them, they would assuredly 
believe, feel, and desire precisely as they had 
believed, felt, and desired during the preceding 
weeks. What was as remarkable as the undertaking 
itself was the fact that nobody seemed at all 
surprised at what they swore. (JO p64) 

It has become clear that Hardy has not only taken up a 
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more radical oppositional stance, an openly heterodoxical 

position in~, and has abandoned his earlier, ambivalent 

view of marriage as a possible compromise of conflicting 

interests, but also that his heroine's ideals appear to 

have as close an affinity with Socialist thought [22], 

which she has not studied, as with the Liberal philosopher 

Mill with whom she is familiar. Mill after all - for good 

tactical reasons - never called for an end to monogamous 

marriage, even if he did voluntarily relinquish his male 

rights and privileges when uniting with Harriet Taylor. 

Engels, on the other hand, claims that only with the 

abolition of private ownership, (the transition to full 

private property paralleling the transition of pairing 

marriage into monogamy according to Engels' book), will a 

new generation of women grow up, who have never known 
what it is to give themselves to a man from any 
other consideration than real love or refuse to 
give themselves to their lover from fear of the 
economic consequences. [23] 

Now whilst Sue appears to submit to Phillotson more 

out of duty than fear of the economic consequences, she 

nonetheless feels both the gruesomeness of the obligation 

and the emotional 'torture' (her use of the word 'torture' 

suggesting a physical pain also) of her predicament (JO 

p221). And as she explains to Jude later when in a more 

resilient frame of mind, she does not consider herself an 

exceptional woman in her shrinking from 'instutionalised' 

sex: 
Fewer women like marriage than you suppose, only 
they enter into it for the dignity it is assumed to 
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confer, and the social advantages it gains them 
sometimes a dignity and an advantage that I am 
quite willing to do without. (JO p 268) 

Social advantages or economic necessity, however it 

may be phrased, it is fairly evident that Sue is thinking 

along much the same lines as Engels - albeit unknowingly. 

More knowing is Hardy despite his disclaimer that: 
the purpose of a chronicler of moods and deeds does 
not require him to express his personal views upon 
the grave controversy (on marriage) above given. 
(JOp298) 

For whilst Sue appears to have acquired her knowledge and 

ideas - where they are not Millsean, Shellyean, or even as 

Jude claims, Voltairean by some osmotic process 

unrevealed to the reader, Hardy, with his excursions into 

Socialist thought, has not [24]. 

To contend that Hardy has now taken up an openly 

heterodoxical stance is not to suggest that he did not hold 

this position less openly in the early days. An orthodox 

front being no true indicator of inner conviction, it is 

not always easy to gauge Hardy's early stance without first 

deconstructing his texts. For at first sight orthodoxy 

supervenes. His first great heroine has to be 

conventionally brought to heel from willful independence to 

submissive dependence, and from sexual lack of inhibition 

to shame and guilt. At the last she is sufficiently 

chastened to do penance for captivating the heart of a 

mentally unbalanced man old enough to be her father, a man 

she does not love but would marry out of duty. 
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I hate the act of marriage under such 
circumstances, and the class of woman I should seem 
to belong to by doing it! (FFMC p 420) 

In abhorrence Bathsheba cries out to Oak, who has evidently 

overlooked the profanity inherent in the suggestion that a 

woman should give her body to a man because, as it were, 

she has cost him. 

Bathsheba's utterance is potentially subversive, but 

Hardy cannot permit it to subvert. In keeping with 

literary convention his heroine falls into a wasting 

decline; thence into a protracted depression; thence to 

'an agonising conviction that everybody abjured her'. 

(FFMC p464) Whereupon feeling 'despised', 'aggrieved', 

'wounded' and 'bewildered', she marries the man who arouses 

these feelings in her: not Boldwood, but Oak. 

Despite Hardy's iterated predications of distress and 

emotional injury in this last sequence, which suggest an 

involuntary empathy for his heroine in that they echo his 

own agonising conviction in the early 'seventies (as 

recorded in the ~), that everyone abjured him for his 

failure to conform to the proprieties, nonetheless there is 

no hint whatsoever that Bathsheba may be prostituting 

herself in her final capitulation to Oak, for whom she has 

no erotic love. So whether we are to infer that given 

Oak's staying power Bathsheba's innate sexual 

responsiveness some kind of fulfilment is probable, or 

whether the heroine's final capitulation betokens a fall 

from all expectations and nothing more hopeful than the 
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release of pain, is not conclusively resolved by Hardy who 

is intent upon establishing a conventionally redemptive 

denouement. 

Either way Bathsheba's ineluctable truths (or petty 

grievances, according to the standpoint of ' the critic or 

his centuryl), become absorbed into the moral fogs known as 

her willful, wayward ways, and do not pass into the 

circumspect world of Mrs Gabriel Oak. 

In ~ the opposite is the case. Sue's ineluctable 

truths long outlive her tergiversation. Hardy does not 

permit his heroine's final act 

anti-marriage principles. On 

to 

the 

countermand 

contrary, 

her 

the 

unconventional denouement of being married and living 

unhappily ever after is the most appropriate of graphic 

obituaries for Sue who had, in her fighting days, demanded 

the right to broadcast her pain: that if it 'hurts and 

grieves' it should be proclaimed 'upon the housetops' that 

it ~ so (JO p218). 

Hardy has taken every step to ensure that his heroine 

will gain a hearing. Sue has to endure the psychological 

handicap of having available to her only a language 

invented by men for men,(Bathsheba's point), which almost 

certainly fixes her subjection in that to convince Jude of 

her moral seriousness she is obliged to utter herself - to 

articulate her ideas - in a form acceptable to his own male 

point-of-view. But despite this, and although she has no 

Margaret Mead, Simone de Beauvoir, Kate Millett or Germaine 

Greer to hand, Sue uses the language she does have 
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available, with intelligence. Fully aware of its coercive 

power she too will use it as a weapon - and does. Whilst 

she cannot escape her psychological conditioning or the 

perpetuation of her subjugation, she can rail against both 

persuasively as Jude is made uncomfortably aware. 

That Sue is eloquent and verbally articulate is vital. 

To be taken seriously her erudition and rhetoric must be 

flawless; as her feminist sisters in life were aware 

theirs had to be, as: 
calmly, with impeccable logic, they methodically 
demolished the increasingly frenzied arguments of 
the opposition. The contrast in tone was so 
striking as to cause an observer to remark that in 
this debate the feminine champions of emancipation 
and their masculine opponents seemed to have 
exchanged roles. It was the men who argued 
heatedly, irrationally, amd emotionally; the women 
who responded coolly, rationally, and logically. 
[25] 

Sue then is articulate, rational and well-educated. 

Notwithstanding her psychological tendency to regress -

from which her cool logic can, and does, at times, deliver 

her she runs no risk of having ascriptions such as 

'empty-headed' or 'frivolous' pinned on her, as did her 

less fortunate peers in life, deprived of higher education 

and the opportunity to gain rhetorical skills. And of 

equal importance to the Victorian reader, she is also 

endowed with a sexual fastidiousness which for entirely 

different reasons also ensures that she will be taken 

seriously. A sexy woman may be 'dumb' to a twentieth 

century Hollywood-bred public, but to the Victorian, long 

habituated to such ascriptions as 'diseased' and 'insane', 
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her credibility would also have been highly questionable. 

Mrs Fawcett's apologia in her Introduction to Mary 

Wollstonecraft's A vindication of the Rights of Women [26], 

which enjoins the reader not to permit the author's 

'irregular' life to detract from the moral seriousness of 

her work, provides an apt illustration of the extent to 

which these attitudes were felt to be deeply entrenched. 

It is possibly for these discriminative reasons that 

Hardy's 'hussy' in Far From the Madding Crowd failed to 

interest her live contemporaries in the marriage question. 

Certainly no Victorian critic found her views worthy of 

mention. So too the 'Bovarian' Eustacia, whose erotic 

longings to be loved-to-madness, and moreover 

loved-to-madness not by one man but by many, have more 

often led critics to trivialise her as adolescent, than to 

grant her just a modicum of the estimation accorded to the 

Don Juans and Casanovas of the male world. Tess too, whose 

lush sexuality was not 'pure woman' at all to her 

contemporaries but merely an adjunct to her 'indelibly 

stained' womanhood, suffered a similar fate as her 'sexy' 

predecessors but more so: as victim she was taken 

seriously enough, but as 'pure (sexual) woman' she was 

entirely implausible [27]. 

Far less sensual, far 

and the least sexually 

less physically 

responsive of 

demonstrative 

all Hardy 

heroines,with the exception perhaps of Paula Power,(another 

'serious' lady in her Laodicean way), Sue has lived with 

three men in the course of her young life but has remained 
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sexually unresponsive with each of them. Inhabiting her 

body as a hermetic object, ignorant of her sexual 

potential, (never suspecting for a moment that her 'craving 

to attract' (JO p365)is not gross, deserving of punishment, 

or unnatural, but quite simply sexual longing in want of 

sexual fulfilment); well disciplined in the practice of 

self-concealment and suitably naive about male sexuality, 

Sue is at first sight an exemplary Victorian woman. And 

from this position of considerable strength Hardy proceeds 

to give her a voice which, to the contemporary critic at 

least, was less exemplary than subversive. 'Sue', wrote 

Mrs Oliphant in January 1896, 
makes virtue vicious by keeping the physical facts 
of ••• life in constant prominence by denying, as 
Arabella does by satisfying them, and even more 
skilfully and insistently than Arabella the 
fantastic raisonneuse, Susan, completes the circle 
of the unclean. [28] 

Her sexual fastidiousness, as Hardy calls it, triggers 

a heightened (modern feminist) consciousness in her of a 

woman's right to sole control over her own body. Love, she 

argues, cannot be given 'continuously to the 

chamber-officer appointed by the bishop's licence to 

receive it' (JO p213). 

But if sexual fastidiousness is the prime cause of 

Sue's distaste for conjugal relations, it is not the prime 

cause of her philosophical rejection of marriage which 

ordains, she says, that love should be actuated by a 

contract: 'actuated by a dreadful contract to feel in a 

particular way in a matter whose essence is voluntariness' 
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(JO p221/2). 

As a suitable basis for ethical inquiry therefore, 

which extends beyond the personal and the idiosyncratic in 

~, it is obvious that Sue's psycho-sexual nature 

provides Hardy with an excellent platform upon which the 

marriage question can be aired. No voluptuous Bathsheba, 

Eustacia, or Tess, would do as well. 

Sexual frigidity in any case strikes the better note 

for an exposition of a coldly austere convention which 

still sanctioned in the 1890s (by custom not by law) what 

Hardy's Phillotson calls the 'right and proper and 

honourable' act of locking up faithless wives - of putting 

them 'virtuously under lock and key': an act which the 

schoolmaster cannot in fact bring himself to perform with 

Sue despite the supposed rectitude and propriety of the 

deed (JO p240). But Hardy makes his point well enough. It 

may not be Phillotson's intention either to take his wife 

by force or to confine her, even though she prefers 

spider-infested closets to her husband's bed. Nor may such 

behaviour be in character: the schoolmaster in the 

reader's eyes, if not in Sue's, appearing more pruriently 

mawkish than rapacious. But what Hardy evokes clearly is 

the fact that Sue has no guarantee whatsoever at this 

stage, that the coldly chastising husband of her early 

married days, will not become more pitiless yet; after all 

he is more concerned to avoid waking the maid than to 

console Sue on the night of her seeking asylum in the 

closet. How could she know for certain whether or not her 
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husband would pursue the 'right and proper and honourable 

act •• '? For as far as she is concerned, her relationship 

with him has been a history of fear,guilt,threat and 

continuous anxiety. Hardy makes this patently clear as Sue 

measures out her days, making constant appeals to his 

better nature and carefully avoiding any raising of the 

emotional temperature beyond a manageable level. Whatever 

the reader may feel about the obtuse schoolmaster, one 

thing is certain: his wife is in fear and dread of the 

absolute authority he has over her. 

It is evident from Sue's protest and from the 

officialese that has infiltrated her language, ('licence', 

'chamber-officer', 'contract', 'government stamp','on the 

premises' and so forth), that her sense of utter impotence 

in the face of authority is not limited to her fear of her 

husband's power over her existence. She also shows a 

strong revulsion for all things bureaucratic. Given the 

emphasis Hardy places upon this revulsion, and the manner 

in which he employs the language of officialdom to judder 

not only upon Sue's delicate sensibilities but also upon, 

or rather within, his own narrative, (as the following 

extract illustrates), it is apparent that he intends a 

measure of his critical attack upon marriage to fall upon 

its secularisation. 

Secularisation had brought with it, not only the 

depersonalising effect of officialese - the mouthpiece of 

the bureaucratic state - but also a heavy emphasis upon 

duty, obligation, rights, privileges, conditions and so 
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forth, together with a loss of simple human values that its 

ordinances appear to have regulated and regimented out of 

existence. Into the language of nuptials for example, the 

brutalising, coercive language we know as legalese or 

officialese has begun to creep, and it is Sue of course who 

registers the alienating effect of this. Shocked by her 

first encounter with bureaucratic form-filling she 

carefully examines the crudities of its rubric, as Jude 

signs. 
As she read the four-square undertaking, never 
before seen by her, into which her own and Jude's 
names were inserted, and by which that very 
volatile essence, their love for each other, was 
supposed to be made permanent, her face seemed to 
grow painfully apprehensive. 'Names and Surnames 
of the Parties' - (they were to be parties now, not 
lovers, she thought). 'Condition' -(a horrid idea) 
- 'Rank or Occupation' - 'Age' - 'Dwelling at' 
'Length of Residence' 'Church or Building in 
which the Marriage is to be Solemnized' - 'District 
and County in which the Parties respectively 
dwell. ' 

'It spoils the sentiment, doesn't it I' she 
said on their way home. 'It seems making a more 
sordid business of it even than signing the 
contract in the vestry'. (JO p290) 

Clearly a whole new set of difficulties has arisen over the 

years during the process of secularisation which did not 

obtain under the old practice of betrothal and church 

ceremonial. 

Whilst a touch of the Fielding frolics tail-ending 

into confusion and muddle - attends many acquisitions of 

marriage licences in early Hardy, there are no such touches 

in ~. The Arabella/Jude nuptials are not rendered 

serio-comic but satiric, and the Jude/Sue ventures are just 

plain grim. 
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With its contractual emphasis placed more upon terms -

the terms most profitable to the bond-holder - rather than 

upon the simple exchange of promissory oaths, Victorian 

marriage has, in Sue's eyes, become less a mutual 

undertaking than the legitimisation of the authority and 

power of one individual over another. 

'The evolution of the family', writes Lawrence Stone, 

'marked by a strong revival of moral reform, paternal 

authority and sexual repression', gathered strength among 

the middle classes 'from 1770', to peak in the middle of 

the nineteenth century [29]. Quoting from 'The English 

Matron' (1846), Stone presents us with an illustrative 

example of Victorian marriage guidance counselling: 
the government of a household, for the sake of all 
its inmates, should be a monarchy, but a limited 
monarchy; of all forms, a democracy is most 
uncomfortable in domestic life. [30] 

'This was fairly moderate advice, but,' (Stone emphasises) 

'it was interpreted in a more authoritarian fashion'. And 

hence 
The new ideal of womanhood involved total 
abnegation, making the wife a slave to convention, 
propriety, and her husband. [31] 

And Sue, with her refusal to enter into any partnership 

except on equal terms, who works side by side with Jude in 

mason's yard and church, has absolutely no use whatsoever 

for this kind of bondage; patterned as it appears to be, 

upon the laws of capitalism and bureaucratic elaboration 

which justify the practice of individuals bent upon 
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maximising their own profit at the expense of an other or 

others. 

Whilst making few concessions to Marxist thought, 

Stone does concede that: 
the new family type is first associated with the 
upper levels of the urban bourgeoisie and 
professional classes. To this extent there is 
certainly a connection with the spirit of 
capitalism. [32] 

The trend towards a re-inforced hierarchical order in the 

capitalist industrial society, which gave 'one class 

practically all the rights, and the other class practically 

all the duties' [33], is a trend that is reflected in that 

smaller political unit the family which bears a 

structural resemblance to the non-familial model in so far 

as total authority rests in the patriarchal head, from 

whom, as with the 'closed' system of the slavery 

Institution, all lines of authority descend. The familial 

unit in Hardy reflects just such a trend: the households 

of Swancourt, Clare and Melbury in particular, showing a 

closer structural similarity to the extrinsic example than 

is apparent in the 'matriarchal' households of Paula Power, 

Bathsheba and Mrs Yeobright, in which the mode of domestic 

government is far less sternly authoritarian and rigidly 

hierarchical. Largesse there is, in both types of unit, 

although it is noticeable that this is more effectively 

generative of community bonding in the case of the 

Bathsheba/Yeobright households in contrast to the 

class-diviseness perpetuated in (say) the Clare parsonage. 

There is also a noticeable difference between the concept 
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and practice of absolute rule, in the different households, 

the authoritarian will of the father being considerably 

more despotic than is the will of the mother, or feminine 

head of household. 

The ultimate in matriarchies in Hardy must be 

Ethelberta's. Yet despite the bizarre domestic arrangement 

- which should lend itself particularly well to internecine 

division and autocratic rule - neither is manifest. There 

is, on the other hand, interdependence, solicitude, and a 

good deal of self-help and mutual co-operation. 

The will and authority of the patriarch in Hardy is 

patently a negative force. Fathers are not at risk but 

sons and daughters are; especially those pioneering change 

as is Sue, who is also unfortunate enough to be the 

daughter of a severe, repressive and callous father. Mr 

Bridehead, whose role in Sue's life is the more significant 

for its absence,(he never actually makes an appearance in 

~), has not only taught his infant daughter to hate and 

reject her departed mother, but proceeds in turn, to abjure 

and reject the mother's daughter. Following Sue's decision 

to live with her student friend in London, her father cuts 

her off, and makes no appearance in her life thereafter. 

He is not at her wedding, nor at her confinements, nor is 

he beside her in the moment of her tragic bereavement, 

despite the fact that he appears to be living and working 

in Wessex, and despite the fact that the news of his 

grandchildren's deaths is reported in the local newspapers. 

A harsher, more uncaring parent, it would be difficult to 
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find in Hardy's Wessex. 

Sue can only be right therefore, to question the 

legitimacy of investing so much power and authority in the 

father/husband. It evidently does not strengthen family 

unity, or parental responsibility. That it may provide 

ballast to the ego, and other parenthetical benefits, is 

hardly sufficient recommendation, given that these can only 

be gained at the expense of another's loss. Moreover, such 

an imbalance of power must necessarily distort what is 

meant to be a union, if only by placing unnatural pressures 

upon both partners who are obliged to fit individual nature 

to role, rather than role to individual nature. For Sue 

then to question all this in relation to the effect it may 

have upon her own, and Jude's, young, impressionable, 

developing minds is both enlightened and sane. Of herself 

she candidly admits that, once legally contracted she would 

no longer feel free to withold herself at will, but rather 

bound in duty to submit; thus cementing, albeit 

involuntarily, the roles of exploiter and exploited. 

Bathsheba had feared this subjection; Sue, not having 

her compensating erotic nature, fears the more. Her fears 

are exacerbated by her sensitivity to the cold, impersonal 

touch of the bureaucratic State upon her 

delicate, , ethereal, fine-nerved' sensibilities (JO p228). 

This cold impersonal touch is far more obtrusive in her 

world than in Bathsheba's: The Committee of the Melchester 

Normal School, Her Majesty's School Inspector, the School 

Committee Managers who sack Phillotson, and the police 
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presence felt by Sue at the Wessex Agricultural Show. 

The encroachment of the machinery of State, of the Law 

and its representatives in~, does not justify its own 

intrusiveness. Hardy makes it quite clear that, for 

instance, in the case of Phillotson's dismissal by a 

government body which holds that private 

eccentricities of a teacher came quite within their sphere 

of control', there is no moral justification for their 

ruling (JOp258). He even goes so far as to provide a token 

'battle' on the schoolmaster's behalf which takes place in 

the schoolroom itself, the partisan faction being a 

curious and interesting group of itinerants ••• a generous 

phalanx of supporters, and a few others of independent 

judgment', who break in on the the meeting to express 

their thoughts strongly' to the opposition which is 

composed of 'respectable inhabitants and well-to-do-natives 

of the town' (JO pp258,9). 

Hardy's description of the 'battle' itself, with its 

unconcealed sense of relish at the prospect of dignitaries 

in combat with 'travelling broom-makers', 'a gingerbread 

-stall keeper' and other assorted itinerants, is Hardy 

demolition at its mischievous best: 
This generous phalanx of supporters, and a few 
others of independent judgment, whose own domestic 
experiences had not been without vicissitude, came 
up and warmly shook hands with Phillotson; after 
which they expressed their thoughts so strongly to 
the meeting that issue was joined, the result being 
a general scuffle, wherein a blackboard was split, 
three panes of the school-windows were broken, an 
inkbottle was spilled over a town-councillor's 
shirt-front, a churchwarden was dealt such a topper 
with the map of Palestine that his head went right 
through Samaria, and many black eyes and bleeding 
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noses were given, one of which, to 
horror, was the venerable incumbent's, 
zeal of an emancipated chimney- sweep, 
side of Phillotson's party. (JO p259) 

everybody's 
owing to the 
who took the 

To the misrepresented individual, powerless to defend 

himself against the prejudice and dogma of 

institutionalised values, Hardy is clearly committed. Yet 

the spirit of anti-establishment anarchism which moves him 

here and elsewhere to memorable feats of satiric prose, 

must contest in the wider political sphere and not confine 

itself merely to revolution in the classroom 

(paradigmatical as that may be) if it is to be a felt force 

and moreover a felt force with some constructive aim. 

Hardy does move into the wider arena in ~, where at 

various points throughout the novel, he measures the 

institutionalised values of Church, Law and State, against 

the independent judgement of his central characters. From 

the Institution of Marriage and other bureaucratic agencies 

of the corporate state, right down to the policing of 

streets, where an offending, protesting Jude is silenced by 

the strong arm of the law, lest he disturb the order and 

upset the solemnity of processing Christminster 

dignitaries, whilst a more offending cab driver assaults 

his dumb beast with impunity (JOp338), the injustices and 

iniquities of 'welfare' institutions are exposed. 

Institutional wisdom may have told the Victorian that 

Institutionalised Marriage was a moral necessity. To Hardy 

such a transfer from the self to the Institution guarantees 

social regression [34]. So pedagogical an Institution, 
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whilst it plays God and unites man and woman in the name of 

Holy Matrimony with or without church ceremonial, or 

dissolves that union as the case may be, is so closely 

linked with the forces of law and order that any 

possibility of associating its ordinances with divine 

blessings 

prayerful 

or soothing 

hope that 

sacramentals, or with the kind of 

might be drawn from religious 

ceremonial, seems remote. Or so Sue feels, contemplating 

the brute officialese before her in the Superintendent 

Registrar's Office, whilst ruefully recalling a less 

alienating rubric: there is, she comments, at least 'a 

little poetry in a church' 

'Institution of Marriage' 

(JOp290). The 

itself resounds 

very term 

somewhat 

chillingly in an age 'Institution' orientated, which 

subsumes remedial and punitive establishments such as 

reformatories, mental and penal institutions under the same 

heading, but reserves 'Association' for the denomination of 

voluntarily grouped bodies. 

Sue with her intellectual acuity picks up the subtle 

conformations of language, although not always before they 

have exerted their inevitable moulding influence upon her 

consciousness. She is as suggestible - or as susceptible 

to the 'word', (to the 'letter that killeth') - as is Tess 

to the lurid biblical texts painted on field-gates. In the 

vivid imaginings of Tess and Sue the 'word' may actualise 

and in turn externalise hidden fears and repressions; 

which may then be psychically integrated. But this is not 

always the case. As Hardy shows with Sue, with her 
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reliance upon a learned language which gains her 

self-mastery, the 'word' can assume a dominance which can 

supersede her own consciousnes and reshape it too forcibly. 

It happens thus. The child who knits her little brows and 

glares round tragically as she conjures up images of the 

'ghastly, grim and ancient Raven ••• on the Night's Plutonian 

shore' (JO p119), is the same girl who later shocks Jude by 

admitting to a sneaking liking for 'ghastly stories of 

saints, dead limbs of gibbeted Gods!' (JOp157) And this is 

also the woman who finally subjects herself physically to 

the ghastly, gri~ act of offering herself in sexual 

repulsion to Phillotson. 

Sue finally reverts to identifying with an image of 

herself that was confirmed in her childhood as acceptable. 

Brought up by a father to 'hate her mother's family' (JOp 

118) - which no doubt meant hating her mother in herself -

the child Sue, repeatedly smacked for her impertinence and 

shamelessness, has at least one identity she can 

superimpose over her bad, hated, feminine self. The 

pixillated child, seemingly possessed of imaginary furies 

and spectral terrors - ' ••• you could see un a'most before 

your very eyes' (JO p120) - has clearly mesmerised her 

elders with a poetic performance which expresses all that 

passion, dread and fury repressed in everyday life. So 

impressive is her performance in its impact and pathos, 

that it passes through anecdote into perpetuity together 

with Sue's identification with the central character 

herself: that little oddity with her tragic glares - an 
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object of admiration and pity. 

It need hardly be said that this 

aspect of a highly complex nature. 

is but a single 

But Hardy has not 

troubled to chronicle such matters for no purpose. 

Consequently when we discover in Sue a facility for being 

'always much affected at a picture of herself as an object 

of pity' (JO p309)j or when we are disconcerted by her 

impulse to act out her ghastly terrors in front of 

Phillotsonj or when we are perplexed by her need to 

provoke Jude to stupefaction and pity, we have less reason 

to find her unstateable or unintelligible than has Jude. 

When she reverts at the last to the grossest form of 

subjection, having nerved herself up to the task by purging 

body, mind, and spirit - 'I've wrestled and struggled, and 

fasted and prayed. I have nearly brought my body into 

complete subjection,' (JOp403) - and permits herself to be 

possessed of grim and tortuous terrors, Sue virtually 

ceases to be recognisable as the Sue we know and that Jude 

knows. Except that is, for the little-girl Sue who now 

takes on her infantilised role with a vengeance. Step by 

step she regresses to total dependency upon Phillotson -

the father figure and begs for forgiveness, for 

punishment, for pity. Having longed in her derangement for 

'something to take the evil right out' of her, and all her 

'monstrous errors' and 'sinful ways', she takes refuge in 

self-immolation (JOP365). And it seems to be her 

prostration to the newly invoked biblical word which 

triggers this final regression - the 'Word' being closely 
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related to, but aesthetically more persuasive than, the 

presciptive, incarcerating language of officialese (the 

language of Victorian institutions), to which she had been 

suggestible but resistant in her fighting days. The 

disturbed mind, more deeply suggestible than ever and 

craving certitudes, now immerses itself in the images 

generated from penitential prayers, which act as verbal 

cues prompting half-forgotten memories of cathartic 

dramatisations in youth. And it is her childhood identity 

- the Sue possessed of spectral terrors that is now 

recovered. It is psychologically plausible that the 

terrors externalised by verbalisation and repetitious 

recall, actually carry 'safe' associations for her, since 

her dramatisations (acting-out) of the same in youth had 

drawn social approval and applause. Such a regression is 

retreat under cover but is possibly the only means 

available to Sue for gaining some kind of hold on reality. 

But to one member of an earlier order in ~, so 

excessive an agitation as Sue (and in her wake,Jude), 

expresses over the marriage question, is incomprehensible: 
I don't know what the times be coming to! 
Matrimony have growed to be that serious in these 
days, that one really do feel afeared to move in it 
at all. In my time we took it more careless; and 
I don't know that we was any the worse for it! 
When I and my poor man were jined in it we kept up 
the junketing all the week, and drunk the parish 
dry, and had to borrow half-a-crown to begin 
housekeeping! (JOp380) 

Phrased in so lighthearted and so down-to-earth a manner, 

Sue's anxieties and high seriousness on the subject do, by 
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contrast, seem somewhat extravagant. Is she (as we 

sometimes fear) simply over-reacting or exaggerating her 

fears of the 'jining' that is to Mrs Edlin commonplace? 

Hardy presents, in this new contribution to the 

debate, so contrasting a view of marriage that we are urged 

to consider Sue's approach to the subject, less from the 

point of view of her psychological conditioning and 

handicaps, but more from the sociological standpoint Hardy 

has now introduced. Times have changed: 'Nobody thought 

o'being afeard o'matrimony in my time', says Mrs Edlin 

(JOp297) • And it is the nature of that change which Hardy 

invites his readers (not once, but thrice: pp297,380,412), 

to consider. 

Class, epoch, and an altered consciousness are the 

major differentiating factors. Mrs Edlin, belonging to a 

class and clime relatively unencumbered by legalities, 

institutions, formal ceremonies, rights and obligations, 

which engaged and disengaged with espousals with relative 

ease, is not of Sue's generation. She is a member of the 

same order as the widow of Hardy's anecdote in 

The Woodlanders, whose husband returns unexpectedly after 

an absence of twenty-four years: 
one night he came home when she was sitting by the 
fire, and thereupon he sat down himself on the 
other side of the chimney-corner. "Well" says 
she," have ye got any news 7" "Don't know as I 
have," says he; "have you 7" "No" says she, 
"except that my daughter by the husband that 
succeeded lee was married last month, which was a 
year after I was made a widow by him ", "Oh ! 
Anything else 7" he says. "No," says she. And 
there they sat, one on each side of that 
chimney-corner, and were found by the neighbours 
sound asleep in their chairs, not having known what 
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to talk about at all. (W pp 390/391) 

Anything less like a Bridehead/Fawley situation could 

scarcely be imagined I The more relaxed attitudes and 

greater moral levity that characterised early nineteenth 

century rural, working class family life, had, we are told, 

much to do with a more flexible familial hierarchy; a 

significant feature of which, was the absence of an 

authoritarian figurehead. By way of explanation, Edward 

Shorter writes that: 
One might plausibly argue that in the course of the 
eighteenth century population growth decapitated 
the authority of the lower-class family by creating 
so many children that the parents had nothing to 
pass on to their extra-numerous offspring, and 
hence no control over their behaviour. [35] 

We can safely assume that Mrs Edlin and her compeer from 

The Woodlanders are descendants of this class and clime. 

Unlike Sue and Jude, and probably for reasons of 

residential stability and rural occupation, they have not, 

in impressionable youth, been exposed to, or conditioned 

by, the puritanical ethic of the rising petit-bourgeois 

Victorian class. Similarly, the agrarian-rooted 

Durbeyfield family in~, do not at any point voice such 

middle-class anxieties as that Tess is sullied, or has 

ruined her prospects of an advantageous marriage, or has 

threatened the family name and property by virtue of her 

association with Alec. On the contrary, they encourage the 

association and only regret, with hindsight, that Tess does 

not. 

If the rural working class family exercised less 
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strict, authoritarian control over its 'inmates' as 

The English Matron classifies women and children) to 

which the Fanny Robins, Marions, Izzies, and Rettys of 

Hardy's Wessex all testify the authority of the 

petit-bourgeois family on the other hand did remain 

inviolate, managing, Shorter says, to control its fertility 

and: 
to preserve the sense of family tradition which 
said that children would follow in the footsteps of 
the father.To be sure, young men of middle-class 
origin responded to a new Zeitgeist of 
gratification by sleeping with prostitutes; but 
these liaisons posed no threat to the family. What 
we know about middle-class daughters suggests that 
they stayed pure before marriage. Thus the 
authority of the middle-class family over its 
offspring remained inviolate, and, as a result, 
middle-class youth, however sensitised by change, 
did not actually break out of the web of familial 
custody and and control. [36] 

Together with this culturally and psychologically 

shaping force handed down from the vanguard middle-classes 

to a proletariat intent upon upward mobility, there was the 

great (post-Romantic) trend towards individualism. Shorter 

speaks of this as a 'great drift toward individual 

innovation and autonomy, at the cost of community custom 

and hierarchy' [37]. And this is patently a drift we 

detect in Hardy; 
I 

in his deracines and in the radical 

privatism of several of his characters, notably Sue 

Bridehead. 

Clearly there is an inherent ideological dichotomy 

between, on the one hand, the drift towards individualism 

'at the cost of community custom and hierarchy', and on the 
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other, the movement of the vanguard class towards a more 

uniform, rigid, hierarchical family structure. And of 

course Hardy's Sue and Jude are right at the centre of this 

conflict. 

If 'Nobody thought ••• of much else but a cannonball or 

empty cupboard!' (JOp297) in Mrs Edlin's time and clime, 

this is no longer the case in the late nineteenth century, 

where as far as Hardy's Jude and Sue are concerned, the 

major threat is the 'common enemy coercion' (JOp297). The 

coercive 'enemy' they feel is the body politic whose 

institutionalised values would compress individuals into 

stereotypes, their relationships into institutions, and in 

doing so would annihilate the very self. 

But again we might ask, why Sue's high seriousness 

when the unsatisfactory marriage in ~ appears to be 

legally dissoluble at will? Surely, given this solution to 

unworkable unions, her emotion is after all just a little 

too exquisite? To interpret Sue thus is to misread Hardy 

as it is also to superimpose a modern consciousness over 

that of the previous century. Victorian marriages were not 

dissoluble at will (legally or otherwise), and if Sue is 

neurotic on the subject of matrimony, this is conceivably 

one of the reasons why. Perceiving that hers is not one of 

the natural tragedies of love, 'but a tragedy artificially 

manufactured for people who in a natural state would find 

relief in partingl' (JOp224), she levels her criticism once 

more at state and institution the agents of the 

'artificially manufactured' tragedy. 
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A closer look at how divorce procedures do in fact 

operate in ~ may throw into relief certain aspects of 

Hardy's treatment of the subject, which he omits to 

highlight possibly on the assumption that his contemporary 

readers were already only too familiar with the inequities 

and disabilities of nineteenth century divorce laws. 

These, despite the much lauded Matrimonial Causes Act of 

1857, continued to uphold the archaic principle of one law 

for the rich and another for the poor and women: 'The 

position of women and poor people being not improved by the 

1857 Bill' [38]. To have had certain grounds for divorce 

from Phillotson, Sue would have had to provide evidence of 

her husband's 'incestuous Adultery, or of Bigamy with 

Adultery, or of Rape, or of Sodomy or Bestiality, or of 

Adultery coupled with such cruelty as without Adultery 

would have entitled her to a Divorce a Mensa et Thoro, or 

of Adultery coupled with Desertion, and without reasonable 

excuse, for Two Years or upwards' [39]; or alternatively, 

according to the 1878 amendment, 'aggravated' assault 

within the meaning of the statute 24th,25th Vic.c100., 

which simply meant that if the husband had been summarily 

convicted of aggravated assault, this conviction alone 

would constitute sufficient grounds for legal termination 

of the marriage. 

Clearly then Sue has no grounds for divorce, (neither 

incompatibility nor mental cruelty were admissible grounds 

in the nineteenth century). 

Phillotson, on the other hand, does have adequate 
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grounds. 

obvious. 

unlawfully 

And here the double standard becomes glaringly 

For both have agreed to separate, (albeit 

in the divorce context since collusion 

technically invalidated the plaintiff's case); yet whilst 

Sue has no legal grounds whatsoever, Phillotson may sue on 

the most facile of grounds: that his wife has refused his 

request to stay after, as the schoolmaster puts it, 'I said 

I had forgiven her' (JOp263). Phillotson then divorces Sue 

on the basis of her refusal to continue to cohabit with 

him; compounded it seems with an accusation of adultery 

which going undefended is evidently deemed proven by 

default (JO p 329). 

What Hardy does not mention, but what his readers 

would also have known, is that the husband had the 

additional entitlement of claiming damages against the 

co-respondent; a wife had no such entitlement. Hardy's 

recognition of this contingency is evidenced by his 

reference to the schoolmaster's suit as 'Phillotson versus 

Phillotson and Fawley' - which implies a co-respondent (JO 

p265). But of course there is no cause for further textual 

elucidation here, since the schoolmaster would almost 

certainly, and for obvious reasons, have waived his claim 

for damages against JUde. But that Hardy offers so meagre 

a clue to the fact that there were two defendants cited in 

the case - Sue the 'property' appropriated and Jude the 

appropriator of the 'property' for which he might be asked 

to pay - seems to suggest that he is assuming a wider 

knowledge of such matters than perhaps his modern reader 
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might possess. The 'meagre clue', on the other hand, 

sufficiently fulfils its function as a prompt, which is 

more to the point for our purposes. 

Jude, like Phillotson, has perfectly adequate grounds 

and a perfectly straightforward suit against Arabella, who, 

being in the same powerless position as Sue, is obliged to 

plead with her husband for her freedom. Again the double 

standard is implied. For both Arabella and Jude are living 

in ostensibly adulterous unions, but since it was the 

privilege of the husband alone to sue on the grounds of 

adultery unamended, it is Jude who proceeds with the 

action. Had women possessed equal rights under the law, 

Arabella could have obtained her freedom long before, and 

could thus have avoided committing the criminal act of 

bigamy. 

Although Hardy does not explicitly analyse the rights 

and wrongs of contemporary Divorce Laws in~, it is 

evident from the procedures and from the responses of his 

characters, that he finds them iniquitous. Women have to 

plead, beg and, in Arabella's case, lie and lawbreak. They 

also suffer the stigma of being the guilty party, which has 

psychological as well as social repercussions. Men taking 

the action have of course to bear the cost, although there 

is no evidence that this is a burden, even to Jude. 

Unlike the offending Marriage Laws however, which are 

felt to grate without relief upon the individual 

consciousness, the Phillotson/Fawley Divorce proceedings 

by contrast - roll on as part of the impersonal machinery 
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of State which rumbles interminably in the backround of the 

Victorian overworld of the novel. Reaching Sue's and 

Jude's 'consciousness but as a distant sound, and an 

occasional missive which they hardly understood' (JO p265), 

the whole affair is remote and imponderable; the more so 

to Sue who in fact finds the significance of the Decree 

Absolute totally unreal. 'Are we - you and I just as 

free now as if we had never married at all?', she asks Jude 

in utter perplexity. 'One thing is certain,' he tells her 

blandly, 'however the decree is brought about, a marriage 

is dissolved when it is dissolved' (JO P266). 

Jude is very dismissive. But then he is less 

concerned with the ontological bases of what does, or does 

not constitute a union, and with whether promissory oaths 

can be magisterially spirited away as if by divination, 

than with possessing Sue: 'Well my dearest,' he says at 

the first opportunity,'the result of all this is that we 

can marry after a decent interval' (JO p267). 

Sue is not so sure that this is the result. There 

appears to be the very reasonable doubt in her mind, that 

to dissolve a legal contract ex cathedra so to speak - that 

is without her written or verbal consent is not 

necessarily the same thing as cancelling a promise which 

requires the oath-giver to consent to its making, keeping, 

or breaking. And as far as she is concerned, her agreement 

with Phillotson was over their living separately, and not 

her re-marriage to Jude. 

Meanwhile what Hardy has also demonstrated is his 
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heroine's tacit acceptance that she, as Phillotson's 

benighted wife, has no recourse to law in her own right. 

She never considers the possibility of divorce, and it 

certainly does not enter her head to take legal advice. 

Indeed, so ingrained in her, is her sense that she is 

totally unprotected, unbefriended - 'a woman tossed about, 

all alone' (JOp214) - that her entreaties for a separation 

are based solely upon the notion of a simple renunciation 

of the promissory oath,and not upon legal considerations at 

all: 'We made the compact, and surely we can cancel it 

not legally of course, but we can morally' (JO p 232). 

One way or the other it is evident that Hardy's women 

do not consider divorce to be a viable option. It is also 

evident that under the circumstances a simple renunciation 

of the promissory oath would have been entirely adequate 

had not the prevailing marriage laws dictated otherwise. 

Sue's attempt to work towards a mutually acceptable 

solution, an agreement to separate on amicable terms so 

that, as she puts it, 'then we might be friends, and meet 

without pain to either' (JOp232) provides a more 

satisfactory emotional solution than does the divorce 

decree which requires that one partner should be deemed the 

guilty party; and if guilty and female, demands that her 

lover should be deemed a guilty party also. (Her 

ameliorative approach incidentally, anticipates modern 

divorce procedures, in that collusion and breakdown of the 

marital relationship are both now considered reasonable 

practice and grounds respectively). 
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It is apparent that in Hardy's eyes there has been 

little improvement over the years upon the barbaric method 

of divorce which was the method of wife-selling as 

practised by Henchard [40]. In effect one ritualised 

procedure has been substituted for another but without 

changing the fundamental principle of male privilege. Once 

upon a time a man auctioned his wife custom not law 

sanctioning the procedure - or simply left her, but now he 

sues her on much the same basis, in that she still has a 

price on her head, and he receives the secular law's 

blessing in so doing. 

Hardy's nineteenth century readers would no doubt have 

been sufficiently well versed in current legal practice to 

have understood from the outset Sue's and Arabella's lack 

of equal rights under the law. And although Hardy's 

emphasis is slight in ~ it adequately points to a 

predicament which must temper our view of Sue, whose 

irritating inconsistencies of behaviour are symptomatic of 

a keenly questing mind confronting a bafflingly incoherent 

social order. 

Attempts to define what was, or was not, acceptable 

spousal behaviour, presented the secularised divorce courts 

with difficulties. Lacking all but ecclesiastical 

precedents, legal practitioners had of necessity to 

formulate new codes and rulings - attempts at clarification 

leading to a consolidation of what was deemed normal 

behavioural standards [41]. 

standard-setting conflicted 
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towards atomistic individualism and the collateral ethic of 

self-advancement ('self-improvement', 'self-education', and 

'self-help'). This is quite clearly painful to the modern 

consciousness of Hardy's heroine who suffers intensely 

'from the rules that produce comfort in others' (JOp232), 

and is ultimately crushed by what she describes as the 

'social moulds civilisation fits us into' which 'have no 

more relation to our actual shapes than the conventional 

shapes of the constellations 

star-patterns' (JOp214). 

have to the real 

Hardy's stolid bourgeois patriarch in The Woodlanders 

is one other Wessex character to be brought up against the 

'system' and left, if not crushed, at any rate considerably 

chastened. The wretched Melbury, in his fruitless 

excursion to London to secure his daughter's divorce from 

Fitzpiers, is caught up in a far greater muddle than is any 

early Hardy hero grappling with marriage licences. Totally 

unprepared for the vicissitudes of the 'system', as his 

suppressed anger at the outcome revealS, Melbury the 

meritocratic patriarch - given a taste of the (doctrinaire) 

medicine he has meted out to his daughter for far too long 

- can hardly contain his rage and frustration when, despite 

having weathered weeks of prevarication and contradictory 

information in London, he still cannot secure his 

daughter's freedom. 

Fitzpiers' adultery, compounded with (apparent) 

desertion, is not cruelty enough to constitute grounds for 

divorce it seems. 'He has not done you enough harm!' 
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(Wp321), the embittered parent tells his daughter; in 

words which catch appropriately at the language of the 

legal assessor who has presumably quantified such things. 

What constitutes enough harm? And how could any 

arbitrating representative of the law so cold-bloodedly 

assess 'enough' in the absence of the party harmed? Of 

this contingency, Giles is aware, who appears to have a 

firmer grasp of realities than either Melbury or his 

crooked legal adviser: 
Even in the hour of Melbury's greatest assurance, 
Winterborne had harboured a suspicion that no law, 
new or old, could undo Grace's marriage without her 
appearance in public. (W p319) 

Or as he solemnly confides to Grace: 
I am not sure that people may have to appear in a 
public court even under the new Act. (W p320) 

That Giles should have a relatively clear idea of 

rudimentary procedures, throws into focus Melbury's lack of 

the same. His obtuseness, lack of perspicacity, and worse, 

his capricious manipulative handling of Grace and Giles, 

testify to a gross arrogance in his dealings with others, 

which had he been a Wessex heroine instead of patriarch, 

would have provoked heavy censure from that coterie of 

literary critics prone to fault-finding in women. In 

Melbury's case, the chaos is originally caused by Beaucock, 

a defrocked lawyer operating mostly in public bars as a 

quack practitioner, and charging, what Hardy wrily 

describes as 'astonishingly small fees' (W p298). Beaucock 

persuades the unsuspecting timber-merchant that 'under the 
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new law ••• unmarrying is as easy as marrying' (W p298), and 

that his daughter may well soon be assured of her freedom. 

Now whilst Beaucock cites the new law (so-called) with 

absolute precision, stating that 'under the new statute, 

twenty and twenty-one Vic.,cap.eighty-five, unmarrying is 

as easy as marrying. No more Acts of Parliament necessary; 

no longer one law for the rich and another for the poor' (W 

p299), this is in fact sheer bluster, or as Hardy puts it, 

'dupery'. Certainly the I857 Matrimonial Causes Act, 

twenty and twenty-one Vic.,cap.eighty-five, made no more 

Acts of Parliament necessary. But if this is the statute 

to which Beaucock is referring then he is otherwise in 

error. No doubt he relies, in order to attract custom, 

much upon his ability to recall fragments of Parliamentary 

statutes from his days as a lawyer's clerk. And no doubt 

the fact that he employs this tactical measure in order to 

solicit Melbury as a client, testifies to the necessity of 

this kind of feigned virtuosity where charlatanism is the 

game. But whether out of 'ignorance' or 'dupery' (Hardy 

generously offering a choice), one thing is certain, no 

bona-fide lawyer could possibly, rightfully, claim that the 

same law that dispensed with the Acts of Parliament 

qualification, (I857), also made marrying and unmarrying 

easy, let alone made divorce available to rich and poor 

alike. This is unfortunately what the I857 Act failed to 

do [42]. But Melbury cannot be expected to know anything 

of this even if Beaucock should. For as the 

timber-merchant says, he 'saw little of newspapers' (W 
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p299). 

Hardy is hinting here that the quack lawyer has in 

fact been unprofessionally gleaning his information from 

the press, which is of course entirely in character, and 

fully explains how misinformation has become assimilated as 

fact. For even the most scrupulous of review writers could 

at times fall inadvertently into ambiguities and misnomers. 

Take for example this extract on the subject of divorce and 

the 1878 Amendment to the Matrimonial Causes Act, which was 

published in the same year as the new Act: 
Beside this act on their behalf,(the Consolidating 
Act on Aggravated Assaults 24 and 25 Vic.,c100), 
wives are able to obtain relief in certain cases, 
under the Divorce Act. That is to say, those women 
who are able to apply to the Divorce Court may 
obtain, under section 16 of the Act(20th and 21st 
Vict. c 85), on proof of cruelty, a sentence of 
Judicial Separation, which shall have the effect of 
a divorce a mensa et thoro. 

This is taken from Frances Power Cobbes' essay 

'Wife-Torture in England' [43] an eloquent and well 

researched essay which argues against the inequitable 

Divorce Laws which failed to protect wives from conjugal 

brutality despite amendments to the 1857 Act. (Of the 

cases brought under Summary Jurisdiction there were 

reported 8,684 cases of cruelty in the years 1874-6) But, 1 

would suggest that the terms employed by Cobbes could 

confuse. In omitting to mention for example, that proof of 

cruelty (unamended with adultery), requires evidence of the 

husband's conviction for aggravated assault within the 

meaning of the statute, she inadvertently gives the 

impression that the 1857 Act makes provision for cruelty 
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per se as acceptable grounds for divorce. 

As for Hardy's Beaucock, his falling into ambiguities 

and misnomers is not inadvertent. He does not even 

trouble, for instance, to inquire of Melbury until they are 

in London, whether the plan is to remarry Grace, (which 

would require a divorce a vinculo a divorce with 

permission to remarry); where, upon discovering that this 

is indeed so, and that the cruelty charge is not 

watertight, he writes hastily to warn off the unlucky Giles 

who is already making love to the timber-merchant's 

daughter in anticipation of her re-marriage. Confusion 

heaps upon confusion and ignorance upon malpractice, all of 

which devolves cruelly upon the Woodlander's two 'Arcadian 

innocents' whose talk of 'imperial law', Hardy writes, 

'would have made a humane person weep'; the lovers 

remaining 'in thought like children in the presence of the 

incomprehensible' (W p309). 

Thus it is that Melbury and his daughter, not 

surprisingly, fall foul of what Francis Peek, in 1818, 

denounced in the press as 'bad laws and ••• hap-hazard 

execution'. Peek, writing four years after Hardy appears 

to have first conceived his 'woodland story' and seven 

years before writing actually commenced, voices the mood of 

the times - times it seems, that would have thrown up a 

Beaucock without much difficulty: 
The English nation has little right to boast of 
high culture or practical wisdom, for with us bad 
laws and a hap-hazard execution of them, are 
prominent evils ••• It has long been admitted that 
English law is in confusion, reaching sometimes to 
sheer unintelligibility ••• the point of 
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unbearableness in public endurance must be nearly 
reached; and it, consequently, behoves all true 
reformers to see that well-meant attempts to 
mitigate some of the evils do not take the place of 
the thorough revision of our legal procedure which 
is imperatively demanded. [44] 

Perhaps it is not surprising either that Hardy's Sue 

is driven to upbraid English Laws as inhuman, brutal and 

unremittingly alien when her author had already pointed in 

that direction in The Woodlanders and when beyond the novel 

their 'sheer unintelligibility' was sufficiently iniquitous 

to be newsworthy. 

Hardy's characterisation of Sue with her sexual 

repressions and inhibitions her lack of that sensual 

luxuriance so dear to her author's heart - not only strikes 

the right note for an attack upon an austere marriage code 

and an oppressive sexual ethic; but also at a deeper 

structural level, permits him a clear, untrammelled focus 

upon the workings of a woman's mind; a focus which might 

lose something of its clarity were she endowed with a 

palpable physicality to which Hardy would be tempted to 

defer at times. Fascination with Sue's volatile, 

charismatic presence, might almost lure her author into 
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feeling, touching, and seeing her in the way he does Tess 

for example; who so captivates Hardy that he is moved to a 

tactile, sensuous awareness of her body; to reach out to 

the soft, mushroom-skin of her fore-arm, or into the 

glistening, red interior of her mouth. With Sue, Hardy 

averts his glance, and resists nearly all impulses to 

render her in terms that might lend her a warm, physical 

immediacy. It is upon Arabella instead that he rests his 

gaze, relishing her physical presence at every point 

throughout the novel. From the 'fine, dark-eyed girl' of 

the opening chapters, with her 'round and prominent bosom, 

full lips, perfect teeth, and the rich complexion of a 

Cochin hen's egg' (JOp44), whose 'mouth ••• bosom ••• full 

round naked arms, wet, mottled with the chill of the water, 

and firm as marble' rivet Jude to the spot against his 

intention (JOp46), right through to the hymn-singing matron 

at Kennetbridge Fair, Arabella's form is the object of 

Hardy's ranging, appreciative eye [45]. 

Alternatively, with Sue, Hardy permits Jude's more 

ascetic perceptions, in the main, to carry sway, 

effectively stemming his own impulse to colour her in more 

sensual tones. For it is through Jude's eyes primarily 

that the ethereal, sexless Sue is apprehended; although by 

permitting alternative sightings to augment those of his 

hero, notably Arabella's and occasionally his own, Hardy 

does ensure that a proper distinction is drawn between the 

respective points of view. 

The distinction is an important one. For whilst Hardy 
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invites a close understanding of Jude, whose fascination 

with the 'ennobled' Sue has its roots in the hero's 

culturally conditioned fear and guilt about sex, - her 

'sexlessness' being partly a fulfilment of Jude's prophetic 

imaginings and preconceptions, and partly the consequence 

of her own background and upbringing - it is also Hardy's 

intention to permit the reader a glimpse, for evaluative 

purposes, of the less conjectural Sue who prefigures these 

circumscriptions. Clearly this is not a Sue that Jude 

perceives; nor is it indeed a Sue who ever achieves 

self-actualisation; but it is a Sue that both Arabella and 

Hardy catch sight of, who is, in the event, more corporeal 

than ethereal and not, as Jude would have her 'a 

phantasmal, bodiless creature, one who ••• has so little 

animal passion .•• '(JOp268) 

The assimilation of Sue into Jude's Christminster 

dream - his dream of a nourishing world in which the 'Alma 

Mater' of his fantasies will cherish her lost 'beloved son' 

- is predicated by Hardy in the early chapters of~. It 

is evident from the hero's first sexual encounter with 

Arabella, that it is not just upon Christminster and Sue 

that he projects his 'yearning ••• to find something to 

anchor on, to cling to' (JO p30). Orphanism and presumably 

maternal deprivation, loneliness and isolation, have all 

wrought in him a desperate need for a reassuring, 

nourishing love object, and at 

psycho-sexual development. 

some cost to his 

His initial overtures and responses to Arabella are 
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revealing. The 'dark-eyed' compelling creature who holds 

him to the spot against his intention excites in him both 

erotic passion and, contradictorily, a passive, child-like 

acceptance of her dominance. It is not his virility which 

is held in question. As he dwells upon his encounter with 

Arabella, so he is erotically aroused to a readiness which 

no amount of applying the mind to Greek studies and the 

hands to the temples will soften: 
in the gliding and noiseless current of his 
life, ••• he felt as a snake must feel who has 
sloughed off its winter skin, and cannot understand 
the brightness and sensitiveness of its new one. 

He would not go out to meet her, after all. He 
sat down, opened the book, and with his elbows 
firmly planted on the table, and his hands to his 
temples, began at the beginning ••• (JO pp48,49) 

To no avail; no amount of bending hand and mind to the 

Greek Testament will harden the spirit against the flesh; 

or as Hardy so suggestively puts it: 
In short, as if materially, a compelling arm of 
extraordinary muscular power seized hold of him -
something which had nothing in common with the 
spirits and influences that had moved him hitherto. 
(JO p49) 

Ready and able Jude may be, but Hardy's use of the 

passive tense here, implies a contradictory response in the 

young man's sexual make-up, which is shortly to reveal 
, 

itself more overtly in the company of Arabella. For 

arrayed in his best clothes, Jude, Hardy tells us, 'struck 

away' over path and field in Arabella's direction where 

upon arrival he announces himself by knocking on the fair 

maid's door with the 'knob of his stick' (JOp50); and 
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then, all this virile masculinity notwithstanding, 

unexpectedly presents himself to his lover as something 

rather different - as an utterly puerile young man! As 

earlier, when he had sensed that he should toy with this 

voluptuous gratifier of his needs and 'assert more 

sportiveness' (JO p47); so again he decides to 'be good' 

and please her - not in any manly or chivalrous sense, or 

even as a companionable peer - but in an infantile way that 

inevitably places Arabella in the dominant role, and 

himself in the role of something resembling an agreeable 

little boy playing at being grown-up. He talks silly talk 

- the 'commonest local twaddle' in fact (JO p50) - and when 

their long walk has created a thirst, it is Arabella who 

takes the intiative and suggests tea, and when that is not 

forthcoming, it is she who suggests beer instead. Jude 

meanwhile is alternately gazing and moping and showing 

himself to be naive and helpless at every point. 

Naturally he is shy and unused. But where is that 

remarkably efficient young man who can work through the 

early hours at lighting ovens and making bread, who then, 

sharp-eyed by day, manages to negotiate the texts of the 

patristic Fathers whilst driving a bread-cart through 

winding country lanes and delivering its contents to the 

community? Something very clinging, submissive and vaguely 

incompetent creeps into Jude's manner when with Arabella. 

And whilst we perceive in his over-identification with the 

departed schoolmaster (Phillotson), a pathetic need for a 

father figure whom he can emulate, with Arabella he is 
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easily lulled into a sense of false security which results, 

after weeks of love-making, in a marriage for which he had 

not bargained but which he has taken no steps to forfend. 

It seems inevitable that Jude's first sexual 

experience which reinforces his need for feminine 

solicitude, but which apparently does not inspire in him an 

active, assertive sex-drive - should leave him ill-equipped 

to cope with the sexually inhibited Sue. Whereas she can 

readily fulfil the role of loving cousin, fond kin, and 

companionable woman - these are familiar, socially approved 

roles - she cannot readily relate sexually. Her body as a 

vehicle of sensual gratification is foreign to her, and her 

ability to instigate the sexual act (as does Arabella) is 

impaired by the psychological handicaps inflicted upon her 

in infancy and girlhood. Hence her experience of being 

alternately elevated and patronised, leaves her, (as it 

also leaves Lewis Carroll's Alice - alternately shrunk too 

small and inflated too large), a very confused and 

frightened creature. Further repressed by Jude's desire 

for gratification, as opposed to a desire to gratify, had 

Sue had only the most tentative of sexual longings, Jude 

must surely have dispossessed her of them from the outset 

by high-ranking her over and above the sex act for which 

she is, he insists, too finely tuned and ethereal. 

Even on the night of their sexual consummation, Jude 

so persistently distances · Sue that their union is, as a 

result, unwittingly abased by the mode of its undertaking. 

That he is moved to express his desires openly, to declare 
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himself verbally, not only minimises the sensuality and 

sensitivity of the moment but also maximises its 

awkwardness. Moreover this supplicant role inevitably 

places Sue beyond him as the elevated figure to whom his 

plea is addressed, and thus necessarily limits the 

mutuality of the union which should not have to be argued 

out but rather sounded out by tactile means. Warming, 

softening gestures, gazing and touching, small affective 

intimacies, and prolonged body contact these overtures 

Sue might have been able to 'answer'. But none of these 

little intimacies are engaged in. Neither is the hushed 

voice of rapture anywhere in evidence - Jude hectoring Sue 

instead from across the expanse of their living quarters: 
All that's best and noblest in me loves you, and 
your freedom from everything that's gross has 
elevated me, and enabled me to do what I should 
never have dreamt myself capable of ••• It is all 
very well to preach about self-control, and the 
wickedness of coercing a woman. But I should just 
like a few virtuous people ••• to have been in my 
tantalizing position with you these late 
weeks. (JOp27 5) 

How could Sue yield herself after this, out of any other 

feelings than guilt and responsibility, and a frightening 

sense that at all costs she must not appear 'gross' 

(sexually passionate), lest she lose that noblest and best 

love? 

Her lover has already intensified her inhibitions by 

laying a stress upon, the blood tie which he longs to 

foster. Again it is the need to belong, the desire for an 

anchorage, a yearning for nurturant kin which motivates 
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him. But this acts upon Sue as an additional repressor; 

the more Jude plays up the cousinship bond the more she 

anticipates a platonic bond. She, on the other hand, with 

her instinct to create or exploit pain-thresholds, seems to 

be suffering badly from sensory deprivation - and a greater 

need therefore, to be bonded by touch than by words. 

Does Jude ever take seriously, or even take at all, 

Sue's aggressive/defensive postures? Her sudden animal 

starts and flights? Her enticement/rejection 'mating' 

overtures? Her self-confessed impulse to 'kick'? (JOp224) 

Only in so far as they seem to him to add to her 

mystification. He fails to perceive them otherwise - as a 

very pronounced, active, erotic impulse. But whereas he 

can read Arabella clearly - she is after all a classic text 

so to speak - Sue requires a good deal of translation. She 

has, as has been noticed above, been required to restate 

herself; to repress her physical appetites and to riddle 

her person with contradictory signals which fail to signify 

with Jude; whose regard for the 'other sex' (JO p47) as 

'beings outside his life and purposes' (JO p46), has 

scarcely provided him with anything more than the most 

superficial of inSights into human behaviour and the 

complexities of the human psyche. That Sue could be 

anything other than the 'phantasmal, bodiless creature' of 

his vague imaginings does not enter his head. 

Hardy's heroine is trapped in this image by Jude, from 

the moment of his very first sighting of her. As he 

observes her - illuminating texts in an Anglican bookshop -
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so she is assimilated into the atmosphere of Christminster 

which is also Jude's own atmosphere - he thinks! Having 

already identified closely with the city of his dreams: 
Yes, Christminster shall be my Alma Mater; and 
I'll be her beloved son, in whom she shall be well 
pleased. (JOp43) 

he shapes his world accordingly: 
Although people moved round him he virtually saw 
none. Not as yet having mingled with the active 
life of the place it was largely non-existent to 
him. But the saints and prophets in the 
window-tracery, the paintings in the galleries, the 
statues, the busts, the gurgoyles, the corbel-heads 
- these seemed to breathe his atmosphere. (JOp92) 

Shifting his focus from dream city to dream woman, Jude 

then enters the bookshop containing 
Anglican books, stationery, texts, and fancy goods: 
little plaster angels on brackets, Gothic-framed 
pictures of saints, ebony crosses that were almost 
crucifixes, prayer-books that were almost missals. 
He felt very shy of looking at the girl in the 
desk; she was so pretty that he could not believe 
it possible that she should belong to him. Then 
she spoke ••• and he recognized in the accents 
certain qualities of his own voice; softened and 
sweetened, but his own. (JOp95) 

Framed by saints and angels, breathing 'his 

atmosphere' or 'his own' words, Sue is assimilated to 

Jude's illusive Christminster quite unconsciously: '''A 

sweet, saintly, Christian business, hers!" thought he' (JO 

p95). And then, as the 'more or less ••• ideal character 

about whose form he began to weave curious and fantastic 

day-dreams' takes a hold on his imagination, so her 

physical person takes on 'little plaster angel' likenesses; 

her pellucid, suggestively china-doll-like 'liquid 
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untranslateable eyes', keen and tender as they may be to 

Jude but nonetheless unseeing as they look right through 

him, and her lips which 'take life from some words just 

spoken', both lending her the air of an animated effigy, a 

marionette, a doll-woman (JO p96). She is in no sense 

fleshly or even a 'complete and substantial female', and 

certainly no 'complete and substantial female animal' as 

Arabella had been (JO p44). Instead she is 'all ••• nervous 

motion' (JO p96), 'mobile, living' - an electric, rather 

than a biological presence. To Jude she would be 'a kindly 

star, an elevating power, a companion in Anglican worship, 

a tender friend' (JO p97). 

That he can so readily make this mental progression 

from 'star' to 'friend' is a measure of his willingness to 

blur the distinctions, where Sue is concerned, between 

illusion and reality. The stellar body, the elevating 

power, and the nun-like 'companion in Anglican worship' all 

devolve too swiftly and too weightily upon the 'tender 

friend' for it to be anything other than crushed. 

With his hero subsequently absented so to speak, Hardy 

proceeds then to introduce his heroine from a contrasting 

vantage point - his own presumably since there is no other 

observer on the scene. And this is no ethereal, sainted 

Sue, but a very corporeal Sue with feet and hands and a 

restless, active body. 'Light-footed', she sets out on her 

afternoon's holiday, her 'atmosphere' now organic nature, 

and her previous sepulchred surroundings significantly 

distanced, or as Hardy says, 'left behind' (JO p100). And 
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no plaster angels for Hardy's heroine now, but rather Pagan 

statuettes which she first fingers, then clasps, then 

purchases, (after some un-spiritual price-bargaining), and 

then finally proceeds to carry home. Perceiving with some 

nervousness how very large and how very naked they are, and 

how their whitish substance comes off on her gloves and 

jacket, she wraps them up in 'huge burdock leaves, parsley, 

and other rank growths' from the hedge (JO p101), in order 

to bear them home undetected. 

This is the first of Hardy's alternative sightings as 

they may be called. And what strikes us clearly is the 

noticeable absence of those idealisations and rarefications 

that abounded in Jude's first sightings. Hardy's Sue is no 

phantasma, nor is she ethereal, nor is she engaged in any 

kind of 'sweet, saintly ••• business.' Instead she bears home 

her 'heathen load'(JOp101), wraps it up yet again this 

time in homespun brown paper and string lest the dreadful 

Miss Fontover should pounce on its impious contents and 

spends the rest of the evening in a state of physical 

excitement. That is, in a 'great zest for unpacking her 

objects' she finally stops fingering them and 'unrobes' 

them, placing them candlelit upon her chest of drawers; 

and after a restless attempt to read Gibbon - alternately 

flinging herself on to the bed and jumping up again she 

unrobes herself and spends most of the night 'tossing and 

staring' at her naked, lucent, pagan figurines. 

And from this point on it is not Hardy who perpetuates 

the mystification of Sue, but Jude; his erstwhile sense in 
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Arabella's proximity of being 'whisked ••• back to a milk-fed 

infancy' (JO p189), now becomes a more conscious 'childlike 

yearning for the one being in the world to whom it seemed 

possible to fly' (JO p131). His cousin Sue will become his 

Alma Mater. 

It is of course the case that it is Hardy who situates 

his heroine in the closed, sepulchred spaces of Anglican 

bookshops and the Cathedral Church of Cardinal College for 

his hero's delectation; surroundings conducive to Jude's 

need to nourish dreams of the beloved ensphered by plaster 

angels and psalmic chantings. But it is Jude, not Hardy, 

who fixes Sue in these confined, enclosed spheres; her 

author prefers to follow her out into the 'field' and back 

into the 'bedroom', where, with girlish nervousness she 

takes a self-conscious, tremulous glance at her 

barely-awakened sexual consciousness. 

It is a very shortlived glance or exploration. Sue is 

subsequently drawn into Jude's orbit and thereafter 

Phillotson's, and there are no more assays of this kind. 

'All that's best and noblest' in Jude's love for her is 

sustained by his belief in her 'freedom from everything 

that's gross' (JO p215) , and Sue has no idea how to break 

the mould. (She cannot even bring herself to spell out the 

reasons why Miss Fontover stamped on her statuary; Jude 

remains under the misapprehension that they were offensive 

for their Popish-ness!) And in her ever-intensifying 

perplexity Sue defensively armours herself; she can and 

will ennoble Jude and she can and will sustain his belief 
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in her. Learned talk becomes her most effective weapon and 

her most effective shield. Heavily investing in this 

facility she is reassured that she is 'mistress of herself' 

(JOp176); which in turn (predictably) reassures Jude, who 

is lulled into a pacific awareness that her sweet baffling 

talk is all part of the Alma Mater mystique that he has no 

real desire to unriddle. 

However if Jude chooses to read Sue thus, Arabella 

does not. And whereas Jude's perspective is central and 

Arabella's merely peripheral, hers gains credibility by 

virtue of being authorised. In the sense that her 

penetrating insights and less subjective appraisals are 

supplemented throughout the text by Hardy's own, her 

perception of Sue becomes in effect an amplification of 

Hardy's point of view and vice versa: that is to say, they 

are mutually vindicated. 

Arabella is cast in a variety of roles in ~; 

maid/seducer, wife/malcontent, lax single-parent, 

lawbreaker, respectable matron, barmaid, hot-gospeller and 

so forth. 

chameleon. 

But as Sue's interpreter she is not so 

This is her one immutable role (to date 

critically unappraised); and the most constructive role 

Hardy accords her. She perceives and offers one of the 

most coherent expositions of the heroine ever provided by a 

secondary antithetical character in the Wessex novels. And 

in according her this important role Hardy successfully 

realises two related objectives. Firstly it permits him a 

retention of critical distance which frees him from 
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excercising a purely 'masculine' judgement upon his 

heroine. Arabella 'standing-in' to offer a feminine 

point-of-view effectively mutes the authorial voice. Her 

'last word' sets a seal upon that muted voice which defers 

to a 'feminine' last judgement upon Sue in the event. And 

secondly, as a corollary to the first, by drawing upon 

Arabella's sharp intuitive powers from the vantage point of 

woman-perceiving-woman unfettered by sexual ideologies and 

preconceptions, Hardy uses Arabella to ensure that the 

reader does not fall into the hero's error. Jude's 

perception of Sue, Hardy is asserting, is but one point of 

view, and for an alternative, the reader must explore 

further as Hardy's hero clearly fails to do. 

Despite Arabella's living down to the low standards 

that are expected of her, seemingly conditioned to expect 

the least of her capabilities to be the best she can 

achieve, she is a woman of some potential - as Hardy 

intimates. Her sexual energies - being perhaps the outward 

expression of latent dynamic, creative energies which must 

needs find an outlet - do not detract from her physical 

skills and perceptual, intuitive faculties which are shown 

by Hardy to be remarkably keen. 

Her isolated existence in a lonely roadside cottage, 

caring for a vegetable garden, a single pig and Jude, is 

clearly miserably unfulfilling, since she is of an 

adventurous, young and enquiring mind. But she applies 

herself to the task in hand with spirited vigour, and shows 

herself to be capable of performing skilled tasks with a 
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craftswoman's expertise. She evidently also has a 

markswoman's eye she aims her missile at Jude in the 

chitterling episode and scores a an immediate hit! She 

evidently also has a discerning palate, being able to 

distinguish additives in adulterated ale after the briefest 

spell as a barmaid. And from her farming experience as a 

young girl she has acquired skills in pig husbandry which 

draw approval, if not from the reproachful Jude, at least 

from the professional slaughterer. Not least are her 

Thespian talents. Hardy describes with undisguised relish 

the 'extraordinary spectacle' of her performance in front 

of the Sunday walkers at Alfredstone, where 
bonnet-less, her dishevelled hair blowing in the 
wind, her bodice apart, her sleeves rolled above 
her elbows for work, and her hands reeking with fat 
(JOp16), 

she enacts, with perfect timing, the serio-comic role of 

the abused, slatternly maid. Jude needless to say is not 

amused. 

Timing is Arabella's forte. Instinctively she 

prepares her dramatic exit from her unsatisfactory life 

with Jude, opportunely and with a flourish that would do 

credit to any Verismo [46] low-life heroine of the day. 

She extracts no promises or provisos, nor will she tolerate 

any long-drawn out scenes. Sue's exit from Jude's life by 

contrast, modelled as it appears to be upon the more 

conventional conjugal pattern of rejection, punishment and 

humiliation, which reduces Jude to grovelling before her 

and pleading to be 'saved', is a painfully destructive 
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affair. Mortified and stripped of all dignity and purpose 

Jude loses not only Sue but also his self-respect in the 

event. 

Although it is not Hardy's purpose to invite us to 

like or sympathise with Arabella, it is evident that it is 

mainly by setting the novel's emotional temperature at a 

mercurial high the exquisite passions and frenzied 

emanations flowing from Jude and Sue effectively 

supercharging the text to the exclusion of most else - that 

Arabella's more commonplace attributes are swamped. As a 

voluptuous, sexually active woman, she has of necessity to 

be gradually backgrounded in this way, in order that her 

later utterances are not discredited. It is for the same 

reason, we suspect, that Hardy re-introduces her later into 

the novel as successively a respectable married woman, a 

matronly widow, a chapel-goer, and finally as Jude's lawful 

wife. Arabella then holds her own well enough; and 

despite the anxious attempts of her prime detractors, Jude 

and Sue, to set themselves up by putting her down, we are 

never given any reason to doubt her judgement as a truthful 

reporter of all she witnesses. Unlike Sue, who makes as 

many riddles out of mind as out of body, Arabella scorns 

the language of men - even Jude's; neither does she show 

any sign of dependency upon creed or doctrine and is 

healthily free from prejudice and zealotry: that is, with 

the exception of her brief dalliance with the Chapel-going 

set. And even this Hardy turns to her advantage, for 

Arabella is no sooner the sanctimonious prude, than the new 
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quise is discarded and the woman's native honesty breaks 

through. Her efforts at salvation fail. But what does 

emerge from the Chapel incident is an exposition of her 

total lack of self-deception and pretension. This is all 

the more apparent for its contrast with Sue's struggle to 

confront the self, to remain true to it, and make herself 

responsible for her own actions. Desire and will conflict 

in Arabella, but piety, whilst it may look good, does not 

feel good to this earnest hymnist who protests that: 
'Do what I will, and though I sing hymns wi' all my 
strength, I have not been able to help thinking 
about 'n; which I've no right to do as a chapel 
member.' 

'Can't ye fix your mind upon what was said by 
the London preacher to-day, and try to get rid of 
your wandering fancies that way?' 

'I do. But my wicked heart will ramble off in 
spite of myself!' (JOp325) 

Unlike Sue in her affliction, who is driven to locate the 

source of her 'wickedness' in the 'Curse of Adam' (JO 

p356) , Arabella abdicates not a whit of responsibility to 

any external force. And whilst we are aware that Sue - as 

the tormented heroine caught in the cross-fire of that 

'deadly war' is trapped in a far wider net, it is also 

evident that Arabella's spiritual void demands of her 

something of the courage of the existentialist orphaned 

from the all-caring, all-loving Divinity. 

Had she succumbed to what Hardy describes as 'the 

serene heights of a soul conscious ••• of 

spiritual ••• superiority' (JOp324), we could trust to her 

faith but not at all to the integrity of her thoughts and 
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feelings. Or as Arabella herself expresses it: 
Feelings are feelingsl •• I won't be a creeping 
hypocrite any longer. (JOP326) 

Hardy's immediate impulse at this stage of the novel 

has been to countermand the impression Arabella gives to 

Sue (and the reader) of smug self-righteousness in the 

moment of her 'serene heights' at the Kennetbridge fair. 

He leaves no temporal or spatial gaps in his narrative 

which might allow the reader to consolidate negative 

feelings against her; but rapidly shifts his focus from 

the hostilities between the women to Arabella's 

confrontation with her over-susceptible heart: 'I do dream 

sometimes 0' nights quite against my wishes' (JOp325), she 

confides - and we are wont 

Arabella alternately confounds and disarms us. This 

is so particularly at the scene of Jude's death where, with 

her total lack of reverence for death-bed conventions, she 

flies from the 'beautiful corpse' to the yet more beautiful 

day that beckons; to be left at the last advocating truths 

on Sue's behalf that the lovers had been barely able to 

acknowledge for themselves: that for all Sue's swearing to 

this or that cult or creed, she was no 'star', no 

'phantasmal, bodiless creature', no 'sweet, saintly 

Christian' but a flesh and blood creature with womanly 

needs and a deeply passionate heart. 

Widow Edlin has suggested that Sue has now found 

peace; but Arabella feels otherwise: 
'She may swear that on her knees to the holy cross 
upon her necklace till she's hoarse, but it won't 
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be true!' said Arabella. 
She's never found peace since she left his arms, 
and never will again till she's as he is now!' (JO 
p423) 

Earlier in the novel, observing Jude and Sue walking 

together at the Wessex Agricultural Show, Arabella's 

jealousy gives way to an intense curiosity as she tries to 

determine the depth of the lovers' intimacy - the nature of 

their relationship. At first she is bitterly envious: 
As far as they themselves are concerned they are 
the only two in the show. I should be ashamed of 
making myself so silly if I were hel (JOp302) 

But with what Hardy here calls her 'sharpened vision' she 

progresses to a more analytical frame of mind, whereupon, 

in the form of an interior monologue spoken aloud, she 

communicates her thoughts as at the same time she watches 

the lovers from a distance. And the more she watches, the 

more convinced she is, for reasons entirely of her own, 

that the undemonstrative Sue of her first impressions is a 

woman of deeper feeling than she had suspected. 
See how he looks round at her, and lets his eyes 
rest on her. I am inclined to think that she don't 
care for him quite so much as he does for her. 
She's not a particular warm-hearted creature to my 
thinking, though she cares for him pretty middling 
much - as much as she's able to; and he could make 
her heart ache a bit if he likes to try. (JOp302) 

From feeling 'inclined to think that she don't care', to 

feeling that her heart could be made to 'ache a bit' is 

quite a progression. And an important one. Hardy is 

relying substantially upon Arabella here to report back her 
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findings with absolute accuracy to a reader to whom Sue is 

temporarily unobservable. Had he simply invited Arabella 

to make her final observation without preamble, whilst her 

insights into Sue's nature would still signify in their 

abbreviated form, they would nonetheless lose much of their 

impact and meaning in so far as the sense of there being a 

perceptive, analytical mind 

undisclosed. 

at work, would remain 

The Sue that Arabella perceives is then a woman of 

deep feeling who does not however give an appearance of 

being deeply committed. But there is more in her face. 

Arabella declares, 'As for that body with him - she don't 

know what love is - at least what I call love! I can see 

in her face she don't' (JO p303). This more we then learn. 

That Sue is still sexually unawakened or not yet 

orgasmic. As we have earlier gathered, Jude is susceptible 

enough to woman's 'unvoiced call' to man; and Arabella is 

quick to perceive that no such call is exerting its 

riveting or melting effect upon him now. In fact there is 

a singular lack of melting glances in the lovers' 

communications throughout this scene: the one major scene 

in the novel which offers the reader a glimpse of the 

halcyon days that intervened, for Jude and Sue, between the 

consummation of their relationship and its dissolution. 

The scene of the Wessex Agricultural Show is one of 

those rare but significant occasions in ~ where Hardy 

'watches' Sue in the company - as it were of Arabella; 

co-ordinating his point of view with her own. Arabella has 
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spent a large part of the day tracking the lovers and 

watching them together, and as they enter the horticultural 

tent, she is still in their proximity. It is now Hardy's 

turn to speak: 
In the meantime the more exceptional couple and the 
boy still lingered in the pavilion of flowers - an 
enchanted palace to their appreciative taste 
Sue's usually pale cheeks reflecting the pink of 
the tinted roses at which she gazed; for the gay 
sights, the air, the music, and the excitement of a 
day's outing with Jude, had quickened her blood and 
made her eyes sparkle with vivacity. (JOp306) 

As in the episode of the naked figurines, (Hardy's first 

alternative sighting of Sue), here is a picture of a young 

woman owning a decidedly physical presence. Responding in 

a highly sensuous manner to her surroundings, the immediacy 

and impact of her sensations is so strongly eidetic that it 

is evident that her author is perceiving her as closely as 

has been Arabella. And whilst he sees a vibrant, sensual 

woman, responding in a wholly physical way to the world of 

sound, sight, touch and smell - who must plunge her face 

into the rose blossoms and draw Jude close to her as she 

does so - so he also appears to sense her bodily rhythms 

her breathings. They seem spontaneously to break through 

into the locutions of his narrative. Shifting from the 

mood of stillness and repose conveyed by such words as 

'lingered' and 'reflecting', to the shorter, staccato 

notation of ' ••• the tinted roses at which she gazed; for 

the gay sights, the air, the music ••• ', the accelerated 

rhythmic pace approximates that catch-in-the throat 

breathless excitement that emanates from his heroine. And 
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as these \-Iords al terna tely heave and cluster, from 

'pavilion of flowers' to 'enchanted palace', from 'gaze' to 

'eyes sparkling with vivacity', from the first lingering to 

the last 'quickening', so the awareness of a palpitating, 

living, sexually aroused woman moves into Hardy's 

consciousness, stirs his vision, moulds his discourse. 

This is not the Sue we usually see. Hardy has caught 

her as if unawares and unprepared; has drawn out her 

repressed soul from its self-confined interior spaces and 

released it back into the wider arena of the organic, 

biological world, where it surges into life. Arabella, who 

had accurately perceived in Sue a fractiousness, a 

'fidgety' nervousness (JO p303), which to her had 

apparently signified sexual frustration, is now eaten away 

with curiosity to see how Jude will respond to his 

sensuously aroused companion. For as Hardy has observed: 
what Arabella had witnessed was Sue detaining Jude 
almost against his will while she learnt the names 
of this variety and that, and put her face within 
an inch of their blooms to smell them. (JOp306) 

From which we must infer that Jude has not completely given 

himself up to the moment; that unlike Hardy he is not 

fully engaged with the sensuous Sue at this point. 

Arabella on the other hand sees what Hardy sees, and 

although he now alters his discourse to accommodate her 

alternative point of view, there is no disjunction in terms 

of perception. Delivering Arabella's observations in the 

form of a single perfunctory phrase sandwiched between the 

dialogue which passes between the lovers, (a narrative 
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method which neatly approximates to Arabella's mood and 

quashed feelings), Hardy sets her perspective against his 

own: delivered as it has been in poetic effulgence. He 

retains with ease none-the-less, the simultaneity of their 

shared vantage points, as the following dialogue evidences. 

Sue, putting her face 'within an inch' of the rose blossoms 

tells Jude: 
'I should like to push my face quite into them -

the dears!' she had said. 'But I suppose it is 
against the rules to touch them - isn't it, Jude?' 

'Yes, you baby,' said he: and then playfully 
gave her a little push, so that her nose went down 
among the petals. 

'The policeman will be down on us, and I shall 
say it was my husband's fault!' 

Then she looked up at him, and smiled in a way 
that told so much to Arabella. 

'Happy?' he murmured. (JOP307) 

What Arabella has perceived with her 'sharpened vision' and 

what Hardy has evoked so fully, is not however, so clear to 

Jude. Whether involuntarily or otherwise, he instinctively 

steers away from his hyper-sensitised Sue and propels her 

back into her dark interior spaces of mind - away from her 

warm, vibrant world and back to interrogatives: 
'Happy?' he murmured. 
She nodded. 
'Why? Because you have come to the great Wessex 

Agricultural Show - or because ~ have come?' (JO 
p307) 

The spell is broken. The woman who had shed her defensive 

armour just long enough to experience her body as a vehicle 

of rich and ecstatic sensation, is plummeted back into her 

old familiar role. She must explain herself again! 
'You are always trying to make me confess to all 

sorts of absurdities. Because I am improving my 
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mind, of course, by seeing all these steam-ploughs, 
and threshing-machines, and chaff-cutters, and 
cows, and pigs, and sheep.' (JO p301) 

Here as elsewhere Sue talks 'vaguely and indiscriminately 

to prevent his (Jude) talking pertinently' (JO p235); as 

the list of proliferating objects signifies. Not 

sufficiently composed to summon up her learned language 

just yet, she relies upon the phatic: upon mechanical 

objects and beasts far removed from her heightened sphere. 

With Jude's demand for verbal explanations she is once more 

back on the barricades, and for the moment any tactical 

defence will do. Detecting in her lover a resistance to 

her mood, to her physical excitement, which remains in want 

only of his reciprocal response, she falls back upon a 

barrier language as if in unconscious recognition of his 

need to invoke in her an intellectual response and to 

banish any physical response from his consciousness. And 

if her response seems more imbued with irony than with 

seriousness, her subsequent abstraction as she drifts into 

a discourse on 'Greek seriousness' and 'Christminster 

luminaries' soon dispels that impression. It is something 

of a paradox that the withdrawn and distanced Sue is now to 

Jude the more familiar, reassuring figure - her lover 

being, as Hardy says, 'content with a baffle from his ever 

evasive companion' (JO p301). 

In this brief episode a remarkable amount is 

happening. Hardy 'sees' Sue, Arabella 'sees' Sue, and Jude 

'sees' Sue. Yet it is ostensibly the person who loves her 
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the most who 'sees' the least. The Jude who had, on one 

isolated occasion and in a sexually alert frame of mind 

following a night with Arabella, actually registered Sue's 

attractions and rested his eyes and thoughts upon 'the 

delicate lines of her profile, and the small, tight, 

apple-like convexities of her bodice' (JO p196), has more 

customarily so great a need to shape Sue according to his 

imaginings that he frequently fails altogether, to register 

her physical, bodily, person. For example, on the night 

when Sue arrives with her river drenched clothes clinging, 

rather suggestively one might suppose, to her small body, 

Jude apprehends her in wholly abstract terms. Her hands, 

he perceives to be as 'clammy as a marine deity'; and her 

wet clothes cling to her 'like the robes upon the figures 

in the Parthenon frieze' (JO p151). 

So too at the Wessex Agricultural Show. With 'Greek 

seriousness' upon Sue's lips and content upon Jude's face, 

the pattern is by now a familiar one. And as fast as Sue 

is discomposed alienated from her 'self', reality, her 

lover - so Jude remains unaware that with her glide back on 

to the 'frieze' she has also slipped back into repression; 

Hardy confirming the fact of her emotional/sexual withering 

by reinvoking his hermeneutics of her 'blossoming'. For 

just as the roses whose pink blooms were earlier linked 

with Sue's flushed cheeks, (tumescence), so now, as she is 

drained of her 'quickened blood', those same blooms will 

wither; or in the words of little prophetic 'Time', all 

will be 'withered in a few daysl' (JO p301) 
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In this episode Sue is shown less ethereal than 

elevated, less frigid than refrigerated, and less wanting 

in sexual responsiveness than in a sexually responsive 

lover. Hardy's and Arabella's vision of Sue conflicts 

quite openly with Jude's Alma Mater. Sexless she is not. 

Sexually frustrated she may be. 

This much Hardy intimates elsewhere; notably in the 

post-nuptial scene where Jude and Sue are breakfasting 

after their first night as lovers. It is not in this 

instance, to the literal meaning of words, gestures, 

activities and events that Hardy addresses himself, but to 

their metonymic function. Were we to read this scene 

without an awareness of resemblances, as an evocation of a 

'morning after' scene without interpreting what kind of 

'morning after' Hardy is driving at, it would be one of the 

most pointless scenes in the novel. But as it happens it 

is one of the most revealing. 

Most telling are moods; and Hardy's play upon them. 

Jude, we discover, is in a buoyant mood, 'gaily' making 

plans for marriage. Sue is on the other hand, subdued and 

preoccupied: 'A . glow had passed away from her and 

depression sat on her features' (JOp276). This is hardly 

the manner of a woman rapt in post-orgasmic repose. 

Furthermore, Jude not only acts 'gaily' but also relaxes 

'placidly' - clear symptoms of an easeful frame of mind and 

body. And whilst Sue returns Jude's kisses 'in a way she 

had never done before', this (ambiguous phrase) suggests 

more dutiful compliance than arousal given her dull 
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depression. And it is in keeping with her chastened mood, 

that, contrite and meek, and bound upon a course of 

'strange and unnecessary penance', she leaves Jude with the 

melancholy thought that she is a bird 'caught at last' who 

shows sadness in her smile (JO p277). 

The pattern of behaviour that Hardy evokes, not only 

points to Sue's lack of sexual fulfilment with Jude, but 

enacts it. These morning gestures mimic the act of 

lovemaking itself - subtly, poetically, and convincingly. 

The active/passive conjunction of high/low temperature 

emotions as they are manifest in Jude's behaviour - his 

initial elevation and subsequent placidity approximates 

to coital excitement and post-emission lassitude 

respectively. By the same token, where Jude's behaviour 

mimics the heightened emotion/low tension ease of sexual 

activity, so Sue's meekness, contriteness and wistful 

sadness all non-kinetic emotions - mimic her repressed, 

inhibited response to Jude. For if we recall, Sue had been 

won the night before by coercion; by the needy Jude's 

frustration, irritation, and vociferous recriminations. 

But having been won, she is then denied physical release 

from her emotional tensions; for Jude's pledge of faith in 

his lover's absence of what he calls grossness, invites no 

free sexual expression but rather passivity and chaste 

decorum. She beds him therefore out of guilt and anxiety 

(Hardy does not suggest otherwise); the most powerful of 

all repressors upon the feminine sensibility. 

In much the same mood of conflicting feelings, but now 
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secure in her mind that she has fully claimed Jude as her 

own, Sue sets off to visit Arabella, who had, on the 

previous day, intimated that it was she, as Jude's lawful 

wife, who had the prior claim upon him. Arabella had 

detected in Sue's troubled manner as they had stood talking 

at the door, a perceptible unease which she had rightly 

intuited as Sue's feeling at a disadvantage in this 

confrontation. Sue is presumably troubled that the more 

voluptuous woman has the stronger hold upon Jude. But the 

self-assurance which had yesterday been Arabella's is now 

diffused as Sue - newly in the ascendent - confronts her 

rival on equal terms. Comparing herself favourably with 

Arabella's frowsiness, playing the Lady Bountiful, 

rebuffing Arabella's open-hearted gesture as she proffers 

the telegram, Sue stands on her pride and dignity 

throughout; with just a touch of triumph about her. But 

it is her chagrin at Arabella's sharp perception of her 

which is significant (for our purposes), here. 'He is 

mine' says the heroine stiffly: 
'He wasn't yesterday.' 
Sue coloured roseate, and said 'How do 
'From your manner when you talked to 

door.' (JOp278) 

For all her morning-bed frowsiness and 

you know?' 
me at the 

having to 

accommodate Sue's superior attitude, Arabella is as astute 

now as always. Disadvantageous circumstances do not urge 

her to place an emotional colouration upon her 

observations; nor is she intimidated by her opponent's 

ascendancy over her. 
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As Sue's advocate then, Arabella is exemplary. Her 

clear unprejudiced judgement and observant reportage 

provides an alternative, and well authorised commentary in 

~. Her insight into the highly individual, spontaneous 

Sue as a passionate, sensual woman struggling to break from 

the curbing, uniform, 'ennobled' mould which imprisons, is 

Hardy's original heroine. Physically, intellectually, and 

emotionally she is well equipped for the modern world and 

liberation, but psychologically she has been shaped to a 

single pattern and circumscribed for bondage. 

Autobiographically, and .with no apparent intention of 

cross-linking his own beliefs with those of his heroine, 

Hardy does however, endorse her point of view in the 

following desideratum: 
I consider a social system based on individual 
spontaneity to promise better for happiness than a 
curbed and uniform one under which all temperaments 
are bound to shape themselves to a single pattern 
of living. (~p258) 
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1. Frederick 
The Origin of the Family ,Private Property 
(London, 1972) p 44. 

Engels 
and the State 

2. Mona Caird is so noticeably an exception to the more 
conventional late nineteenth century feminist, that she 
warrants a mention here. Author of The Wing of Azrael 
(London, 1889); The Daughters of Danaus (London, 1894); 
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Havelock Ellis Man and Woman; a 
Sexual Character (London, 1894) 
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Study of Secondary 

Feminist protests against this trend seem to have been 
ineffectual. Maria Grey had, in 1879, suggested that if 
woman were removed from her 'normal condition of subjection 
and confinement to the narrowest interests of life', it 
would soon enough become apparent that her proneness to 
'that class of defects' so peculiar to her sex, would be 
eliminated; 'We shall find that it is in the condition, 
and not in the sex, that those defects are inherent'. See 
Maria Grey's 'Men and Women', The Fortnightly Review 
November 1. 1879 Vol.XXV1 pp672-685. 

Gaining strength from the ocganicists, the 
geneticists, and finally the eugenicists, the late 
nineteenth century scientificist finds an apt spokesman in 
Professor Lombroso. For example, see his article entitled 
'The Physical Insensibility of Woman', 
The Fortnightly Review March 1 1892. Vol LV11 pp354-7 Here 
Lombroso (having availed himself of the use of such 
technological devices as the algometer) offers some of the 
fruits of his research into the human brain. The female 
brain is not only smaller, but also, Lombroso claims, less 
able to exert neural controls, and to stimulate sensory 
sensitivity, than is the case with the male brain; woman's 
brain, it is suggested, is neurologically inferior to 
man's. 

Hardy was familiar with Weismann's theories. See 
The Literary Notebooks of Thomas Hardy Edited by Lennart 
Bjork 2 Vols. (Gothenburg, 1974) Vol.1 pp 95, 144-5, 153. 
He was also in correspondence with Ellis, (see Purdy and 
Millgate, op. cit., Vol 1.p 117; Vol 2. p83.) And with 
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Millgate,op. cit., Vol 1. pp 133,176,251; Vol 2. pp 
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influential men. 

10. Sara Delamont and Lorna Duffin (Editors) The Nineteenth 
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11. Laurence Lerner shares this view. He suggests that the 
idealisation of the wife represented a kind of 
emancipation. 
Love and Marriage. Literature and its Social Context 
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See 

12. 'Doll-madonna' is George Eliot's phrase. See D~lamont and 
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bicycling, cigar-smoking creatures, the Sue Brideheads and 
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catchphrase as if to clarify a typology is well illustrated 
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Conclusion 

Many Victorian novelists dealt with the fortunes or 

misfortunes of young women growing to maturity . And many 

approached the subject with seeming sympathy. In what 

respects then does Hardy differ from his contemporaries in 

his treatment of women? The first point to consider is the 

question of typology. Hardy's heroines are endowed with 

unusually robust health and vigorous, rebounding spirits. 

But they are not simply physically fit and energetic, they 

are also emotionally and intell~ctually vigorous. They 

are, in fact, wholly unwilling to submit to male coercion, 

and are prepared to challenge the moral codes and practices 

of their essentially male-dominated world. Hardy created 

then, not only compelling but active, courageous heroines, 

none of whom gives up without a prolonged struggle. Each 

and everyone is oppressed by subjection and fear and has 

due cause to wilt or fade, yet not one gives in to passive 

submission. This leads us on to conclude two important 

pOints about Hardy's treatment of women in the novels. 

First, there is the fact that for all his sympathies with 

the underprivileged male in his fiction, there is no doubt 

that for Hardy it is the feminine experience which is more 

intensely frustrating, anxious, anguished. And second, 

each and every major Hardy heroine is, so to speak, a 

fighter. Women are,in other words, the most appropriate 

candidates for heroism. 
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Leading on from this - Hardy's portrayal of unusually 

strong, heroic women - is his highly individual manner of 

treating with the moral watchdog . Where he, the author, 

takes pains to deny himself the right of standing in 

judgement on his women, so too he resolves to allow the 

male censor in his fiction - the pedagogical Knight, the 

spying Oak, the policing Venn to emerge as less than 

noble in his role of moral overseer . This testifies to an 

implicit criticism in 

puritanical moral 

Hardy 

bully 

that levels itself at the 

and his highly questionable 

motivation . Not one male character engaged in such a role 

effectively benefits the community as a direct result of 

his moral coercion. On the contrary, such activity 

enforces so constraining a moral pressure upon the subject 

- the censoriously monitored woman - that her nerve, in 

fact, fails. Hitherto strong in her self-determination and 

open-hearted in conducting her affairs, she is eventually 

driven into corners so guilt-ridden and fearful that the 

chances of emerging morally strengthened are remote . 

Personal judgement then gives way to an undue concern with 

appearances and the trust essential to a healthy, 

productive community is wholly undermined. Hardy clearly 

cannot approve the socially approved method of subduing 

women . The inculcation of guilt may be an effective means 

of maintaining male dominance and female subordination, but 

in Hardy's book it constitutes both a tyranny and a 

destructive force. That Hardy then refuses to identify 

with such characters indicates an attitude to women in his 

fiction that does not usually characterise the Victorian 
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novelist. 

Clearly, Hardy approves a bounding sexual nature in 

his heroines. His concern is to acknowledge the desire for 

sexual expression and sexual self-knowledge in women. This 

is not a notion that feminist theorists at the time - for 

whom Hillicent Garrett Fawcett is plausibly the spokeswoman 

were prepared to advance. Hardy was no Grundyist. He 

presented, not Victorian dolls, but modern, liberated 

heroines with sexual needs. Even the repressed Sue is 

shown to possess sexual needs; that these manifest 

themselves in the form of inhibition and fear says a good 

deal about Hardy's insight into female sexuality. This 

aspect of Hardy's treatment of women in the novels places 

him beyond the range of the nineteenth-century liberal 

feminist. His radicalism places him more fittingly in the 

twentieth century - and none too far from the modern sexual 

liberationist at that. 

From the manifold diversity of Hardy's themes and 

characterisations then, it can be claimed that sexual 

liberation and the author's caring feeling for woman's 

plight constitute a major concern in the Wessex novels. 

The next point that follows on from this is that Hardy's 

characterisation of women springs not from a 

masculine-superior consciousness or from misogynistic 

leanings, but from a deeply empathetic, psychologically 

perceptive sensibility. From Elfride's struggle to 

confront her lover candidly on issues of sexual 

misunderstanding, to Sue's attempts to break free from what 

Hardy calls in the Life (p 258) the 'curbed and 
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uniform ••• shape' in which she has been moulded from birth, 

the feminine experience of frustration and pain is conveyed 

by Hardy with insight and sympathy. In full accord, in 

this instance, with John Stuart Mill's dictum that each and 

every individual should be granted the opportunity to prove 

his or her own capacities by trial, so that the world would 

have the benefit of the best faculties of all its 

inhabitants, Hardy proceeds to display his heroine's best 

faculties in the realistic context of their less than 

perfect natures. That the world they inhabit is not yet 

ready to embrace sexual equality - that it refuses to grant 

to women the opportunities it grants to men - is a fact of 

life for Hardy that becomes an increasingly dominant theme 

in his work. The 'prosaic reality' that underlies the 

'pastoral idyll' in Far From the Madding Crowd, where two 

aspiring farmers rise to prosperity but only the female 

contender (Bathsheba) is denied the legal rights, social 

and economic benefits and privileges accorded to the male, 

is a singularly harsh reality. Similarly, in the darker 

world of Jude the Obscure, which finds one aspiring school 

teacher (Sue) suspended for (supposedly) unethical conduct 

while her male counterpart (Phillotson) continues in office 

following an inquiry into his unethical conduct, the 

realities of the sexual double-standard are exposed by 

Hardy. 

Parity between the sexes is Hardy's platform from 

first to last, although initially he was obliged, in the 

interests of propriety, to observe the orthodoxies. This 

leads on to a further conclusion - that of strategy changes 
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in Hardy. For reasons fully explored in Chapter Two, the 

opportunity for presenting a sexually aware, unconventional 

heroine at the outset of his career, raised uncomfortable 

questions for the author and his editor - not least the 

question of the former's suitability as a periodical 

writer. Despite his efforts to conform, Hardy's 

characterisation of Elfride Swancourt does 'grow' 

alarmingly unconventional and her author accordingly is 

driven to glaze his text with judicious overtones to 

satisfy Mrs Grundy. Hardy then enters the Victorian 

middle-class drawing room with some difficulty, and having 

gained access, and keeping one eye on the proprieties and 

the other on his own revolutionary fervour, he secures 

permanent tenure, so to speak. 

Feigned conformity in A Pair of Blue Eyes is followed 

up with the more subversive texts of 

Far From the Madding Crowd and The Return of the Native. 

And by the time of the publication of ~ judicious 

overtones are entirely absent in Hardy's discourses. 

Openly supporting his less than orthodox creation, he takes 

his stand. What may be termed his oppOSitional stance is 

plainly in evidence, and his advocacy of Tess is 

undisguised. Hardy has by now developed a poetic prose 

mode of remarkable complexity and subtlety, and if 

Elfride's characterisation suffered at the behest of custom 

so Tess's benefits in the process. He has developed 

subversive literary techniques to a sufficiency and the 

question of standing in judgement upon woman has now 

become, in itself, questionable. 
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Hardy emerged from early stylistic difficulties to 

develop, as his novels proceeded, a poetic prose style of 

unquestionable literary skill. It seems reasonable to 

conclude that he gained certain psychic, as well as 

artistic, insights from his capacity to integrate the 

anguish he experienced at the hands of his harsher critics. 

Just as Tess, no less an 'outsider' than Hardy, owns a 

facility 'long spells of power' - for keeping emotional 

tumult 'in hungry 

struggles with the 

subjection' 

prospect 

(TD pp236,237) as she 

of impending judgement, so 

Hardy, feeling from first to last a social outcast, 

suppressed his early revolutionary fervour and kept in 

hungry subjection his dark anxieties over public rejection. 

From a deep understanding of how it felt in reality to be 

subject to repeated checks, to be ridiculed and patronised, 

Hardy succeeded in conveying, through his characterisations 

of women, the feminine experience of psychical wounding and 

emotionally suppressed frustration and misery. And in 

liberating his heroines by returning to them the sexual 

nature so long denied to their sisters in life, he kept 

firmly before the Victorian reader a permament reminder of 

the tyranny under which so many women lived. 
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Appendix 

The Internal Dating of 'Far From the Madding Crowd' 

The internal dating of Far From The Madding Crowd has 

been set variously at 1840, the 1860s, and 1869-73. 

John Bayley writes in his introduction to the novel 

that 'Bathsheba is a young woman of the 1840s', 

whereas C J.Weber's dating, based on calendar 

evidence, sets the action in years 1869-73. 

Bayley's dating becomes problematical if the 

Boldwood who features in The Mayor of Casterbridge, 

(set in the 1840s), - a 'silent, reserved young man', 

(I1C p244) - is to be at the same time the middle-aged 

suitor of Far From the Madding Crowd. Hardy's 

optional placing of Boldwood suggests an intended 

temporal gap; approximately twenty to thirty years 

between the two novels, which would allow the young 

Boldwood to mature. 

This then favours Weber's dating; which is also 

supported by information provided by F R.Pinion, who 

records ( A Hardy Companion, [p504]) that Boldwood's 

farm in Far From the Madding Crowd is modelled upon a 

farm known to Hardy as Druce Farm. The house was 

built in 1867. This shows that Hardy imagined the 

action taking place in the late 1860s/early 1870s. 

(Pinion says early sixties [ibid p440]; but this is 

too early. Boldwood's house - of which he is tenant -

has already been built before the novel's action 
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begins, and is in fact 'cobwebbed' [FFMC p131]; which 

suggests that the house is not new.) 

Further evidence for a contemporary setting comes 

from Hardy himself; who shows every indication of 

having entered the here-and-now of his environs into 

the life of the novel: 
While thus in the seclusion of Bockharoton, 
writing Far From the Madding Crowd, we find 
him on September 21, walking to Woodbury Hill 
Fair, approximately described in the novel as 
'Green-Hill Fair' .•• (my italics) 

In reference to the illustrations, I have 
sketched in my note-book during the last 
summer a few correct outlines of smockfrocks, 
gaiters, sheep-crooks, rick-staddler, a 
sheep-washing pool, one of those old-fashioned 
malt-houses, and some other out-of-the-way 
things that might have to be shown. (~ 
pp96 ,91) 

I have decided to finish it here, which is 
within a walk of the district in which the 
incidents are supposed to occur. I find it a 
great advantage to be actually among the 
people described at the time of describing 
them. (Life p99) 

The second extract refers of course to the serial 

publication illustrations 

the comment that he hoped .•• 
the rustics, although 
appear intelligent, 
(Life p91) 

Clearly Hardy would 

Hardy also volunteering 

quaint, may be made to 
and not boorish at all. 

abolish the generic 

caricature of Hodge; and would create, down to the 

last crook and gaiter, a contemporary world. Even 

Bathsheba's flippancy in sending Boldwood a valentine 

is 'modern' in Hardy's book, who speaks of 'the 

regarding of valentines as things of serious import' 

as outdated. (Preface to FFMC) Impressionistically 

the novel reads, if only for its 'modern' concern with 
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marriage laws, as contemporary; a view endorsed by R 

J.White in Thomas Hardy and History who writes that 

'the time and the events of the tale (was) almost 

contemporary'. (ibid p3) 

Finally there is Hardy's 1895-1902 Preface to 

Far From the Madding Crowd, which also supports the 

70's dating: 
The village called Weatherbury, wherein the 
scenes of the present story are for the most 
part laid, would hardly be discernible to the 
explorer, without help, in any existing place 
nowadays; though at the time, comparatively 
recent, at which the tale was written, a 
sufficient reality to meet the descriptions, 
both of backgrounds and personages, might have 
been traced easily enough ••• the heroine's fine 
old Jacobean house would have been found in 
the story to have taken a witch's ride of a 
mile or more from its actual position. 
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